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TO THE LATE

JOHN RICK

As Minister responsible for Parks Canada, it is an honour and a pleasure to introduce this
archaeological report on Red Bay National Historic Site of Canada. The Government
of Canada is very proud of this major study of an important chapter in the history of
our country.
In the 16th century, intrepid Basque whalers ventured to Labrador and established whaling
stations along the Strait of Belle Isle and, for decades, Canada became the world centre for
whaling and whale-oil production. The story of these brave Basque seafarers, their ships
and their whaling technology continues to unfold within this report.
Red Bay is a story of partnership. Parks Canada's Underwater Archaeology Service began
work at Red Bay in 1978 on the excavation and study of the remains of the 1565 Basque
whaling ship believed to be the San Juan, under an agreement with the Province of
Newfoundland and Labrador. This project quickly became one of the largest of its kind in
the world, and an international benchmark in the discipline. The Basque province of Gipuzkoa, Spain, where the San Juan was built, launched and outfitted, has also been a major partner, making important scientific contributions.
In the 1990s, impressed by the importance of the San Juan and the quality of the research
and conservation being done, UNESCO asked Parks Canada if they could use the outline of
the stern of the galleon as its logo for underwater cultural heritage. The San Juan is now the
symbol for all heritage shipwrecks in the world.
Red Bay National Historic Site is a significant example of how Parks Canada continues to
fulfill its mandate to preserve and present Canada's history for the benefit of all Canadians.
Our goal is to ensure that our national historic sites are conserved, that the heritage values
and resources that make them exceptional are retained, and that we continue to build a system of national historic sites that reflects the diversity of our historical heritage.
Red Bay is an extraordinary site. Its fascinating story has been painstakingly reconstructed
and told with skill. It is on Canada's Tentative List for consideration as a UNESCO World
Heritage Site. This report provides strong evidence of Red Bay's worthiness for inclusion.
In the spirit of almost 30 years of collaboration, we welcome the messages contributed by
our partners.

John Baird
Minister of the Environment
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Message from the Minister of Tourism, Culture and Recreation
As the Minister for Tourism, Culture and Recreation, I am delighted to have the opportunity
to introduce the Underwater Archaeological Report produced by Parks Canada's Underwater Archaeological Services.
This detailed report outlines the meticulous research undertaken in Red Bay, Labrador by
Parks Canada divers, conservators, cataloguers, photographers and draughtspeople from
1978 to 2005. Discoveries at the site included four Basque Galleons, one of which is possibly
the San Juan. A chalupa, or whaling boat, was also uncovered, conserved and is now displayed at the Visitor's Centre in Red Bay. These discoveries, as noted by historians, reveal
the import of the Red Bay whaling activity to European economies in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries and are historically significant to this province.
Since 2003, close to 38,000 visitors have toured the Red Bay National Historic Site and I
firmly believe this figure will increase in the years to come. This publication will undoubtedly add to these numbers.
I congratulate Parks Canada's Underwater Archaeological Services on a job well done.
Sincerely,

Tom Hedderson
Minister of Tourism, Culture and Recreation

^ewlôiindlancl
Labrador
CANADA
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Gipuzkoako Foru Aldundia
Diputación Forai de Gipuzkoa

El descubrimiento de los restos del ballenero vasco San Juan hundido en 1565 en aguas canadienses del Labrador, se ha convertido en uno de los acontecimientos de mayor interés de la
arqueología subacuática mundial.
Una serie importante de factores tanto humanos como naturales han hecho posible esta realidad gracias a la planificación de una investigación modélica entorno a este pecio conocido
y siglado administrativamente como 24M, por los investigadores de Pares Canadá.
Por un lado, las propias circunstancias del naufragio han permitido que un número muy
importante de elementos arqueológicos llegase hasta nosotros, lo que representa una
ocasión inmejorable para disponer de una colección patrimonial única en el estudio de la
cultura vasca, difícilmente recuperable en otro tipo de excavaciones. Por otro, las características del medio marino que ha rodeado los restos desde su hundimiento han influido
directamente en el excelente estado de conservación de la mayoría del pecio a pesar de la
acción altamente destructiva de los deshielos anuales.
Así mismo, no es ajeno a la singularidad de esta investigación el propio proceso del descubrimiento del pecio a partir del hallazgo previo de determinados documentos de archivo
que significaron el punto de partida para su localización. Todo ello junto a la aplicación de
una metodología científica escrupulosa en su excavación, documentación, registro y estudios complementarios han aportado una extraordinaria información sobre la construcción
naval de la época, materiales, tecnología, pesca, productos derivados, vida cotidiana etc.
Por ello, este yacimiento subacuático investigado conjuntamente con otros terrestres próximos y asociados al mismo representa uno de los conjuntos más originales para el conocimiento de nuestro pasado. Resulta así mismo único para el estudio de ciertos aspectos de
nuestra historia que permiten colocar a nuestros carpinteros de rivera, marineros y comerciantes en un lugar destacado de la historia europea de la época. Sus aportaciones a la modernización de la arquitectura naval con la construcción de excelentes embarcaciones y al
descubrimiento de nuevas rutas oceánicas y de nuevos territorios de pesca constituyen
aspectos todos ellos que configuran una actividad comercial como uno de los motores
económicos más importantes de la Gipuzkoa del siglo XVI.
En este sentido, la investigación que ha sido posible entorno al fenómeno ballenero vasco de
Red Bay es a la vez, la más exhaustiva que se ha llevado a cabo hasta nuestros días en la relación entre el País vasco y Canadá.
Un profundo respeto por la historia, un compromiso con la autenticidad y una clara visión
de futuro han sido premisas claves en esta investigación en la que Pares Canadá ha destinado recursos económicos y personales de primer orden convirtiéndola en un proyecto
arqueológico cuya dimensión cultural traspasa ampliamente las fronteras de País.
Así, la postura adoptada por la dirección del proyecto desde el inicio del proyecto
arqueológico, dada la procedencia vasca del ballenero objeto del estudio impulsó la incorporación de un miembro también vasco en el equipo de Pares Canadá que llevó a cabo la
excavación del pecio en Red Bay y la posterior investigación del mismo. La Diputación
Foral de Gipuzkoa o Gobierno del Territorio de Gipuzkoa hizo posible este anhelo enviando
un técnico con la oportuna formación para participar activamente en dicho proyecto. De
esta forma, dio comienzo una estrecha colaboración entre Pares Canadá y nuestra Insti-
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tución que entre cuyas competencias cuenta con la protección e investigación de su patrimonio Histórico Territorial y por lo tanto se encuentra directamente interesada en tan
importante proyecto sobre un bien patrimonial marítimo construido en la población
guipuzcoana de Pasaia.
De la misma forma, parte de los documentos recogidos y estudiados en esta publicación
proceden de archivos históricos gestionados por esta Diputación Foral, como el Archivo
General de Protocolos de Gipuzkoa en Oñati y el Archivo General de Gipuzkoa en Tolosa
donde se custodia una importante colección de documentos relacionados con la actividad
marítima, la construcción naval, la gestión de los bosques, la actividad comercial, etc. La
investigación que se ha hecho posible en el proyecto y que se recoge en la obra ha permitido
materializar muchos aspectos de esta información documental depositada en estos y otros
fondos archivísticos. Este bagaje patrimonial resultante al que se suma el número de pecios
que en la zona han podido ser asociados arqueológica y culturalmente a la Nao ballenera se
ha convertido en el único referente mundial para su estudio, incluso para la propia cultura
vasca.
La experiencia de dicha colaboración ha resultado realmente enloquecedora para los proyectos de investigación que posteriormente se han desarrollado en ambas Instituciones relativas al estudio e interpretación aspectos patrimoniales lo que ha significado un impulso
definitivo a la investigación sobre la relación de los vascos y el mar. En esta filosofía se han
desarrollado iniciativas de colaboración en temas de interés común que han sido objeto de
consultas, asesorías, conferencias y recientemente esta Diputación ha actuado como depositarla de la información planimétrica de la txalupa ballenera del San Juan en un programa llevado a cabo en Pasaia, para la construcción arqueológica de una serie de réplicas a escala
real de las txalupas pertenecientes a la nao San Juan y recuperadas en la misma excavación
arqueológica.
Esperamos que esta publicación, fundamental para la interpretación de determinados
aspectos de nuestra historia y el conocimiento de nuestro patrimonio sea un paso más en esa
colaboración interinstitucional, y que en el futuro sigamos desarrollando nuevos proyectos
tanto en Canadá como en Gipuzkoa para aumentar nuestro conocimiento sobre este patrimonio singular e irrepetible. Comprendemos que el San Juan ha sido el mejor estudiado y el
que goza de una merecida reputación pero también entendemos que se trata del primero.
Primero de una larga lista de pecios de las mismas características que reposan bajo las aguas
canadienses como una reserva patrimonial para las generaciones futuras.
Queremos dejar patente nuestro agradecimiento a Canadá y a Pares Canadá en particular,
por esta contribución a mayor gloria e historia de los marinos, carpinteros navales y pescadores de ballenas vascos del siglo XVI. Esperamos así mismo que la obra se convierta en un
instrumento eficaz para hacer realidad que tras su viaje desde Euskalerria a Canadá hace
más de cuatro siglos, el San Juan leve de nuevo anclas en Red Bay y continúe a lo largo y
ancho del mundo con su nueva carga de conocimiento con un valor infinitamente superior
al precioso cargamento que perdió en el mar del Labrador aquel Agosto de 1565.

Imanol Agote Alberro
DIRECTOR GENERAL DE CULTURA
DIPUTACIÓN FORAL DE GIPUZKOA
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Gipuzkoako Foru Aldundia
Diputación Forai de Gipuzkoa

The discovery of the remains of the Basque whaler San Juan, which sank off the Labrador
Coast of Canada in 1565, has yielded one of the world's most precious underwater archaeological sites.
A variety of human and natural factors have made this possible, including the careful planning of a model research project directed at this particular wreck, designated 24M by Parks
Canada researchers.
The actual circumstances of the shipwreck have led to the exceptional preservation of a
large number of archaeological elements, giving us the opportunity to study a unique collection of Basque material heritage. Moreover, the characteristics of the marine environment
surrounding the ship after its loss exerted a direct influence on the excellent condition of the
shipwreck despite the destructive action of the winter ice.
A singular aspect of this research is that the initial discovery of the wreck was a process that
began with the identification of historical documents in Basque archives. The archaeological
project that followed saw the application of a scrupulous scientific methodology with
respect to site excavation and documentation, finds recording, and related studies, and all
this collectively provided a wealth of information on shipbuilding of the period, the materials and technology involved, the whale fishery and its commercial products, the daily life,
and much more.
This underwater site, along with the adjacent and associated whaling stations identified on
shore, represent a unique archaeological assemblage, collectively serving to place Basque
shipwrights, sailors, and whalers in the context of European seafaring of the age. The
Basque contribution to the evolution of naval architecture through the construction of
exceptional vessels, and to the development of new transatlantic trade routes and fishing
grounds, all testify to a commercial activity that was undoubtedly a major driving force in
the economy of 16th-century Gipuzkoa.
This research also adds substantially to our knowledge of Basque whaling in Red Bay, representing the most exhaustive study of early relations between the Basque country and Canada.
A deep respect for history, a commitment to authenticity, and a clear vision of the future all
influenced the research process. Parks Canada allocated considerable economic and human
resources in undertaking an archaeological project whose cultural dimensions extend well
beyond Canada's frontiers.
Given the Basque origins of the vessel, the decision by the project leaders to seek Basque
participation in the initial excavation and subsequent research on the Red Bay vessel is particularly noteworthy. An invitation extended by Parks Canada to the Diputación Forai de
Gipuzkoa (Gipuzkoa government) led to a suitably qualified researcher taking part in the
project. This was the beginning of a close collaboration between Parks Canada and this
institution, whose jurisdiction and responsibilities include the protection and research of the
region's cultural history. The Diputación thus had a particular interest in such an important
project concerning an element of maritime heritage directly related to a coastal town of the
Basque coast (Pasaia, Gipuzkoa).
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A number of the historical documents referenced in this publication come from archives
managed by the Diputación Forai, such as the Archivo General de Protocolos de Gipuzkoa in
Oñati and the Archivo General de Gipuzkoa in Tolosa. Both house substantial collections of
documents chronicling diverse aspects of Basque maritime activity shipbuilding, forest
management, commerce, and so on. The research stemming from the Red Bay project has
resulted in many aspects of this information to be brought to light. These heritage resources,
as with the various wrecks that have been archaeologically and culturally associated with
the whaling nao, have become a unique international reference, prized not only for their
intrinsic value, but also for the contribution that they make to global awareness of Basque
culture.
Cooperation between between the two institutions has proved extremely rewarding and has
led, for example, to other research and interpretation projects on various aspects of Basque
heritage, giving a drive to the research on the relationship of the Basques with the sea. In
accordance with this spirit, cooperation initiatives have followed in areas of common interest resulting in consultations, advisory sessions, and conferences. Most recently, the Diputación served as an intermediary for planimetric data of the San Juan's txalupa whaleboat in a
program to construct in Pasaia full-scale archaeological replicas of txalupas found during the
excavations.
This publication is fundamental to the interpretation of many aspects of our maritime heritage. We hope that our participation in the project will promote further international cooperation, leading to further projects in both Canada and Gipuzkoa that will serve to expand
our knowledge of this engaging period of our history. We know that the site of the San Juan
has been studied in the greatest detail and that it enjoys a well-deserved reputation. It is the
first in a long list of Basque shipwrecks of this period that have come to lie in Canadian
waters, representing a rich repository of Basque maritime heritage for future generations.
We wish to thank Canada, and more specifically Parks Canada for this important contribution to the historical legacy of the sailors, shipbuilders and whalers of the 16th-century
Basque country. We also trust that this publication will allow the San Juan, following her
voyage from the Basque country to Canada over four hundred years ago, to weigh anchor
once again to sail the four corners of the world with its new cargo of knowledge, infinitely
more precious than the cargo lost on the shores of Labrador in autumn of 1565.

Imanol Agote Alberro
DIRECTOR-GENERAL, DEPARTMENT OF CULTURE
DIPUTACIÓN FORAL DE GIPUZKOA

[Translation by Parks Canada]
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Embajada de España

As Ambassador of the Kingdom of Spain to Canada, it is a pleasure and an honour indeed
to have been given this opportunity to write on the "San Juan", now that the extensive
research and voluminous works dedicated to her are available to public consideration.
For millennia the Iberian Peninsula has been a crossroad in sea navigation. 21st century
Spain is a blend of peoples, cultures and civilizations who journeyed to and from the Peninsula or along the Spanish coasts. Unfortunately, oceans do exact their toll, thus resulting in
Spain enjoying a remarkable underwater cultural heritage.
However, this heritage is not limited to her coasts as Spain is a nation that holds a commanding view on the Mediterranean Sea and the Atlantic Ocean from her geographical vantage point at the western tip of Europe. For centuries, Spanish war and merchant ships,
fishing and cruising ships were leaving their wake on the oceans and seas of the world.
Spanish navigations and maritime discoveries are a relevant part of universal history. Consequently, Spanish underwater legacy is scattered at the bottom of oceans everywhere.
Among Spanish navigators, Basque seamen have historically held a prominent place. For
centuries their whalers have crossed the oceans and visited faraway coasts in search of their
prey.
The "San Juan" reached Labrador and ended her journey under the waters facing what is
now Canada. Her discovery in 1978 brought about extensive research that made this whaler
more than an excellent example of underwater heritage; she became a symbol of that legacy,
a symbol shared by both Spanish and Canadians, a universal heritage. Thus it is the silhouette of the "San Juan" that is outlined on the logo of the 2001 UNESCO Convention on the
Protection of the Underwater Cultural Heritage.
In this context, Spain's goal is to protect and preserve the underwater heritage for generations to come. Consistent with that objective, in 2005, Spain ratified the 2001 UNESCO Convention which, we believe, is a valid instrument adopted by the international community
for the benefit of underwater heritage.
We are looking forward to Canada becoming a party to the Convention.

Mariano Alonso-Burón y Aberasturi
Ambassador of Spain to Canada
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FOREWORD

So the reader will not be delayed from direct
involvement in this remarkable publication,
my foreword must be brief. I read the entire
first volume, except for a quick lunch break,
in one sitting. I could not set it aside. Never
have I been more absorbed in a book, learning something new from every paragraph,
each carefully footnoted and many helpfully
illustrated. I do not exaggerate. And that
was just the first volume.

These five volumes are so much more than
the report on one 16th-century Basque ship,
although that would have been valuable on
its own. The Red Bay project encompasses
the study of the entire 16th-century whaling
industry, including not only meticulous
excavation of a whaling ship and attendant
smaller whaling boats, but a huge amount of
archival research, and a look at some related
structural elements and material culture
remains from onshore operations.

I doubt that I was alone in my ignorance of
the fact that there was more seafaring
between Europe and the northern waters of
Newfoundland and Labrador in the middle
of the 16th century than between Spain and
the New World. Or that many of the larger
ships in the more famous treasure fleets that
sailed through the West Indies were built by
Basque shipwrights. Or how this all came
about because of Basque fishermen looking
for cod and whales.
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Now I know how such ships were built,
rigged, caulked, ballasted, manned, laden,
armed, financed, insured, navigated, and
sailed, and how smaller vessels were used in
the always dangerous hunt for whales. From
descriptions and illustrations (both contemporary paintings and those carefully made
just for this publication), I now have the
clearest possible picture of how wooden
casks, leather shoes, and iron harpoons,
lances, flensing knives and other blades
were made and used, and how and what the
crew ate from ceramic, metal, and wooden
table wares, and how they tended to their
personal hygiene.
Always interested in the techniques of
underwater excavation, I was pleased with
the detail to which authors describe not only
how, but why, Red Bay archaeologists used
various methods of recording and excavating the seabed remains. Every underwater
site demands its own special techniques of
excavation, but future shipwreck excavators
would be remiss not to read with care these
detailed descriptions, choosing or discarding what is and what is not applicable to
their particular sites. In this case, the challenges of recording and excavating were
daunting. Although certain standards had
been set in the Mediterranean by my own
excavations of the 17th-century Yassi Ada
wreck and the 11th-century Serçe Limani
wreck in Turkey, and by Michael and Susan
Katzev's brilliant excavation and restoration
of the Kyrenia ship in Cyprus, they were
XV

excavations of modest vessels without multiple decks and with capacities of a few
dozen tons, whereas the Red Bay whaler
was a trans-Atlantic vessel of more than 200
tons with a number of elaborate decks and
superstructures, and its excavation was of a
different order of complexity. As Eric Rieth
has pointed out to me, the results provide a
fresh look at the history of European shipbuilding in the mid-16th century.
It has been my privilege to know Robert
Grenier, the guiding force behind this
remarkable achievement, and some of his
colleagues from the beginning. What they
accomplished, under conditions as severe as

some of those faced by the 16th-century sailors, is a tribute to what can be done by a
national team, like that assembled by Parks
Canada, which did not hesitate to call on
foreign expertise when helpful.

That the Red Bay excavations represent a
milestone in the history of marine archaeology has always been recognized. Now the
thoroughness of that incredible project has
been matched by the thoroughness of its
publication. Everyone involved in the excavation, conservation, and interpretation of
this site receives my utmost respect my
heartiest congratulations.
George F. Bass
Institute of Nautical Archaeology
Texas A&M University
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PREFACE

The discovery in 1978 of a 16th-century
Basque whaling vessel in the harbour of Red
Bay, Labrador by Parks Canada precipitated
the most comprehensive underwater archaeological research project ever undertaken in
Canada. After eight successive seasons of
fieldwork conducted between 1978 and
1985, the task of analyzing the reams of
excavation data and carrying out the associated background research was an understandably lengthy process. This came to an
end in 2000 with the completion of a preliminary manuscript report. Transforming this
draft work into the present five-volume
bilingual publication, however, took a further seven years to complete, a truly daunting undertaking that exceeded even the
most pessimistic expectations of the amount
of work that it would entail.
Anyone who has had the responsibility of
directing an archaeological project of this
magnitude and presenting such a large-scale
synthesis of the research findings, knows
only too well that the accompanying pitfalls
are as numerous as they are varied and
unexpected. To better anticipate and cope
with these uncertainties, the principle of
"internal consistency" and the development
of redundant systems were adopted from
the outset of excavation and maintained
throughout the process of publication. For
instance, some elements of this report, particularly illustrations, are repeated intentionally so that researchers interested in just
one aspect of the project need not hunt out
THE UNDERWATER ARCHAEOLOGY OF RED BAY

the relevant information in another volume
or section. Indeed, two collections of important drawings have been assembled into
oversize illustrations at the ends of Volumes
I and III. Endnotes are numbered sequentially through each volume and full citations
are provided at their first appearance in each
chapter or section. Other elements of this
report stand alone, such as the Glossary and
the Bibliography found in Volume V.
Given the scope and chronological span of
"The Red Bay Project" it is impossible to
thank by name all individuals and organizations who have contributed to its success.
The reader is directed however to Section 1.4
in which fieldwork and research acknowledgements are presented.
In the context of the completion of this publication, the editors extend their thanks to all
individuals and institutions that granted
permission for the use of images, all of
whom are cited in the respective figure captions. The editors also wish to thank the
many authors, translators, illustrators and
photographers whose work appears in the
report, and who were graciously accommodating of the litany of corrections and revisions that were dictated by an ever evolving
research process. The contributions of a
number of individuals stand out for specific
mention.
Charles D. Moore was the first to contribute,
among other things, precise technical
XVll

parameters for the final manuscript. His
wealth of shipbuilding knowledge proved
invaluable during the systematic editing of
the manuscript.

The preparation of the manuscript for publication also benefited from professional contributions where language skills were
complemented by personal experience in
archaeology or history. In particular, Erika
Laanela took on the considerable task of
revising all the original English texts. During this process, she cast a critical eye on the
content and brought consistency and order
to the writing and citations. Alison McGain
and Jane Macauley gave momentum to the
translations destined for the English version.
Monique La Grenade brought coherence,
fluidity and accuracy to the texts translated
into French in Volumes I through III, and
translators Michèle Wilson and Salvatore
Strippoli brought welcome energy to
Volumes IV and V.

Dorothea Kappler (Larsen) and Carol Piper
(Pillar) produced exceptional illustrations
and the numerous edits that were
periodically required.
Likewise, George
Vandervlugt managed the digitization and
manipulation of hundreds of photographs
with the energetic assistance of Jonathan
Irwin.

xviii

Jonathan Moore's mark can be found
throughout every volume. He not only
supervised the layout of the publication, but
also provided a fresh look at the texts, catching various inconsistencies that were otherwise imperceptible to those too closely tied
to the research. His professionalism and
attention to detail made sure that high standards were maintained through to the very
last stages of the report's publication.
Jordan Long designed the report layout and
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1.1

INTRODUCTION

The Discovery of 16th-Century Basque Whaling Ships
in Labrador
Robert Grenier

During the fall of 1978, a small team of
underwater archaeologists from Parks Canada surveyed the harbours of Red Bay and
Chateau Bay (now Henley Harbour) in
Labrador and discovered a 16th-century
shipwreck in each location (Fig. 1.1.1).1 At
the time, they could not have anticipated
how these shipwrecks, particularly the one
in Red Bay, would help to change perceptions of the history of this part of North
America and of the roles played there by
Basque fishermen and whalers in the 16th
century.
Among historians of the European discovery and early exploitation of the Americas,
the study of Newfoundland has largely
remained a poor cousin to places much further south in the New World. Indeed, who
would want to celebrate the ugly codfish
and the smelly fisheries of Terranova2 when
compared with the lustrous riches of Mexico
and Peru? Despite their present-day lack of
prestige, the Newfoundland enterprises
were extremely lucrative in the 16th century.
As historian David Quinn has said, "Newfoundland - the fishery of the Banks, the
inshore cod fishery, the whale fishery on its
northern flank - may in the end prove to
THE UNDERWATER ARCHAEOLOGY OF RED BAY

have been for Europe during the sixteenth
and early seventeenth centuries as valuable
a discovery as the gold and silver of the
Spanish empire." 3
While historians have tended to relegate
Newfoundland and Labrador as a backwater of world history, the actual entrepreneurs
of the time - fishermen, whalers, merchants,
and fur traders - would have had a much
different view of these lands and, more
importantly, their adjacent waters. From
England, France, Spain, Portugal, and elsewhere, they converged on Newfoundland
and Labrador and their riches. They continued to return in such numbers that, by the
middle of the 16th century, these expeditions
could exceed the scale of the treasure fleets
of the Carrera de Indias sent by Spain to the
New World.4
Among these early entrepreneurs, the
Basques, the "miners of the sea" to use contemporary essayist Marc Lescarbot's words,
played a central role not only as fishermen
and whalers, but also as the foremost shipbuilders of the Spanish Empire. Notably,
many of the ships sent by Spain to carry
home the gold and silver of Mexico and
1-1

South America were second-hand Basque
ships originally built to carry a more humble
cargo of whale oil and salt cod. The Parks
Canada team located two of these workhorses in Red Bay and Chateau Bay.
By the 1970s some researchers from Canada,
the Basque Country, and elsewhere had
explored aspects of 16th-century Basque
whaling activities on the Labrador coast.5
However, Selma Barkham (née Huxley) was
the first to extensively research the littleknown chapter of the Basque presence in
what was known in the 16th century as the
"Grand Bay", now the Strait of Belle Isle. In
the early 1970s, while conducting research in
Spain for the Public Archives of Canada
(now Library and Archives Canada),
Barkham made important archival discoveries and published articles on the Basque
presence in Newfoundland and Labrador. In
October 1974, Barkham wrote to the author
and made specific mention of historical evidence she had found for two 16th-century
Basque wrecks, the San Juan lost in 1565 in
the port of "Buytres" (first identified as Red
Bay by Barkham) and La Madalena lost in
Chateau Bay, also in 1565.6
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In January 1977 Selma Barkham presented
her research findings at the annual conference of the Society for Historical Archaeology (SHA) hosted in Ottawa by Parks
Canada. At the time of the conference, she
also provided the author with additional
information about the two Basque vessels
lost on the Labrador coast, as well as a third,
the Maria, lost in Chateau Bay in 1572. The
documents Barkham found and translated
identified the harbours in which the wrecks
took place and were more than enough to
justify her proposal of an underwater
archaeological survey of Red Bay and Chateau Bay by Parks Canada in the summer of
1977. However, a long-delayed Parks Canada project planned for Bay Bulls in Newfoundland at the request of the provincial
government received priority.
Work on the ground did however begin in
the summer of 1977. A small party of
researchers, including Selma Barkham, and
archaeologists Graham Rowley, James Tuck
of Memorial University of Newfoundland
and Walter Kenyon of the Royal Ontario
Museum, among others, visited and surveyed selected harbours on the Labrador
coast along the Strait of Belle Isle. This
reconnaissance revealed tangible archaeo-
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Figure 1.1.1: The Strait
of Belle Isle showing
modern place names.
(Drawing: D. Kappler,
Parks Canada; 24M2006-101-2A).

Figure 1.1.2: Vertical
air photo of Red Bay
and surrounding area
as they appeared at the
time of fieldwork.
North is towards the
top. (Courtesy:
National Air Photo
Library, Ottawa).

logical evidence of Basque occupation. At
Red Bay for instance, they not only observed
the multitude of whale bones still lying on
the shore, but also found thousands of red
roofing tile fragments on land and along the
beaches that were once part of structures
erected by the Basques for their whaling
operations. On Saddle Island, in the mouth
of the harbour, they also found tile fragments in association with stone footings that
were partly covered by burnt animal fat, collectively from a collapsed Basque structure.
On account of these promising findings, the
following year, in the summer of 1978, James
Tuck completed one month of rewarding
test excavations at Red Bay. He discovered
further archaeological evidence of Basque
establishments and whaling activities on
Saddle Island, formerly known as Ile des
Buttes, which protected the harbour from
the open sea (Figs. 1.1.2,1.1.3,1.1.4).
Tuck's crew excavated several exploratory
trenches on the northeast side of the island.
These revealed a concentration of structural
remains and large stone ovens (tryworks) on
the north side of Cox Hill, where the stone
foundations and burnt animal fat had been
found the previous year. His finds also
included remains of cask staves and hoops,
ceramic fragments, and limestone rocks that
were not native to the region.7 Based on
these results, Tuck concluded that there was
potential for a Basque shipwreck in the
vicinity of Cox Hill.
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The summer of 1978 marked the beginning
of underwater archaeological work in Labrador by Parks Canada. When a second season
of excavation at Bay Bulls was postponed
indefinitely, a survey to find the Basque
shipwrecks identified by Barkham became
feasible. In early August the Government of
Newfoundland and Labrador approved a
preliminary survey proposal from Parks
Canada.
Two approaches to the wreck searches were
arranged prior to our departure from
Ottawa. We planned both diver and remote
sensing surveys of Red Bay and Chateau
Bay. For the remote sensing, NORDCO Ltd.
of St. John's, Newfoundland, was contracted
to conduct side-scan sonar and echosounder
surveys of each bay in search of wreck targets. Project preparations were rapidly completed and the team was in Red Bay by the
end of August 1978.

UNDERWATER SURVEY I N RED
BAY: 1978
The documents discovered by Selma
Barkham painted a vivid picture of the fate
of the San Juan. Built at Pasajes, this midsized whaling vessel of the time was capable
of carrying approximately 1,000 barrels of
whale oil and its loss was recorded in the
legal testimony of Joanes de Portu and Domingo de Echaniz, both Basque whalers. Their
depositions related to an insurance claim by
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Figure 1.1.3: Hydrographie chart of Red
Bay. Note the location
of Cox Hill on Saddle
Island. (Courtesy:
Canadian Hydrographic Service, Chart
4669, modified with
permission by D. Kappler, Parks Canada;
24M-2006-101-1).

two harpooners for compensation following
the loss of the ship. The witnesses stated that
in 1565 the San Juan, owned and captained
by Ramos de Arrieta, called Borda, of
Pasajes de Fuenterrabia, was loaded with
whale oil when it sank in the port of Butus
or Buytres (Red Bay) after being blown
ashore in a bad storm. Joanes de Portu further testified that the following year, 1566,
he salvaged train oil from the San Juan:
Witness: the said Joanes de Portu,
"capitán hordinario" of his Majesty
and burgess of the said town of San
Sebastian... to the sixth question he
replied that about 10 years ago,
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more or less, that he believes was
the year '65, this witness and
Miguel de Beroiz, merchant and
burgess of the said town of San
Sebastian shared half each in the
outfitting of a ship belonging to
Ramos de Arrieta, called Borda, for
the said Tierranueva whale fishery,
which, having completed the major
part of the fishing in the said Tierranueva in the port called Buytres,
with from 900 to 1000 barrels, more
or less, on board the said ship, and
having suffered a tempestuous gale,
was blown against the coast where
it remained aground with all the
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Figure 1.1.4: Selected
place names in Red
Bay harbour. Note the
location of the wreck
of the Bernier. (Drawing: D. Kappler, Parks
Canada; 24M-2006101-3A).

barrels; this witness and the said
Ramos de Arrieta who had been
captain on her, having removed
from the said ship the sails and
some cables and supplies of bread
and cider and wine, returned with
these things and the major part of
the crew to Spain in the ship of Juan
de Montellano, burgess of Portugalete, which this witness and the
said Miguel de Beroiz had outfitted
with this witness as captain; and the
following year this witness went
again with another ship to the said
Tierranueva, to the said whale fishery, to the same port of Buytres,
where he found the said ship
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grounded on the coast with the barrels of whale oil, and this witness
took off the barrels of whale oil that
he was able to remove from the said
ship and took possession of them as
the outfitter and sent them off to
Spain and to France directed to the
said Miguel de Beroiz, his partner;
and to some of the mariners who
had been in the lost ship and were
again present the following year
over there in the said Tierranueva
he gave part of the said barrels with
fair accounting, and after he
returned to Spain, from the whale
oil that had been brought back and
from the net profit after the costs
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Figure 1.1.5: Aerial
view of Red Bay, facing north, showing the
town and parts of
"The Harbour" and
"The Basin". The east
half of Saddle Island,
Cox Hill and the
wreck of the Bernier
are in the middle
ground. (Photo: D.
Page, Parks Canada;
24M-1253T).

had been paid, he shared out and
gave to the mariners that which was
their due; and the clothes and seagear of the sailors were removed by
the sailors themselves with the said
ship's boat and with the ship's boat
of this witness and they brought
them to the ship of this witness and
to other ships in which they
returned...
Witness: the said Domingo de Echaniz, burgess of the said town of
Orio... to the sixth question he
replied that about 10 years ago this
witness went to the whale fishery in
the said Tierranueva to the port that
they call Butus in a ship belonging
to Ramos de Arrieta, with the same
Ramos as her captain and commander, and having completed the
whale fishing and being ready to
return to Spain there came upon
them in the said port a tempest
which, after the bow moorings had
been broken, stirred the ship round,
and blew her ashore, so that with all
the cargo of whale oil that she had
on board, a quantity of a thousand
barrels, they left her in the said Tierranueva, the said captain, Ramos de
Arrieta, having collected all the rigging, sails, cables and supplies that
he could remove with his crew, and
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all that they removed, the said
Ramos de Arrieta took back to
Spain in the ship of Joanes de Portu
(which was there in that place) who
was said to own part of the outfitting of the said ship; and the clothing and sea-gear of her mariners
each man removed his own as did
this witness...8
Typical of the period, the limited description
of the wrecking made no direct reference to
landmarks or depth. Nevertheless, in concert with other evidence, namely the results
of the excavations on Saddle Island by Tuck,
and the observations of residents of Red Bay
concerning prevailing storm patterns and
dangerous winds, it provided clues that
helped determine the general area and
depths of water in which to concentrate the
initial search.

Indicators of the Location of the
San Juan
General Location
The ship was expected to be in the main harbour, rather than in the larger Basin located
to the north, which was too far from the tryworks on Saddle Island identified by Tuck in
1978.
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Figure 1.1.6: Aerial
view of the tryworks
on Saddle Island first
unearthed in 1978 by
James Tuck of Memorial University of
Newfoundland. This
photograph shows the
ovens in 1984 following their excavation.
The Strait of Belle Isle
is towards the left and
Cox Hill is at right in
this southwest facing
view. (Photo: D. Page,
Parks Canada; 24M3223T).

Season and Wind Direction
1565 Storm

During

the

Because the San Juan was described as being
fully loaded at the end of the whaling season
when it was wrecked, it was presumed that
the ship sank in the fall. In turn, this
assumption suggested that the fateful storm
was a northwesterly gale of the type still
feared in Red Bay at that time of year, and as
the Parks Canada field crew witnessed firsthand in 1978. Also, a similar storm was
responsible for the loss of the Bernier, a modern steel vessel that sank in 1966 on the
northeast shore of Saddle Island (Fig. 1.1.5).
Location

of

Sinking

It was assumed that the ship sank downwind of an anchorage point that was in relatively deep water, yet close to the onshore
whaling activities. This conclusion suggested that the vessel was driven against the
north shore of Saddle Island.

The Example

of the

Bernier

The location of the wreck of the Bernier was
a good indicator of the dynamics involved
in a shipwreck in the harbour. After being
blown from the middle of the harbour to an
area near the eastern tip of Saddle Island,
the Bernier settled in a few feet of water, not
far from the rendering ovens identified in
Tuck's 1978 survey. This area also offered a
shoreline appropriate for launching and
landing whaleboats, as well as for beaching
whales if necessary.
Expected

Contents

The documents specified that some, but not
all, of the cargo of whale oil was recovered,
suggesting that a limited quantity of casks
remained on the vessel. The same assumptions applied to rigging components and
personal belongings.

Survey Results
Depth
The Basque sailors salvaged some personal
belongings and rigging components immediately after the sinking, as well as much of
the cargo of whale oil the following spring. 9
Given the icy water temperature, it was
therefore assumed that the ship did not sink
in more than 9 m to 12 m of water.
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Based on the above mentioned factors, the
waters along the north shore of Saddle
Island were selected as the prime search
area. Methodical towed-diver searches were
conducted in this area beginning August 31,
1978. In addition, systematic diving searches
were conducted out from the northeastern
shore of Saddle Island near the ovens
located by Tuck's team (Fig. 1.1.6). All of
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Figure 1.1.7: Parks
Canada diving search
coverage in Red Bay
harbour, 1978. Note
the location of the
wreck site found on
September 4, 1978,
directly north of Cox
Hill. (Drawing: D.
Kappler, Parks Canada; 24M-2006-1014C).

these explorations took place at depths
between 3 m and 13 m.

a few ship frames were identified poking up
through the silt.

On the third day of diving searches, September 4, 1978, a wreck was located in front of
Cox Hill in about 10 m of water (Fig. 1.1.7).
On that day, archaeologist Bruce Bennett
was being towed behind the support boat
that was following a controlled search pattern. Upon passing over a kelp bed he
dropped from the tow line to have a closer
look. The inspection of kelp beds was a routine measure, as kelp was known to attach
itself to wreck timbers. Bennett observed
several oak timbers camouflaged by the
kelp, scattered over an area of several square
metres (Fig. 1.1.8). Upon further inspection,

A more complete picture of the site emerged
in the following days and weeks. The structure and its contents were hidden by a layer
of fine silt, ranging in thickness from a few
centimetres to over 20 cm. This silt layer
could easily be removed by gentle hand-fanning. Based on initial observations, all that
could be said was that the wreck definitely
predated the arrival of the Conception Bay
settlers in Red Bay in the late 19th century,
and was surely much older, as there was no
local oral tradition of a shipwreck in the
clear, shallow water. It appeared that many
decades passed between the sinking and the
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Figure 1.1.8: The initial
appearance of the
wreck site prior to test
excavations. Notice
the timbers protruding
from the harbour bottom. (Photo: R. Grenier, Parks Canada;
6M-7W).

settlers' arrival, allowing the wreck to collapse into obscurity.

Figure 1.1.9: Castle
Island in Chateau Bay
(Henley Harbour).
This distinctive island
was a well-known
landmark for 16th-century mariners making
landfall in the Strait of
Belle Isle. (Courtesy:
© Xabi Otero).

On September 6 the NORDCO survey team
arrived at Red Bay aboard the Eastern
Explorer. They conducted one day of sidescan sonar trials in the harbour. Given the
discovery of the wreck site two days previously, a comprehensive sonar survey of the
harbour was not pursued.

UNDERWATER SURVEY I N
CHATEAU BAY: 1978
Following the discovery of the wreck in Red
Bay, the Parks Canada team traveled northeast along the Labrador coast to Chateau

Bay in order to search for the wreck of the
Maria (Fig. 1.1.9). According to the archival
documents supplied by Selma Barkham, the
Maria was lost at the entrance (la entrada) to
Chateau Bay harbour.10 The team undertook
numerous towed diver searches near the
harbour entrance and found remains of
16th-century rigging and articulated wreck
timbers in this area, perhaps representing
the wreck of the Maria. Limited test excavations were conducted on this site. In addition, the NORDCO team completed a sidescan sonar survey of the harbour over the
course of two days. Given the relative isolation of Chateau Bay and other logistical difficulties, the Parks Canada team decided to
devote far more time to the investigation of
the wreck in Red Bay than the site found in
Chateau Bay.

UNDERWATER TEST
EXCAVATIONS IN RED BAY: I 9 7 8
Four weeks of underwater investigations
were necessary to collect sufficient archaeological data to tentatively link the Red Bay
wreck to 16th-century whaling activities.
Some of the visible features of the site were
cleared of kelp and silt. Test trenching was
undertaken using a makeshift dredge
improvised by the author from scrap metal
and stove pipes and powered by a gasengine water pump borrowed from the local
hockey rink.
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Figure 1.1.10: Site plan
showing the Parks
Canada test excavations undertaken in
1978. (Drawing: S.
Epps, Parks Canada;
6M5-78-101-lb).
Scale 1:200

A basic site plan was produced, illustrating
excavated features that extended from a
depth of 8 m at a distance of 30 m from
shore, to a depth of 12 m of water 25 m further off the north shore of the island (Fig.
1.1.10). The main portion of the visible structure averaged 6 m in width, and was spread
more or less equally on either side of the
central axis of the wreck. The presumed
stern of the vessel pointed to shore, and the
wreck seemingly listed to starboard.

Three test trenches were excavated into the
wreck soon to become known by its site provenience number "24M" (Fig. 1.1.11). The
first was on the presumed starboard side of
the wreck on the east side of the site, and
ranged in depth from 20 cm to over 1 m.
Two other trenches were dug inside the hull.
Two test pits were also excavated outside
the wreck to provide a stratigraphie reference for the site. These test excavations
revealed extensive hull remains in a good to
excellent state of preservation. The lower
portions of the ship appeared to be intact,
along with large sections higher on the sides
that were buried deep in the silt. The east
side, on which the vessel seemingly had settled, showed perfectly preserved hull planking still attached to large oak frames. The
1-10

ballast, largely consisting of white limestone
rocks, still lay between the frames. Remains
of shattered and collapsed oak casks, still
aligned in their original positions parallel to
the keel, rested where they had been loaded
over the frames (Fig. 1.1.12). Many of the
staves and heads were in near-perfect condition, as were the hoops of split osier, which
were still covered with bark. It appeared
that several overlapping layers of barrels
remained in the hold, interspersed with ballast stones. Even at this early stage, it was
clear that the wreck was rich in both artifacts
and structural remains.

INTRODUCTION

Figure 1.1.11: Test
excavations underway at the 24M site,
October 1978. (Photo:
R. Grenier, Parks Canada; 6M-12M).

Figure 1.1.12: Collapsed casks and ship
structure exposed during test excavations of
the 24M site, October
1978. (Photo: R. Grenier, Parks Canada;
6M-213W).

The preliminary stratigraphie recording of
the site left little doubt that the wreck sank
at an early stage of the European occupation
of Red Bay. The few artifacts found in context, including ceramic fragments, cask
staves and hoops, and limestone ballast
stones, corresponded to items found on the
land site by Tuck. Structural remains indicated a very old vessel, almost certainly
from the 16th century. From the small area
investigated, it was evident that a large
quantity of well-preserved remains lay buried in deep silt and that a wealth of unique
features had survived in excellent condition.
We knew that it might never be possible to
prove definitively that the vessel was the
San Juan, but available evidence did not
exclude such a conclusion. At that time,
archival
documentation
provided
by
Barkham revealed the loss of only one vessel
in Red Bay harbour in more than half a century of Basque occupation; the single
recorded loss was the San Juan. The wreck
found by Parks Canada was in a plausible
location where the San Juan could have been
driven ashore by a northwesterly storm.
Another important clue was the absence of
clay pipe fragments typical of later shipwrecks, supporting the conclusion that this
was a very old ship.
It was thus reasonable to hypothesize that
the ship was the oldest wreck ever found in
Canada, seven years older than the presumed Maria found in Chateau Bay, and
among the oldest found in the Americas.
Only a few Spanish vessels of the mid-16th
century had been identified anywhere in the
world. The best-known archaeologically
excavated 16th-century Spanish wreck was
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from the flota disaster of 1554 at Padre Island
off the coast of Texas; however, virtually
nothing was left of the hull of the vessel.12
The same was true of most Spanish shipwrecks identified in the Caribbean. It therefore appeared that Red Bay harbour
contained the most complete remains of a
16th-century Spanish ocean-going merchant
vessel that had been identified at that time.
The ship was of likely Basque origin. Given
that the Basques were renowned shipbuilders who constructed many of Spain's ships,
the wreck was believed to have a significant
representative value. Not only was it possibly the earliest identified wreck of a ship
involved in a commercial fishing venture in
North America, but it also provided an
unprecedented opportunity to study 16thcentury naval architecture and early Basque
whaling technology.
This historically important shipwreck was
also located a few metres from the land
establishment associated with Basque whaling activities at Red Bay. It was the first time
in Canada that an historic wreck of such age
and significance had been found so close to
a related land site. Moreover, few known
archaeological sites represented this significant phase of Canada's early history after
the arrival of Europeans. Further excavation
and research would help determine the
wreck's potential national importance.
From a logistical standpoint, it was fortunate that the wreck was discovered in Red
Bay, which was accessible by road, unlike
remote Chateau Bay, which to this day is
accessible only by sea. Its location was outside of the local navigation channel, allowing archaeology to proceed without
interfering with the activities of local fishers
or coastal boat services. The site was protected from heavy seas, offered excellent visibility at most times, had little current, and
was located at moderate depths. The most
challenging factor for underwater archaeologists was the icy water, a problem encountered throughout the Maritimes, but much
more acute at Red Bay, which is swept by
the Arctic current. However, this was a challenge that technology would later overcome.

PROJECT PLANNING:

1978-1979

The discovery of the Red Bay wreck was
announced at a press conference held at the
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Figure 1.1.13: Press
conference at the Public Archives of Canada announcing the
discovery of the Red
Bay wreck. From left
to right are Robert
Grenier, Wilfred Smith
(Dominion Archivist,
Public Archives of
Canada), Selma
Barkham and Henri
Têtu. (Courtesy:
Library and Archives
Canada, C-097854).

Public Archives of Canada on October 30,
1978 (Fig. 1.1.13). Furthermore, the results
were presented to the Nomination Committee of the Historic Sites and Monuments
Board of Canada (HSMBC) shortly after the
entire Parks Canada team returned from
Labrador in early November 1978. The
HSMBC acknowledged the uniqueness of
the discovery and, in May 1979, recommended that the Red Bay area be recognized
as a site of national historic significance:
In view of the documentary and
archaeological evidence already
available, the Committee has no
hesitation in recommending that the
Red Bay area be designated as a site
of national historic significance. It
further expects, however, that continued archaeological investigation
of the area, both on land and underwater, may well demonstrate that
this is one of the most important
historic sites in North America.13
The HSMBC's initial recommendation was
expanded in 1989 and 1996 with amendments regarding the conservation of
resources associated with whaling and shipbuilding. 14
As a result of the HSMBC's recommendations, a much larger field crew was
deployed during the summer of 1979 to conduct a comprehensive feasibility study to
further evaluate the site's potential. This
project confirmed the results of the preliminary excavation in 1978 and provided convincing arguments for negotiating a formal
agreement with the Government of Newfoundland and Labrador. The senior management of Parks Canada and the Treasury
Board of Canada approved funding for a
large-scale project involving six field seasons of underwater archaeological excava-

tion at the site of the Basque whaler. Parks
Canada's Red Bay project was born.
An extensive multi-disciplinary research
program on 16th-century Basque fishing
and whaling industries was developed in
cooperation with the Conservation, Historical Research and Underwater Archaeology
services of Parks Canada, as well as with the
Department of Anthropology at Memorial
University of Newfoundland; the Zooarchaeological Identification Centre of the
National Museum of Natural Sciences of
Canada (now the Canadian Museum of
Nature); the Public Archives of Canada
(now Library and Archives Canada); the
Government of Newfoundland and Labrador; the Social Science Federation of Canada; the Canadian Federation for the
Humanities; the Canadian Forest Service;
the Department of Fisheries and Oceans; the
Federal Government of the Basque Country;
and the Government of the Province of
Gipuzkoa. The direction of this multidisciplinary project was assigned to the author,
Chief of the Underwater Archaeology Service of Parks Canada.
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Jonathan Moore in the preparation of Sections 1.1
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Basques in Labrador During the 16th Century: The
State of Research Prior to the Discoveries at Red Bay
fean-Pierre Pwulx

In the foreword to his 1971 book Les Basques
dans l'estuaire du Saint-Laurent, 1535-1635,
René Bélanger wrote the following on the
presence of Basque whalers in the St.
THE UNDERWATER ARCHAEOLOGY OF RED BAY

Lawrence Estuary and Terranova15 in the 16th
and 17th centuries: "l soon realized that very
little information was available on this
period in Canadian history and that our
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knowledge in this regard had not really progressed to any great extent since the time of
Champlain, Lescarbot and the Jesuit Relations."16 This statement was largely true at
the time.
Until the 1970s, Canadian historians had
almost completely overlooked an important
chapter in our history, namely, the exploitation of our Atlantic coastal resources by
European fishermen in the 16th century.17 A
rapid review of the literature reveals that
Canadian historians of that period who
wrote about this early time focused on official voyages of exploration, from that of
John Cabot in 1497 to Jacques Cartier's third
voyage in 1541.18 They made almost no reference to the period between Cartier's third
voyage and Samuel de Champlain's founding of New France in North America in the
early 17th century. And yet, over this 60year interval, Canada continued to attract
Europeans. However, the people who visited our shores were not explorers duly
mandated by the Crown, but fishermen who
had come in an individual, unofficial capacity to exploit the abundant resources of
Canadian waters. Since it is more difficult
and time-consuming to study records pertaining to unofficial expeditions than those
concerning official ones, many authors preferred to summarize, in just a few lines, this
nonetheless momentous half-century in our
history.
In short, it is only relatively recently that
researchers have undertaken to set out in
detail the history of European fishermen,
and particularly Basques, in Canada by
examining the wealth of documents on file
in the departmental and provincial archives
of France and Spain. Up to the early 1970s,
very little, if anything was known about this
material.
René Bélanger was the first to suspect the
enormous potential of these sources. However, while he was obviously familiar with
the archives, this author does not seem to
have studied them in a systematic way himself. His book, which deals primarily with
the presence of Basques in the St. Lawrence
River and Estuary, is based mainly on secondary sources, transcriptions of documents
published by various authors or compilers,
such as Biggar,19 Fernandez de Navarrete 20
and Guiard,21 and the indispensable, highly
popular Vargas Ponce collection.22 As René
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Bélanger himself wrote, he wanted to lift the
veil on the Basques' presence in Canada. He
concluded his study with the hope that his
"humble effort" would be followed by many
others. 23 His wish was fulfilled a few years
later.
Systematic perusal of archives and methodical research into the history of the Basques
in Canada only really began in earnest with
the work of Selma Barkham. She was the
first to conduct studies that went beyond the
preliminary investigations of such researchers as Bélanger and Innis.
In 1972, Selma Barkham began on her own
to examine certain Spanish archives, particularly those of the Spanish Basque country.
The following year, she was contracted by
the Public Archives of Canada to identify,
inventory and reproduce documents on file
in the archives of Oñati (Oñate) and Valladolid dealing with the presence of Basque
whalers on our shores in the 16th and 17th
centuries. The Public Archives thus acquired
a new documentation source, which it
immediately made available to the public.24
The contract between the Archives and
Selma Barkham was renewed every six
months until December 1983.
Over that period, Selma Barkham used the
information she had gathered to write, on
her own account, both scholarly and popular articles on Basque whalers in Canada. 25
Subsequently, she continued to write and
collaborate on other publications along the
same lines. One of her most noteworthy
works can be found in Itsasoa 3 which provided a comprehensive account of the
knowledge that had be acquired up to that
point on the Basque presence in Terranova.2b
It includes many document transcriptions to
substantiate the information presented in
the text. Lastly, one of her most valuable
accomplishments has been to link 16th-century toponyms with modern place names
along the shores of Newfoundland and
Labrador.
By the end of the 1970s, Selma Barkham
began to involve her son Michael in research
work and documentary analysis. In the early
1980s, he wrote two studies for Parks Canada, one on life aboard Spanish Basque
ships in the 16th century and the other on
16th-century shipbuilding. 27 Since then he
has continued to research and publish on
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Basque whaling in Canada and completed a
Ph.D. dissertation on the subject at Cambridge University.28 Two of his particularly
noteworthy works appear in a report by the
National Maritime Museum of Sweden, and
in Itsasoa 3.29

Like the Barkhams, Laurier Turgeon is also a
pioneer in the field of Basque research. He,
however, has focused on the presence of
French Basque fishermen and whalers in
Canada during the 16th and 17th centuries.
He has complemented the Barkhams' work
in the Spanish Basque archives by spending
several years examining all the documents
on file in Bordeaux's notarial archives for
every tenth year in the second half of the
16th century. His research, initiated in the
late 1970s, has led to the publication of several articles and the preparation of a Ph.D.
dissertation, which he submitted to Bordeaux University.30 In recent years, Laurier
Turgeon has become more interested in the
occupation of the St. Lawrence Estuary by
French Basques from the 16th to the 18th
centuries.
The documents brought to light by the
Barkhams and Laurier Turgeon, which consist mainly of insurance policies, lawsuit
records, parish archives and notarial min-

utes, contain a wealth of information that
has surpassed all expectations. They have
yielded truly surprising findings on commercial activities in North America during
the second half of the 16th century. For
example, Laurier Turgeon has discovered
that fishing operations drew more Europeans and ships to our shores than Spain's
famous and remarkable maritime trade system, the Carrera de las Indias, did to the West
Indies.31 Although cod fishing was of course
the predominant enterprise in Canada's
fisheries sector, research has shown that
whaling also played a role, a fact that had
gone almost unmentioned in Canadian historiography. The documents uncovered and
studied by Selma and Michael Barkham
even describe in detail the material and
social organization of whaling expeditions,
as well as the daily life of whalers, the supplies they brought with them, their clothing,
customs, whale hunting techniques, and so
forth.

Thanks to the work of these three researchers, we now have a much better grasp of the
chronology of events and the political and
economic contexts that shaped whaling
operations in Terranova in the second half of
the 16th century.
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The toponym Terranova, as used in this text, has the
same meaning as it did in the 16th century, when it
designated a geographical area encompassing not
only the Island of Newfoundland, but also
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The Parks Canada Red Bay Project: A Synopsis
Robert Grenier

The Parks Canada Red Bay project did not
evolve from an elaborate research design. At
the time of the initial harbour survey and
discovery of the wreck in 1978, there were
virtually no published sources or comparable archaeological precedents available to
offer guidance.
In England, the Mary Rose project32 and the
Cattewater Wreck project33 were both in the
initial stages of analysis and interpretation.
Other projects on shipwrecks of possibly
similar origin and date in the Americas were
just about to be launched. 34 Only one shipwreck site of the same origin and period had
been completely excavated and published:
the site of the Spanish wrecks of 1554 found
off Padre Island on the Gulf Coast of Texas.35
Although this publication offered an excellent overview of the historical background
related to the Spanish New World fleets,
including aspects of Spanish shipbuilding,
and a good sample of armament, ground
tackle, and artifacts related to life on board,
it provided few archaeological clues regarding ship design and construction. There was
an obvious reason: only one large piece of
structure was found, the heel of the ship,
showing a peculiar junction between the
keel and the stern post (Figs. 1.3.1, 1.3.2).36
Contact with colleagues in Europe and the
United States provided little substantive
modern information about 16th-century
ship design and construction.
On the other hand, a simple but eloquent
statement written shortly after the 1978 discovery placed very high expectations on the
Red Bay project. Basil Greenhill, for decades
the highly respected Director of the National
Maritime Museum in Greenwich and a leading scholar in the history of shipbuilding,
stated that:
It is not generally realized in Europe
and possibly may not be in Canada,
that sometime in the 14th and 15th
centuries there appears to have
been a fundamental change in the
European methods of shipbuilding
which resulted in ships capable of
undertaking the voyages of exploration in the late 15th and 16th centuTHE UNDERWATER ARCHAEOLOGY OF RED BAY

ries. There are reasons for believing
that the area where this "revolution" originated may have been the
Atlantic Coast of the Iberian peninsula. It is possible therefore that the
wreck in Red Bay may have been
built in this crucial period and
region, and thus be of great importance to nautical archaeology. The
structure of this ship may in fact be
archaeologically more valuable than
any of the cargo.37
Given such a challenge at the outset, the Red
Bay team was compelled to do the best possible job of retrieving from the Basque shipwreck the clues that scholars had been
seeking for decades. Paradoxically, more
was then known about shipbuilding techniques and concepts in classical Greek and
Roman times and in the Viking Age than
about the ships of the Renaissance or the
workhorses of the Age of Discovery - the 60to 300-ton transatlantic merchantmen and
fishing ships. These vessels were used for
exploration and to carry people, supplies,
and newly found resources between Europe
and the expanding New World.
In retrieving the unique evidence discovered
in Red Bay, Parks Canada's Underwater
Archaeology Service literally went overboard to ensure that the underwater recording was of the highest possible standard and
that no detail was overlooked. We were confident that our core professional crew had
the experience and skills to meet this challenge. What remained to be seen was how
the harsh diving conditions caused by the
extremely cold water would hinder
progress, the consistency and quality of the
recording, and the health of the diving
archaeologists over extended periods of
time. Above all, would the crew be able to
stay healthy and continue performing as
professionals over a series of long field seasons in order to achieve the goals of the
project? Would they be able to excavate the
entire hold of the ship and record the structure beneath it with the utmost accuracy
within the six-year time frame and the allotted budget? Difficulties encountered during
the long feasibility study of 1979 left the
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Figure 1.3.2: Illustration showing the excavated hull remains of
the San Esteban (1554
Wreck). (Courtesy:
Texas Historical Commission and Academic
Press).

team somewhat skeptical. The numbingly
frigid water caused recurrent health problems and shortened each dive's duration.
Indeed, the even shorter period during a
dive when a freezing archaeologist could
claim to have the mental capacity and dexterity of a skilled professional, made us
wonder whether the project was possible
(Fig. 1.3.3).

conditions became the hallmark ot the
project.

Due to the prohibitive costs of raising, conserving, and displaying a structure as large
as a shipwreck, an alternate study and presentation approach was adopted, namely to
record as much information as possible
about the site without raising the wreck as
an intact unit. Indeed, the vessel's unique
historical significance was weighed against
To ensure that archaeologists diving in these the exorbitant costs of raising the hull intact
demanding conditions could perform effec- and the uncertainty of techniques available
tively, an elaborate infrastructure was devel- to treat waterlogged wood. Furthermore,
oped in Red Bay. With the establishment of a because it was assumed that this was an
trailer camp that was brought in by sea, the incomplete wreck that had been crushed by
crew enjoyed limited but adequate living the enormous pressures of winter ice, it was
quarters. The 60-foot Parks Canada research reasonable to believe that the remains would
barge Cross Point that was towed to Red Bay be damaged and distorted, and not embody
completed the infrastructure (Fig. 1.3.4). an intact hull like the Maty Rose. It was
Well-fed and reasonably well-housed, sup- therefore decided that the Red Bay wreck
ported on the surface by the state-of-the-art should be left on the bottom, in the icy sediments that had preserved its remains for
research barge, and with an elaborate field
over four centuries.
laboratory installed in a fishing shed on
shore, the archaeologists could don their
diving suits to face the harsh water and the By the end of November 1985, the underwatask ahead. Over the course of six excava- ter excavations had considerably surpassed
tion seasons from 1980 to 1985, the under- the initial objectives, while meeting the
water site at Red Bay became one of the schedule and budget set in 1979. In addition
most comprehensive marine archaeological to removing the contents of the wreck and
projects ever undertaken. The rigorous mapping the underwater site, the team had
methodology employed despite the adverse completely dismantled the 24M vessel,
THE UNDERWATER ARCHAEOLOGY OF RED BAY
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Figure 1.3.3 {Far Left):
Test excavations and
mapping of the 24M
site in progress, 1979.
(Photo: D. Page, Parks
Canada; 24M-118W).
Figure 1.3.4 (Left): The
Parks Canada surface
support barge Cross
Point over the 24M
wreck, 1979. (Photo:
M. Audy, Parks Canada; 24M-146T).

brought the timbers to the surface for meticulous recording, and, finally, returned them
for systematic reburial in the cold silt and
sand of Red Bay harbour. Further, four
boats - the oldest surviving examples of
their type - were also found at the 24M site,
including examples of whaleboats or chalupas.
An underwater survey of Red Bay harbour
as a whole had been undertaken. Importantly, the survey resulted in the discovery
of two other Basque whaling ships (sites
27M and 29M). Test excavations were carried out on both of them. Furthermore, the
harbour survey resulted in the discovery of
what is believed to be a ship's longboat or
batel (site 28M) and another boat nearby
(Fig. 1.3.5).

ported to the Parks Canada conservation
laboratories in Ottawa. Following its conservation, the latter was painstakingly reassembled and transported back to Red Bay where
it is the centerpiece of the Red Bay National
Historic Site of Canada Visitor Centre. What
is more, a Parks Canada interpretation centre at Red Bay also displays many of the discoveries made during both the terrestrial
and underwater excavations.
This brings us to perhaps the most important accomplishment or legacy of the project:
a veritable cargo of knowledge has been
transmitted to the Canadian and international public through interim reports, magazine and journal articles, books, radio and
television broadcasts, museum displays and
ultimately, after almost three decades of
research, by this report.

Following their excavation, the batel and one
of the chalupas from the 24M site were trans-
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Figure 1.3.5: Part of
Red Bay harbour
showing known
wreck locations as of
1985. The sites are
identified by their
provenience numbers. (Drawing: D.
Kappler, Parks Canada; 24M-2006-1014A).

1.4

Fieldwork and Research Acknowledgements
Robert Grenier

The multidisciplinary project described in
this report has lasted more than 25 years.
The success of the Red Bay project is a direct
result of the contributions and, in many
cases, personal sacrifices made by the members of the Parks Canada field crew and
researchers involved. As the project director,
I wish to acknowledge their hard work and
dedication, as well as the efforts of other
Parks Canada staff, and researchers from
Canada and elsewhere.
THE UNDERWATER ARCHAEOLOGY OF RED BAY

FIELDWORK CONTRIBUTIONS
Within Parks Canada, the Red Bay project
owes its birth and continued funding to two
oft-forgotten managers, without whom the
project would have never taken place or
have met such a high level of success. These
are the late John Rick, Director of Research
for Historic Sites, and DiAnn Herst, former
Director of Archaeology. Years before the
Red Bay discoveries, Rick had envisioned a
1-21

world-class research capability for Parks
Canada that inspired him to establish an
underwater archaeology team in the mid1960s. Together with the first Head of the
Marine Archaeology Section (now the
Underwater Archaeology Service), Walter
Zacharchuk, Rick fought for the continued
survival of the unit through many organizational changes. His dedication and support
were essential in getting the Red Bay project
underway in 1979 and for securing the necessary level of government support. Herst
prepared the original project proposals in
the meticulous detail required by the Treasury Board of Canada. Her passionate and
sustained commitment allowed the crew to
embark on this fascinating and demanding
undertaking. The ensuing help and understanding from Henri Têtu, then DirectorGeneral of Historic Sites, and from executive
assistant Yvonne McNutt, also provided
incomparable support to the archaeologists.
During the very important seasons between
1982 to 1985, some outstanding but littleknown assistance to the project was provided by Edna Hall, Parks Canada Area
Superintendent for Newfoundland and
Labrador. Her help in arranging for local
labour allowed the efficient execution of the
labour-intensive tasks of processing the dismantled structural elements of the wreck.
Finally, the continued support and dedication to the field project from the community
of Red Bay and, in particular, the commitment of individuals such as Reg Moores and
Dennis Yetman, were crucial to the success
of the project.
The Underwater Archaeology Service of
Parks Canada spent a total of eight field seasons in the icy waters of Labrador, including
the survey expedition and the feasibility
study. Table 1.4.1 lists those involved in at
least one field season in Red Bay between
1978 and 1985. The level of involvement of
the individuals in Table 1.4.1 varied according to the length and number of seasons at
Red Bay, the amount of time spent away
from home and family, the technical difficulties they faced, and the health problems
(some permanent and debilitating) they
endured. However, all crew members
showed dedication to a project that was
accomplished under difficult conditions of
weather, temperature, insects, accommodation, and isolation, exacerbated by an almost
total lack of recreation facilities (except for
1-22

those who were avid hikers, fishers, or hunters). Without their contributions and personal sacrifices, the results compiled in this
report could not have been achieved.
These acknowledgements must also highlight the exceptional perseverance by key
members of the regular staff. They repeatedly returned to the site for seasons as long
as six or eight months, and moreover, during the first two seasons, some were not permitted to travel home to visit their families.
The cost to family life, in most cases during
the period of early child upbringing, was
extremely difficult for the parents and children involved. No acknowledgement can do
justice to the Waddell, Stevens, Ringer, Bennett, Audy, Bradley, Amer, and Murdock
families, to name only some of the young
households affected during the time of the
field project.
The permanent staff members carried the
brunt of the eight-year load, often exceeding
the call of duty to ensure the success of such
a long project in extreme conditions. The
technical staff bore even more of the burden,
being stationed in the field for up to eight
months and enduring the extreme conditions of early spring and late fall to open and
close the operations.
Bruce Bennett, who discovered the Red Bay
wreck, and Michel Bujold faced some of the
longest assignments. Peter Waddell, second
in command, who served as chief diving
and security officer, directed and devised
the site mapping, timber recording, reburial,
and underwater moulding operations, was
by far the single most important contributor
to the success of this project. The two senior
marine archaeologists, Jim Ringer and Willis
Stevens, were pivotal in ensuring the daily
continuity of high-quality recording, and
provided instruction to other team members
to ensure the maintenance of these high
standards. Stevens also took the lead in
developing a consistent standard for stratigraphic recording. A somewhat less visible
contributor among the regular staff was
Denis Page, chief photographer. Year after
year, Page strove on a daily basis to ensure
the accuracy and completeness of the photographic record of the site, which proved to
be a central element in the success of the
subsequent research and analysis. Another
pillar of the excavation was Albert Wilson,
chief of technical recording, who was
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Full-Time Parks Canada Underwater Achaeologists
Robert Grenier

8

Denis Page

7

Bruce Bennett

6

Chris Amer

5

Peter Waddell

8

Willis Stevens

6

Michel Bujold

6

Michel Audy

4

Jim Ringer

7

Seasonal Underwater Archaeologists
Roy Skanes

7

Susan Langley

2

Dave Griffith

1

Mike Stevens

1

Steve Cumbaa

6

Chriss Ludin

2

Marc Girouard

1

Tom Oertling

1

Faye Kert

3

Marianne Stopp

2

Paul Beauregard

1

Scarlett Janusas

1

Krishna Mair

3

Anna Sawicki

2

Edward Stack

1

Marc Lavoie

1

Mary Scott

3

Glen Purdy

2

Jean Gosselin

1

Pierre Larivière

1

Daniel LaRoche

2

Roberte Boyle

1

Conservation Division
Lome Mudock

6

Vicky Jenssen

3

Henri Bernard-Maugiron 2

Arlene Rollinson

1

Tom Daley

6

Marthe Carrier

3

Mary Devine

1

Jim Lauder

1

Louise Fox

4

George Vandervlugt

2

Tom Strang

1

Marta Liskard

1

Charlotte Newton

4

Robert Marion

2

Diana Komejan

1

Elizabeth Joy

1

Diedrie Inniss

4

Caroline Marchand

2

Janet Hawley

1

Gert Theriault

1

Debbie Simpson

3

Technical Services
Albert Wilson

6

Marcel Gingras

3

Nigel Hart

2

Stephen Epps

1

Rock Chan

5

John Farley

3

Gert Taudien

2

Daphnée Yetman

1

Sue Laurie-Bourque 4

Carol Piper

3

Robert Hellier

2

Bill Radway

1

Material Culture Research
Charles Bradley

5

Heather Nicol

2

Shelley Isabelle

2

Gérard Gusset

1

Virginia Myles

2

Peggy Smyth

2

Lester Ross

2

Marcel Tardiff

1

Other Staff and Students
Reginald Moores

7

Marlene Belbin

Kenneth Leyden

Duane Yetman

Dennis Yetman

6

Cindy Gibbons

Gerald Ryan

Helen Miller

Rita Paul

6

Kevin Pyke

Baxter Bridle

Karen Pye

Ceril Yetman

Hollis Yetman

Lester Dumeaque

Verna Brown

Patsy Moore

Jeanette Yetman

Warren Ryan

Emily Pike

Lorette Ryan

Basque Field Team Members
Manuel Izaguirre

4

Joshan Galdona Stinus 1

Table 1.4.1: Parks Canada fieldwork participants at Red Bay, 1978-1985.
Numbers indicate the number of field seasons each person spent at Red Bay.

assigned the daunting task of developing
and implementing a detailed timber recording procedure for over 3,000 recovered timbers, and maintaining consistency over the
seven years of that portion of the project.
While not a member of the permanent diving staff, Manuel Izaguirre became, over
four seasons in Red Bay, one of the best and
most prolific site mappers.
THE UNDERWATER ARCHAEOLOGY OF RED BAY

From the outset of the fieldwork at Red Bay,
underwater archaeology staff worked handin-hand with Parks Canada conservation,
material culture research, and collections
management staff. The work these contributors carried-out in Red Bay and over the
ensuing years in Ottawa was essential to the
success of the retrieval, recording, safe transport, conservation, study, and ultimately,
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preservation and display of Red Bay's
invaluable underwater archaeological collections.

RESEARCH CONTRIBUTIONS
The archival research contributions of Selma
Barkham to this project are well-known and
unequalled. She brought to light an impressive collection of documents for the Public
Archives of Canada, her employer at the
time, that confirmed the identification of
Red Bay as a significant centre for Basque
whaling activities. Furthermore, Barkham's
drive and passion convinced Memorial University of Newfoundland and Parks Canada
to embark on extensive archaeological
projects in Red Bay. In addition, she has
published many scholarly works on the
Basque presence in Newfoundland and
Labrador. Like his mother, Michael Barkham
has made important contributions to the
study of Basque whaling, his reports
included herein as Appendices I and II just
two among many publications on the subject.
Within Parks Canada the most important
contributor in handling the archival documentation and its transcription, analysis,
and interpretation was Jean-Pierre Proulx,
who conducted and coordinated the internal
historical research for the project. He was
assisted by transcribers Anna Bernarska and
Laurier Turgeon, by translator Michèle Thébault, by Basque specialists Clothilde
O'Laran, Irune Zumalde, and Iñaki Zumalde, as well as by Lourdes Odriozola
Oyarbide. Other significant research contributions from the Basque country came from
Miren Egaña-Goya, Fermín Leizaola, Inguru
Zabala, and John Bilbao. A special mention
must go to Luis Cassado Soto both for his
guidance at the early stages of the project as
well as for important documentation he provided. Among the Basque researchers, the
work of Manuel Izaguirre, who for more
than 20 years has been the main intermediary between Parks Canada, the Basque government, and other Basque contributors, has
been particularly helpful.
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Despite the fact that their names do not
appear in the list of authors of this report,
two outstanding scholars have provided
major influences and countless indirect contributions: J. Richard Steffy and Eric Rieth.
Both were instrumental in the design of the
fieldwork approach and methodology, and
played a major role in the technical review
of key parts of this publication.
As for the content of the report, a few names
must be highlighted. Brad Loewen brought
the study of the design and construction of
the ship to levels never envisioned. The
results of Loewen's research were significantly enhanced by the innovative illustrations of Carol Pillar, who became an
essential contributor to the research team,
and whose outstanding artistic skills contributed substantially to the success of the
research. This contribution was never more
evident than during the last year of research,
when discoveries by researchers Charles
Moore and Ryan Harris led to a lower repositioning of the main-mast chain wale
assembly within our interpretation of the
24M vessel's structure. This refinement of
our interpretation contradicted conventional
wisdom as expressed by contemporary 16thcentury iconography and documents. It
proved to be, however, both a dramatic and
necessary contribution to the analysis of the
ship's fabric.
Lastly, I must underscore the work of my
colleagues: James Ringer, Jonathan Moore,
Ryan Harris, Charles Moore, Erika Laanela,
and Daniel LaRoche made invaluable contributions to the form and content of the
report. Two other colleagues, Willis Stevens
and Marc-André Bernier, vigorously and
skillfully propelled the manuscript towards
completion. The former was instrumental in
getting the final report started immediately
after the fieldwork in Red Bay ended. The
latter has done more over the last eight years
than anyone else, in terms of quantity and
quality of work, leadership, and perseverance, to bring the last leg of the report preparation and publication to a successful
completion.
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2 BASQUE WHALING I N
LABRADOR: A N HISTORICAL
OVERVIEW

2.1

The Presence of Basques in Labrador in the 16th
Century
Jean-Pierre Proulx

The Basque country (Euskadi) is situated in
western Europe, where it straddles the
French-Spanish border (Fig. 2.1.1).38 It is
bounded to the north by the Adour River
and the Bay of Biscay, to the west by Castille,
to the south by the Ebro River, and to the
east by the Aragon and Beam regions. The
Basque country covers roughly 20,725 km 2
and comprises the territories that once
formed the provinces of Labourd, BasseNavarre and Soule in France, and Gipuzkoa,
Vizkaia, Navarre and Álava (Araba) in
Spain. The portion of the Basque country
located in France is called the Northern
Basque country, and the portion in Spain,
the Southern Basque country. The terrain is
generally mountainous, reaching altitudes
of 1,500 m to 2,000 m (Fig. 2.1.2).
The Basques have occupied this territory for
at least 2,000 years. They speak a non-IndoEuropean, agglutinative language (Eskuara)
of unknown origin. For centuries, the country's economy was based solely on livestock
production, crop farming and fishing. By the
middle of the 16th century, however, mining, forestry, shipbuilding, and other commercial enterprises, including the transAtlantic whale fishery, were flourishing.
THE UNDERWATER ARCHAEOLOGY OF RED BAY

O R I G I N S OF T H E W H A L E
FISHERY
A report written by merchants from Bayonne in 1684 about commercial activities in
that city maintained that the French Basque
country had such arid, sandy soil and poor,
unproductive land that the inhabitants
could not even harvest enough food for two
months a year.39 The situation was scarcely
better in the Spanish Basque country, whose
mountainous land was suited solely to logging and mining. 40 The report also said that
the Basques were obliged, at a very early
stage in their economic development, to find
another activity ("quelqu'autre voye de
négocier"41) to ensure their subsistence. For
several hundred years, this activity was fishing, and particularly whaling (Fig. 2.1.3).42
It is impossible to determine exactly when
the Basques began to hunt whales since
many of the documents that were once on
file in the municipal archives of Bordeaux,
Bayonne, Pau, Saint-Jean-de-Luz and San
Sebastián have disappeared or been
destroyed by fire, and since such large archival collections as those of Bordeaux, Tolosa,
Oñati and Bilbao have been studied only in
1-25

Figure 2.1.1: Selected
place names in the
Basque country.
(Drawing: D. Kappler,
Parks Canada; 24M92-101-8).

part. Logically, however, the origins of their
whaling operations could well go back as far
as the 7th century, when the Basques were
shipping oil to Jumièges (Seine-Maritime) to
light the local abbey.43 In Spain, the earliest
known document that provides reliable evidence of a whale fishery along the Basque
coast is the fuero a 12th-century custom of
the town of San Sebastián.44 In France, the
censier, or rent-roll, of the cathedral in Bayonne is the earliest such document, and it is
100 years older than the Spanish source.45
On the basis on the many levies imposed on
whaling proceeds by civil and religious
authorities in the 13th and 14th centuries,
whaling was clearly a major source of revenue for the Basque country as a whole. 46
However, other, even more tangible proof of
the fishery's importance can be found in the
coats of arms of Fuenterrabia, Getaria (Guetaria),
Mutriku
(Motrico),
Lekeitio
(Lequeitio), Bermeo and Castro Urdiales. All
include whales, meaning that these towns
were known for whaling. Whales were
hunted mainly along the shores of the Bay of
Biscay at the time.
As of the late 15th century, the discovery of
the New World, the adoption of new tech-
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niques and the espousal of more modern
ideas and attitudes fostered the emergence
of a fairly well-developed form of commercial capitalism in most western nations. 47 As
towns and cities grew and attracted an
increasing number of inhabitants, the
demand for food and industrial products
rose, in turn fostering a need for more and
better organized trade. Navigation was of
paramount importance in this regard. With
the opening of new trans-Atlantic routes in
the early 16th century, navigation developed
and maritime traffic shifted to Atlantic ports
(Fig. 2.1.4).48 Pierre Chaunu has called this
phenomenon "la grande mutation du cadre
géographique", or the grand transformation
of the geographical framework.49 The fish
trade played a dominant role in this commercial sector.50
Basque mariners, who were already accustomed to the dangers of the Bay of Biscay,
had no trouble adapting to the new situation. They soon learned to navigate the
North Atlantic Ocean and other northerly
waters, rapidly acquiring a reputation as
experienced, skilled fishermen. As of the
15th century, and perhaps even earlier, they
ventured onto the high seas in search of new
sources of income.51 We do not know with
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Figure 2.1.2: Village of
Abaurrepea in the
Basque country.
(Courtesy: © Xabi
Otero).

certainty, however, the dates and destinations of their expeditions. According to
some authors, the Basques reached Scotland
in the 14th century 52 and Iceland in 1412.53
Once they were in Iceland, it would have
been easy for these excellent navigators to
make their way to North America.
The presence of the Basques in Canada is
undeniable. What is not so certain, and
much debated, is when they first arrived.
According to some authors, the Basques discovered the New World well before Christopher Columbus, 54 and, in theory, this
hypothesis is not impossible. Many years
prior to this famous explorer's memorable
voyage, Basque and Portuguese ships were
already venturing far off the coast of
Europe. It is not inconceivable that a crippled Basque ship, drifting with the wind
and current, approached or even landed on
the shores of North America. However, if
such an event actually occurred, it is surprising, to say the least, that 16th- and 17th-century Basque folk tradition does not credit
the Basques with having reached America
before Columbus did. 55 In fact, it provides
evidence to the contrary. Martin Fernandez
de Navarrete, in his seminal work Colección
de los viajes y descubrimientos que hicieron por
mar los españoles, mentions a 1511 agreement
between King Ferdinand the Catholic and
explorer Juan de Agramonte de Lérida,
under which the latter was commissioned to
take two ships to Terranova in order to learn
the secrets of the region. The crews of both
vessels were to be Basque, except for two of
the pilots, who had to come from Brittany or
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any other nation with mariners who had
already visited Terranova.56 This document
clearly indicates that no Basque pilots were
familiar with the area at the time.
Furthermore, Juan de la Cosa, who had
accompanied Columbus on his 1492 voyage
and was fully abreast of the nautical developments of the day and the various traditions surrounding the discovery of the New
World, attributed this achievement to the
English, alluding no doubt to the voyage of
John Cabot.57 It is true, however, that the
Basques, unlike other peoples, do not seem
to have officially claimed possession of the
lands they visited in the course of their expeditions. In that era, exploration was an affair
of state, while fishing was a private, personal affair. The Basques were neither
explorers nor colonizers, but fishermen who
kept their routes secret. They were hesitant,
therefore, to write down anything that
might have assisted their competitors.
In any event, it remains that, with the exception of the Viking sagas, there are no maps,
documents or known accounts pre-dating
1493 that make definite, irrefutable reference
to the continents of America.58 Since cartographic and toponymie practices were not
very precise in the 15th century, it is impossible to affirm that the lands indicated on the
western side of the Atlantic on maps drawn
prior to the voyage of Christopher Columbus correspond to America. Before the
invention of portolan charts in the 13th century, maps were not navigational aids but
simply graphic representations of imaginary
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Figure 2.1.3: Shield of
the town of Mutriku
from the 16th century
showing the harpooning of a whale. (Courtesy: Photographic
Archive, Untzi
Museoa-Museo Naval,
San Sebastián).

in 1542. When this seaman appeared in
court during an inquiry into the 1541 voyage
of Jacques Cartier and Roberval, he said that
he knew the Grand Bay was a very cold
region, where navigation was impossible
before the month of June. He also said that
The first indisputable evidence of the the Native people who inhabited this region,
Basques' presence in North America dates located 300 leagues from Canada, were on
from 1517, and it corresponds to a voyage to very friendly terms with the fishermen who
Terranova by a vessel from Bordeaux under frequented the area/ 3
the command of a Basque master.59 From
1520 onward, the proceedings of the town of By the first half of the 16th century, the
Bayonne contain references to cod-fishing French Basque fishery was already well
expeditions in "Terrenabes."60 Similar refer- established in Terranova. However, this was
ences are found in the La Rochelle archives, not the case for the Spanish Basque fishery,
where 65 Terranova voyages have been tal- even though the region's cod resources must
lied for the years 1523 to 1550, and in the have been known to the Spanish Basques
Bordeaux archives, where a total of more since at least the expedition of Esteban
than 100 such voyages have been identified Gómez, a Portuguese pilot in the service of
for the years 1517 to 1550.61 Many of these Spain in 1525. Perhaps they were not interexpeditions were led by French Basques, ested in exploiting these resources intenwhose commercial activities in around 1545 sively because they had access to an ample
accounted for nearly 50 per cent of Terranova supply of fish through their hake, sardine
voyages departing from La Rochelle and 75 and herring fisheries in Flanders, England
per cent of those leaving from Bordeaux.62 and Ireland. According to Lope Martínez de
Even the Strait of Belle Isle region, called Isasti, Spanish Basques had a predilection
"the Grand Bay" at the time, seems to have for these fisheries until around 1525, when
been fairly well known during this period they were excluded from them by the
(Fig. 2.1.5). Revealing testimony was pro- English.64 This theory is supported by Marvided in this regard by Clemente de Odelica, tin Fernandez de Navarrete, who asserted
a resident of Fuenterrabia, who had trav- that fishermen from Gipuzkoa and Vizkaia
elled aboard a ship from Saint-Jean-de-Luz did not start fishing in Terranova until 1526.
with at least four of his fellow countrymen In Fernandez de Navarrete's view, it was
realms described in the narratives of the day.
The faraway islands depicted on them may
even reflect Viking discoveries made 400
years earlier — a vague memory of which
had lingered in the folk tradition.
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Figure 2.1.4: Global
map from Battista
Agnese's renowned
Portolan atlas of the
1540s, showing the
route of Magellan's
circumnavigation of
the globe (1519-1522).
Note that the present
location of Labrador is
named "Terra de
Bacalaos", a term of
Basque origin meaning "land of the codfish". (Courtesy:
British Library, London, Add. 18154, ff.
12v-13).
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then and only then that Biscayans began to
undertake voyages to northwestern regions,
leaving in early spring of every year and
returning in late fall.65 Another possible
explanation is that Spanish Basques were
not very interested in cod at the time. As
cosmographer Diego Ribero indicated on his
1529 world map, nothing of any greater
worth than cod had as yet been discovered
in Terranova, and it was of little value. 66

Bay of Biscay had declined to such an extent
that they were forced to find new sources of
supply, or they sought to increase their
income by exploiting these new stocks along
with their traditional ones, thus whaling
year round.

The most generally accepted theory is that
intensive whaling by the Basques in their
territorial waters from the 12th to the 15th
centuries led to a shortage of whales, obligWhatever the case may be, various accounts
ing whalers to pursue their activities well
seem to indicate that Spanish Basques did
beyond the shores of the Basque country.73
not start to visit Terranova on a regular basis
The parish records of the churches in
until the early 1540s. At least, this is the conLekeitio, Zarautz (Zarauz) and Getaria all
clusion that emerges from a 1561 inquiry
say that there was a dearth of whales in the
into a two-per cent tithe imposed on Terra16th century.74 However, there is no conclunova fishery proceeds by a confraternity and
sive proof of this scarcity, and some authors
two churches in San Sebastián. One of the even contest the claim.75 One thing is cerwitnesses, who was 70 at the time, said that tain: if whale stocks really did decline, it was
the region had been fished for a mere 17 or not due to overfishing. The Basque whale
20 years.67 His testimony was corroborated fishery was extremely limited in scale comin 1576 by the deposition of Joannes de pared to modern-day whaling. Research in
Echaçarreta of San Sebastián, who stated parish archives has shown that none of the
that the Terranova fishery began in around dozen or so communities actively involved
1543.6S Author Edouard Ducéré, for his part, in the fishery ever caught more than six aniquotes a 1619 document in which the son of mals per year along the Basque coast.76 The
Matias de Echevete declared that his father English, Dutch and American fishermen
was the first Spanish Basque to reach Terra- who took up whaling after the Basques, as of
nova. According to Echevete, his father made the 17th century, captured dozens more
the voyage in 1545, at age 15, while serving whales than the Basques ever did. Even at
on a ship from Ciboure (Ziburu) outfitted that, it took them over a century to reduce
for cod fishing.69 On his return, the elder right and sperm whale stocks to the point
Etchevete is reported to have spread the where the survival of these species was
news of his discovery, and it was only then, threatened and expeditions became unproapparently, that a number of fishermen from ductive. 77 The presumed dearth of whales is
the Spanish Basque country decided to par- also called into question by the fact that
ticipate in the Terranova cod fishery.70
Basque whalers continued to hunt whales
along the coast of the Bay of Biscay even
It is logical to believe that cod fishermen after the 15th century, as confirmed by Lope
were the first to reveal the presence of Martínez de Isasti. According to this author,
whales in the waters of Terranova and that some mariners from the towns of Orio,
this information prompted Basque whalers Zarautz, Getaria, Zumaia, Deba and
to tap the new stock of whales.71 Accounts Mutriku, who did not make the long and
by explorers such as Jacques Cartier could dangerous voyage to Terranova, usually
Biscay and
also have contributed to the development of hunted whales along the coast of 7S
Asturias
in
October
of
every
year.
the fishery. While this famous inhabitant of
Saint-Malo was in Labrador in 1535, he
wrote on August 14 that he did not remember ever seeing as many whales as they saw Reasons other than this hypothetical scarcity
on that day.72 This news must have spread of whales could also have prompted the
like wildfire through the Atlantic ports of Basques to exploit North American whale
Europe.
stocks. First of all, it is possible that the
stocks along the coast of the Bay of Biscay,
Two reasons alone could have led Spanish after being hunted for hundreds of years,
Basques to take advantage of this new instinctively moved away from these danreserve of whales. Either their September-to- gerous waters. 79 This would not be a unique
March whale fishery along the coast of the phenomenon in the history of the whale
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Figure 2.1.5: Detail
from Pierre Descelliers' 1546 Mappemonde,
showing parts of the
Atlantic Ocean, North
America, Western
Europe and Africa.
The Labrador coast,
the island of Newfoundland and the
Strait of Belle Isle are
clearly represented,
adjacent to which is a
whaling scene. Note
that the map was originally intended to be
viewed with south
towards the top.
(Courtesy: John
Rylands University
Library, University of
Manchester, U.K.,
JRL020792tr).

fishery, as it also occurred at Spitsbergen in
the 17th century.
According to another theory, advanced by
Etienne Cleirac, a legal expert and lawyer
with the Cour de l'Amirauté de Guyenne in
Bordeaux, it was the lure of gain that led the
Basques to hunt whales as far afield as
North America. Encouraged by the success
of the fishery on their home shores, they
may have gone in search of additional
sources of supply in order to whale on a
more intensive and regular basis.80 The fact
that they took their operations northward
lends credence to this hypothesis. In the
past, Atlantic right whales were known to
inhabit northern waters for part of the year
before frequenting the Bay of Biscay in fall
and winter. The Basques may have decided
to prolong their whaling season by moving
their hunting activities to the whales' more
northerly habitats while remaining close to
markets in northern Europe. As Lope Martinez de Isasti said, whalers who had neither
the audacity nor the means to embark on
these expeditions continued to participate in
the coastal fishery.81
It is also possible that, as of the mid-16th
century, climate change caused whales to
seek out new, more suitable habitats, and
thus alter their annual migration patterns.

THE UNDERWATER ARCHAEOLOGY OF RED BAY

Interestingly enough, other similar phenomena are reported to have occurred in Europe
at about this time. For instance, while cod
was once abundant along the coast of Spain,
it had moved westward by the end of the
Middle Ages. In addition, a number of
chronicles indicate that herring disappeared
from the Baltic Sea in precisely 1473.82 The
hypothesis of a change in whale migration
patterns is strongly corroborated by a study
which shows that, for a period of roughly
150 years beginning in the mid-16th century,
Europe as a whole experienced the sharpest,
most substantial drop in temperature since
the last ice age, 10,000 years earlier. The
author of the study even calls this period the
Little Ice Age.83 This dramatic shift in climate must have affected the habitat and seasonal migration of whales, obliging the
Basques to make certain adjustments.
However, given the current state of research
and the documentary sources uncovered to
date, it is very difficult to attribute the radical change that occurred in the Basque
whale fishery in the 16th century to one specific cause. It was perhaps the result of a
complex situation involving many factors.
Whatever the reason, the fact remains that
coastal whaling in the Bay of Biscay must
have been less lucrative than the Terranova
fishery. Otherwise, it is hard to explain why
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the Basques decided to invest the enormous
amounts of capital required for expeditions
to North America and to incur the many
risks such ventures entailed.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE WHALE
FISHERY
As of the 1540s, Basque whaling operations
in Terranova underwent spectacular development, in pace with economic trends in
Europe up to the early 17th century.84 The
earliest reference to a Spanish Basque whaling industry in Labrador dates from 1547.
That year, Martín de Licona outfitted his
ship the Madalena, a vessel of roughly 100
toneladas,85 for a whaling and cod-fishing
expedition scheduled for the following
year.86 The ship fished in Blanc-Sablon harbour, and its crew left two pinazas there during the winter of 1548 to 1549.87 As shown
unequivocally by a number of archival documents, both the Spanish and French
Basque countries outfitted several ships 88
per year during the 1550s for whaling expeditions in Terranova and possibly even the St.
Lawrence River.89 In 1554, four Spanish
ships were seized in the port of Los Homos
(East St. Modeste) by Basques from SaintJean-de-Luz, Biarritz and Capbreton, who
were bringing their catches to Butus (Red
Bay).90 At the time, whaling operations were
regulated because of the Franco-Spanish
War. In 1553, the Junta Particular de Guipúzcoa submitted a petition to the King protesting against two ordinances that prohibited
ship captains from setting sail from the
province without first obtaining a permit
from Don Luis Carvajal, Captain General of
the fleet.91 The ordinances were rescinded
immediately. However, on April 21, 1557,
Philip II again forbade Spanish vessels from
going to Terranova without his permission,
on the pretext that he feared they would be
attacked by the French.92 Whalers most
probably protested against the ordinance, as
indicated by the fact that, three months later,
the King granted the inhabitants of Gipuzkoa, Vizkaia and Cuatro Villas de la Mar
permission to leave for Terranova, provided
their ships were armed. 93
The peace treaty signed between France and
Spain at Cateau-Cambrésis in 1559 and
sealed by the marriage of Philip II to Elisabeth de Valois fostered an increase in the
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number of ships outfitted for whaling expeditions in the 1560s.94 The truce put an end
to the acts of piracy and many fratricidal
skirmishes that had occurred between
French and Spanish Basques.95 On February
8, 1564, Basques on both sides of the border
even agreed to conclude a mutual aid agreement. 96

From at least 1565 onwards, Spanish
Basques called their fishing grounds on the
other side of the Atlantic the "provincia de
Terranova"'. This implies that they had
already established their dominion over this
region, barely 20 years after fitting out their
first ships for expeditions to the area.97
The main destination of Basque whalers was
the coast of Labrador and especially the
Strait of Belle Isle region, called the Grand
Bay at the time. At least a dozen harbours,
including Blanc-Sablon, East St. Modeste,
Red Bay, St. Peter's Bay, Chateau Bay and
Carrol Cove, hummed with activity from
June to early winter (Fig. 2.1.6).98 As of the
1560s, no less than 20 Spanish Basque ships
hunted whales in and around these harbours every year. A compilation made from
various documents from the Spanish Basque
country and deposited at Parks Canada and
Library and Archives Canada has revealed
that 19 expeditions were organized in 1572
alone, and at least 100 during the 10-year
period between 1565 and 1575. Obviously,
these figures represent only a fraction of the
actual number of expeditions undertaken
during this period, given that the vast
majority of voyages were not necessarily
registered with a notary and that the largest
collection of archival records, namely, that of
San Sebastián, was lost to fire during the
Napoleonic Wars. Considering that each
vessel had a crew of 50 to 120 men, depending on its tonnage, the whale fishery would
have attracted at least 2,000 men to the
Labrador coast annually.99 Selma Barkham
has uncovered the names of some 175 captains and officers, or oficiales100 as they were
called at the time, who went to the Strait of
Belle Isle before 1580.101 In 1571, the Basque
fishing fleet comprised nearly 100 vessels,
including 25 to 30 whaleships, totalling
15,600 tons 102 and manned by close to 4,000
fishermen.103 Whaling in the Strait of Belle
Isle monopolized a large number of merchants and fishermen from the Spanish
Basque coast.104
BASQUE WHALING IN LABRADOR

Figure 2.1.6: The Strait
of Belle Isle showing
modern place names.
(Drawing: D. Kappler,
Parks Canada; 24M2006-101-2A).

According to the notarial minutes of Bordeaux, five French Basque whaleships were
present in the Strait of Belle Isle in 1565 and
four in 1575.105 As Laurier Turgeon rightly
notes, these figures must be less than the
number of ships that actually visited the
region, since French Basques, like their
Spanish counterparts, concluded only certain charter parties before a notary. With
regard to maritime and commercial activities in North America during the period, this
author writes that far from being an isolated
region visited by only a few fishermen,
North America was one of the main destinations on sea routes of the day and one of the
first areas in the New World to be exploited
by Europeans. 106
Basque whalers seem to have preferred Red
Bay harbour over all other harbours in
Labrador. Known since the inception of
whaling activities in Terranova, it attracted
more than its share of ships every year. It is
estimated that at least 500 whalemen took
up residence in this port annually. In fact,
when whaling was at its peak, the number
of Basques in Red Bay even largely surpassed this figure, reaching over 900.107 In

THE UNDERWATER ARCHAEOLOGY OF RED BAY

1575, no less than 11 whaleships were found
in this port.108 In the fall of 1576, several vessels became trapped in the ice following an
early freeze-up and had to spend the winter
in Labrador. According to a statement made
by Juan de Echevete in 1619,540 people died
in Red Bay at that time.109 The some 130 to
140 human skeletons unearthed on Saddle
Island by archaeologists from Memorial
University of Newfoundland are perhaps
related to this disaster, as may be the second
oldest known will in Canadian history,
drafted in Red Bay on June 22, 1577, at the
request of Juan Martinez de Larrume (Fig.
2.1.7).110 In 1579, Captain Martín de Hoyarsabal referred to the bay as Boytus.111 In 1705,
the harbour was described by Augustin Le
Gardeur de Tilly, Sieur de Courtemanche, as
follows:
C'est aussi dans ce havre qu'on a
fait la pêche de la balleine & que les
esquimaux, au rapport des Sauvages, ont fait abandonner aux
Européens. On y voit encore les
fourneaux à fondre huilles & les
ossements de ballaine. Ils sont à la
Coste comme des bois renversés les
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uns sur les autres & nous estimons
qu'il fallait qu'il y en eut été tué
plus de 2 ou 3 mils veu la quantité
d'ossements qu'il y avait & que
nous contâmes 90 têtes dans un seul
endroit d'une grosseur
prodigieuse." 2
W. T. Grenfell was the first 20th-century
author to associate the whale bones found in
Red Bay harbour with Basque whaling operations:
Of the Basques, only a few tiled
floors, and the débris of the bones of
whales captured by those people,
remain. These bones are still fished
up at Red Bay in the Strait of Belle
Isle and are used for dog-sledge
shoes.113
A zoological analysis of bones from Red Bay
of the type mentioned by both Augustin Le
Gardeur and W. T. Grenfell has revealed that
they belong to two species of whales,
namely, the Greenland or bowhead whale
(Balaena mysticetus) and the North Atlantic
right whale or Biscay whale (Eubalaena glacialis) (Figs. 2.1.8, 2.1.9).114 During their
annual migration, members of these two
species must have swum along the coast of
Labrador as they passed through the Strait
of Belle Isle. They were the perfect prey for
Basque whalers since they are quite slow
moving and, above all, float when dead.
Moreover, these whales, particularly the
bowhead, yield large quantities of oil and
baleen. Today, bowhead whales occur much ing on French ships for fear that they might
further north, and right whales are rarely teach their whaling techniques to foreignfound in Newfoundland waters.115
ers.119 Such government intervention might
indicate that fewer and fewer vessels were
being outfitted and that whalers had no
choice but to hire themselves out to foreign
DECLINE OF THE WHALE
competitors, as they would do a few
FISHERY
decades later at Spitsbergen. Statements by
After peaking during the 1560-85 period, the Thomé Cano are revealing in this regard. In
Labrador whale fishery began to decline 1608, this pilot said that, 20 or 25 years earrapidly and irremediably.116 Only 13 expedi- lier, over 200 ships from the province of Viztions have been identified for the 1580-89 kaia alone fished cod and whales in
period, compared with around 129 for the Terranova, in addition to engaging in the
years 1560 to 1575.117 While in 1565-66, mer- wool trade with Flanders; he added, howchants Gerónimo de Salamanca Santa Cruz ever, that Biscayan ships were no longer
120
Although
and Antonio de Salazar exported 28,000 involved in these activities.
Cano
was
no
doubt
exaggerating,
his stateducats' worth of oil to northern Europe, 20
ments
reflect
just
how
difficult
the
economic
years later, they exported only 2,200 ducats'
worth.118 An ordinance issued by the Junta situation was at the time. For a number of
Particular de Guipúzcoa in 1584 even for- years, declining catches in the Strait of Belle
bade mariners from that province from sail- Isle or problems associated with whaling
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Figure 2.1.7: Grave of
a Basque whaler with
a cross atop his chest
excavated on Saddle
Island by Memorial
University of Newfoundland archaeologists. (Courtesy:
Stephen Cumbaa).

Figure 2.1.8: Greenland or bowhead
whale (Balaena mysticetus). (Drawing: D.
Kappler, Parks Canada).

there had prompted a number of Basques to
sail up the St. Lawrence in search of a new
supply of whales. Champlain noted the
presence of a Basque ship in Tadoussac, saying that it had come there to hunt whales,
which it had not been able to do in the
Grand Bay or in any other port.121 However,
once the Basques began to systematically
exploit Spitsbergen whale stocks as of the
1620s, they stopped frequenting the Strait of
Belle Isle altogether: "The north side of the
Strait of Belle Isle was to all practical purposes abandoned after the second decade of
the 17th century, when many Basque whalers shifted their activities to Spitzbergen." 122

In 1631, the province of Gipuzkoa did not
send a single ship to Terranova.123
According to Laurier Turgeon, the demise of
the French Basque fishery was just as swift
as that of the fishery operated from the
Spanish Basque side of the border. Bordeaux, for example, after having outfitted
from 40 to 60 cod-fishing vessels and whaleships annually for the "terreneufves" from
1560 to 1580, fitted out only 12 ships in 1589
and six in 1600. Since the outfitters for these
Terranova-bound vessels were mainly
Basques from Labourd, this province must

Figure 2.1.9: North
Atlantic right whale or
Biscay whale {Ettbaltieiia glacialis). (Drawing: D. Kappler, Parks
Canada).
THE UNDERWATER ARCHAEOLOGY OF RED BAY
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have been hard hit by the decline in fishing
activities.124
As this section does not aim to analyze in
detail the causes of this decline and the
gradual withdrawal of Basques from Labrador at the end of the 16th century, it will simply provide a brief overview of the most
commonly mentioned factors. According to
some authors, the whale fishery's demise
was related to the many wars that raged
between European nations in the late 1500s
— conflicts of which the Basques were all
too often victims.125 Other factors cited are a
lag in the development of Basque shipbuilding technology, the ensuing crisis that seems
to have affected Biscayan shipyards in the
1560s and 1570s,126 a deterioration in relations with Native peoples, 127 a slight decline
in whale stocks,128 the unfavourable policies
adopted by the governments of both France
and Spain,129 the many embargoes of Basque
whaling vessels decreed by the King of
Spain for the purpose of assembling a war
fleet, and the defeat of the Spanish
Armada. 130
Another cause that might be added to this
already long list is a substantial cooling of
the climate within a very short period of
time. As mentioned earlier, the sudden
arrival of a Little Ice Age, whose existence
has been clearly demonstrated, may have
been what originally prompted the Basques
to abandon their fishery along the coast of
the Bay of Biscay and seek out whales in
other habitats in North America.131 However, the effects of this sharp drop in temperature might have been felt in Terranova as
well, particularly from the mid 1570s
onward. This Little Ice Age was perhaps
responsible to an even greater extent than
overfishing for the gradual decrease in the
number of whales along the Labrador coast
and may well have led to a considerably
shortened whaling season. Owing to the
scarcity of whales, the Basques would have
been obliged to stay for longer periods in the
Strait of Belle Isle in order to obtain full cargoes of whale oil, with the result that several
crews may have had to overwinter in Terranova because of early freeze-ups. Accounts
given by several whalemen are revealing in
this respect. For example, in 1575, Domingo
de Segura, who was 60 at the time, said that
he could not remember a Spanish ship ever
being trapped in the ice, although a French
vessel had once found itself in this predica1-36

ment; since then a few Spanish vessels had
been forced to spend the winter in Terranova
and two had even been lost in a storm.132
Another possible reason for the Basques'
departure from the region, and perhaps the
main one, was the unfavourable situation in
Europe, which stemmed from the profound
economic and social changes that occurred
there in the second half of the 16th century.
Growth initiated in the mid-15th century
suddenly came to an end, and, as of the
1590s, all sectors were affected by the recession: everywhere, the last decade of the 16th
century and the early part of the 17th century were difficult, if not catastrophic. 133
While famines and epidemics were on the
increase, leading to the stagnation and then
decline of the population, industrial and
commercial activities were curbed by rising
prices; wages, on the other hand, hardly
grew at all.134 The whale fishery was hard hit
by the crisis. A barrica of whale oil, worth six
ducats in the 1560s, sold for 12 or even 15
ducats some 30 years later.135 The rise in
prices led to a sharp climb in the cost of outfitting ships, which in turn resulted in a significant drop in the number of vessels
outfitted.136 The slowdown affected the shipbuilding industry and secondary industries
by creating underemployment and prompting part of the labour force to emigrate. 137
This recession, coupled with the many
embargoes imposed on whaling vessels,
caused the ruin of many shipowners and
outfitters by preventing them from engaging
in their commercial activities.138

The authorities made a few attempts to remedy the situation in the 17th century, and
they might have been successful had it not
been for very stiff competition from the
Dutch.139 After learning whaling techniques
from the Basques, Dutch whalers rapidly
surpassed their masters owing to their country's better structured, more efficient and
more powerful political and economic organization. To effectively counter this competition, the Basques should have outfitted more
ships in an effort to boost production and
keep prices down. They were unable to do
so, however, because their hinterland did
not have the resources needed to supply a
fleet of the size of that of Holland. Since the
Basques had to import essential commodities, it cost them more to outfit ships for
whaling expeditions, and, therefore, they
were unable to set prices that were competiBASQUE WHALING IN LABRADOR

tive with those of other countries. Despite
the imposition of customs tariffs, Dutch
whale oil continued to make its way into
French ports at lower prices than the
Basques could offer, depriving the latter of
outlets for their products. 140 In short, for the

Basque whale fishery to successfully compete with that of the Dutch, it would have
had to achieve a level of development that
the human and material resources of the
Basque country could not sustain.
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Sections 2.1 and 2.2 are intended to provide the
reader with an overview of Basque whaling
activities in Labrador during the 16th century and
to give an historical context for the balance of this
archaeological report. The sections draw upon
archival documents and works published, in most
cases, up to 1995. The author would like to thank
Jonathan Moore for the selection of images for
Sections 2.1 and 2.2.
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les pêches à Terre-Neuve d'après les archives
notariales de Bordeaux," p. 541. Cf. also Maxime
Dégros, op. cit., No. 39 (1941), pp. 157-158.
138 Selma Huxley and Michael M. Barkham, "Los
Arrióla de Urazandi: iniciativa empresarial
marítima en Vizcaya y Guipúzcoa (c. 1540 c. 1630)," p. 371.
139 According to Lope Martínez de Isasti, the Basques
stopped going to Labrador because of the dangers
involved in whaling there and the abundant supply
of whales found in Spitsbergen. Lope Martínez de
Isasti, op. cit., p. 154.
140 Laurier Turgeon, "Pêches basques en Atlantique
Nord: XVIIe-XVIIIe siècle; étude d'économie
maritime," Ph.D. dissertation, 3rd cycle, Bordeaux
University (1982), p. 20.

Basque Whaling Methods, Technology and
Organization in the 16th Century
Jean-Pierre Proulx

For several hundred years, the economic situation of the Basque country, like that of certain nordic nations, was determined largely
by the sea. Since the Basque hinterland was
a fragile, not very diversified environment,
the population turned to the ocean for their
subsistence. The Basques were the first to
engage in whaling on an international,
industrial scale.
According to a somewhat fanciful theory,
the Basques discovered the enormous value
of whales when, in an effort to prevent them
from destroying their fishing nets, they
chased them off with arrows and lances.
After noticing that these animals were timid
and harmless, they tried attacking them
with harpoons, an initiative that gave birth
to the industry for which the Basques would
become so renowned. 141
Another, more plausible theory is that the
Basques learned their whaling methods
from the Vikings. Following internal unrest
in their own land during the 8th century, the
Vikings moved southward and invaded
northern France, where they eventually
became known as Normans. This southerly
migration soon became a war of conquest
that reached as far as Gascony, which the
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Vikings occupied until the 10th century. The
Basques are said to have acquired their
whaling skills when they came into contact
with these people from the north.142
Although this theory is more credible than
the previous one, it would be exaggerated to
claim that the Basques simply copied their
methods from the Scandinavians. The
Vikings caught whales in their homeland by
luring them into the many deep fjords that
dotted the coastline, while in Normandy,
they forced them to beach on shoals and
then killed them. 143 Since such topography
does not exist in the Basque country, local
fishermen had to learn to whale in the open
sea, which required a radically different
approach. The hunting methods and technology they developed were so different
from those used elsewhere that they can be
qualified as "indigenous Basque" techniques. This no doubt explains why many
authors believe that the Basques did not borrow their whaling methods from other people, but were real innovators in this field.144
The Basques did not apply just one
approach, but adapted their techniques to
suit prevailing fishing conditions, such as
the accessibility of ports, distance of whaling
grounds from shore, wind patterns, curBASQUE WHALING IN LABRADOR

Figure 2.2.1: Another
16th-century depiction of the shield of the
town of Mutriku
showing the harpooning of a whale, with
the whale depicted as
a sea monster. (Courtesy: Photographic
Archive, Untzi
Museoa-Museo Naval,
San Sebastián).

rents, type of sea bottom, and so forth. They
were thus the true initiators of the methods
that would be used over the course of many
centuries by all whaling nations (Fig. 2.2.1).
During their voyages to North America in
the second half of the 16th century, the
Basques used essentially the same whaling
techniques as they had along the coast of
Europe for hundreds of years. Their equipment alone underwent certain changes,
aimed at adapting it to the new conditions
encountered in Labrador.

SHIPS 145
Despite their famous shipbuilding skills, the
Basques did not devise a new type of ship
for their whaling operations in Labrador in
the second half of the 16th century.146 On the
contrary, they used or adapted already existing models, with the result that no particular
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kind of whaling vessel can be considered
truly typical of this period (Fig. 2.2.2).147
Ships could be used for whaling one year
and for cod fishing or the service of the King
the next.148 The San Nicolas, for example, a
vessel owned by Joan Martinez de Aguirre
and Cristóbal de Aganduru, made a voyage
to Flanders in the service of His Majesty in
1557 after being outfitted for a whaling
expedition to Terranova in 1556 and a codfishing voyage in 1555.149 As mentioned earlier, some ships were even used for both
whaling and cod fishing on the same expedition.150 Occasionally, fishermen agreed to
work on a vessel without even knowing
whether it would be fitted out for cod fishing or whaling, which is a clear indication of
just how versatile ships were.151
Since Terranova whaling voyages lasted several months and conditions in the North
Atlantic were sometimes extremely difficult,
such journeys could be undertaken only
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with large vessels. A judicious compromise
had to be achieved between cargo capacity,
speed and safety. As the Basques were at the
forefront of naval technology, they had no
difficulty adapting to these new requirements (Fig. 2.2.3).
The notarial archives of the Spanish Basque
country contain a wealth of information on
the architecture of the ships used by the
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Basques for whaling. Coupled with the data
derived from archaeological excavations at
Red Bay, the archival documents are an
invaluable tool for anyone seeking a better
understanding of these vessels. In general,
the information is found in shipbuilding
contracts concluded before notaries and
signed by witnesses and the various parties
to these agreements. 152 Such documents first
identified the contracting parties, namely,
BASQUE WHALING IN LABRADOR

Figure 2.2.2 (Facing
Page): Spanish cartographer Diego Gutierrez's map of the
western hemisphere
engraved by Hieronymus Cock in Antwerp
in 1562. Although the
depiction of the northeastern coast of North
America is inaccurate,
the map provides
valuable depictions of
contemporary oceangoing ships and a
vivid picture of the
potential dangers of
the high seas. (Courtesy: Rosenwald Collection, Library of
Congress, Washington, No. 1303,
ct000342Z).

the shipowner or owners and the master
carpenter entrusted with the vessel's construction. They then specified the dimensions of the ship to be built, the arrangement
of its main structural components, and the
time frames for delivering materials and
completing the various stages of the work.
Sometimes, they even stipulated which codo
the carpenter had to use in building the vessel and what type and quality of materials
he had to employ.153 Such contracts ended
with a clause on the method of payment,
which usually involved three instalments,
the first of which was remitted when the
agreement was signed or when the master
carpenter laid the keel; the second, when he
dubbed the planking;154 and the third, the
day the ship was launched. These contracts
also set out conditions for hiring workers
and specified the penalties that would be
incurred if a party did not fulfil his commitments. The fees for a master carpenter varied according to the size of the vessel
commissioned. For example, in 1573, Bartolomé de Garro paid 180 ducats to Cristóbal
de Artadi for building a nao with a 24-codo
keel.155 The following year, Martín Ybañes
de Sarasua promised to pay Hurtuño de
Acha 360 ducats for a galeón with a keel of 29
codosd56 In 1584, Juan de Sagarçurieta paid
as much as 640 ducats for the construction of
a ship with a 30-codo keel.157
In addition to concluding a construction
contract with a master carpenter, shipowners negotiated agreements with various suppliers to obtain the wood, metal and cordage

needed to build their ship. These agreements often contain very detailed information on the quantity, dimensions, quality,
price and source of the materials used. By
compiling this information, we have
obtained an overview of not only the materials employed in shipbuilding at the time,
but also the different stages involved, such
as cutting the necessary wood, transporting
it to the shipyard, and squaring and shaping
it.158
With the help of a compilation made from
charter parties found in the archives of the
Spanish Basque country, and filed at Parks
Canada and Library and Archives Canada,
we have determined that the Basques preferred naos for whaling expeditions in the
Strait of Belle Isle during the second half of
the 16th century.159 At the time, nao was a
generic term encompassing all large vessels
of 200 toneladas160 or more.161 Since the tonnage of such vessels was greater than that of
other ships, they made fewer voyages and
were therefore less likely to be captured.
Some vessels, like the Santa Ana, owned by
Joanes de Portu, exceeded 650 toneladas}62
In theory, ships of 200 toneladas or more
would have been able to transport a number
of whale oil casks equivalent to four times
their tonnage, since four 218-L barricas were
equal to one tonelada.165 However, according
to the few documents that indicate the tonnage of vessels and their cargo capacity
expressed in number of barricas, the ratio
was actually 3.06 barricas per tonelada}65 This

Figure 2.2.3: Detail,
Storm at Sea, Jóos de
Momper the Younger,
ca. 1610-1615, formerly attributed to
Pieter Breughel the
Elder. (Courtesy: Kunsthistorisches
Museum, Vienna, GG
2690).
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In the second half of the 16th century, the
Basque country's main shipyards were
located in Bilbao, Lekeitio, Mutriku, Portugaise, Deba, Zumaia, Getaria, Usurbil, Orio,
Irun, Rentería, Lezo and, of course, San
Sebastián,
Fuenterrabía
and
Pasajes
(Fig. 2.2.4). The Spanish Basque country
Built in accordance with the rule of as, dos, boasted highly skilled shipbuilders and an
tres used in the 16th century, a ship of the abundant supply of wood and minerals. It
vessels of 100 or more
size in question here would have had a keel produced around 20
174
toneladas
per
year.
The iron and timber
that was twice as great as its beam and a hull
needed
to
build
these
ships came from the
whose overall length was three times as
great. According to a Spanish shipbuilding Biscay Mountains and the Pyrenees, while
from the
treatise written by His Majesty's physician the necessary resin and hemp came 175
Lope
and advisor, Diego García de Palacio, in Landes and Aragon respectively.
1587, a nao of 400 toneladas was supposed to Martínez de Isasti said that, in 1625, the
have a 34-cor/o keel from the sternpost to the province of Gipuzkoa alone still had 80 large
forward end of the keel and measure 16 ironworks and 38 small ones, whose annual
codos wide and 11.5 codos deep. 165 The hold output totalled 120,000 quintals of iron, at
176
was to measure 4 to 4.5 codos deep, or the 150 lbs. to the quintal. Iron manufactured
equivalent of three casks called pipas placed in Basque forges was renowned for its qualone on top of the other, and the lower deck, ity throughout Europe, and much of it was
3 codos. The mainmast, which carried a used for shipbuilding (Fig. 2.2.5). The
square sail with a bonnet, a topsail and a Basque country also had numerous skilled
topgallant sail, was to be as long as the keel tradespeople, such as carpenters, coopers,
with its fore and aft rakes, while the fore- blacksmiths, caulkers, rope makers, sail
mast, rigged in the same way as the main- makers and armourers, grouped in various
mast, was to be as long as the keel itself.166 guilds. In studying 16th-century notarial
The bowsprit, which carried a spritsail, was archives, historian Jacques Bernard even dissupposed to measure 0.8 the length of the covered that people in Bordeaux called upon
foremast and be as long as the mizzen Basques to do certain delicate shipbuilding
equipped with a lateen sail. These dimen- tasks.177 According to various accounts,
sions could vary, however, depending on the ships made in the Basque country were
shipbuilder and even the wood available. greatly appreciated at the time. In 1575,
Based on a compilation of data derived from Jhoan de Escalante de Mendoza said that
a number of construction contracts, the vessels built in Bilbao and the province of
amount of wood needed to build a ship was Vizkaia were of better quality than those
4,300 codos per 100 toneladas.167 Assembling made elsewhere.178 Martin Fernandez de
the various components of a 200-tonelada Enciso, for his part, asserted in his Suma de
vessel required 50 quintals of iron nails 168 Geografía published in 1519 that many very
and dowels of various shapes and sizes and sturdy ships were built in the provinces of
100 quintals of cordage.169 Wood accounted Gipuzkoa and Vizkaia and that there were
for 25 to 30 per cent of the cost of building a more ships in these provinces than in Spain
ship; metal, 15 per cent; cordage, 20 to 25 per as whole.179 These claims regarding the qualcent; sails, 6 to 6.5 per cent; masts, 5.5 to 6 ity of ships were confirmed by Thomé Cano
per cent; and caulking, 5 per cent.170 Pierre in the early 17th century.180
and Huguette Chaunu have estimated that
16th-century vessels had a useful life of 13
years at the most.171
difference between theory and practice is
due to the amount of space that was lost
between casks when they were stowed in
the hold, and the amount of space that was
unusable because it was occupied by other
objects, such as the mast step or the pump.

PREPARATIONS PRIOR TO
DEPARTURE
After making two or three voyages to Terranova or northern Europe, ships were usually
sold in Seville and then sent to end their
days in the West Indies.172 In winter and
spring, while awaiting the resumption of
their seasonal operations in Labrador, they
may have been used for fishing off the
shores of Galicia or for coastal shipping. 173
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Financing
In the Recueil des voyages au Nord edited by
Jacques Bernard in 1715, it is said that those
who undertook to equip and charter one or
more vessels for whaling had to begin work
BASQUE WHALING IN LABRADOR

Figure 2.2.4: A 1585
map of the Basque
port of San Sebastián
by Richard Poulter.
Notice the ship on the
stocks at the right.
(Courtesy: British
Library, Cotton
Augustus Li.16).

in the fall in order to be ready by the next
spring.181 Although the preparations he
describes were for Dutch whaling operations at Spitzbergen and in the Arctic in the
18th century, they must have been almost
identical to those made two centuries earlier,
when the Basques were preparing voyages
to North America. This is because whaling
methods did not undergo any significant
changes until the mid-19th century.
The first step taken before embarking on a
whaling expedition was to find the funds
needed to equip and provision a ship. Since
such outfitting operations were very costly,
several outfitters were often involved in
each expedition. For example, Pedro de
Guarnizo, Sebastián de Correbedo and
Sebastián de Uryeta shared the cost of
equipping and provisioning the Santo Crucifixo de Burgos in 1565,182 while Martín de
Arrióla, San Juan de Portu and Domingo de
Ayçarna co-financed the fitting out of a
whaling campaign in 1596.183
To prepare and equip a vessel for the voyage, outfitters contracted loans from money
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lenders, who assumed the risks associated
with their investments, starting from the
time the vessel set sail until 24 hours after it
had returned to its home port.184 To be on
the safe side, some lenders even invested in
several expeditions at once. Indeed, it was
wiser to divide one's investments among a
number of expeditions than to risk all of
one's assets on a single voyage. If one of the
ships taking part in an expedition had a
poor whaling season, was damaged or sank,
investors could recover the sums they had
lost from other, more successful campaigns.
In exchange for the funds advanced to them,
borrowers promised to repay lenders an
equivalent amount, in casks of whale oil,
plus a percentage of their profits.185 The
interest was collected in shares, whose number varied according to the amount of
money loaned. In the mid-1560s, lenders
demanded one share for every 60 ducats
they advanced to outfitters.186 The value of a
share being roughly 20 ducats, the interest
rate was 33 per cent.187 This rate is confirmed by a number of documents, including an acknowledgment of debt signed by
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Figure 2.2.5: Tons of
iron ore were discovered on a mid 16thcentury shipwreck
found near the mouth
of the river Oria in the
Basque coastal town of
Orio. Excavated by the
Center for Underwater
Investigations
(INSUB) in 2000, this
small coastal transport (patache venaquero)
and a number of other
wrecks nearby, provide vivid archaeological evidence of the
16th-century Basque
iron industry. (Courtesy: Center for
Underwater Investigations).

Juanes de Ibaneta for a voyage to Terranova
in 1583188 and by the account books of two
wealthy money lenders from San Sebastián,
namely, Domingo de Hoa and Doña Mariana de Rober y Salinas. According to these
account books, promissory notes were
granted at rates of 26 to 30 per cent.189 One
acknowledgment of debt mentions what
was no doubt a somewhat unusual way for
a lender to recover his investment and turn a
profit. In 1572, Juan Ruyz de Arteaga
advanced 200 ducats in gold to outfit the San
Nicolas. Since the ship's worth was estimated at 1,800 ducats, or 9 times the value of
Arteaga's investment, the lender demanded
that the 200 ducats be repaid in full, along
with 1/9 of the casks that the ship would
bring back from its Terranova whaling expedition.190
Once vessels returned, outfitters had to
repay, in cash or in kind, both the principal
and interest on the loans they had obtained
by the deadline stipulated in their acknowledgments of debt. If a ship came back with a
full cargo, the outfitters remitted the agreed
number of casks to the lender plus a percentage of the earnings. However, if a
whaleship returned with only a fraction of
its cargo capacity, the borrower usually had
to repay an amount calculated on the basis
of the actual cargo: for example, if a ship
with a capacity of 1,000 barricas of oil
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brought back only 500, the outfitters gave
the lender only half the number of casks
agreed upon in the original loan contract
and did not have to repay the difference in
cash or in kind.191 If a ship was wrecked, as
in the case of a vessel owned by Andres de
Alçola, which sank at Fuenterrabia in 1571,
the lender lost his entire investment, since
he had assumed all risks to the "integrity of
the keel".192 In practice, however, the repayment of loans often gave rise to disputes
between outfitters, shipowners and money
lenders, with each party trying to find a
loophole in the law that would enable him
to reap a maximum profit from his investment. These disputes sometimes led to lawsuits, and the records of these proceedings
now constitute a valuable source of information on the financing of whaling expeditions.193
The method of financing used in France was
essentially the same as that employed in
Spain. Outfitters generally contracted bottomry loans, whereby lenders advanced, "in
the coin of the realm", the funds needed to
organize an expedition. Such loans were
granted for the duration of a voyage and
repaid only when a vessel returned. Borrowers reimbursed the principal advanced, plus
interest of up to between 25 and 30 per cent
of the original investment. If a ship was lost,
borrowers were not required to repay the
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Juan de Espilla, the vessel's captain, the
former promised to have certain work done
on his ship from the keel to the masthead,
and in the manner required for such a voyage.197 The work consisted of repairing the
Charter Parties
vessel's keel, caulking its sides and decks,
and equipping it with cables, stays, sails,
Before sending a ship on a Terranova whaling
tackle, masts, anchors 198 and all the necesvoyage, a shipowner usually signed a charsary cordage.
ter party with outfitters, in which each party
195
defined his respective responsibilities.
Documents of this type contain invaluable Essentially the same obligations and responinformation for studying the organization of sibilities fell to shipowners under a number
the whale fishery in the 16th century. They of other charter parties. For example, in a
were usually divided into three parts. The document dated February 8,1564, Francisco
first part identified the parties to the agree- de Elorriaga promised outfitters Catalina de
ment and stipulated the responsibilities of Goiçueta and Luis de Aranburu that, on the
the shipowner. The latter had to promise to following April 1, he would put his 400provide the outfitters with a ship that was tonelada ship the Conçeçion at their disposal
well rigged and in good condition. He also in the port of Pasajes with full rigging and a
had to choose certain crew members who watertight keel, hull and decks.199 Similarly,
would occupy key positions during the on February 18, 1573, Domingo de Sorasu,
expedition, such as the master, boatswain, owner of the Nuestra Señora de Yçia, a vessel
boatswain's mate, pilot, carpenter and har- of roughly 500 toneladas, promised to make
pooners, and pay part of their wages and his ship available to its outfitters, firmly
benefits. In addition, the owner was respon- moored, with a watertight keel and hull, and
sible for putting aboard the artillery, small fully equipped with cables, anchors, sails,
arms and ammunition required for the voy- cordage and other fittings needed for a vesage. In the second part of the agreement, the sel of this type.200 Two memorandums, one
outfitters promised to choose the rest of the on costs incurred for the San Bartolomé,
crew, including the captain (when he was owned by Pedro de Echave and Francisco
not an outfitter himself), to pay their wages Ybañez de Garagarça in 1581, and the other
and to furnish enough food and equipment on expenses run up in Lisbon in 1582 for the
for the entire whaling season. The third part
Catalina de San Vicente, owned by Sebastián
of the agreement contained clauses concernde la Bastida and Juan Perez de Larrea, proing the return of the ship to its home port,
vide a wealth of information on the material
the unloading of its cargo, the division of
needed to prepare ships. In particular, they
proceeds and the penalties to be imposed on
mention iron nails and dowels, chain-plates,
parties found guilty of not fulfilling their
cordage, sailcloth and thread, needles for
commitments. The clause most commonly
sewing sails, bitumen, tar for cables, pitch
included in this part of the contract stipuand tallow for coating the bottom of ships,
lated that, if ships came back from Terranova
without a full cargo because of a lack of pro- hemp and caulking, pumps with their varivisions or equipment, the outfitters had to ous leather components, pulleys, a crane for
trumpets
reimburse the owner for the lost cargo.196 hoisting masts, and even drums,
201
and
whistles
for
use
on
board.
When more than one outfitter was involved
loan, hence the French term for this type of
transaction, "prêt à la grosse aventure". 194

in equipping a ship for a voyage, each was
allotted a share of the expedition's profits
based on his investment.

Preparation of Ships
The main responsibility of a shipowner
under a charter party was to prepare his vessel for the upcoming expedition. According
to an agreement concluded in Bilbao on January 17, 1564 between Gonzalo de Landaverde, owner of the galeón San Nicolas, and
THE UNDERWATER ARCHAEOLOGY OF RED BAY

Insurance
To minimize losses when ships or cargo
were damaged, or to secure debts, the owners and outfitters of whaling vessels purchased insurance to cover possible mishaps.
It is still not known, however, exactly what
percentage of Spanish Basque whalers
engaged in this practice.202 It seems, though,
that in this area, as in many others, the
Basques were ahead of other European
nations. By the time insurance first became
1-49

available in England in 1604, the Basques
had already enjoyed such protection for
over 50 years.203
Insurance for Labrador whaling expeditions
was obtained through agents in Burgos or
the Basque country.204 In general, it was
granted by several different people, who
each underwrote a share of the risk in return
for the payment of a premium for a percentage of the protection. The insurance applied
to a vessel's hull, artillery and ammunition
or to its cargo and equipment. It could be
valid for the outbound passage, the stay in
Labrador and the homeward passage or
solely for the stay and the return voyage.
Coverage applied from the day the ship set
sail until 24 hours after it had anchored in its
home port. It usually covered damage
caused by theft, wind, sea, fire, embargoes,
"friends or foes", or any other problem that
might arise, except barratry.

twice a year, in May and October. The
insured often signed several policies for different amounts for a given expedition, but
the sum of the coverage obtained was not
supposed to exceed 90 per cent of the venture's insurable value.208 The historical documents describe a case where the armament
of a whaling ship was insured in several different places for an amount equal to twice its
real value. When the ship was burned in the
port of Pasajes in 1572, the insurers refused
to pay the insurance on the pretext that the
total coverage taken out for the weaponry
exceeded its value.209

Disputes over insurance policies are a valuable source of information on the history of
whaling during this period. For example,
two outfitting lists dating from 1566, which
will be referred to often in the present study,
result from claims submitted to insurers by
the outfitters of the Nuestra Señora de Guadalupe and the Conçeçion.2*0 It is known that in
Between 1565 and 1573, the average rate of 1566 these two vessels had been obliged to
insurance for a ship's outbound passage, leave the port of Chateo (Henley Harbour)
in a hurry so as to avoid being trapped in
stay in Labrador and homeward passage
the ice and had thus had to abandon part of
amounted to 15 per cent for the vessel's hull
their material and equipment on shore.
and 14 per cent for its cargo. If coverage
After returning to the Basque country, the
applied to only the stay and the return voyoutfitter-captains drew up a list of the mateage, these rates fell to 10 per cent and 9 per
rial they had put aboard their ships and subcent respectively.205 The rates set for whaling
mitted a claim to their insurers in an effort to
ships were among the highest charged by
obtain compensation for the losses they had
insurers, which clearly shows that the Terraincurred. Unfortunately for the outfitternova whale fishery was a relatively perilous captains, the insurers refused to compensate
undertaking. This was mainly because of the them, arguing that the insurance did not
pirates and privateers who often awaited cover damage sustained on land.211
vessels on their return. Rates were determined on the basis of a ship's itinerary, the
kind of goods it carried, the time of year it
was scheduled to sail, its condition, the Weaponry
name of its master, whether it was travelling
alone or in a group, the flag under which it Shipowners were responsible for equipping
was sailing, and whether or not pirates or their vessels with artillery, small arms and
privateers were likely to be found along its ammunition (Fig. 2.2.6). Of course, the numroute.206
ber of armaments put aboard depended on
several factors, including a ship's tonnage
In the early 1570s, the average value of and the risk of enemy attack. At the very
insurance obtained for expeditions was 901 least, ships were equipped with four iron
ducats for a vessel's cargo and 1,454 ducats cannon and eight versos (swivel guns).212 In
for its hull.207 Insurance was usually taken 1550, the Madalena, a vessel of about 130
out in mid-June in cases where coverage toneladas, carried six cannon (bombardas) and
was needed for the outward passage, the eight versos. In comparison, the Santa Ana, a
stay in Labrador and the return voyage, and vessel of around 650 toneladas, was equipped
in mid-October if coverage would apply with ten cannon and 20 versos.2*3 As for the
only to the stay and the trip home. Premi- San Nicolas,2U this galeón carried six large
ums had to be paid at the first trade fair in pieces of artillery and 12 versos, as did the
Medina del Campo after the signing of the Nuestra Señora de Yciar.2*5 On April 4, 1553,
insurance policy, such fairs being held there Juanes de Urdayde, Juan de Aguirre and
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Figure 2.2.6: Carving
of an armed merchant
vessel on the lintel of a
mid 16th-century
house in Rentería.
(Courtesy: Photographic Archive, Untzi
Museoa-Museo Naval,
San Sebastián).

Juanes de Ylumbe, masters and owners of
three ships, all named the San Nicolas,
agreed to arm their vessels as follows: Captain Juanes de Urdayde's ship took aboard
eight large cannon, 20 versos, seven quintals
of gunpowder, and all the necessary ammunition; that of Juan de Aguirre, seven large
cannon, 16 versos and six quintals of gunpowder; and that of Juanes de Ylumbe, six
large cannon, 16 versos, five quintals of gunpowder, and all the ammunition, pikes, and
lances needed in proportion to the amount
of artillery on board.216 In 1573, the San Cristobal, a ship of 500 toneladas owned by
Andres de Avendaño, was equipped with 60
quintals of artillery, including six large
pieces and 18 versos, along with their double
breech chambers, barrel stops, cables, carriages and chocks.217
In addition to heavy artillery, whaleships
also carried harquebuses, crossbows, pikes,
lances and crew members' personal weapons. For example, the above-mentioned
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agreement concluded in 1553 between Juanes de Urdayde, Juan de Aguirre and Juanes
de Ylumbe stipulated that each crewman,
except pages and ship's boys, had to have
his own harquebus or crossbow.218 According to a charter party negotiated in 1573 for
the Nuestra Señora de Yçiar, the vessel's
owner, Domingo de Sorasu, promised to
take aboard his ship 12 harquebuses, along
with their accessories and necessary gunpowder, 20 corselets, four dozen pikes, eight
dozen half-pikes and 12 lances.219 The same
year, the San Cristóbal was equipped with 24
harquebuses, 20 corselets, 48 pikes, 96 halfpikes and 144 lances.220 Lastly, in shipping
articles concluded in Mutriku on January 7,
1559, Francisco de Cabala and his companions promised to bring their own swords,
harquebuses or crossbows on a Terranova
whaling expedition that Captain Juan Perez
de Arrióla was preparing to make aboard
the Conçeçion, a vessel of about 450 toneladas.22'
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A whaleship equipped with this type of
armament could strike back if attacked, and
even, like the Sancti Spiritus in 1554, be converted on occasion into a privateering vessel.222

Whaling Gear
While shipowners were responsible for preparing and arming their vessels, outfitters
had to supply whaling gear and food. As
mentioned earlier, in the section on the
financing of whaling expeditions, more than
one outfitter was usually involved in each
campaign owing to the high cost of provisioning and equipping vessels. Notarial acts
from the Basque country refer to hundreds
of loans contracted from many different people in order to fit out whaleships. For example, on July 23, 1570, Domingo de Eguia
acknowledged that he owed Symon de Yturriça ten barricas of Terranova whale oil, each
worth five ducats and containing four quintals of 100 lbs. each, in return for a cash loan
that he had received for outfitting the Trinidad, a galeón owned by Juan Perez de Arrióla.223 Essentially the same type of
agreement was concluded by Juan Martinez
de Amilibia in 1564, when he promised to
remit 20 barricas of whale oil to the owner of
the Trinidad.22* The total cost of a single
expedition could easily reach 2,000 ducats. 225
Expenses relating to the purchase of food,
whaling gear, various pieces of equipment,
cordage, casks, lines and so forth were
shared among a number of suppliers, to the
benefit of all concerned. Whaling and its
related industries thus contributed for several decades to the subsistence of a large
part of the Basque country's population. 226
The whaling gear that was to be put aboard
a ship was usually discussed in a separate
clause of the charter party. This was the case,
for example, in an agreement concluded in
1571 by outfitter Martin Garcia, who not
only assumed full responsibility for supplying all the food needed for the 85-member
crew of the Nuestra Señora de Yçiar, but also
promised to provide all the whaling gear,
harpoons, lances, knives, whale lines,
foregangers, slings, cauldrons and casks
required for an eight-month whaling expedition.227 Similarly, in 1564, Captain Juan de
Espilla promised to supply the San Nicolas
with cauldrons, lines, ladles, harpoons,
lances, casks, chalupas and other necessi1-52

ties.228 Substantially the same division of
responsibilities is found in a charter party
negotiated between Domingo de Sorasu,
owner of the Nuestra Señora de Yçiar, and
outfitter Miguel de Santiago for a Terranova
whaling expedition in 1573.229 When more
than one outfitter was involved, as in the
case of the Catalina de San Juan in 1596, each
was assigned a share of the responsibilities
based on his investment. 230 At the end of
each expedition, the whaling gear remained
the exclusive property of the outfitters,
given that the shipowners were not entitled
to any of it.231
In North America, as on the coast of the Bay
of Biscay, the most important piece of whaling gear was of course the whaleboat, or chalupa. Although many documents contain
references to the whaleboats that were used
by the Basques for hunting whales in the
Strait of Belle Isle in the second half of the
16th century,232 none provide a precise,
detailed description of these craft (Fig.
2.2.7). Existing iconography is also of little
help for determining what these boats
looked like since, in addition to being not
very accurate and almost always of Dutch
inspiration, it makes little distinction
between whaleboats from various centuries.233
The origins of the chalupa are fairly obscure.
According to Michael Barkham, small
undecked boats of less than 25 toneladas
were found in the Basque country at a very
early date. Equipped with oars and sails,
these craft were used mainly for coastal fishing (sardine and cod fishing, etc.) and whaling. Until the mid-16th century, the vast
majority were called galeones, chalupas or
pinazas, with all three terms being used
interchangeably.234 As mentioned earlier, it
was around the middle of the 1500s that the
meaning of the term galeón seems to have
changed radically, applying thereafter only
to large ships of several hundred toneladas.235
Meanwhile, the term chalupa, whose origin
probably dates back to the early 16th century,236 continued to designate small boats
with a hull roughly eight metres long.237
Michael Barkham cites the case of 20 chalupas built in Zumaia in 1574 for the armada
assembled by Menéndez de Aviles to defend
Spain's Atlantic coast. These boats, which
were not meant to be used for fishing, had a
hull of 15 codos (8.62 m) in length and meaBASQUE WHALING IN LABRADOR

Figure 2.2.7: Sketch of
a chalupa and a harpooned whale on a
16th-century register
of baptisms from the
Basque country.
(Courtesy: Photographic Archive, Untzi
Museoa-Museo Naval,
San Sebastián).

sured 1.66 codos (0.96 m) deep (altor) by 3.5 ing the type of whaleboat that was used for
codos (2.01 m) wide (anchor). They were offshore whaling in the early 19th century:
equipped with a rudder (timón); two masts,
one 15 codos long and the other 12 codos; two
Pour poursuivre et atteindre la
yards; and two decks (tillas), one in the bow
Baleine on se sert d'embarcations
and the other in the stern.238
très faibles d'échantillons et par
conséquent très légères; on les
Maxime Dégros asserts, on the basis of the
nomme soit en Anglais par le mot
Lerremboure family papers of Saint-Jean-deBoat et pirogue en français. Elles ont
Luz, that the whaleboats used along the
en général de 7 mètres 65 à 8 m, 30c.
Basque coast measured 7 m or 8 m long by
de long sur un mètre 70c. à 80 de
1.8 m wide and 1.0 m deep. Their keel prolarge avec un creux de 40 à 45 cent
jected only slightly and was higher in the
dans leur milieu qui atteint plus
middle than at the ends to make it easier to
d'un mètre à leurs extrémités ce qui
turn the boats on the spot. Designed for
leur donne une forme très arquée; la
speed and manoeuvrability, these craft were
grosseur des membres n'est guère
slender and pointed at both ends, and had a
de plus de le. et demi et celle des
curved stem and sternpost. They were also
bordages, fais en bois de cèdre, tout
equipped with both a main- and foremast.
au plus ont-ils une épaisseur de le.
Both the mast and the sails could be lowCes pirogues pointues et très
ered. To muffle any noise that might be
effilées par les bouts et plates vers le
made in rowing these boats, their iron thole
milieu se meuvent au moyen de 5
pins were covered with rope, and the hanavirons et d'un aviron de queue
dles of their four oars, each of which meaappelé Stinor, qui sert de gouvernail
sured 4 m long, were wrapped with hemp.
et placé dès lors sur l'arrière dans le
The boats had four thwarts, or seats, that
sens de la longueur. Sur cet arrière il
could sit five people: namely, a steersman,
existe un tillac dans lequel est
three oarsmen and a harpooner. As for the
encastré un montant de bois fixe
whaleboats used in Terranova, Maxime
ayant la forme d'un cabestan que
Dégros describes them as being identical to
Ton appelle Loquehet; les avirons
those used by whalemen along the Basque
sont bordés sur des tolets en bois,
coast, except that they were larger and more
garnis de paillets lardés, pour éviter
robust. They measured 8 m long by 2 m
le bruit qu'ils peuvent faire; trois de
wide and 1.0 m deep, and were fitted with
ces avirons mesurent environ
oak frames and fir planking. 239
4m. 65. Les deux autres ont l'un
5m. 30c et l'autre 4m. 30c. Le Stinor
René Bélanger quotes a document on file at
ou aviron de queue a près de 6m. Ils
the municipal archives of Bayonne describsont en bois de frêne et d'excellente
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qualité. Les poignées de ces avirons
quand ils sont bordés peuvent
s'engager dans un trou percé dans
un taquet cloué sur le serrage aux
pieds du nageur, ou rameur et les
avirons au repos se tiennent ainsi
apiqués. Sur l'avant de la pirogue, il
y a aussi un tillac, mais plus petit
que celui de l'arrière; sur un point
en dedans, ce tillac est découpé en
forme de demi-lune; l'étrave est
percé d'un creux carré, garni de
plomb. Toutes ces embarcations ont
un nable, ou trou percé dans un
bordage au fond, soit sur l'avant,
soit sur l'arrière, pour laisser égoutter l'eau.240
In theory, using 19th-century data to study
16th-century boats is somewhat risky. However, as shown by recent archaeological discoveries in Red Bay, Labrador, and the very
history of whaling, which was characterized
by slowly evolving technology, the risk is
actually quite slim. Beneath the wreck of
what is presumed to be the San Juan, archaeologists found the remains of three boats
that have been identified as chalupas, or
whaleboats. 241 A study of the remains has
revealed that the dimensions and architectural features of these boats were very similar to those described both in Basque
documentation from the second half of the
16th century and in the document on file at
the Bayonne municipal archives, cited by
René Bélanger. The best-preserved of the
Red Bay crafts measured 8.03 m long, had
seven thwarts for rowers, and would have
been equipped with two masts for sails.242
The top two strakes were laid with their
edges overlapping, while their other strakes
were laid edge to edge. These chalupas were
also similar in many respects to the ones
used by whalers from Santander and Bermeo for coastal whaling in the Basque country.243
Whaleboats must have been equipped with
a fairly full assortment of whaling gear.
René Bélanger specifies that, in the 19th century, such craft carried a copper compass, a
bailer, a small pail, a boat hook, a flagstaff, a
spritsail, a grapnel, and a lantern keg, or
watertight barrel, containing a lantern, candles, flint and steel, tinder, and matches.
Provisions consisted of ship's biscuit and
sometimes fresh water and cheese.244 It
should be noted, however, that the docu1-54

ment cited by René Bélanger describes
whaleboats used in the offshore fishery.
Since the risk of getting lost at sea was much
higher in offshore whaling than in coastal
operations, it is logical that the craft used for
this fishery transported equipment such as a
compass and a lantern, as well as a supply of
food. In Labrador, however, the Basques
engaged in coastal whaling, which means
that whalemen kept in sight of shore and
were thus less likely to get lost. Therefore,
they may have carried a more limited range
of safety equipment on their boats than that
described above.
In the 16th century, each whaleship brought,
depending on its tonnage, up to ten whaleboats with it on its expeditions to Terranova.245 However, none of the documents
uncovered to date explains exactly how
these boats were transported. 246 If they were
put aboard the larger vessels, they were no
doubt dismantled at least in part; otherwise
they would have taken up too much room
since they were quite big in relation to the
ships. According to testimony given by
Nicolas de Echaniz, it is clear that these
boats were used not only for whaling but for
cod fishing as well.247
In addition to chalupas, the Basques brought
a wide range of whaling gear to Labrador,
including harpoons, lances, knives, ropes,
and so forth. Unfortunately, as in the case of
chalupas, there is no official, contemporary
description of these different pieces of
equipment. Therefore, later descriptions
must once again be consulted to obtain some
idea of what these tools were like. Nevertheless, since whaling technology evolved very
slowly, descriptions of 18th- and 19th-century whaling gear can be considered fairly
reliable sources of information (Fig. 2.2.8).
The harpoon was the basic tool for capturing
whales. In 1566, the cargo of the Nuestra
Señora de Guadalupe included 100 harpoons,
as did that of the Conçeçion.24S According to
one early 19th-century description, harpoons were fitted with a head that had a
barbed tip shaped like an inverted V, which
became thicker as it approached the point
where it joined the head's shank. The shank,
which was rounded and had a diameter of
about 1.0 cm, was made of soft, malleable
iron. Measuring 65 cm long, it had a 30-cm
socket at one end.249 A beech shaft, or pole,
1.65 m in length with a diameter of 4 cm fit
BASQUE WHALING IN LABRADOR

Figure 2.2.8: Selection
of whaling gear from
the 18th century,
including two harpoons, two lances, a
flensing knive and a
blubber hook. (Sañez
Antonio Reguart, Diccionario histórico de los
artes de la pesca nacional
[Madrid: n.p., 1795],
published in Rafael
González Echegarry,
Balleneros Cántabros
[Santander: Institución cultural de
Cantabria, 1978],
p. 132).

into this socket, and was held fast by a piece
of rope attached to the socket and extending
two-thirds of the way down the length of the
shaft, where it was secured by yarn fastenings.250 This rope, known as a foreganger,
measured approximately 13 m long and
ended in a loop to which the whale line was
attached.251 This arrangement made it possible to recover the harpoon shaft after the
head had penetrated the whale's body and
become detached. 252

length of the shaft. Measuring 15 m long,
this line served to retrieve the shaft after the
lance head had pierced the whale's body.
Like harpoon heads, lance heads were
coated with wax to prevent whalers from
injuring themselves if they touched them,
and to protect these devices from the corrosive action of sea water.254

Each whaleboat had two whale lines measuring around 116 mm in diameter and 120
fathoms (192 m) long.255 The length of these
Once whalemen had harpooned a whale, lines is confirmed more or less by an inventhey used a lance to kill the animal. The tory of the material on the Nuestra Señora de
cargo of the Nuestra Señora ale Guadalupe Guadalupe, which stated that the ship transincluded 24 of these tools, as did that of the ported 18 whale lines of 90 fathoms each for
Conceç/on.253 According to the above-men- the 10 chalupas that had been put aboard the
tioned 19th-century document, lances were vessel.256 If necessary, the whalers could easconstructed on the same principle as har- ily join these ropes together. They were kept
poons, although their shape and dimensions coiled in a wooden tub placed in the stern of
were different. They were fitted with a head the whaleboat, and were attached to the harwhose tip was shaped like an oval spatula poon's foreganger by a loop. The 19th-cenand whose shank, which measured 1.5 m to tury document mentioned earlier describes
1.6 m, was longer than that of a harpoon. the way in which the whale lines ran out:
The shank also had a socket at one end for
inserting a wooden shaft of about 2.5 m in
Le bout tout à fait en dessous
length and 3 cm in diameter. As in the case
remonte sur la baille, et se termine
of harpoon shafts, this pole was held fast by
par un oeil. Le bout de dessus vient
a piece of rope, which, however, unlike the
faire un tour sur ce petit cabestan
harpoon foreganger, extended the full
fixe que j'ai déjà décrit et le passant
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par dessus les avirons, on l'introduit
dans le creux du plomb de l'étrave,
ayant soin de placer une pinoche de
bois au dessus qui empêche cette
ligne de décapeler; puis ce bout
vient sur le tillac y former une glène
de 4 ou 5 brasses, avant d'aller
définitivement se frapper, par une
noeud d'écoute, sur un des harpons
qu'on tient parés et placés tout à fait
sur l'avant, de manière à ce que leur
tige repose sur un petit taquet et le
manche sur un tolet fourchu...257

Lastly, outfitters had to supply, aside from
all of the above, a host of other objects
required on whaling expeditions. These
objects included saws, axes, shovels, flensing knives, wax candles, lanterns and other
lighting devices, porringers, pestles, jars,
cooking cauldrons, whetstones, cask hoops,
wicker, casks heads, oars, hooks, baskets,
slings, funnels, pitch, etc.261

Food

Outfitters were also responsible for supplying ships with foodstuffs and drink. ObviIn addition to supplying the gear associated
ously, a large number of provisions were
directly with capturing whales, outfitters
needed to feed a crew of several dozen men
had to furnish a multitude of other objects
during an eight- or nine-month expedition.
related to whaling. The two 1566 outfitting
So far, however, research has uncovered few
lists mentioned earlier provide a very
complete, detailed lists of the food supplies
detailed enumeration of the material put
taken aboard Basque whaleships bound for
aboard the whaleships Nuestra Señora de
Labrador. Most of the time, documents sim258
Guadalupe and Conçeçion. Among the most
ply say that vessels were to be provisioned
numerous items were iron nails, clay and in the customary manner.262 They sometimes
roofing tiles, which served to build the stipulate that outfitters had to provide
ovens used for rendering whale blubber into bread, cider, wine, oil, pork, vegetables and
oil in Labrador. For example, the Nuestra all the provisions needed by the crew for the
Señora de Guadalupe carried 20 barricas of clay duration of the voyage, but make no menand 6,000 tiles. The fact that nails were tion of the respective quantities required. 263
included in the supplies indicates that the
upright supports of the structures built to
shelter the ovens, or tryworks, were made of In a study of Basque whalers' daily life in
wood, which the whalers no doubt found Labrador, conducted for Parks Canada,
locally. As for the copper cauldrons Michael Barkham identified only four docuemployed in the rendering process, there ments dealing specifically with food supwere usually about four per ship, based on plies, including the two above-mentioned
the figures most commonly encountered in outfitting lists dating from 1566, which are
by far the two most important sources.264
the historical records.259
According to these lists, the Nuestra Señora
de la Guadalupe, a ship of 450 toneladas with a
Outfitters were also responsible for putting crew of about 120 men, brought 750
aboard the prefabricated casks that were hanegas285 of wheat for making ship's biscuit,
used for storing the oil extracted from the eight quintales288 of bacon, 14 hanegas of
whale blubber. The number varied of course broad beans, 14 hanegas of peas, eight quinaccording to a ship's tonnage. A vessel of tales of olive oil, two hanegas of mustard
300 toneladas could carry roughly 1,000 bar- seed, six quintales of cod, 4,000 sardines,
ricas with a capacity of 218 L each. Some of eight botas of sherry wine, 120 botas of cider,
these containers were assembled perhaps four hanegas of flour for the coopers, and
prior to the voyage to Terranova for holding garlic.267 As for the Conçeçion, the same year
food and drink and providing ballast, while it carried, for a crew of around 90 men, 560
the rest were transported in pieces. At least, hanegas of wheat, 5.5 shoulders or haunches
this is what is suggested by a 1725 document of bacon, 15 hanegas of broad beans, 30
that refers to 4,000 casks, some empty, some arrobas of olive oil, 0.5 hanegas of mustard
full ("tant vuides que remplies"), and 2,000 seed, 40 botas of wine from Puerto Real, 200
others in bundles ("en bottes"). 260 One of the barricas of Fuenterrabia cider, 50 hanegas of
tasks entrusted to coopers once they arrived salt and five hanegas of flour for the cooat shore stations was to assemble the whale pers. 268 In 1576, according to the charter
oil casks using the marks engraved by their party for the San Nicolas, the outfitter was to
makers on the oak staves and head pieces.
supply four quintales of ship's biscuit and
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three barricas of cider for each crew member
(75 or 76, in all) for the entire voyage.269 In
1570, another vessel, also called the San
Nicolas, owned by Cristóbal de Yturriaga
and Nicolas de Segura and manned by a 57man crew, carried 220 quintales of ship's biscuit, 150 barricas of cider, four toneles of Bordeaux wine and two botas of wine from
Andalusia. 270

drawn from the land excavations at Red Bay,
where archaeologists discovered numerous
remains of local terrestrial and aquatic
fauna. It should also be noted that the many
wild berries found on the Labrador coast,
coupled with the cider supplied for whaling
expeditions, must have been a good source
of vitamin C, which offered effective protection against scurvy 278

In addition to the four documents studied
by Michael Barkham, at least two other
sources shed some light on the provisions
taken aboard whaleships during the 16th
century. The first is a list of some of the foodstuffs loaded in 1577 onto a ship owned by
Francisco de Helorriaga, destined for Chateau Bay. The list comprised 52 barricas of
ship's biscuit, 45 barricas of cider, three barricas of Andalusian wine, three barrels of oil
and six fanegas of peas.271 The second source
is a charter party concluded in 1566 for the
San Nicolas, which belonged to Juanes de
Ylumbe.272 Under this agreement, outfitters
Pedro de Galarraga and Jofre de Ballançegui
were required to supply the vessel with 424
hanegas of bread [pan], 150 barricas of cider,
four toneles of Andalusian wine, bacon, and
all that was needed for a crew of 60.

Rations for crewmen on French Basque fishing expeditions were essentially the same as
those for their Spanish counterparts, the
only difference being that mariners would
have drunk wine instead of cider.279 Jacques
Bernard gives some examples of the provisions supplied to cod-fishing vessels
between 1539 and 1550. In 1539, the outfitter
of the Seraine from Bourg, with 28 men
aboard, was required to provide one pipe of
wine, three quintaux of ship's biscuit and a
demy lart (side of bacon) for each crew member, as well as eight pipes of salt, one quintal
of oil, one quintal of candles, four hundredweights of cod, two barriques of sardines and
six dozen loaves of fresh bread. In January
1547, the Catherine from Libourne, with a
crew of 24, took aboard one pipe of ship's
biscuit, one pipe of wine and one side of
bacon per man, plus as much beef as
desired, two barattes (churns) of butter, two
hundredweights of cod, one barrel of vinegar, and 35 tonneaux of salt. In 1548, a vessel
from Pasajes headed for Terranova was supplied with ten tonneaux of wine, 60 barriques
of ship's biscuit, five barrels of peas and one
barrel of tallow candles. Two years later, the
Anthoine of Saint-Jean-de-Luz left for Terranova with 36 tonneaux and one barrique of
wine, 20 barriques of hake, ten trusses of conger-eel and 40 barriques of ship's biscuit.280
According to Maxime Dégros, the daily
meat ration for a French Basque whaleman
was around 114 pounds. 281

Although it is important to avoid drawing
overly categorical conclusions from such
limited data, it can be said that, for an expedition of roughly 250 days, the daily ration
of each crew member would have been as
follows:
Ship's biscuit 273

650 g

Bacon

12 g

Broad beans
Peas

30 ml
26 ml

Wine
Cider

274

600 ml
275

2,700 ml

On the basis of the above table, supplies of
some foodstuffs were sufficient,276 while
supplies of others, such as bacon, were
clearly insufficient. According to historian
L. Denoix, 200 to 450 additional grams of
meat would have been required to conform
to what was deemed a normal daily ration
of meat in the 16th century.277 Presumably
the extra animal protein was derived from
game and fish obtained through hunting
and fishing. As least, this is the conclusion
THE UNDERWATER ARCHAEOLOGY OF RED BAY

In England, the daily food ration for a mariner in the late 16th century consisted of: one
gallon of beer; one pound of ship's biscuit or
bread; one pound of salt beef or salt pork
served with peas on Sundays, Mondays,
Tuesdays and Thursdays; one quarter of a
side of salt fish on Wednesdays and Saturdays, and one eighth of a side on Fridays;
seven ounces of butter or olive oil on
Wednesdays and Saturdays; 14 ounces of
cheese on Wednesdays and Saturdays, and
seven ounces on Fridays.282 The 1575
English document mentioned earlier283 also
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provides a complete list of the provisions
needed for a whaling crew of 55 men on a
200-ton ship. The list comprises:
4 kintals and a halfe of bread for
every man; 150 hogsheds of cidar; 6
kintals of oile; 8 kintals of bacon; 6
hogsheds of beefe; 10 quartars of
salt; 8 quarters of beanes and pease;
saltfish & herring, a quantity convenient; 4 tunnes of wine, half a quarter of mustard seed.284
In addition to the provisions put aboard by
outfitters, foodstuffs included other items
which crew members brought with them at
their own expense, such as cheese, quality
wine, raisins and almonds. For example,
Pedro de Hecheberria's personal supplies
comprised six azumbres of Ribadabia wine,
one shoulder of bacon, eight libras of raisins
and 45 jugs of cider.2S5 In 1580, master Johannis Dybaygnette borrowed money to complete the provisions of the Marie de SaintJean-de-Luz with wine, pork and herring. 286
Adding any more to this list of examples
would merely provide further proof that
whaleships, regardless of whether they were
from the Spanish Basque country, the French
Basque country or elsewhere, were supplied
with similar provisions.287 The diet of crew
members was more than sufficient, even in
years of scarcity. For the 1565 to 1575 period,
researchers have estimated that it had a
nutritional value of approximately 4,000 calories per day, not counting the additional
calories derived from fish and game
obtained locally in the course of expeditions.
It exceeded the 3,500 to 4,000 calories recommended by present-day standards for men
who engage in intense physical activity.288
On the whole, therefore, it would seem that
Labrador whalers ate as well as, if not better
than their compatriots who stayed behind at
home, a situation that may have prompted a
number of Basques to sign up for whaling
expeditions.
In his 1587 treatise, Diego García de Palacio
offers a glimpse of what was eaten on ships
involved in the West Indies trade, and the
rules governing its distribution. 289 Breakfast
was eaten standing up and consisted of one
ration of ship's biscuit, a few cloves of garlic,
sardines or cheese, and wine. Meat was
served on Thursdays and Sundays only, and
fish and broad beans on the other days of
1-58

the week. A table was set up on deck for the
main meal of the day, and laid out with
ship's biscuit and four pounds of meat for
every four men. Each crew member was
allowed three rations of wine or cider. On
fish days, the steward served each man four
sardines in their oil, with vinegar, at every
meal. Once the crew had finished eating, the
pages cleared the table and in turn sat down
to eat. They were entitled to the same food
as the other mariners, except that they were
allowed only one ration of wine or cider.
According to Jean de Léry, crew members
ate only two meals a day, namely, breakfast
and supper.290

Crews
Whaling was above all a matter of team
work, and the success or failure of expeditions depended in part on the choice of crew
members. The more experienced the men
were, the more likely they were to have a
profitable voyage.
Both shipowners and outfitters were responsible for choosing personnel. According to a
charter party concluded in 1583 between
owner Sebastián de La Bastida and outfitters
Sebastián de Valerdi, Martín de Arostegui
and Antonio de Amezti, the owner promised to appoint a master, boatswain, carpenter, caulker, gunner and steward and to pay
their wages and benefits. The rest of the
crew, totalling 100 men, was to be chosen
and remunerated by the outfitters.291 More
or less the same division of responsibilities
is found in a charter party negotiated in 1564
between shipowner Francisco de Elorriaga
and outfitters Doña Catalina de Goiçueta
and her son Luis de Aranburu. In this case,
the owner not only agreed to appoint the
above-mentioned
crewmen, but
also
reserved the right to choose two harpooners,
one artilleryman and up to 12 other members of a crew of 80.292 Reserving the right to
assign crew members to certain positions
was a way for shipowners to establish their
authority on vessels through third parties,
or to at least ensure that captains, who usually represented the outfitters, did not have
total leeway.
Although agreements between shipowners
and outfitters were often made in writing in
the presence of a notary, contracts between
captains and crew members were usually
BASQUE WHALING IN LABRADOR

verbal. Consequently, we do not have a thorough understanding of the recruitment process or all the clauses that bound the
parties. 293 One of the few known contracts
between captains and crew was concluded
on January 7, 1559, by Francisco de Cabala
and 20 of his companions. Under this agreement, the mariners promised to take part in
a Terranova whaling voyage aboard the
Conçeçion, owned by Martín Arano, and to
perform all the duties and services associated with their rank. They also promised not
to hire themselves out to other vessels before
mid-May, after which they would no longer
be obliged to work on the Conçeçion, under
the command of Captain Juan Perez de Arrióla.294 Another agreement, concluded in
Orio on March 8, 1560, provides a very
detailed description of the share of whaling
proceeds to be remitted to Sebastián de Porcheta, Domingo de Segura, Domingo de
Manterola, Juanes de Arranibar, Domingo
de Hechabe, Domingo de Paguio, Juanes de
Yradi and Juango de Porcheta as payment
for their services aboard the Marin, a vessel
of 300 toneladas.295 Lastly, an agreement dating from June 26, 1571, reveals that Joan de
Berrobi and Miguel de Hurbieta took work
as coopers on a whaleship belonging to
Andres de Alçola in exchange for 19 barricas
of oil, payable on the vessel's return.296
Unfortunately, the ship never made it back
to its home port since it was wrecked as
soon as it set sail from the Basque country.

The crew of a whaleship consisted of 50 to
120 men depending on the vessel's tonnage.297 As a rule, there were 25 men per 100
toneladas.295 This ratio was much lower than
that on warships or exploration vessels,
which usually had 1 crewman per ton.299
Crews on large vessels also included a chaplain and a surgeon (i.e. ship's doctor), who
probably went from port to port, ministering
to the spiritual and medical needs of the
whalers posted there.300 The crew was
divided into three groups: oficiales, mariners,
and apprentices and pages.301 There was a
great deal of mobility among these three
groups. For example, an apprentice could
easily become an oficial after only a few voyages. Indeed, Michael Barkham cites the
case of Martín de Villafranca who, after
serving as a ship's boy on two Terranova
whaling expeditions, was named boatswain
of the Jesus Maria Gabriel on his third voyage.302
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The group of oficiales consisted of all the
naval officers in charge of a ship, such as the
captain, master, pilot, boatswain, boatswain's mate, steward and gunner, as well
as all those who plied specialized trades,
such as carpenters, caulkers and coopers. On
large vessels with large crews, this group
accounted for roughly one-third of the total
personnel. 303 Diego García de Palacio has
left a description of the duties of officers
entrusted with navigating merchant ships
between Spain and its southern colonies.304
It is conceivable that their duties, at least at
sea, were essentially the same as those of oficiales on whaling vessels.
The captain was the supreme authority on
board. 305 In addition to being responsible for
discipline, he supervised all operations and
manoeuvres related to navigation or to the
upkeep of the ship and its cargo.306 He had
to be strict and demanding, but fair. On
whaleships, he represented the outfitters,
when he was not an outfitter himself.307 He
was in charge of supplying all the provisions
and equipment needed for the expedition
and for recruiting most of the crew.308
The master was second in rank. He was in
charge of the commercial side of the voyage,
and, sometimes, also the owner of the
ship.309 He had to know how merchandise
should be loaded and stowed, buy all that
was needed for the vessel, report in writing
to the captain on these matters and ensure
that the ship was in good working order.
As for the pilot,310 he had to be experienced
and know how navigational instruments
worked. According to Diego García de Palacio, pilots had access to the following instruments when navigating a ship: magnetic
compasses, charts, dividers, a 12-pound
astrolabe for measuring the height of the
sun, a wooden quadrant for determining latitude, two clocks from Lisbon, two pairs of
sea-compasses, two Venetian hour-glasses, a
copper lantern, cotton for making wicks, 100
fathoms of tarred sounding line with six
pounds of lead, and a Jacob's staff, or crossstaff, with scales of 60 and 20 to 8.3'1 A quittance signed by Joan del Puerto in 1555 also
sheds light on the different types of navigational instruments used by Basque pilots in
the mid-16th century. The document mentions a magnetic compass, a chart with
dividers, and a lead quadrant. 312 In addition
to having to know how to use the various
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navigational aids available, pilots were in
charge of the ship's rudder and foremast,
which were of paramount importance for
manoeuvring vessels.
The boatswain was responsible for keeping
a record of all goods loaded onto the ship
and ensuring that that they were stowed
properly, with the lightest and most valuable items being placed on top of the rest of
the cargo, far from the bow, pump and hatch
cover. He also had to ensure that the cordage
was in good condition, extinguish the lanterns and hearth every night, check the
pump, close the hatchway, transmit the
pilot's orders with a whistle, and organize
the watches. Testimony given by Martín de
Arreche in 1571 to the effect that boatswains
were in charge of cordage and equipment
confirms Diego García de Palacio's description.313
The boatswain's mate not only had to assist
the boatswain in all of his duties, but was
responsible for the ship's boys and pages.

harpooners 318 and flensers were also among
the tradespeople included in the group of
oficiales.
The second group of crew members consisted of ordinary seaman. According to one
source, dating from the first half of the 16th
century, 47 men, including 22 ordinary seamen, were needed to operate a ship of 200
toneladas.319 In his 1587 treatise, García de
Palacio stipulates that vessels of 500 to 700
toneladas required 55 mariners; those of 300
to 500 toneladas, 35; and those of 100 to 300
toneladas, 22.320 On account of the kinds of
duties they had to perform aboard ship, and
the difficult, dangerous nature of whaling,
mariners had to be strong and in the prime
of life.321 At sea, they had to climb masts,
hoist and lower sails, navigate small craft,
work the ship's pump, stow cargo and
weigh anchor. On land, they served as
skilled and unskilled workers, carrying out
various tasks associated with whaling. 322

Lastly, the third group of crew members
consisted of four categories: apprentice
323
apprentice whalers, ship's
As for the steward, he was in charge of the tradesmen,
food and drink taken aboard the ship and boys and pages. Apprentice tradesmen were
324
their distribution at mealtimes. On whale- usually 11- or 12-year-old boys, and often
ships, he also had to keep track of the num- the sons or nephews of the skilled trades325
In contrast, apprentice
ber of oil casks put on board and the way people on board.
they were distributed at the end of the voy- whalers were grown men rather than boys,
age.314 It was up to him as well to ensure that given that the work required of them was
326
the pages recited the evening and morning very hard and extremely dangerous.
Pages, for their part, were at the service of
prayers.
the crew, and had to clean the ship, set the
The group of oficiales included not only the table at mealtimes, serve food and drink,
327
people in charge of the ship, but also a num- and say the morning and evening prayers.
ber of tradesmen. According to information They had to obey orders promptly. Those
gleaned once again from García de Palacio's who did not know how to perform the tasks
treatise, the ship's carpenter had to be able required of them learned quickly enough
to do all necessary repairs not only to the after a few lashes with a ratling! Cesáreo
vessel itself but also to the smaller craft and Fernandez Duro cites the case of a boathe also had to be equipped with all the tools swain's mate who one day chose seven
needed for this purpose. 315 As for the pages to sweep the deck of a ship, but put
caulker, he was in charge of the pump. In only six brooms at their disposal. When he
addition, he was required to keep the ship instructed them to start sweeping, each of
watertight and see that the ship's boys made the seven pages ran to get a broom, but one
a sufficient supply of oakum from old ropes. of them inevitably came up empty-handed.
The surgeon, for his part, had to have on To punish the page for his lack of diligence,
hand all the remedies, ointments, oils, plas- the officer ordered328that he be given three
ters, powders and preserves needed to treat lashes with a reed.
common illnesses and injuries. A 1576
acknowledgment of debt signed by Antonio Crew members were hired in winter and
de TAbadia stipulates that 22 ducats' worth early spring. Whalers were paid starting on
of medicine was needed to care for the mari- the day of their recruitment, and had to take
ners on the whaleship Madalena.316 On part in loading the ship.329 Each was responLabrador whaling ventures, coopers,317 sible for obtaining certain items needed on
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whaling expeditions, such as suitable clothing. Notarial acts mention dozens of loans
taken out for this purpose by whalemen. In
general, the amounts borrowed ranged from
five ducats for ordinary mariners to 17 ducats for higher-ranking crew members. The
loans usually had to be repaid, along with
interest, when ships returned. 330 In 1562,
Pedro de Armendia borrowed 12Vè ducats to
purchase sea clothes, promising to reimburse the principal plus one-quarter of a
normal share after the voyage.331 As one
share was worth approximately 20 ducats,
the interest rate on this loan was 40 per cent!

Clothing
Since whaling expeditions were long and
often conducted in all kinds of weather, seamen encountered a wide range of conditions, from drought to torrential rain, and
stifling summer heat to intense autumn
cold. Therefore, they had to have a complete
and highly varied wardrobe. The following
clothing study is based essentially on two
sources of information: an inventory of the
different types of garments mentioned in
historical records, compiled by Selma and
Michael Barkham,332 and the collection of
clothing uncovered at Red Bay by a team of
archaeologists from Memorial University of
Newfoundland. 333 The clothes recovered
from the site are among the oldest known
European garments in North America.
According to the inventory compiled by
Selma and Michael Barkham and the
descriptions they provide, Basque whalemen's clothing consisted of:
•

an overcoat resembling a large cape,
with sleeves and a hood, made of
coarse, heavy woollen cloth, a bit like
English or Irish frieze. This overcoat
was very similar to the large cape
called a kapusai, which Basque shepherds wore until the early 20th century.
According to Don Josu Oregui of the
Basque Academy, this garment would
have been made of raw wool with all
the natural oils left in to make it waterproof;

•

a garment made of leather or fur;

•

six or seven linen shirts;
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•

five to seven garments for wearing
under the overcoat, three of which were
of wool, two of coarse cloth, one of
sheepskin or goatskin with the hair still
on, and one of cloth. Only the cloth garments were referred to as "pairs" (pares
de vestidos), which may imply that they
consisted of a form of doublet and
jacket, or doublet and a pair of
breeches. The sheepskin or goatskin
garments not referred to as pairs may
well have been a kind of tunic for wearing over the cloth clothing;

"

sailor's breeches;

•

two or three metres of fabric for making
gaiters to cover the legs;

•

five or six pairs of stockings made of
blue Roncal wool;

•

a pair of calfskin boots;

•

four to six pairs of goatskin or sheepskin shoes;

•

gloves.

All of this clothing, along with a blanket and
a straw mattress, was stored in a bag placed
in a chest or small barrel that could be
locked with a key.334
Élise Dubuc's in-depth study of the clothing
discovered in graves at Red Bay has corroborated or invalidated some of the information gleaned from the historical records, in
addition to providing other details on the
nature of these garments. 335 For example,
despite what the documentation affirms,
Ms. Dubuc found no traces of linen shirts in
the material she analyzed.336 On the basis of
the data derived from the excavation of the
burials, it seems that the whalers who frequented Red Bay wore only wool shirts with
long sleeves and a roll-down collar. It
should be noted, however, that this discrepancy could be due to the site's wet, acidic
soil, which is suited to preserving animal
fibre but not plant fibre. The wool shirts
unearthed in the course of the excavations
were semi-tailored and had hip-length
sleeves and a small collar. A whaleman
found in one of the graves was even dressed
in two shirts, one on top of the other.
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The study of the Red Bay burials also
revealed that the whalers sometimes wore
long pants covering the entire leg instead of
gaiters. Their shoes had no heel and were
closed in back, while their socks were probably held up with garters. As for their
breeches, they came to just below the knee
and were made of deep brown serge. Lastly,
the excavations at Red Bay also demonstrated that Basque whalemen wore woollen
caps.337
Elise Dubuc concluded, on the basis of the
Barkhams' inventory and her own study of
the Red Bay clothing collection, that Basque
whalers were well dressed and had several
changes of clothes.338
According to Jacques Bernard, the mariners
had a distinct preference for colourful clothing, which resulted in:
...un bariolage mêlant aux bonnets
rouges et bleus et aux chemises rouges, les chausses noires, blanches ou
rouges, les sayons doublés de jaune,
les Jacques, sinon les chausses vertes, tandis que le couvre-chef en
triangle, la chaîne d'argent du sifflet
de manoeuvre, le pourpoint, Tépée
et la bourse pendues à la ceinture,
rehaussaient l'élégance vestimentaire des maîtres de navires.339

DEPARTURE AND CROSSING
During the 16th century, the Basques, like
many other peoples, were deeply religious
and very superstitious; when at sea, for
example, they never uttered the words for
devil, cat, rat or witch.340 In 1625, Lope Martinez de Isasti said, without any qualms, in a
book that is nonetheless deemed a fairly
serious source, that he had seen Tritons
thrown onto the decks of ships in raging
storms.341 According to Pierre de Lancre,
witchcraft emerged in the Basque country as
a result of women wanting to know what
was happening to their husbands at sea!342
Although we do not know exactly what rituals Basque whalers observed when they set
sail for Labrador, we do know that coastal
fishermen engaged in certain incantatory
practices to ensure the success of their expeditions. We can only presume that whalemen adhered to similar, if not identical,
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customs. J. M. Ugartechea y Salinas, in citing
a 19th-century author, says that fishermen
from Lekeitio took holy water from three
different fonts in one of the town's churches
on the stroke of noon the day their ships
departed and used it to bless their vessels.343
In addition, the nuns of the town's Dominican convent provided the mariners with a
piece of the Virgin of the Rosary's robe,
which they attached to their fishnets, and
with St. Peter's Wort, which they burned in
their boats along with flowers blessed for
this purpose, in an effort to ward off
witches.344 In Saint-Jean-de-Luz, a priest solemnly blessed cod fishermen and whalers
on the day of their departure and celebrated
a special mass in the bow of one of their
ships, following the ritual set out in the Missel de Bayonne, published in 1543.343
According to Alonso de Chaves, an author
of the first half of the 16th century, ship captains and crews went to confession and took
communion two or three days prior to
embarking on an expedition. Once captains
had taken command of their vessels, they
had to overcome any animosities brewing
among crew members and make sure that
there were no prostitutes aboard, since the
presence of such women was reputed to
entail grave misfortune. Once the whalers
had settled their personal affairs and commended their souls to God, they were ready
to set sail.346
In 1609, Pierre de Lancre wrote that the men
of Labourd left for Terranova even before
spring arrived, every able-bodied man set
out, leaving only children, old men and
women behind. 347 Whaling expeditions usually left for Terranova between the end of
May and mid-June in order to reach Labrador by early July.348 As Domingo de Holabide said in a deposition he gave during a
hearing, leaving any later would have prevented crews from obtaining full cargoes.349
Sometimes, however, ships departed much
earlier. In 1583, the owner of the Catalina
planned to leave Spain for Terranova in late
March.350 Such early departures stemmed
perhaps from the desire of certain outfitters
to fill up their ship's hold during the whales'
first passage through Terranova waters in
June. Historical records clearly show that
there were two whaling seasons in Labrador
in the second half of the 16th century, the
first beginning in June and the second in fall,
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with the fall season lasting until late December. During a hearing held in 1581 on a 1579
Labrador whaling expedition, witness Diego
de Paguyo reported that he saw Sebastián
de la Bastida take possession of two chalupas, one old and the other new, which had
been left in Labrador the year before, and
that it was customary in Terranova to pay
three ducats per chalupa for each whaling
season.351 Paguyo's testimony to the effect
that there was more than just one whaling
season is confirmed by that of Francisco de
Jaureguieta, who clearly talked about preparations being made for the whales' return
migration while he was in the port of
Soñbrero in 1565.352 Furthermore, a 1575
notarial act stipulates, in reference to a
French whaling expedition, that if the crew
of the Marie de Saint-Vincent did not manage
to obtain a full cargo during the whales' first
passage in June, they would have to wait for
the whales to return in the month of...
(word crossed out in the text).353 The existence of two whaling seasons was no doubt
associated with the seasonal migration patterns of right whales and bowheads, which,
when the Basques frequented Terranova,
passed through the Strait of Belle Isle. The
fall season seems to have been by far the
most important of the two.
Some documents show unequivocally that,
in times of war, ships crossed the Atlantic in
groups. For example, on April 4, 1553, Juanes de Urdayde, Juan de Aguirre and Juanes
de Ylumbe, masters and owners of three
vessels, all called the San Nicolas and all outfitted for whaling, agreed to make the trip to
Terranova together.354 Since shore stations in
Labrador were practically common property, ship crews did not derive any particular advantage from arriving ahead of their
competitors. Therefore, it is reasonable to
believe that, even in times of peace, whalers
must have sought to make the crossing in
convoys, if only to benefit from the services
of a common pilot.
It is not really known what route the
Basques took to travel to Terranova in the
16th century. According to the records of a
1572 lawsuit, ships that set sail from San
Sebastián and Pasajes followed the coastline
of the Spanish Basque country, stopping in
some of the main ports, such as Getaria,
Zumaia, Deba, Mutriku and Lekeitio, to take
on crew members before heading out to
sea.355 Captains or pilots then had a choice of
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three routes. The first followed the northern
coast of Spain and headed south toward the
Azores. From there, vessels were driven by
trade winds to the American continent and
then sailed northward to Terranova, carried
by the Gulf Stream. The second route went
from the Basque country to lie d'Ouessant,
and following an itinerary used by Bretons
and Normans, proceeded to the Isles of
Scilly, Ireland, Scotland and Iceland, before
continuing westward to North America.356
Although this route was often more difficult
than the one via the Azores, because of head
winds and bad weather, it could, on occasion, make for a somewhat easier crossing
owing to the presence of the North Atlantic
current. As for the third route, Cristóbal de
Barros, an influential public official and
shipbuilding expert, said that it took the
Basques along the coast of northern Spain as
far as Cape Peñas, 10 km northwest of Gijon,
and then, at 52 30' north latitude, led them
WNW straight to the Grand Bay, located 800
leagues from the Basque country.357 At first
glance, it might seem a bit surprising that
vessels would have headed straight across
the Atlantic without having the possibility
of making stopovers, but, as modern transAtlantic sailings show, such crossings can be
done with the help of easterly, northerly or
southwesterly winds.
Despite the existence of navigational instruments such as the magnetic compass, sandglass, Jacob's staff, sounding lead, log and
nocturnal, ships were still navigated by
dead reckoning in the 16th century, since
most of these instruments were accurate
only on land.358 In short, it was impossible
for navigators of the period to tell exactly
where they were at sea, in terms of latitude
or longitude. Nautical science boiled down
to a pilot's experience and his skill in
observing the position of the sun and the
stars, the direction of wind and currents,
ocean movements, the presence of various
types of clouds, changes in water colour,
and the occurrence of fish and birds native
to certain regions. These indications enabled
him to determine with some degree of accuracy the route his vessel had followed since
its departure and to take stock of the situation. It should be noted, however, that Eugenio de Salazar, in recounting a voyage he
made in 1573, displayed considerable scepticism with regard to pilots' capabilities when
he sarcastically wrote that God shows his
infinite power when he entrusts the subtle
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and vital art of navigation to pilots' poor
judgment and clumsy hands! 359 In sum, during the 16th century, navigation was not yet
a science but an art, which must have been
sorely tested in storms. Indeed, whalemen
often took the precaution of reserving a sum
of money in their accounts to pay for pilgrimages that they promised to make in
thanks for favours obtained. One such
favour consisted no doubt in escaping or
surviving storms.360
During the 16th century, it took an average
of two months to cross the Atlantic Ocean,
from Europe to North America.361 Whalers,
unlike explorers, who often left fairly
detailed accounts of their voyages, felt no
need or were often unable to keep diaries.
Therefore, almost nothing is known about
life aboard whaling vessels.362 Historian M.
Lewis has described conditions on English
ships at the time of Elizabeth I, and they
must have been similar to, if not better than,
those on whaleships. 363 Vessels were uncomfortable, of course, with captains alone having access, in certain very rare instances, to a
bed located in a small cabin in the stern. It
was this small space that the poet Eustache
Deschamps ironically called the ship's
"main palace" ("palais principal"). 364 The
rest of the crew slept on straw mattresses
laid out below deck, in the castle or in the
open, and two men took turns sleeping on
the same mattress. They went to bed fully
dressed, often in wet clothes.365 The air
inside ships was foul-smelling and dank.
Owing to a lack of fresh water, mariners did
not wash or look after their appearance, or,
for that matter, that of the ship, which was
disgustingly dirty.366 Refuse accumulated on
board and seeped down from the upper
decks, creating an environment conducive
to the spread of disease.367 Drinking water
was too precious to be used for anything but
drinking, even though it sometimes became
stagnant in the casks used to transport it.
Since food was already often in poor condition when it was loaded onto ships, it was
sometimes rotten by the time it was to be
consumed. 368 When food became totally
inedible, the crew refused to eat it and protested so vehemently that it was thrown
overboard. However, when foodstuffs began
to run out, crew members were obliged to
eat what was left in the casks, including
even the most foul-smelling contents, adding salt and spices to the last scraps to dis1-64

guise the taste.369 Jean de Léry, in recounting
his voyage to Brazil in the second half of the
16th century, provided the following
description of what he and his companions
were forced to eat after rain had caused their
ship's biscuit to go mouldy:
...encore nous fallait-il non seulement manger pourri, mais aussi
sous peine de mourir de faim, et
sans rien jeter, nous avalions autant
de vers que nous faisions de
miettes. Outre plus, nos eaux
douces étaient si corrompues, et
semblablement si pleines de vers...il
n'y avait si bon coeur qui n'en
crachat et qu'il fallait tenir la tasse
d'une main et à cause de la puanteur, boucher le nez de l'autre.370
As far toilet facilities were concerned, they
were simply non-existent on ships. Weather
permitting, crew members relieved themselves on the beakhead on either side of the
stem, employing a piece of tarred rope as
toilet paper.
Despite this rather grim description of living
conditions aboard ship, it is important not to
generalize. Men who were used to living at
sea must have known the benefits of basic
hygiene and no doubt sought to observe
health rules as much as possible by disinfecting their ships and keeping them clear of
refuse. Obviously, conditions may have varied depending on which country outfitted a
vessel and where the latter was headed. The
fresh air of Labrador would definitely have
fostered good health and food preservation
more than the hot, humid climate of southerly regions did. Nevertheless, living conditions aboard ship were not very different
from those on land, and seamen were thus
certainly no strangers to the cramped,
unsanitary living quarters they encountered
at sea.

WHALING OPERATIONS IN
LABRADOR
Alliances
Historical documents, particularly those of a
legal nature, show beyond doubt that whaling in Labrador was a collective, rather than
an individual enterprise. This comes as no
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surprise and is actually very logical. It
would have been unthinkable for the crews
of several independent vessels to compete
fiercely with one another to capture whales.
Such an approach would not only have
duplicated work and expenses, but provoked quarrels and even pitched battles
among whalers. The alliances concluded by
ship captains covered all aspects of whaling,
from the use of equipment to the shipment
of whale oil to Europe, and included the
capture of whales, flensing operations and
the rendering of whale blubber into oil.

sels anchored in Red Bay harbour for the
purpose of sharing the whales they
caught.378 Similarly, Captain Miguel de
Ylumbe declared in 1579 that he and
Sebastián de Aresteguieta had concluded, as
in the past, an alliance in their names and on
behalf of their crew members, according to
which all the whales they caught either
together or separately were to be shared
based on the number of men aboard each
ship. He also said that, under this agreement, the two parties caught 34 whales.379

Another agreement negotiated between four
captains
of ships anchored in the harbour of
As far as the use of equipment was conCanada
Pequeña
(Saint-Augustin) in 1589,
cerned, the Conçeçion's 1564 charter party
which
later
gave
rise
to a lawsuit, gives a
clearly stipulates that harpooners could use
detailed
description
of
the kind of alliances
the chalupas they had left in Terranova the
formed
for
the
purpose
of
sharing catches.380
year before, and that they did not have to
bring such craft with them.371 In fact, it was According to the various witnesses who
not only the owners of these boats who had appeared in court, the parties to the agreeaccess to them but also anyone else who ment drew lots for all whale carcasses that
wished to hunt whales. Generally, owners would yield over 40 barricas of oil. Once a
were paid rent as compensation. However, captain had been awarded a catch, his name
even though using other people's chalupas was immediately struck from the list to
seems to have been a well-established prac- ensure that each party would receive a
tice, it sometimes gave rise to disputes, whale. Carcasses that would not produce 40
which in turn led to lawsuits. 372 Thanks to barricas of oil went into a kitty that was
the testimony of parties to these lawsuits, shared among all members of the associawe now have an accurate idea of the code of tion, based on the number of crewmen on
ethics that governed chalupa use. We have each participating ship. Witness Martín de
already cited the deposition given by Diego Larrea explained that the kitty was divided
de Paguyo, who said that it cost three ducats up by giving each party the number of
to rent a chalupa for a whaling season.373 whales or pieces of whales that it was supAccording to other witnesses, the rent for an posed to render into oil for its own account,
entire season was one barrica of whale oil.374 rather than by allocating each party a certain
381
But since the user covered the cask's trans- number of casks of oil. His claims were
portation costs, he deducted half of its total confirmed by another witness, Joanes de
value from the total amount of rent payable, Guruçeta, who said that a whale had been
with the result that the chalupas owner cut into portions, which were divided
382
received only a half a barrica?7^ One witness equally among two ship captains.
by the name of Luis de Hecheberri reported
that it was customary for the user of a cha- Similar tacit agreements probably governed
lupa to leave the craft behind on land at the other aspects of the whale fishery, including
end of a whaling season, and that if it was whale sighting operations, the use of shore
lost in the course of whaling activities or at installations and perhaps even the supply of
any other time, the loss was usually charged local products.
to the owner rather than the user since the
latter had paid the owner rent.376 At least
two documents stipulate that ship captains Shore Stations
promised to pay five to six additional ducats
to each owner of a chalupa left behind in Ter- We have not located any descriptions of the
ranova?77

Agreements between ship captains also concerned the capture of whales. In 1575, Juan
Lopez de Reçu seems to have reached an
agreement with eight other captains of vesTHE UNDERWATER ARCHAEOLOGY OF RED BAY

various tasks that Basque crew members
performed in setting up shore stations nor
any information on the criteria whalers used
to choose sites for these stations. However,
we can find a faithful portrait of Dutch practices at Spitsbergen in around 1620, or less
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Figure 2.2.9: Painting
of shore whaling at
Spitzbergen by A. R.
Spoek, 1634, showing
all of the stages
involved: towing
whales, flensing them
on shore, boiling
down their blubber in
tryworks, making
casks, and filling these
containers with whale
oil. (Courtesy: Skoklosters Castle, Skokloster, Sweden).

than half a century after the Basque whale
fishery flourished in Labrador, written by an
early 18th-century writer by the name of
Zorgdrager.383 Since it was the Basques who
taught the art of whaling to the Dutch and
Labrador's geographical environment is
much like that of Spitsbergen, this description can be used to extrapolate likely
hypotheses on Basque practices in the Strait
of Belle Isle (Figs. 2.2.9 and 2.2.10).
Once a ship reached its final destination, the
captain's first task was to find a sheltered
harbour for installing a whaling station. His
choice must have been guided by a number
of factors, including access to the sea,
strength and direction of water currents,
water depth, availability of safe anchorage,
presence of sites close to shore for building
tryworks, and protection from the elements
and Native people. It should be noted that
many of the harbours used by the Basques
in Labrador during the 16th century had one
geographical feature in common, namely, an
island in the middle of the bay. Such spots
were no doubt chosen for security reasons.
Once a harbour had been selected, the captain's next task was to moor his ship there
for the duration of the whaling expedition.384 According to one Dutch description,
an anchor was first cast in front of the ship,
and then the stern was attached by a strong
cable to a protruding object on shore, such
as a large rock, the foundations of an oven,
or a deposit of bones from previously killed
whales.385 Once the vessel was firmly
moored, it no longer served as a means of
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transportation, but was used to house the
crew, store equipment and whale products,
and, in all likelihood, flense whales. It is
probable, therefore, that the vessel's rigging
was removed. If more than one whaleship
was anchored in a harbour, as was often the
case in Labrador and especially Red Bay,
vessels were placed in tight rows one behind
the other, leaving just enough room for boats
towing oil casks out to the ships to pass
between them.386
The next step was to build shore facilities.
Once again, we have not found any accurate, detailed descriptions of the work this
involved. Nevertheless, bits of information
gleaned from a number of documents have
allowed us to make certain deductions,
many of which have been confirmed by land
excavations at Red Bay. For example, we
now know that one of the carpenters' first
tasks was to build or repair the tryworks
and shelters (cabanas) used for rendering
whale blubber into oil.387 The Basques
brought nails, clay and tiles for this purpose,
as revealed by the list of material put aboard
the Nuestra Señora de Guadalupe and the
Conçeçion.388 Each tryworks consisted of a
granite and sandstone structure measuring
around 1.0 m high by roughly 2.5 m deep 389
and comprising one or more fireboxes. An
opening situated at the base of each firebox
and always facing shoreward was used to
introduce fuel for stoking the ovens. Up to
six additional circular openings were
located on top of the tryworks for installing
the copper cauldrons used to boil down the
whale blubber.
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Figure 2.2.10: Painting
by Cornelis de Man,
1639, showing the
same activities as in
Figure 2.2.9. (Courtesy: Rijksmuseum,
Amsterdam, SK-A2355).

The Basques built shelters over each set of
tryworks to protect these structures and the
men who rendered down the whale blubber
from the elements. As in so many other
areas, they demonstrated considerable ingenuity in erecting these shelters, putting the
ruggedness of the terrain to good use. They
began by building a wall opposite a vertical
outcrop of bedrock and then set tree trunks
on the wall to serve as posts. Next, they
installed rafters, placing one of their ends on
the wooden posts and the other on top of the
rock outcrop. According to one historian,
they laid baleen on the rafters to support the
tiles used to roof the shelter.390 Sail cloth also
seems to have served as roofing material,
but only when tiles were lacking.391 The thin
tiles used by the Basques had the advantage
of being waterproof, light and durable. They
were also very poor conductors of heat, and
the most economical roof covering of the
day. At Red Bay, archaeologists from Memorial University of Newfoundland unearthed
a zone covered with tile fragments, measuring 14 m long by 8 m wide (Fig. 2.2.8). These
fragments are believed to be the remains of a
roof, which would have protected a structure whose dimensions were slightly less
than those of the area outlined by the roof
fall.392 No traces were found of the structure's two end walls — assuming they ever
existed — although the remains of its front
wall were still visible.393 The archaeological
excavations also uncovered fragments of a
wooden platform in front of the ovens, on
which the men who boiled down the whale
blubber would have stood.394
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In addition to building tryworks and shelters, carpenters had to erect living quarters
for the coopers who worked at the shore stations. Unlike in Spitsbergen, where a good
portion of the crew lived on land in stone
buildings sheathed with planking,395 in
Labrador, only the coopers would have been
housed on shore, all of the other crew members sleeping aboard ship.396 Indeed, the
archaeological excavations at Red Bay did
not reveal any definite traces of shore dwellings apart from the structures that served as
coopers' quarters and workshops. 397 It is
interesting to note in this regard that Pedro
de Leçaun, the ship's mate on a vessel
owned by Juan Lopez de Reçu, said in testimony he gave in 1575 that his companions
slept for a while aboard ship after they had
eaten.398 Selma Barkham, for her part, cites a
will drafted in Puerto Breton (Carrol's Cove)
in 1584, which specified that some crew
members slept on board their vessel while
other whalemen boiled down whale blubber
on land.399
While carpenters were busy building the
various structures needed at the shore stations,400 coopers had to assemble the casks
that had been transported to Labrador in
pieces.401 As for the remaining crew members, they performed a number of tasks
aimed at completing the shore facilities. For
example, they ensured that the cauldrons
were firmly in place on top of the tryworks,
hunted or fished to build up food supplies
and cut the wood needed for construction
work.402 Once all of these preparations were
finished, the whale hunt could begin.
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Figure 2.2.11: Eighteenth-century illustration of a whale
being harpooned.
(Awnsham Churchill
and John Churchill,
eds., A Collection of
Voyages mid Travels
[London: Henry Lintot, 1744], Vol. 4,
p. 750; Courtesy:
Library and Archives
Canada, C-118303).

vessels.408 Once again, it should be noted
that we have found no contemporary
The first task during a whale hunt was to descriptions of the methods the Basques
find one or more whales. 403 Champlain said employed to pursue and capture whales in
that, for this purpose, the Basques sent a cha- Labrador during the 16th century. Therefore,
lupa out from the harbour to patrol back and we have had to consult later documents in
forth.404 This description is corroborated by order to formulate hypotheses on the techtestimony given at a 1575 hearing by Cap- niques they used.409
tain Juan Lopez de Reçu, who said that after
he arrived at Red Bay, he sent a few of his Whalemen in the 18th and 19th centuries
crewmen in search of whales aboard boats pursued their prey as quietly as possible,
belonging to his ship.405 In the Strait of Belle propelling their boats by sail or oar. Oars
Isle, using boats to sight whales was proba- were often muffled to prevent them from
bly just as effective, if not more so, as making noise which might gaily the whale.
employing look-outs erected on shore, since All the crew members of a whaleboat,
the latter would not have been of much use including the harpooner stationed in the
in the fog that often enshrouded the region. front of the boat, helped to row the craft.
Considering that the strait was fairly nar- Their first task was to position the whalerow, the crews of a few well-placed chalupas boat between the whale and the open sea so
could have easily kept an eye on the entire as to drive the animal toward shore. They
area.406 Whaleboats may even have been then approached it at an angle from behind,
moored permanently along the shore, taking maximum advantage of the blind
equipped with all the necessary whaling spot in the animal's field of vision. Once the
gear, as was the practice in later years in the boat was close to the whale, the steersman,
who was also the officer in command,
Basque country.407
ordered the harpooner to stand up and help
When a whale was sighted, the whalers him manoeuvre the craft into the right posilaunched their boats and set off in pursuit tion. The harpooner guided the steersman
(Fig. 2.2.11). Various accounts, mainly in the by making signals with one of his hands,
form of testimonies given during hearings, placed behind his back. At the same time,
reveal that each chalupa was manned by six the harpooner immobilized his oar by placmen and that boats could belong to different ing its handle in the hole in the cleat at his
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feet, took the harpoons and lances from
under the thwarts of the whalehoat and set
them on the crotch, or rest, located in its
bow. When the boat was within seven or
eight metres of the whale, the harpooner
rested his left leg against a semi-circular
notch in the bow deck of the boat and braced
his right foot against his seat. He then seized
the harpoon and pitched it with one or both
hands into the animal's body, taking care to
avoid its head, which was very bony. Sometimes the boat was close enough for the harpooner to rest the harpoon against his
shoulder and push it even deeper into the
whale. The harpoon was not designed to kill
the animal, but to serve as a means of securing it to the whale line and prevent it from
escaping. Sañez Reguart explained that if a
harpooner had enough time, he threw a second harpoon into his prey. The document
from Bayonne, on which this description of
hunting techniques is partly based, states
that a one-square-metre wooden buoy was
attached to this harpoon to make it possible
to find the whale if it managed to free itself
from the first harpoon or if the latter's line
had to be cut. The presence of a second harpoon thus would have boosted a crew's
chances of catching a whale because it provided a back-up to the first harpoon if the
animal escaped. Since the second harpoon
was attached to the line of the first one by a
slip-knot, the harpooner was obliged, once
the first harpoon had hit its mark, to throw it
overboard as quickly as possible if he did
not have time to hurl it into the animal's
body. Otherwise it could have injured the
whaleboat's crew.
When a whale felt a harpoon pierce its flesh,
it dove under water or swam at great speed
at the surface. According to the above-mentioned 19th-century document, crew members then had to ensure that the whale line
trailing behind the animal uncoiled as freely
as possible to prevent the boat from capsizing. It happened many times that men were
dragged into the water when this line
wound around one of their ankles or
wrists.410 One of the whalers' first tasks,
therefore, was to place their oars on the
sides of the whaleboat so that they would
not block the rope as it ran through the middle of the boat. The whale line uncoiled so
rapidly that they had to constantly moisten
it to prevent it from catching fire as it passed
through a groove in the bow of the boat.
Meanwhile, the steersman in the back of the
THE UNDERWATER ARCHAEOLOGY OF RED BAY

whaleboat worked to prevent the craft from
capsizing by keeping it in line with the rope.
According to Champlain, the whale sometimes dragged the whaleboat more than
eight or nine leagues, moving as fast as a
horse.411 If it dove deep enough to uncoil the
whole whale line, the rope had to be cut
with an axe; otherwise, it was not only the
whale that would have been lost, but the
entire crew and the boat as well.412
Usually, however, before the whole rope
uncoiled, the whale tired and came up to the
surface to breathe. The whalemen then
pulled on the whale line to move the boat
closer to their prey. They now had to kill the
animal, using the lance stowed in the whaleboat. Drawing alongside the whale, the harpooner drove the lance into its body, aiming
preferably for its vital organs, such as the
heart or lungs. If he had enough time, he
withdrew the lance and plunged it into the
animal again. This was a very dangerous
moment, for, in one last burst of energy, the
whale could overturn the whaleboat with a
single toss of its tail. This no doubt explains
why whalers sometimes took the precaution
of severing the tendons in the tail, thus making the animal much less dangerous.
After thrashing around for several minutes,
the whale finally calmed down. Exhausted
by loss of blood, its movements slowed, and
the powerful spurts of blood gushing from
its blowhole gradually diminished. The end
had come. In a final effort, the whale hit the
blood-reddened water with its tail one last
time, and then died. It now remained for the
whalemen to tow the carcass to shore, an
operation that could take several hours
depending on the wind and current. If it
looked as though the whale might sink, the
men placed boats on either side of the animal, connecting the craft together with
strong ropes passing beneath the body. Otherwise, they simply tied the whale to the
boats by its tail using slip-knots.413 Historical
records mention that five or six boats were
enough for the towing operation and that
these craft could be from different whaleships.414 If the weather was bad, the whale
carcass was sometimes moored temporarily
in a small cove until conditions allowed it to
be towed to the harbour where the ships
were anchored. However, this practice laid
whalemen open to unpleasant surprises. For
example, the day after Captain Juan Lopez
de Reçu's crew had been forced to abandon
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a whale in the small bay of Antongoçulo
because of poor weather, they discovered
that whalers from another ship anchored in
a neighbouring harbour had taken the dead
animal.415
Once whalemen had moored their catch
safely in the harbour, they gave thanks to
God for protecting them and helping them
to overcome their prey. Deeply religious, the
Basques had a prayer for every stage of a
whaling expedition. Their prayer of thanks
at the end of a successful hunt was as follows:
Recevez, Seigneur, nos remerciements et nos louanges plus que des
millions et des milliards de fois,
parce que, dans votre générosité,
vous nous avez fait la grâce d'ôter la
vie au plus grand des poissons. Nos
forces n'étaient rien à côté des siennes. Nous avons senti votre faveur
dans le combat. Grâce à Toi nous
avons vaincu le colosse de la mer,
nous l'avons traîné à terre couvert
de blessures et nous l'avons
dépouillé, alors qu'auparavant il
était une bête féroce qui s'agitait,
indomptable. Ce fut un miracle de
la nature. Honneur et merci à toi,
Seigneur.416
English merchant and colonizer Richard
Whitbourne said that he had seen Native
people work with the Basques during the
hunt, as well as during subsequent stages of
the whaling operations, in exchange for a bit
of cider or a piece of bread.417 Apparently,
they also hunted and traded for the Europeans.418 According to Lope Martinez de Isasti,
there were two types of Native people: the
Inuit, who attacked the Basques, and the
Montagnais, who cooperated with them.419

Flensing Operations
Flensing operations could have been carried
out in two different places. The first possibility is that they were conducted on shore
(Fig. 2.2.12). For this purpose, whalers
would have had to pull their catches as far
as possible on land with the help of a winch
or capstan at high tide. At Red Bay, the
Parks Canada underwater archaeologists
discovered the remains of an inclined structure, located in shallow water in front of the
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tryworks, that may have been used for hauling whale carcasses ashore.420 Archaeological excavations in the vicinity of this
structure uncovered numerous metal fragments, which may be the remains of broken
tools. A stone pavé surface, or pathway,
seems to have connected this ramp to the
ovens.421 In addition to the ramp, the archaeologists discovered whale bones very close
to the shoreline, suggesting that flensing
work was performed at this spot. Onshore
flensing, which was probably in use on the
Basque coast as well, is illustrated by Sañez
Reguart in his late 18th-century work.422
Prior to Reguart, Awnsham Churchill published scenes of similar operations at Spitsbergen.423
It is also possible, however, and in fact much
more probable, that Basque whalers in
Labrador flensed their catches alongside
ships anchored in the harbour (Fig. 2.2.13).
After securing a whale to a vessel, they
would have removed long strips of blubber
which they then towed ashore. Fotherby
gives a short description of this technique,
which was employed at Spitsbergen in 1613:
...and with their shallops they [men]
towe him to the ships, with his taile
foremost; and then they fasten him
to the sterne of some ship appointed
for that purpose, where he is cutte
up in manner as followeth: Two or
three men came in a boate, or shallop, to the side of the whale; one
man holding the boat close to the
whale with a boat-hook, and
another who stands either in the
boat or upon the whale cutts and
scores the fatt, which we call blubber, in square-like pieces, 3 or 4 feet
long, with a great cutting-knife.
Then, to raise it from the flesh, ther
is a crab, or capstowe sett purposely
upon the poop of the ship, from
whence ther descends a rope, with
an iron hook in the end of it; and
this hook is made to take fast hould
of a piece of the fatt, or blubber: and
as, by touring the capstowe, it is
raised and lifted up, the cutter with
his long knife, looseth it from the
flesh, even as if the larde of a swine
were, it is in this manner cleane cut
off, then doe they lower the capstowe, and lett it downe to float
upon the water, makeing a hole in
BASQUE WHALING IN LABRADOR

Figure 2.2.12: Eighteenth-century illustration of a whale
being flensed on shore.
Note the whale being
towed in the background. (Sañez Antonio Reguart,
Diccionario liistórico de
los arles de la pesca
nacional [Madrid: n.p.,
1795], published in
Rafael González Echegarry, Balleneros
Cántabros [Santander:
Institución cultural de
Cantabria, 1978],
p. 143).

some side or córner of it, whereby
they fasten it upon a rope. And so
they proceed to cut off more peeces;
makeing fast together 10 or twelve
of them at once, to be towed
ashoare, at the sterne of a boat or
shallop.424
In the lists of goods put aboard whaleships
bound for Labrador, there are several mentions of slings, which the whalers may have
used for holding and rotating whales while
they stripped them of their blubber at shipside.425 It is interesting to note in this regard
that a certain Joan Estil de Ernando said,
during a hearing on the distribution of
baleen among the participants of a whaling
expedition, that he had heard a ship captain
tell flensers and coopers to use the main capstan to roll whales over so as to speed up the
removal of their baleen.426 In another lawsuit, concerning a 1596 whaling voyage, a
witness described whales being secured to a
uno and turned with the main capstan to
remove their baleen.427 In 1591, another witness, by the name of San Juan de Larrea, testified that two ships that were sharing
catches were supposed to be used in alternation for flensing operations. 428 In 1575,
Simon de Azcoytia declared that he and his
companions had found a whale moored to a
ship owned by Nicolas de la Torre, who had
already started to flense the animal with a
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view to rendering its blubber into oil.429
Lastly, a document dating from a few years
earlier, i.e. 1563, stipulates that the outfitters
and captain of a vessel mentioned therein
were required to bring to Terranova all the
top ropes, cordage and other roping and
equipment needed to tow whales aboard
ship and rotate them.430
Although, at first glance, the foregoing data
seem contradictory, they might be explained
by the possibility that the Basques used a
mixed flensing method. The procedure
would have consisted in towing whales to
ships to remove the baleen-bearing upper
jaws and long strips of blubber with the help
of a capstan and rigging pulleys, and then
towing the strips to an inshore ramp, where
they were hauled up onto stages and cut
into small chunks of about 20 cm apiece.
Given the many cut marks observed on the
whale flipper bones uncovered at Red Bay,
the Basques may even have used the animals' flippers as chopping blocks.431 Once
they had minced the blubber, they would
have placed it in handbarrows and taken it
to the ovens, perhaps via the paved pathway
discovered by the archaeologists. This
method seems logical considering the local
geography and the technology of the day.
Indeed, it probably would have been easier
for whalers to flense whales alongside ship
than directly on shore. By keeping a carcass
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Figure 2.2.13: Eighteenth-century illustration of a whale
being flensed at shipside. (Sañez Antonio
Reguart, Diccionario
liistórico de los artes de
la pesca nacional
[Madrid: n.p., 1795],
published in Rafael
González Echegarry,
Balleneros Cántabros
[Santander: Institución cultural de
Cantabria, 1978],
p. 146).

afloat with cables or leather straps attached
to a vessel's rigging, they would have been
able to turn it and remove the blubber from
all sides. Once they had finished the flensing
work, they would have been able to dispose
of the carcass by simply letting it drift
away.432 If, on the other hand, the Basques
engaged in onshore flensing operations,
they would have had to devote major
mechanical efforts to moving the whale carcasses, given that the latter weighed several
tons. Furthermore, once they had stripped
off all the blubber, they would have had to
tow the carcasses offshore in order to make
room for future catches. Testimony given by
Martín de Larrea seems to argue in favour of
the theory that flensing operations were performed at shipside. According to this witness, Miguel de Ylumbe lost, through sheer
negligence, several oil casks that had been
set on a "plank", as well as a few whale
pieces; apparently, all of these items had
fallen into the water during a storm.433

Sañez Reguart described several of the tools
used for flensing whales at shipside. 436 The
handles of these tools were very long so that
the men could work on the carcasses from
deck level and thus not have to climb down
onto them. A capstan was probably used to
hoist the strips of blubber and rotate the
whales. 437 Once the carcasses had been
stripped down to their skeletons — a process that took just a few hours — the whale
blubber had to be rendered into oil.

Regardless of whether flensing operations
were done on land or alongside ships, they
had to be carried out as quickly as possible.
Otherwise, a whale would yield much less
oil.434 The first step involved removing a
band of blubber from around the carcass at
eye level. The remaining blubber was then
cut off in longitudinal strips, extending right
to the tail, with knives, hooks and axes specially designed for this purpose. 435 Historian

The historical records shed no light on the
procedure used to render down whale blubber in Labrador during the 16th century.
Once again, in order to determine what techniques the Basques probably employed, we
have had to rely on bits of information
gleaned from documents of the period and
on descriptions written after that time (Fig.
2.2.14). As in the 18th century, the men must
have started by kindling a fire with wood
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Rendering Operations
Rendering oil from whale blubber was long,
hard work. The men worked continuously,
not stopping until they had boiled down all
of the blubber that had to be processed. On
occasion, they even worked at night, as
Domingo de Miranda said in attesting to the
validity of Joanes de Echaniz's will, drafted
in Labrador in 1584.438
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Figure 2.2.14: Eighteenth-century illustration of tryworks
used for rendering oil
from whale blubber.
(Awnsham Churchil
and John Churchill,
eds., A Collection of
Voyages and Travels
[London: Henry Lintot, 1744], Vol. 4,
p. 750; Courtesy:
Library and Archives
Canada, C-118305).

charcoal, the remains of chalupas or casks, or
wood found close by.439 Using iron forks,
they then threw the pieces of blubber into
rendering cauldrons, where the heat soon
turned the blubber into oil. Any burned
scraps (chicharrones) floating on the surface
were removed with a skimmer, and then
used to feed the fires, making the entire
operation self-sufficient.440 As the oil accumulated in the cauldrons, the Tenderers
ladled it into a tub filled with cold water,441
taking care not to empty the cauldrons. This
precaution not only ensured that any new
chunks of blubber added would boil down
more rapidly, but also prolonged the life of
these containers. The cold water in the tub
placed near the ovens served to cool and
purify the oil. Since the specific weight of oil
is less than that of water, the oil floated on
the surface while impurities, or dross, sank
to the bottom. 442 Once the oil had cooled, it
took on a certain colour. If it was too pale, it
had to be heated again over high heat, while
if it was too yellow, it had to be reheated
over a slow fire.443 The oil was then poured
through a strainer and put into casks with a
capacity of roughly 218 L and weighing
198 kg. On the basis of various cask fragments recovered at Red Bay, these containers
averaged 89 cm high and 66 cm in diameter
at the booge.444
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On a per-whale basis, completing all of the
stages involved in whaling operations, from
capturing the animal to storing its oil in
casks, took 2.5 days. Two teams of men
relayed one another until the task was finished, with the sea team working at night
and the land team during the day.445
The number of casks of oil obtained per
whale varied of course depending on the
animal's size. One document describes two
female whales, saying that one was likely to
yield up to 90 barricas and that the other had
produced 71. 446 According to other sources,
40 barricas was considered a very low yield,
and any whales with such a limited output
went into a kitty, which was shared among
all of the captains who had concluded an
alliance to that effect.447 As a rule, bowhead
whales seem to have yielded an average of
about 60 barricas of oil. On the basis of these
figures, each ship would have had to capture between 15 and 20 whales to obtain a
full cargo, depending on its tonnage.

Stowage of Whale Oil
Oil casks were probably loaded onto ships
as soon as they were filled. A ship's hold
certainly afforded the best protection against
storms and other hazards that could damage
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these precious containers or cause their contents to deteriorate. Strong winds could certainly sink a vessel and its cargo — a fate
that befell the San Juan in 1565 — but such
accidents were rare.448 At Spitsbergen, stowage operations involved rolling casks filled
with oil to the shoreline, from where boats
towed them out to ships. The casks were
then hoisted aboard the vessels with a block
and tackle, and lowered into their holds
with a cant hook.449 According to a study of
the casks discovered in what is thought to be
the wreck of the San Juan in Red Bay, these
containers were stowed in multiple tiers,
using supports and wedges. Each tier was
staggered with respect to the one underlying
it such that the booge or widest part of each
container rested in the hollow formed by the
juncture of the ends of the four casks immediately below.450 This method made maximum use of available space. Ballast stones
and wooden wedges placed between the
casks held the cargo in place.451 Based on a
ratio of slightly over three barricas per
tonelada, the hold of a ship of 300 toneladas
could have contained close to 1,000 barricas.
Once ships had taken on their cargo of
whale oil, they were ready to embark on the
journey home.

THE RETURN VOYAGE
The historical documents make reference to
one Labrador whaling expedition in which
the crew decided to spend the winter in Terranova in order to complete their cargo.452
Other ships, as the Conçeçion in 1566, had to
leave the Strait of Belle Isle suddenly
because of an early freeze-up, leaving part of
its whaling gear and catches on shore.453
Others, like the Madalena in 1574-75, did not
even have enough time to get under way
before the strait iced up, and it was obliged
to overwinter in Labrador.454 Other probable
victims of such forced overwinterings were
the many whalemen who died in the Strait
of Belle Isle in the winter of 1576-77.455 However, such situations were quite rare. In general, whalers began to prepare for the
homeward voyage in late fall, when ice
began to appear on rivers and ponds. 456
If a whaling season was so successful that a
ship was unable to bring back all of its casks
of oil, the captain could ask another vessel to
do so in exchange for a commission equal to
a quarter or one-half of the total number of
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casks transported. 457 An alternative option
was to leave the surplus casks in Terranova
with a view to recovering them the following year.458
The amount of space available on returning
vessels probably also dictated how many
chalupas captains left behind in caches on the
Labrador coast.459 For example, two chalupas
were left in Gradin (Middle Bay) and Labeta
(East St. Modeste) in 1578.460 On certain
occasions, crews even abandoned part of
their catches on shore, hoping to retrieve
them the next summer. Simon de Azcoytia,
for instance, was obliged to leave half a
whale in Terranova on account of bad
weather. The following year, he found his
half-whale exactly where he had left it. In
fact, Azcoytia testified that this practice was
very common and criticized Captain Juan
Lopez de Reçu for not having resorted to it
on his 1575 voyage.461 Miguel de Ylumbe is
reported to have left up to nine whole
whales in Chateo harbour in 1579 in the
hope of recovering them the next year — a
hope that was fulfilled.462 In addition, the
captain of the Domenjina is said to have even
abandoned shelters, tiles, wood, chalupas,
whales, oil and casks in the port of Gradin in
1578. However, considering the range of
material left on shore by this captain and the
highly detailed list drawn up in this regard,
we can only assume that he had been forced
to leave the port suddenly for reasons not
mentioned in the document pertaining to
the abandoned items.463
We know very little about the route the
Basques took to return home. According to
one theory, ships assembled at Canso before
making the crossing.464 From there, they
headed straight toward Cape Finisterre,
which is at more or less the same latitude as
Canso, i.e. roughly 45° north. It took generally 35 to 40 days to complete the crossing.
One of the witnesses at a 1566 hearing said
that his ship had been damaged in a storm
during the return voyage at 50° north latitude, or 250 leagues from Terranova and 500
leagues from Spain.465
The inhabitants of each of the small ports
that lined the coast of the Basque country
eagerly awaited the whalemen's return.
They mounted a constant watch on the sea
around the time the mariners were due to
arrive. The first person to report the presence of a whaleship received a sum of
BASQUE WHALING IN LABRADOR

money.466 According to the account books of
parishes involved in the whale fishery,
whalemen seem to have asked that a mass
be celebrated on the day they put into port,
to thank God for the success of their expedition or simply for their safe return. 467 As
Sancho Pança so aptly said: if you want to
learn to pray, go to sea!

according to whether or not a ship obtained
a full cargo.

With regard to the division of the cargo, several documents, including a 1566 statement
settling the accounts for the San Nicolas,
indicate that it was apportioned among
three groups, with crewmen receiving onethird, the shipowner one-quarter and the
outfitters the rest.474 The outfitters also
received part of the casks of oil allocated to
DIVISION OF WHALING
chalupa
crews and flensers, no doubt as comPROCEEDS
pensation for the equipment that they had to
supply to these men. In the case of the San
Whaling required sizeable investments, but
Nicolas, which transported 1,195 barricas of
it also brought in handsome profits. An
oil, the outfitters' share was therefore
18th-century document said that when
increased to 509.5 barricas. However, as menhunting operations were successful, whaling
tioned earlier, outfitters were required, in
was the noblest and most lucrative of all
keeping with an obligation that fell to them
468
types of fishing.
In the 1560s, a ship that
under charter parties and shipping articles,
whaled for a full season could bring back
to pay whalemen any bonuses they had
1,000 to 1,500 barricas of oil depending on its
been awarded. The whalers aboard the San
cargo capacity. Considering that the average
Nicolas, for instance, were granted 113 barunit price of one barrica was six ducats, a
ricas in bonuses, leaving the outfitters with
cargo of whale oil would have been worth
only 396.5 barricas. At a unit price of six duc469
6,000 to 9,000 ducats. The value of a vesats per barrica, the share of the vessel's outsel's cargo would also have been enhanced
fitters thus came to roughly 2,400 ducats.
by its load of baleen, which, as of the 1580s,
From this amount, they then had to deduct
470
was worth at least as much as oil. In a sinthe advances they had received to equip the
gle season, therefore, a ship could easily
vessel prior to departure, and pay interest
have obtained a cargo that would amply
and insurance. Their profits were made up
cover the cost of building and outfitting a
of what was left.
new nao, while providing the shipowner, the
outfitter and the crew with a substantial
A shipowner's share was also reduced by
profit.471
the bonuses he had to pay to his vessel's oficiales, including the captain, boatswain, carEssentially, the division of whaling proceeds
penter, caulker and gunner.475 In the case of
was based on three main principles: all crew
the San Nicolas, these bonuses totalled 26.5
members were remunerated according to a
barricas, leaving the owner 272 barricas.476 A
share system; a ship's cargo was divided
detailed picture of the sometimes highly
among three groups of recipients; and
complex calculations entailed by this pracresponsibility for profits and losses was
tice is provided by the deductions made in
shouldered by all.
regard to the voyage of the Catalina de San
Vicente in 1581.477 It should also be noted
Clear proof of the existence of a share-based that, while an owner received a quarter of
remuneration system is found in testimony his ship's cargo, he had to cover one-quarter
given by Juanes de Enparan in 1592 to the of the expedition's outfitting costs, except
effect that captains allocated a share of their for those relating to the purchase of foodship's cargo to each crewman. 472 In 1598, stuffs, which were the outfitter's responsiPedro de Arriurdin, who was 65 at the time bility.478 Furthermore, he was required, in
and had participated in 22 Terranova whal- some instances, to pay fees to certain instituing voyages, said that he had never seen tions. For example, as shown by the procrew members receive a fixed wage for their ceedings of the Mutriku town council for the
work.473 Of course, the number of shares year 1564, shipowners returning from Terraallocated to each crewman varied depend- nova whaling expeditions were obliged to
ing on his position and responsibilities. As remit a fee of one per cent to the Church of
for the value of a share, it differed from one Notre-Dame.479 In addition, as revealed by
period to another and, as shown below, an inquiry held in San Sebastián in 1561, Ter-
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ranova whaling proceeds were subject to a
two-per cent levy imposed by a number of
parishes.480 Lastly, Selma Barkham cites the
case of Francisco de Elorriaga who, in 1563,
had neglected to pay a tithe of six barricas of
Terranova whale oil worth a total of 60 ducats.481
The third and last share of the cargo was
given to the crew. It was equal to one-third
of an expedition's proceeds, be they in the
form of oil, discoveries, catches, perquisites
or other gains.482 Pursuant to a 1563 agreement, the crew members' share was paid in
cash or in kind:483 for example, it amounted
to 399 barricas in the case of the San Nicolas in
1566. The agreement does not specify, however, the number of casks allocated to individual crewmen. It was no doubt based on
each member's responsibilities and would
thus have been unequal. While oficiales
received one full share, plus bonuses for
their specialized skills, pages and apprenticies were allotted fractions of a share.484 A
1565 document stipulates that a harpooner
usually received three shares or soldadas: one
for his person, one for his work and one for
the boat he was required to supply for the
expedition.485 According to shipping articles dating from 1560, the share for the harpooner's person was deducted from the
third of proceeds allocated to the crew, while
the other two shares were deducted from the
share granted to the outfitters.486 Considering that one full share was worth 20 ducats
in the 1560s, a harpooner would have
earned approximately 60 ducats for an
entire whaling season.487 Ordinary seamen,
for their part, brought in a sizeable income
even though whaling was less profitable in
their case that it was for oficiales; in fact, they
earned even more than most people who
worked on land.488 Oarsmen could receive
25 to 35 ducats per expedition,489 while
skilled tradesmen, such as carpenters,
earned about 35 ducats a year.490 It should be
noted, however, that seamen were given
room and board in addition to their wages,
and had four months off between campaigns to increase their income.
According to certain documents, it seems
that seamen often devoted their few months
of free time to carousing and revelry, which
soon exhausted all the earnings they had
accumulated during their eight months of
work.491 Therefore, when it came time to
leave for another whaling expedition, they
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had to borrow money again to buy sea
clothes and a few treats for the voyage.
Although tales of such behaviour abound,
they must not be allowed to overshadow the
other, equally frequent accounts about seamen who did not squander their savings so
shamelessly. However, since discretion is the
better part of virtue, such men are less likely
to be mentioned in the historical records.
As far as the apportioning of baleen was
concerned, crewmen were not entitled to
any unless they had signed an agreement
granting them a share prior to leaving on a
whaling expedition. At least this is the conclusion that can be drawn from the depositions of witnesses called to appear for a
lawsuit instituted by Juanes de Labao
against Captain Domingo de Aizarna.492
According to these witnesses, Captain
Aizarna loaded 4,500 baleen plates onto the
Catalina de San Vicente in 1596. This cargo,
which took the place of 250 barricas of oil,
reduced the whalers' share of proceeds
accordingly. To obtain compensation for this
shortfall, Labao claimed one-third of the
value of the baleen, but the captain refused
to pay, arguing that baleen had always been
the exclusive property of the ship's outfitters.493 It should be noted that, prior to the
1580s, baleen fetched such a low price that it
was often left in Terranova.494
As seen in the section on financing, the policy of assigning responsibility for both profits and losses to all crew members applied
even if a whaling season was poor and ships
returned without a full cargo. Inevitably, the
share of proceeds allocated to each crew
member was reduced accordingly in such
cases.493 For example, in 1581, Juan Perez de
Larrea, a harpooner and the owner of onequarter of a galeón by the name of the Catalina de San Vicente, signed an agreement to
the effect that the vessel's outfitters would
pay him and his son 30 barricas of oil if the
ship brought back a full cargo, or simply a
percentage of its cargo, if the latter was
incomplete. Since the vessel returned with
460.5 barricas, even though its total capacity
was 780, the father and son received only 17
2/3 barricas in wages.496 Similarly, in 1567,
Doña Maria de Ayçarnaçabal received only
eight of the 15 barricas of oil that she had
originally been promised, because the Nuestra Señora de Guadalupe failed to obtain a full
cargo.497 Once again, the testimony given by
Juanes de Enparan in 1592 is very revealing
BASQUE WHALING IN LABRADOR

in this regard.498 In an effort, no doubt, to
protect themselves against such unpleasant
surprises, some seamen decided to work for
a fixed wage rather than for a percentage of
an expedition's proceeds. They were thus
sure to receive the amount determined prior
to departure, regardless of whether their
ship returned with a full cargo or not.499 It
was very rare, however, that mariners opted
for this method of payment.

through San Sebastián for export to Navarre.
It was used primarily for tanning and the
manufacture of broadcloth, but also for
lighting and to produce goods such as soap,
certain ointments and cosmetics. In 1576,
one apothecary alone bought 18 casks of
whale oil weighing 400 lbs. each.507 At the
time, whale oil was an interesting alternative to the various vegetable oils available in
the Mediterranean.

In the French Basque country, the proceeds
of whaling voyages were also divided into
three shares in the 16th century: one for the
owner who had supplied the ship, another
for the outfitters who had provided the food
and equipment, and the last for the crew
members who had furnished the labour.
However, in contrast to the situation that
prevailed under the Spanish Basque system,
all three shares were equal.500 Each group of
recipients sub-divided their share based on
the responsibilities and investments of each
party.501 Once all the necessary deductions
had been made, the crew's share, which was
initially 33 per cent, often fell to less than 10
per cent of the cargo's total value.502 In times
of war, this tripartite division of whaling
proceeds was sometimes modified in favour
of outfitters, to the detriment of shipowners
and crews.503 The practice became quite
common near the end of the 16th century,
during the Wars of Religion.504

In France, wholesalers purchased whale oil
from outfitters and then marketed it, exerting control over the various distribution networks. Resale operations were extremely
fragmented, since they were parcelled out
among endless layers of middlemen. Whale
oil came into the country mainly through
Bayonne and Saint-Jean-de-Luz. Once the
local market was fully supplied, the surplus
was sent to textile and soap makers in
Languedoc, as well as to Beam and Gascony.508

THE MARKET FOR WHALING
PRODUCTS
In the introduction to his article on the 16th
century published in 1986, Laurier Turgeon
wrote that, although the Terranova fisheries
were the Europeans' main activity in North
America during that period, the role of these
fisheries in the development of the Atlantic
economies and Canada's protohistory is still
poorly understood. 505 Years later, this statement remains largely true, since so many
aspects of whale product marketing in the
16th century are still unclear.506
When the whaling industry of Spanish and
French Basques was at its height in Labrador, there were two outlets for its products:
the domestic market and the foreign market.
In Spain, whale oil entered the domestic
market mainly through Bilbao for shipment
to Castille and the valley of the Ebro, and
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Northern Europe was the principal export
market for Basque whaling products.
Although Terranova-bound whaleships usually made the voyage without any stopovers, on their return they sometimes visited
ports along the North Atlantic or the English
Channel, such as Nantes, Bristol or Le
Havre, in order to sell their products. 509
These ports had the advantage of being
close to London and Paris, which were
major consumer markets. After selling their
cargo, Basque whalemen loaded their vessels with products that were unavailable in
the Basque country, such as salt and grain,
and then returned home. 510 Most whalers,
however, preferred to head to their home
ports directly from Terranova and export
their whaling products from there. Bilbao,
the capital of Vizkaia, and San Sebastián, the
most economically active town in Gipuzkoa,
were the two main ports from which whale
oil was exported on the Spanish side of the
border. Foreign merchants even posted
agents in these centres permanently to negotiate whale oil purchases. Two excellent
examples of prosperous businessmen
involved in this highly lucrative trade are
Gerónimo de Salamanca Santa Cruz and
Antonio de Salazar, who exported 28,000
ducats' worth of oil to northern Europe in
the winter of 1565-66.511 The same year, merchants from Bordeaux loaded casks of whale
oil onto vessels headed for Middelburg in
"Zellande". 512
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Once all whale oil and baleen had been sold,
shipowners, outfitters, oficiales, whalemen,
and anyone else involved directly or indirectly in the whale fishery started to think
about the next season. Preparations were
resumed, according to a cycle that continued
year after year.

CONCLUSION
The encyclopaedia written by Diderot in the
18th century states, under "whales", that
whaling is assuredly the most difficult and
dangerous of all the fisheries conducted in
the Atlantic Ocean and the Mediterranean.513 It is no doubt the arduous and perilous nature of whale hunting that prompted
David B. Quiian to describe whalers as "the
aristocrats of the fisheries."514 In his book on
Christopher Columbus, historian Jacques
Heers ponders the question of how one
became a whaler. In his opinion, the search
for plausible answers would require
research on whaling crews as well as a socioeconomic analysis of the milieu in which
such seamen lived, the manner in which
they were recruited to work on whaling
expeditions, and their origins.515 No such
studies, however, have been conducted to
date. Nevertheless, owing to research carried out on the history of Basque whaling for
the past 30 years or more, we now know that
this industry called for special expertise, a
well-structured socioeconomic organization
and very rigorous discipline. It also
demanded local purchasing power great
enough to pay for a product as expensive as
oil; a farming sector prosperous enough to
produce the supplies needed for whaling
ventures; an abundant supply of manpower
available six to eight months a year; and an
expertise and industrial infrastructure
developed enough to make shipbuilding
and navigation possible.516 For several centuries, the Basque country was able to marshal all of these human and material assets
and thus ensure the profitability of its whaling sector. This feat is all the more remarkable in that it was achieved by a people who
inhabited a very small territory with relatively limited resources.
The whale fishery, on the other hand, was
what allowed the Basques to acquire a spirit
of adventure and a reputation as expert seamen at a time when people were still terrified of the sea, as shown by numerous
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proverbs of the day 517 As far as 19th-century
historian Jules Michelet was concerned, it
was whaling that led to the discovery of the
world. 518 The Basques were perhaps the
nation that contributed the most to this process through their voyages, the course they
charted for those who came in their wake
and their vast expertise in navigation and
shipbuilding.
Prior to the 1970s, it had long been suspected that Basque whalers had visited
Canadian waters in the 16th century. At that
time, however, researchers were not yet able
to gauge the impact of the Basques' presence
from historical, economic, social and cultural perspectives. Owing to studies conducted over the past 30 years or so by a
number of historians and archivists, such as
Ciriquiain Gaiztarro, Iñaki Zumalde, René
Bélanger, Laurier Turgeon, Brad Loewen
and especially Selma and Michael Barkham,
we now know that Red Bay was the hub of a
major economic sector in the 16th century.
Their research has also uncovered new
information on whale hunting techniques
and the social, economic and material organization of whaling. The historical documents brought to light in the course of their
work have even allowed us to compare the
importance of whaling operations with that
of other commercial endeavours such as
trade with the West Indies or cod fishing.
On account of the traces of the Basques'
Labrador ventures uncovered at Red Bay,
this 16th-century whaling station is now
considered a site of national historic importance in Canada. Moreover, it is attracting
growing interest on the part of researchers at
the international level, in both history and
archaeology.
The onshore and underwater archaeological
excavations conducted at Red Bay from 1977
onwards by Memorial University and Parks
Canada, under the direction of James A.
Tuck and Robert Grenier respectively, have
shown clearly that this harbour was visited
on a regular and intensive basis in the second half of the 16th century by Europeans
whose physical and cultural characteristics
were very similar to those of the Basques,
and that the people who lived there on a seasonal basis engaged in whaling-related
activities. These excavations have also
yielded important information on whaling
technology, shipboard life and naval archiBASQUE WHALING IN LABRADOR

tecture in the 16th century. As a result, we
can now reconstruct the main components
of merchant vessels of the period.

remains to be done. Hopefully, future studies will shed even more light on this period
of our history, which, in many respects, is
still poorly understood.

However, despite the remarkable progress
made in the past 30 years or so, much work
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Ciriquiain Gaiztarro, op. cit., p. 56. Pursuant to an
ordinance issued by Philip» II on February 23,1576, a
barrica of whale oil was supposed to weigh 400 lbs.
Each village involved in the whale oil trade had to
place a scale for weighing casks in a public space.
Mariano Ciriquiain Gaiztarro, op», cit., p. 151. It
should be noted that the Basques sold oil by weight
rather than by liquid measure and that a pound in
Gipuzkoa equalled 0.492 kg. Policarpo de Balzola,
Tablas de correspondencia de todas las pesas y medidas de
Guipúzcoa y las principales del extranjero con las del
sistema métrico (San Sebastián: Diputación Foral de
Guipúzcoa, 1853; reprint, San Sebastián: Imprenta
de la Provincia, 1917), p. 3.
164 This information was derived from various
documents, including shipbuilding contracts and
charter parties; the figures cited in these documents
are not always reliable.
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165 Diego García de Palacio, Nautical Instruction, 1587,
trans. J. Bankston (Bisbee, Arizona: Terrenate
Associates, 1986), pp. 114-115. It should be noted
that this work, which was first printed in 1587, deals
with ships used for the West Indies trade and not
with whaling vessels. Nonetheless, since these two
types of ships were interchangeable and whaling
vessels often ended their careers in the West Indies,
it is reasonable to use the data provided by this
treatise to define the lines of Basque whaleships.
166 This ratio between the length of the keel and that of
the foremast was strictly respected in a ship owned
by Andres de Avendaño, whose keel measured 34
codos and foremast 34 or 35 codos. The mainmast of
this 500-tonelada ship was 44 codos long. AGDG,
Ejecutivos Uria, leg. 1, corregido 1. This document
contains very interesting information on the rigging
of Basque ships.
167 Michael M. Barkham, Report on the 16th Century
Spanish Basque Shipbuilding, c. 1550-C.1600, p. 20.

178 Jhoan de Escalante de Mendoza, Itinerario de
navigation de los mares y tierras occidentales (Seville:
1575), published by Cesáreo Fernandez Duro,
Disquisiciones Náuticas (Madrid: Aribau, 1880),
Vol. 5, p. 450.
179 Quoted in Ramón de Berraondo, "Apuntes
retrospectivos de la ciudad de San Sebastián," Vida
Vasca, No. 6 (1929), p. 135.
180 Thomé Cano, Arte para fabricar, fortificar y apareiar
naos de guerra, y merchante (Seville: Luis Estupiñan,
1611; reprint as Tomé Cano, Arte para fabricar y
aparejar naos, ed. Enrique Marco Dorta, La Laguna,
Tenerife: Instituto de Estudios Canarios, 1964),
p. 47.
181 ".. .ceux qui entreprennent d'équiper et fréter un
vaisseau ou des vaisseaux pour cette pêche doivent
y travailler dès l'automne afin d'être prêts au
printemps suivant." Quoted in Michel Vaucaire,
Histoire de la pêche à la baleine (Paris: Payot, 1941),
p. 132.

168 A quintal of metal weighed 150 lbs.
182 AGDG, Civiles Elorza, leg. 213, n.fol.
169 Michael M. Barkham, Report on the 16th Century
Spanish Basque Shipbuilding, c. 1550-C.1600, pp. 29,
46.
170 Mikel Barkham, "La construcción naval en Zumaia
(1560-1600)," in Itsasoa 3: Los vascos en el marco
Atlántico Norte. Siglos XVI y XVII, éd. Selma Huxley,
Itsasoa: el mar de Euskalerria, la naturaleza, el hombre
y su historia, Vol. 3 (Donostia-San Sebastián: Etor,
[1987]), p. 262.
171 Pierre Chaunu and Huguette Chaunu, Seville et
l'Atlantique, 1504-1650 (Paris: Armand Colin, 195559), Vol. 6, p. 870.
172 Selma Huxley, "Los vascos y las pesquerías
transatlánticas (1517-1713)," in Itsasoa 3: Los vascos
en el marco Atlántico Norte. Siglos XVI y XVII, ed.
Selma Huxley, Itsasoa: el mar de Euskalerria, la
naturaleza, el hombre y su historia, Vol. 3 (DonostiaSan Sebastián: Etor, [1987]), p. 50.
173 Jacques Bernard, Navires et gens de mer à Bordeaux
(vers 1400-vers 1550) (Paris: S.E.V.P.E.N., 1968),
p. 822.
174 Michael Barkham, "Sixteenth Century Spanish
Basque Ships and Shipbuilding: The Multipurpose
Nao," p. 122. According to the Chaunus, the Basques
supplied 80 per cent of the vessels used for the
Carrera de las Indias between 1520 and 1580. Pierre
Chaunu and Huguette Chaunu, op. cit., Vol. 8, Part
I, pp. 257ff.
175 The cloth used to make sails came mainly from
southern Brittany.
176 Quoted in Francisco M. Labayen, "Ferrerias y
ferrones," Vida Vasca, No. 30 (1953), p. 100.
177 Jacques Bernard, "Les constructions navales à
Bordeaux d'après les archives notariales du XVIe
siècle," in Colloque international d'histoire maritime
(Paris: S.E.V.P.E.N., 1957), p. 32.
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183 AGDG, Lecuona, leg. 9, expediente 219, fol. 17r.
184 AHPG, 1,2596, fol. 115r.
185 In 1572, the San Nicolas, which belonged to Nicolas
de Segura, brought in a profit of 15 per cent. Thirty
years earlier, Francisco de Aganduru's ship yielded
dividends of 30 per cent. It is impossible, however,
on the basis of existing documentation, to affirm
that such returns were common at the time. ARCh,
Pleitos civiles, Perez Alonso fenecidos, 977-3, fol. 6r
and AGDG, Civiles Mandiola, leg. 77, n.fol.
186 AHPG, I, 2579 (4), fols. 31r-33r; (6), fols. 16r-16v.
This interest rate is confirmed by several
acknowledgments of debt, including one dating
from 1564, in which the borrower promised to
repay the principal of 30 ducats plus one half-share:
"...que debo a bos Gregorio de Sarasua...treynta
ducados e mas el balor e montamiento de medio
mareaje..." AHPG, I, 2579 (1), fols. 50r-50v.
187 The value of a share was calculated on the basis of
two documents pertaining to loans contracted by
the same borrower on two consecutive days.
According to the first document, the borrower had
to repay the principal of 30 ducats plus a half-share
in interest, while according to the second document,
he had to repay 30 ducats plus 10 ducats. We were
thus able to determine that one share was worth 20
ducats. Ibid., leg. 2579 (8), fol. 73. It should be noted,
however, that a document dating from 1582
mentions a case where 26 ducats in interest were
charged on an invested principal of 260 ducats,
which corresponds to an interest rate of 10 per cent.
Ibid., leg. 2578 (12), fol. 18. Another document, also
from 1582, states that a lender charged 30 per cent:
"prestado a la gruesa ventura a razón de treinta por
ciento para ir a Terranova a las grasas de las
ballenas." AGDG, Ejecutivos Uria, leg. 2, corregido
15, n.fol. According to a 1565 document, one share
was equal to 4.5 barricas of oil. AGDG, Civiles
Elorza, leg. 65, fol. 9v.
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188 AGDG, Ejecutivos Uria, leg. 2, corregido 15, n.fol.
189 René Bélanger, Les Busques dans l'estuaire du SaintLaurent, 1535-1635 (Montreal: Presses de
l'Université du Québec, 1971), p. 71. As will be seen
in a later part of this section, interest rates on loans
contracted by mariners to buy sea clothes were
sometimes as high as 40 per cent.
190 "...nos obligamos de dar y entregar los dichos
dozientos ducados con mas...la nobena parte de lo
que la dicha nao descargare..." ARCh, Pleitos
civiles, Perez Alonso fenecidos, 977-3, fol. 53v.
191 See n. 495.
192 AGDG, Civiles Elorza, leg. 217, fol. 12v. In Spanish,
risks were said to be assumed sobre la quilla,
meaning perhaps that if a ship's keel was
irreparably damaged when a vessel was wrecked,
the ship was considered a total loss.
193 AGDG, Civiles Lecuona, leg. 9, expediente, 219;
AGDG, Civiles Mandiola, leg. 65; AGDG, Ejecutivos
Elorza, leg. 235.
194 Laurier Turgeon, "Les pêches françaises à
terreneufve d'après les archives notariales de
Bordeaux: 1555-1614," paper presented at the 11th
annual meeting of the French Historical Society,
held in Québec City from May 9 to 11,1985, p. 22;
"Pour redécouvrir notre 16e siècle: les pêches à
Terre-Neuve d'après les archives notariales de
Bordeaux," p. 542.
195 Around 40 agreements of this type dating from 1547
to 1592 are on file at Parks Canada and the National
Archives of Canada. Cf., among others, ARCh,
Pleitos civiles, La Puerta fenecidos, leg. 271-1, fols.
lv-3v and AHPG, II, 3312, fols. 284v-286r.
196 AHPG, II, 1913, fol. 79v. A 1573 charter party
stipulated that the outfitter would have to
reimburse only a quarter of the missing cargo.
ARCh, Pleitos civiles, La Puerta fenecidos, leg. 2711, fol. 2v.
197 "...depuis la quille jusqu'au haut...et de la manière
requise pour un tel voyage." Quoted in René
Bélanger, op. cit., p. 105.
198 As shown by other documents, ships were usually
equipped with four anchors whose weight varied
according to each vessel's tonnage. AHPG, I, 2574,
fol. 42r; AHPG, II, 3307, fols. 130r and 3312,
fol. 280r. Some very large ships, such as the 500tonelada San Cristóbal, owned by Andres de
Avendaño, had five anchors. In the case of the San
Cristóbal, two of the anchors weighed 10 quintals
each, at 150 lbs. per quintal; two others, 9 quintals
each; and one, 8 quintals. AGDG, Ejecutivos Uria,
leg. 1, corregido 1.
199 AHPG, III, 1790, fol. 8r.
200 "...Domingo de Sorasu dijo que se obligava e obligo
de dar y que dará la dicha su nao estanca de quilla y
costados y bien amarrada y bien aparejada de cables
e ancoras e bêlas e xarcia y los demás aparejos e
cosas necesarias como conbenga y fuere necesario
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para semejante nao y para servir semejante viaje..."
ARCh, Pleitos civiles, La Puerta fenecidos, leg. 2711, fol. lv. Cf. also AHPG, II, 1913, fols. 79r-80r.
201 AHPG, II, 3307, fols. 130r-131r and AGDG,
Ejecutivos Elorza, leg. 235, fols. 12r-14v, 17r-18v.
202 The earliest Terranova insurance policy that has
come to light dates from 1547. Selma Barkham,
"Burgos insurance for Basque ships: maritime
policies from Spain, 1547-1592," Archivaría, No. 11
(Winter 1980-1981), p. 92.
203 Originally, insurers not only underwrote the risks
associated with the voyage itself, but also advanced
the amount insured, which was equal to the
estimated value of the ship or its cargo. This
amount was actually paid by the insurer prior to the
ship's departure, and the insured reimbursed it only
if the vessel returned safely to port. Jacques Heers,
"Rivalité ou collaboration de la terre et de l'eau?
position générale des problèmes," in Colloque
international d'histoire maritime (Vienne: S.E.V.P.E.N.,
1965), p. 37.
204 For examples of insurance policies, cf. ARCh,
Pleitos civiles, Masas fenecidos, 260-261, caja 1045-1,
n.fol. and AGDG, Ejecutivos Uria, leg. 17, fols. 14r15r.
205 These figures were derived from a compilation from
an inventory of insurance policies published in
Archivo de la Diputación Provincial de Burgos : fondo
del consulado del mar y universidad de Mercaderes for
the 1565-97 period, available at Parks Canada and
Library and Archives Canada.
206 Spanish Basque ships obtained less favourable
premium rates than French Basque vessels did
because they were reputed to be less safe. Manuel
Basas Fernandez, El seguro marítimo en Burgos (siglo
XVI) (Bilbao: Estudios de Deusto, 1963), p. 110.
207 Seen. 205.
208 Manuel Basas Fernandez, op. cit., p. 91.
209 AGDG, Ejecutivos Uria, leg. 1, corregido 4, n.fol.
210 ARCh, Pleitos civiles, Masas fenecidos, 260-261, caja
1045-1, n.fol. These lists were first transcribed by
Selma de L. Barkham in "Building Materials for
Canada in 1566," Bulletin of the Association for
Preservation Technology, Vol. V, No. 4 (1973), pp. 9394. They also appear in Spanish only in Selma
Barkham, "Documentary Evidence for 16th Century
Basque Whaling Ships in the Strait of Belle Isle," in
Early European Settlement and Exploitation in Atlantic
Canada (St. John's, Newfoundland: Memorial
University of Newfoundland, 1982), pp. 90-95 and
in Selma Huxley, "Los vascos y las pesquerías
transatlánticas (1517-1713)," pp. 162-163.
211 Selma Huxley and Michael M. Barkham, "Los
Arrióla de Urazandi: Iniciativa empresarial
marítima en Vizcaya y Guipúzcoa (c. 1540 c. 1630)," in Usas Memoria. Revista de Estudios
Marítimos del País Vasco, No. 1 (Donostia-San
Sebastián: Untzi Museoa-Museo Naval, 1996),
p. 363.
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212 Selma Barkham, "Documentary Evidence for 16th
Century Basque Whaling Ships in the Strait of Belle
Isle," p. 57.
213 Ibid., p. 56.
214 René Bélanger, op. cit., p. 105.
215 ARCh, Pleitos civiles, La Puerta fenecidos, leg. 2711, fols. lv-3v.

232 Cf. hereafter.
233 Antonio Sañez Reguart, Diccionario histórico de ¡as
artes de la pesca nacional por el Comisario Real de
Guerra y de Marina, 5 vol. (Madrid: Impr. de la viuda
de Joaquin de Iberra, 1792). Awnsham Churchill
and John Churchill, éd., A Collection of Voyages and
Travels, Some Noio First Printed from Original
Manuscripts, Others Nozo First Published in English...,
3rd éd., 6 vol. (London: Henry Lintot, 1744-46).
Mariano Ciriquiain Gaiztarro, op. cit.

216 AHPG, III, 1780, fols. 183r-184r.
217 AGDG, Ejecutivos Uria, leg. 1, corregido 1. There
exists another version of this document signed by
Avendaño in AHPG, I, 2591, fols. 79r-81v.
218 AHPG, III, 1780, fols. 183r-184r.
219 ARCh, Pleitos civiles, La Puerta fenecidos, leg. 2711, fol. lv.
220 AGDG, Ejecutivos Uria, leg. 1, corregido 1.

234 Michael Barkham Huxley, "Las pequeñas
embarcaciones costeras vascas en el siglo XVI: notas
de investigación y documentos de archivo sobre el
«galeón», la «chalupa» y la «pinaza»," p. 202. The
two so-called pinazas left in Blanc-Sablon in the
winter of 1548-49 were no doubt chalupas. See
Section 2.1, n. 87 and Section 2.2, n. 380.
235 See n. 147.

221 AHPG, I, 2577, fol. Ir.

236 Mariano Ciriquiain Gaiztarro, "La pinaza en el
litoral vasco," in Homenaje a D. Joaquin Mendizabal
(San Sebastián: Museo de San Telmo, 1956), p. 99.

222 AHPG, I, 2596, fols. 51r-56v.

237 Seen. 240.

223 AHPG, 1,2596, fol. 115r.

238 According to Michael M. Barkham, this type of craft
measured 8.55 m long. He also notes that these
boats are similar to the "supuesta chalupa" found in
Red Bay. Michael Barkham Huxley, "Las pequeñas
embarcaciones costeras vascas en el siglo XVI: notas
de investigación y documentos de archivo sobre el
«galeón», la «chalupa» y la «pinaza»," p. 208.

224 AHPG, I, 2579 (1), fols. 7r-8r.
225 For example, in 1561, it cost 248 ducats to supply
Jacobe Ybaseta's Madalena with foodstuffs alone
(AHPG, I, 2578 (4), fols. 8v-9r). In 1570, an estimated
2,500 ducats were spent to outfit the Trinidad, a
vessel of 500 toneladas (ARCh, Pleitos civiles, Wals
fenecidos, 31, caja 160-1, fol. 5r), while in 1572,1,800
ducats were devoted to fitting out the San Nicolas
(ARCh, Pleitos civiles, Perez Alonso fenecidos, 9773, fol. 52v). Lastly, in 1565, it apparently cost as
much as 3,170 ducats to outfit the Santo Crucifixo de
Burgos. AGDG, Civiles Elorza, leg. 213, n. fol.
226 Maxime Dégros estimated that 20,000 terriens, or
landsmen, earned their livelihood from the whale
fishery under the Ancien Régime. Maxime Dégros,
"La grande pêche basque des origines à la fin du
XVIIIe siècle," Bulletin de la Société des Sciences,
Lettres et Arts de Rayonne, No. 40 (1942), p. 27.
227 "...Martin Garcia aya de poner y porna en la dicha
nao todas las bituallas, pan, biscocho, sidras, binos,
tocinos, hazeytes e legumbres e otras cosas
necesarias para tiempo de ocho meses...y toda la
harmazon de arpones y jabalinas y cuchillos y
estachas y arponeras e ondas y calderas y
barriqueria y pertrechos y armazón y todas las otras
cosas necesarias." AHPG, II, 1913, fol. 79r.
228 René Bélanger, op. cit., p. 105.
229 ARCh, Pleitos civiles, La Puerta fenecidos, leg. 2711, fols. lv-3v.
230 AGDG, Civiles Lecuona, leg. 9, expediente, 219,
fol. 4r.
231 AHPG, III, 1790, fol. 9r; ARCh, Pleitos civiles, La
Puerta fenecidos, leg. 271-1, fol. 2v.
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239 Maxime Dégros, op. cit., No. 43 (1943), pp. 54, 58. It
should be noted that the chalupas discovered in Red
Bay were somewhat different from those described
by Dégros: for example, their keels were not
rockered, the planking was oak and their tholepins
were made of wood rather than iron.
240 René Bélanger, op. cit., p. 121. The type of boat
described here is similar in size and shape to that
used by American whalers in the 19th century. The
American whaleboat typically measured 8.4 m to
9 m long by 1.8 m wide, and was 55 cm deep in the
middle and 92.5 cm deep at each end. "It is sharp at
both ends, with flaring sides, and is of a model that
insures great swiftness, as well as the qualities of an
excellent seaboat. At the bow is a groove, in which
is placed a metal sheave, over which the line runs;
near the end and upper edges of the groove, a
slender pin, of tough wood or whalebone, passes
across through holes above the line, to prevent it
from flying out when running. This groove is called
the 'chocks'. About three feet from the stem is the
clumsy-cleet, a stout thwart with a rounded notch
on the after side, in which the officer or boat-steerer
braces himself by one leg against the violent motion
of the boat, caused by a rough sea, or the efforts of
the whale while being worked upon. The space
between the clumsy-cleet and the chocks is covered
with a sort of deck, six inches below the gunwales,
and is called the box, or box of the boat. Five
thwarts, or seats, for the accommodation of the
rowers, are placed at proper distances apart,
between the clumsy-cleet and stern sheets; and
opposite each rowlock, near the bottom of the boat,
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is a well-fastened cleet, to receive the end or handle
of the oar, which is called a peak-cleet; and when
fast to a whale, or when the crew are resting, the
end of the oar is placed in the hole of this cleet,
while the heavy portion still rests in the rowlock,
thereby elevating the blade far above the water.
About four feet of the stern is decked over, through
the forward part of which, a little to one side, is
placed the loggerhead, shaped like a post with a
large head, which projects six or eight inches above
the gunwhales, and by this loggerhead the line is
controlled when the boat is fast to the object of
pursuit." Charles M. Scammon, The Marine
Mammals of the nortHwestern Coast of North America
Described and Illustrated; Together with an Account of
the American Whale-fishery (New York: Dover
Publication Inc., 1968), p. 224.
241 See Chapter 22.
242 A 1575 document indicates that chalupas were
manned by six men. ARCh, Pleitos civiles,
Rodriguez fenecidos, leg. 54, caja 312-1, fols. 120r121v. According to Michael M. Barkham, whaleboat
crews usually comprised six to eight men. Michael
Barkham Huxley, "Las pequeñas embarcaciones
costeras vascas en el siglo XVI: notas de
investigación y documentos de archivo sobre el
«galeón», la «chalupa» y la «pinaza»," p. 206.
243 An ordinance issued by the fishermen's guild of
Bermeo in 1353 set the minimum length of craft
allowed to have sails at 18 short codos (7.7 m).
Mariano Ciriquiain Gaiztarro, "Las primeras
representaciones gráficas de embarcaciones del
litoral vasco," Boletín de la Real Sociedad Vascongada
de los amigos del país, Vol. 10 (1954), p. 68. Santander
chalupas had a 14- to \6-codo keel and measured 7 ft.
wide by 3 ft. deep. They were equipped with seven
or eight thwarts and powered by a mainsail and a
foresail. José Luis Casado Soto, Los pescadores de la
villa de Santander entre los siglos XVI y XVII
(Santander: n.p., 1978), p. 47.
244 René Bélanger, op. cit., p. 121.
245 Francisco de Elorriaga's vessel transported 4
chalupas in 1564. AGDG, Civiles Elorza, leg. 65,
fol. 20r. The following year, Captain Miguel de
Cerain claimed 10 chalupas that he had apparently
put aboard the Nuestra Señora de la Guadalupe.
ARCh, Pleitos civiles, Masas fenecidos, 260-261, caja
1045-1, n.fol.
246 A 1584 shipbuilding contract specified that the
hatchways at the level of the vessel's upper deck
would be set in their usual location to allow the batel
to be placed on the port side: "...la tercera [cubierta]
de arriba de la xareta a de tener las escotilas como se
suelen hazer para meter el batel por la banda de
ababor..." AHPG, II, 3312, fol. l l l r . It should be
noted that, in this contract, the term batel referred to
the ship's boat and not to a chalupa.
247 "Testigo el dicho Nicolas de Echaniz...a la segunda
pregunta y tercera, dixo que...save e bio que el
dicho Bastida se servicio y se aprobedlo...de la
chalupa bieja con su gente matando ballenas en la
benida de las ballenas y despues de averse servido
de la chalupa bieja, la dio a unos francés para pescar
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bacallao a trueque de una barrica de bino antes
ombres que les abia dado e después acabo de dos
meses poco mas o menos le bolbieron la dicha
chalupa por los franceses al dicho Bastida." AGDG,
Civiles Elorza, leg. 445, n.fol.
248 ARCh, Pleitos civiles, Masas fenecidos, 260-261, caja
1045-1, n.fol.
249 The type of harpoon head described here is similar
in several respects to the ones found in Labrador.
250 "...un bout de ligne frappée sur la douille et qui
venait s'allonger jusqu'aux deux tiers du manche où
il tenait par plusieurs amarrages en fil caret." René
Bélanger, op. cit., p. 122. The author took this
information from manuscript 85, on file at the
Bayonne municipal archives. It should be noted,
however, that Ciriquiain Gaiztarro says that the
harpoons used in Terranova must have been slightly
larger, since a 1555 document from Lekeitio
mentions a "jabalín grande de nueva suerte, de
Terra Nueva." Mariano Ciriquiain Gaiztarro, Los
Vascos en la pesca de la ballena, p. 90.
251 This description is confirmed by a document which
specifies that foregangers measured seven fathoms
(11.2 m) long. In 1566, the Nuestra Señora de
Guadalupe transported 80 foregangers, and the
Conçeçion 78. ARCh, Pleitos civiles, Masas fenecidos,
260-261, caja 1045-1, n.fol.
252 See Section 11.4 for a description of the
archaeological remains of a possible harpoon and
possible lance.
253 ARCh, Pleitos civiles, Masas fenecidos, 260-261, caja
1045-1, n.fol.
254 René Bélanger, op. cit., p. 122.
255 Ibid. According to a 1555 ordinance handed down
in Lekeitio, whale lines had to measure 70 fathoms
(112 m) long and comprise 30 strands apiece. The
document does not say, however, whether the lines
in question were used in Terranova or the Basque
country. Mariano Ciriquiain Gaiztarro, Los Voseos en
la pesca de la ballena, p. 93. According to Maxime
Dégros, whale lines measured 240 fathoms. Maxime
Dégros, op. cit., p. 55.
256 ARCh, Pleitos civiles, Masas fenecidos, 260-261, caja
1045-1, n.fol.
257 René Bélanger, op. cit., p. 125.
258 ARCh, Pleitos civiles, Masas fenecidos, 260-261, caja
1045-1, n.fol.
259 Selma Barkham, "Documentary Evidence for 16th
Century Basque Whaling Ships in the Strait of Belle
Isle," p. 77. The Nuestra Señora de Guadalupe and the
Conçeçion, mentioned in the 1566 outfitting lists,
each carried eight copper cauldrons.
260 Éric Dardel, État des pêches maritimes sur les côtes
occidentales de la France au début du XVIIIe siècle.
D'après les procès-verbaux de visite de l'Inspecteur des
Pêches LeMasson du Parc, 1723-1732 (Paris: André
Tournon, 1941), p. 130.
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261 ARCh, Pleitos civiles, Masas fenecidos, 260-261, caja
1045-1, n.fol. A 1575 document lists the material put
aboard a 200-ton British whaler: "250 hogsheads to
put the bread in; 150 pounds of candles; a
grindstone; 800 empty shaken hogsheds; 350
bundles of hoopes and 6 quintalines; 800 paire of
heds for the hogsheds; 10 estachas called roxes for
harping irons; 10 pieces of arponeras; 3 pieces of
baibens for the javelines small; 2 tackles to turne the
whales; a halser of 27 fadom long to turne ye
whales; 15 great javelines; 18 small javelins; 50
harping irons; 6 machicos to cut the whale withall; 2
doozen of machetas to minch the whale; 2 great
hookes to turne the whale; 3 paire of can hookes; 6
hookes for staves; 3 dozen of staves for the harping
irons; 6 pullies to turne the whale with; 10 great
baskets; 10 lampes of iron to carie light; 5 kettles of
150 li. the piece and 6 ladles; 1000 of nailes for the
pinnases; 500 of nailes of Carabelie for the houses
and the wharfe; 18 axes and hatchets to cleave
wood; 12 pieces of lines and 6 dozen of hookes; 2
beetles of rosemarie; 4 dozen of oares for the
pinnases; 6 lanterns; 500 of tesia..." Transcribed in
Charles Hawes, Whaling (London: W. Heinemann,
1924), pp. 340ff.

262 "...segund costumbre de semejante viaje." AHPG, I,
2577, fol. Ir. It should be noted, however, that
Laurier Turgeon and Denis Dickner have identified
195 very detailed provisioning agreements for
French Basque vessels through selective sampling
of documents on file for 30 different years between
1539 and 1600. Laurier Turgeon and Denis Dickner,
"Contraintes et choix alimentaires d'un groupe
d'appartenance: les marins-pêcheurs français à
Terre-Neuve au XVIe siècle," Canadian Folklore
Canadien, Vol. 12, No. 2 (1990), pp. 53-68.
263 AHPG, III, 1790, tal. 25r; ARCh, Pleitos civiles,
Taboada fenecidos, 185-24, n.fol.
264 Michael M. Barkham, Aspects of Life aboard Spanish
Basque Ships during the 16th Century, with Special
Reference to Terranova Whaling Voyages, Microfiche
Report Series No. 75 (Ottawa: Parks Canada, 1981),
pp. 1-11. This publication is reproduced in
Appendix II.
265 The value of a hanega (or fanega) varied from region
to region, but was usually 55.5 L.
266 During the 16th century, a quintal was equal to
100 lbs., except for a quintal of iron, which was
equal to 150 lbs. See Chapter 8 for definitions of the
various types of casks mentioned in this section.
267 ARCh, Pleitos civiles, Masas fenecidos, 260-261, caja
1045-1, n.fol.
268 ARCh, Pleitos civiles, Masas fenecidos, 260-261, caja
1045-1, n.fol. An arroba of oil was equal to 12.56 L,
and an arroba of wine 16.14 L. Ship's biscuit had a
very high protein content, as well as substantial
amounts of phosphorous and vitamin B; one hanega
of wheat usually made 50 lbs. of biscuit. Michael M.
Barkham, Aspects of Life aboard Spanish Basque Ships
during the 16th Century, with Special Reference to
Terranova Whaling Voyages, p. 5.
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269 Michael M. Barkham, Aspects of Life aboard Spanish
Basque Ships during the 16th Century, with Special
Reference to Terranooa Whaling Voyages, pp. 2-3.
270 ARCh, Pleitos civiles, Perez Alonso fenecidos, 455-1,
fol. 18r. This document was also cited by Michael
M. Barkham in Aspects of Life aboard Spanish Basque
Ships during the 16th Century, with Special Reference to
Terranova Whaling Voyages, p. 3.
271 AHPG, III, 353, fol. 27. Transcribed in Selma
Huxley, "Los vascos y las pesquerías transatlánticas
(1517-1713)," pp. 120-121. Unfortunately, this
document does not specify how many crew
members were aboard the vessel.
272 AHPG, III, 1792, fols. 8r-v.
273 Michael M. Barkham stipulates that, from 1566 to
1589, each crew member was entitled to between
300 lbs. and 400 lbs. of ship's biscuit for the duration
of a voyage, which works out to between 1.29 lbs.
and 1.66 lbs. per day. Michael M. Barkham, Aspects
of Life aboard Spanish Basque Ships during the 16th
Century, with Special Reference to Terranova Whaling
Voyages, p. 5. In 1575, an English whaleship
reportedly transported 450 lbs. of biscuit per
crewman. Unfortunately, however, the document
pertaining to this expedition does not say how long
the voyage lasted. Charles Hawes, op. cit., p. 340.
274 Broad beans and peas combined, this works out to
roughly 15 lbs. per crewman for the entire voyage.
Michael M. Barkham, Aspects of Life aboard Spanish
Basque Ships during the 16th Century, with Special
Reference to Terranova Whaling Voyages, p. 9.
275 Each crew member was allowed approximately
600 L of drink for the duration of the voyage.
Michael M. Barkham, Aspects of Life aboard Spanish
Basque Ships during the 16th Century, with Special
Reference to Terranova Whaling Voyages, p. 7.
276 An ordinance dating from 1555 stipulates that each
sailor or soldier in the Spanish Armada was entitled
to 1.5 lbs. of ship's biscuit per day. Michael M.
Barkham, Aspects of Life aboard Spanish Basque Ships
during the 16th Century, with Special Reference to
Terranova Whaling Voyages, p. 5.
277 L. Denoix, "Caractéristiques des navires de l'époque
des grandes découvertes," in Colloque international
d'histoire maritime (Lisbonne: S.E.V.P.E.N., 1960),
p. 142.
278 James A. Tuck, "1984 Excavations at Red Bay,
Labrador," in Archaeology in Newfoundland and
Labrador 1984, eds. J.S. Thomson and C. Thomson,
Annual Report No. 5 (1985), p. 231; James A. Tuck,
"Excavations at Red Bay, Labrador 1985," in
Archaeology in Newfoundland and Labrador 1985, eds.
J.S. Thomson and C. Thomson, Annual Report No. 6
(1986), p. 153.
279 According to Laurier Turgeon, a French mariner
drank an average of three litres of wine per day.
Laurier Turgeon, "Sur la piste des Basques: la
redécouverte de notre XVIe siècle," p. 16.
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280 Jacques Bernard, Navires et gens de nier à Bordeaux
(vers H00-vers 7550), p. 812.'
281 Maxime Dégros, op. cit., No. 43 (1943), p. 59.

300-tonelada Maria in 1560. AHPG, III, 1785, fol. 48r.
It should be noted that the number of crew
members indicated for a particular ship or
expedition varies sometimes from one document to
another.

282 Richard Hakluyt, The Principal Navigations, Voyages,
Traffiques and Discoveries of the English Nation, Made 298 Laurier Turgeon, Pêches basques en Atlantique Nord:
by Sea or Over-land to the Remote and Farthest Distant
XVll'-XVllf siècle; étude d'économie maritime, Ph.D.
Quarters of the Earth at Any Time within the Compassé
thesis, 3rd cycle, Bordeaux University (1982), p. 113.
of these 1600 Yeeres (Glasgow: J. MacLehose & Sons,
A compilation of the tonnage and number of crew
1903; reprint, London: J.M. Dent and Sons Ltd,
members of a dozen or so whaleships for which
1910), p. XXII.
such information exists revealed that there was an
average of 1 crewman for every 4.54 toneladas.
283 Seen. 261.
299 Gilles Proulx, op. cit., pp. 80-81.
284 Transcribed in Charles Hawes, op. cit., p. 340.
285 Michael M. Barkham, Aspects of Life aboard Spanish
Basque Ships during the 16th Century, with Special
Reference to Terranova Whaling Voyages, pp. 10-11.
286 "...parfaire ravitaillement en vin, porc et hareng."
Laurier Turgeon and Denis Dickner, "Contraintes et
choix alimentaires d'un groupe d'appartenance: les
marins-pêcheurs français à Terre-Neuve au XVIe
siècle," p. 62.
287 A compilation of food lists put together by Gilles
Proulx revealed considerable similarity between
Basque, Bordelaise, Breton and Norman diets. Gilles
Proulx, "Une nef pour Jacques Cartier." Manuscript
on file, Parks Canada, n.d., p. 86.
288 Laurier Turgeon and Denis Dickner, "Contraintes et
choix alimentaires d'un groupe d'appartenance: les
marins-pêcheurs français à Terre-Neuve au XVIe
siècle," pp. 58-61.
289 Diego García de Palacio, op. cit., p. 143.
290 Jean de Léry, Histoire d'un voyage fait en la terre du
Brésil (Lausanne: Bibliothèque romande, reprint of
1972), pp. 50-55.
291 ARCh, Pleitos civiles, Masas fenecidos, 511-3, n.fol.
292 AHPG, III, 1790, fol. 8v. Similarly, "...Domingo de
Sorasu para en el dicho biaje ponga el maestre e
contramaestre, carpintero e galafate e goardian e
lonbardero e pague de lo suyo sus bentajas e
cortesías..." AHPG, II, 1913, fol. 79r.
293 A. Arrinda, Euskalerria eta arrantza (Donostia:
Aurrezki Kutxa, 1977), p. 127.
294 AHPG, 1,2577, fols. lr-2v.
295 AHPG, III, 1785, fols. 48r-50v.
296 AGDG, Civiles Elorza, leg. 217, fol. 64r. Cf. also
AHPG, 1,2578 (13), fols. 15v-16v.

300 In 1549, the master of a ship due to leave for
Terranova requested a chalice and a paten for
celebrating mass. Museo Naval. Madrid. Colección
Vargas Ponce, tome III, fol. 6. A 1584 charter party
also stipulates that the ship's chaplain would
receive a barrica of oil. AHPG, II, 3312, fol. 285v. The
surgeon's medicine chest contained such items as
ointments, oils, plasters, preserves and powders.
Michael M. Barkham, Aspects of Life aboard Spanish
Basque Ships during the 16th Century, with Special
Reference to Terranova Whaling Voyages, pp. 17, 28,49.
301 Michael M. Barkham, Aspects of Life aboard Spanish
Basque Ships during the 16th Century, with Special
Reference to Terranova Whaling Voyages, p. 15. In
1564, the crew of the Nuestra Señora de la Conçeçion, a
vessel of 400 toneladas, consisted of 80 men,
including 65 mariners and oficiales, ten ship's boys
and five pages. AHPG, III, 1790, fol. 8v. In 1560, the
crew of the Maria, a ship of 300 toneladas, comprised
75 men, including 55 mariners and oficiales and 20
pages and ship's boys. AHPG, III, 1785, fol. 48r.
302 Michael M. Barkham, Aspects of Life aboard Spanish
Basque Ships during the 16th Century, with Special
Reference to Terranova Whaling Voyages, p. 35, n. 9.
According to this author, such mobility reflected the
traditionally democratic nature of Basque society.
Ibid., p. V. The same mobility was found in the
French navy. Michel Mollat, La vie quotidienne des
gens de mer en Atlantique (IXe - XVIe siècle) (Paris:
Hachette, 1983), p. 144.
303 Michael M. Barkham, Aspects of Life aboard Spanish
Basque Ships during the 16th Century, with Special
Reference to Terranova Whaling Voyages, p. 18.
304 Diego García de Palacio, op. cit., pp. 139-144. Most
of the descriptions given by García de Palacio
coincide with those of cosmographer Alonso de
Chaves, who published the following work during
the reign of Charles the Fifth (1516-56): Quatri
partitu en cosmografía practica, y por otro nombre espejo
de navegantes (ca 1537; reprint, Madrid: Instituto de
Historia y Cultura Naval, 1983).

297 For example, 50 crewmen manned the ZOO-tonelada
Madalena in 1564 (AHPG, III, 1790, fol. 25r.); 75, the
305 This statement, taken from Diego García de Palacio,
300-tonelada Maria Sebastiana in 1570 (ARCh, Pleitos
is confirmed by testimony given by Juanes de
civiles, Ceballos Escalera fenecidos, 229,
Echayde: "es costumbre husada e guardada entre
todos marineros de la dicha carrera que
fol. XXXVv); 80, the 400-tonelada Nuestra Señora de la
Conçeçion in 1564 (AHPG, III, 1790, fol. 9r); 101, the
el...capitán...tiene todo poder...para tomar la nao y
500-tonelada Trinidad in 1570 (ARCh, Pleitos civiles,
partir...syn licencia de nadie sino que todos le an de
obedecer en la salida y entrada y en toda la
Wals fenecidos, 31, caja 160-1, fol. 6v); and 75, the
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Jornada." ARCh, Pleitos civiles, Ceballos Escalera
fenecidos, 229, fols. LXXXVIv-LXXXVIIr.
306 In one rather unusual case, Francisco de Narruondo
and Joanes de Albiçu were co-captains of Francisco
Elorriaga's whaleship in 1565. AGDG, Civiles
Elorza, leg. 65, fol. llr.
307 On dozens of Labrador whaling expeditions, the
ship's captain was also one of its outfitters: for
example, Martín de Yriarte, on the Catalina de San
Vicente in 1581 (AGDG, Ejecutivos Elorza, leg. 235,
fol. Ir); Juan Delgazo, on the Maria in 1572 (AGDG,
Ejecutivos Liria, leg. 1, corregido 10, fol. llv);
Pascoal Lajust, on the Trinidad in 1570 (ARCh,
Pleitos civiles, Wals fenecidos, 31, caja 160-1, fols.
4v-5r); and Miguel Santiago, on the Nuestra Señora
de Yçiar in 1573 (ARCh, Pleitos civiles, La Puerta
fenecidos, leg. 271-1, fol. lv).
308 Michael M. Barkham, Aspects of Life aboard Spanish
Basque Sltips during the 16th Century, with Special
Reference to Terranova Whaling Voyages, p. 16.
309 This was the case, for example, of Juan Echacarreta,
on the Maria de San Juan in 1596 (AGDG, Civiles
Lecuona, leg. 9, expediente 203, fol. 2r); Francisco de
Elorriaga, on the Nuestra Señora de la Conçeçion in
1563 (AHPG, II, 2990, fol. 39r); Martin Sertucha, on
the Nuestra Señora de Guadalupe in 1566 (ARCh,
Pleitos civiles, Masas fenecidos, 260-261, caja 1045-1,
n.fol.); and Juan Perez de Larrea, on the Catalina de
San Vicente in 1581 (AGDG, Ejecutivos Elorza,
leg. 235, fol. Ir).

317 There were five coopers on Sebastián de la Bastida's
ship during its voyage to Terranova in 1589. AGDG,
Civiles Mandiola, leg. 424, fol. 42v.
318 In 1563, seven harpooners equipped with chalupas
were included in the 80-member crew of the 400tonelada Conçeçion. AHPG, II, 2990, fol. 39v.
319 Alonso de Chaves, op. cit., p. 225.
320 Diego García de Palacio, op. cit., p. 146.
321 The 130 to 140 bodies unearthed at Red Bay
belonged to men aged 20 to 40. James A. Tuck,
"1983 Excavations at Red Bay, Labrador," in
Archaeology in Newfoundland and Labrador 1983, eds.
J.S. Thomson and C. Thomson, Annual Report No. 4
(1984), p. 77.
322 Michael M. Barkham notes that this was also true of
oficiales. For example, once crews were stationed on
land, pilots sometimes acted as surgeons, and
stewards as harpooners. Michael M. Barkham,
Aspects of Life aboard Spanish Basque Ships during the
16th Century, with Special Reference to Terranova
Whaling Voyages, p. 19.
323 Basque notarial archives mention numerous
apprenticeship agreements between masters and
apprentices. Under these agreements, which were
usually valid for two to four years, the master
promised to teach his skills to the apprentice and
provide him with tools, food and sometimes
clothing. In return, the apprentice had to work for
his master and, where applicable, hand over part of
his wages to him. AHPG, I, 2578 (2), fols. 29v-30r;
(15), fols. 36r-36v; 2580 (2), fol. 16v.

310 We know the names of only around 20 pilots for the
entire second half of the 16th century. Given that
the historical records mention hundreds of
324 A. Zabala Uriarte, "L'apprentissage de la pêche
Terranova whaling expeditions for the same period,
pour les jeunes terrestres aux XVIe-XVHe siècles," in
it can be concluded that not every ship had a pilot
L'aventure maritime, du golfe de Gascogne à Terreon board. Three or four ships grouped together in a
Neuve (Paris: Éditions du CTHS, 1995), pp. 389-402.
convoy during the crossing could easily have
shared a pilot. Michael M. Barkham, Aspects of Life
325 Michael M. Barkham, Aspects of Life aboard Spanish
aboard Spanish Basque Ships during the 16th Century,
Basque Ships during the 16th Century, with Special
-with Special Reference to Terranova Whaling Voyages,
Reference to Terranova Whaling Voyages, p. 18. Michel
p. 17.
Mollat noted the same kinship ties among French
crew members. Michel Mollat, op. cit., p. 144.
311 Diego García de Palacio, op. cit., p. 141.
326 Jacques Bernard, "Les types de navires ibériques et
leur influence sur la construction navale dans les
312 "...dos agujas de nabegar y una carta de nabegar
ports du sud-ouest de la France (XVe-XVIe siècles),"
con sus conpases y un quadrante de plomo..."
in Les aspects internationaux de la découverte océanique
AHPG, III, 1781, fol. 218r.
aux XV"' et XVIe siècles, eds. Michel Mollat and P.
Adam, Actes du cinquième Colloque international
313 ARCh, Pleitos civiles, Ceballos Escalera fenecidos,
d'histoire maritime, Lisbonne, 1960 (Paris:
229, fol. LXXXIr.
S.E.V.P.E.N., 1966), p. 220.
314 Michael M. Barkham, Aspects of Life aboard Spanish
Basque Ships during the 16th Century, with Special
Reference to Terranova Whaling Voyages, p. 17.

327 Ibid. Captains, masters and pilots seem to have
been assigned personal valets. AGDG, Civiles
Lecuona, leg. 9, expediente 203, fol. 143r.

315 Diego García de Palacio, op. cit., pp. 144-146.

328 Cesáreo Fernandez Duro, op. cit., Vol. 5, p. 475, n. 1.

316 "...veynte e dos ducados de oro, los quales bos debo
por razón de los ungüentos, azeytes, enplastios,
conserbas, polbos e otras medicinas que cunplen
para la curación de los marineros..," AHPG, I, 2580
(3), fols. 40r-40v.

329 AGDG, Civiles Elorza, leg. 65, fol. 28v. The mariners
hired to hunt whales on the Conçeçion in 1559 also
promised to take this ship from Deba to Pasajes,
from where it was to set sail for Terranova. AHPG, I,
2577, fol. Ir.
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330 AHPG, I, 2578 (4), fol. 13v; (6), fols. 9r-9v; (9),
fol. llv; (15), fols. 19r-19v; 2579 (1), fol. 14r; (6), fols.
19r-19v; (7), fol. 2r, fols. 9v-10r.
331 AHPG, I, 2578, (6), fol. 9r. From the inventory of this
legajo on file at the Parks Canada Agency and
Library and Archives Canada.
332 Michael M. Barkham, Aspects of Life aboard Spanish
Basque Ships during the 16th Century, with Special
Reference to Terranova Whaling Voyages, pp. 24-26
and Appendix C

346 Alonso de Chaves, op. cit., pp. 229-230.
347 "Tout ce qu'il y a de valide s'en va; on n'y trouve
plus que les enfants, les vieillards et les femmes qui
gardent le logis." Transcribed in René Bélanger, op.
cit., p. 29.
348 In 1554, four ships left Pasajes on May 20. AHPG,
III, 1781, fol. 116r. However, in 1580, the Catalina de
San Vicente left as early as April 11. AGDG, Civiles
Mandiola, leg. 369, fol. 71 r.

349
333 After the excavations, the garments were studied in
depth by museologist and clothing specialist Élise
Dubuc for Parks Canada and Memorial University
of Newfoundland. Élise Dubuc, "Costumes des
gens de mer du XVIe siècle trouvés dans l'estuaire
du Saint-Laurent: un bon exemple de hardes de
marins au temps de la découverte du Nouveau
Monde," Canadian Folklore Canadien, Vol. 10, Nos. 1- 350
2 (1988), pp. 129-154.
351
334 Michael M. Barkham, Aspects of Life aboard Spanish
Basque Ships during the 16th Century, with Special
Reference to Terranova Whaling Voyages, p. 33.
335 The terrestrial excavations conducted at Red Bay by
a team under the direction of James A. Tuck of
Memorial University of Newfoundland uncovered
several dozen graves containing the remains of at
least 120 men. James A. Tuck, "1984 Excavations at
Red Bay, Labrador," in Archaeology in Newfoundland
and Labrador 1984, eds. J.S. Thomson and C.
Thomson, Annual Report No. 5 (1985), pp. 224-225.
336 Élise Dubuc, op. cit., p. 132.
337 Ibid., p. 136.
338 Ibid., p. 144.
339 Jacques Bernard, Navires et gens de mer à Bordeaux
(vers 1400-vers 1550), p. 622. According to a notarial
act signed in Bordeaux on April 26,1565, some
French cod fishermen imported the material used to
make their sea clothes from England. The document
mentions 19 ells of cordhilat from England...to make
clothing ("aulnes de drap cordilhat de Radin
d'Angleterre [...] pour faire des acoustremens").
Archives départementales de Gironde. Bordeaux
(hereafter ADG), notaire Brigot, 3E2418, fol. l l l v .
340 J.M. Ugartechea y Salinas, "La pesca tradicional en
Lequeitio," Anuario de Eusko-Folklore, Vol. 22 (196768), p. 12.
341 Lope Martínez de Isasti, Compendio historial de
Guipúzcoa (1625; reprint with observations by
Fausto Arocena, San Sebastián: Ignacio Ramón
Baroja, 1850), p. 153.
342 Mariano Ciriquiain Gaiztarro, Los Vascos en la pesca
de la ballena, p. 9.
343 J.M. Ugartechea y Salinas, loe. cit.
344 Ibid.
345 René Bélanger, op. cit., p. 29.
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"...por ser pasado la meytad del mes de junio para
el quai dicho tiempo suelen partir las naos para el
biaje de ballenas de tierranueba por razón que
partiendo mas tarde ha bisto este testigo que
comunmente se deja de hazer la pesca y buelben
syn carga entera." ARCh, Pleitos civiles, Ceballos
Escalera fenecidos, 229, fol. LXXXVIIIr.
AGDG, Ejecutivos Elorza, leg. 289, n.fol.
"Testigo el dicho Diego de Paguyo...a la quinta
pregunta dixo que save e a visto que como dicho
tiene el dicho Bastida se aprobedlo muy bien de
ambas chalupas bieja e nueba e que es uso e
costumbre de dar a cada chalupa tres ducados en
cada costera según uso e costumbre..." AGDG,
Civiles Elorza, leg. 445, n.fol.

352 "...en el dicho puerto de Sonbrero, al tienpo se
aprestaban para el retorno de las vallenas y azer su
pesca..." AGDG, Civiles Elorza, leg. 65, fol. 23r. In
1977, Selma Barkham was the first to point out the
existence of two separate whaling seasons. Selma
Barkham, "Guipuzcoan Shipping in 1571 with
Particular Reference to the Decline of the
Transatlantic Fishing Industry," in Anglo-American
Contributions to Basque Studies: Essays in Honnor of
¡on Bilbao, ed. W.A. Douglas, R.W. Etulain and W.H.
Jacobson, Desert Research Institute Publications
No. 13 (Reno: Desert Research Institute
Publications, 1977), p. 80, n. 11. In 1978, José Luis
Casado Soto also noted that there were two seasons,
one during the cod-fishing season and the other in
the fall. José Luis Casado Soto, Los pescadores de la
villa de Santander entre los siglos XVI y XVII, p. 57.
353 "...il sera tenu d'attendre le retour des baleines qui
se fait au mois de..." Laurier Turgeon, "Sur la piste
des Basques: la redécouverte de notre XVIe siècle,"
p. 14.
354 "Yten, que desde el día que se partieren dende los
puertos suso dichos para el dicho biaje, los dichos
maestres e dueños de naos sean obligados de tener
conpañia en todo el dicho biaje de yda, estada y
benida..." AHPG, III, 1780, fol. 183r.
355 AGDG, Civiles Elorza. leg. 217, fol. 57r.
356 Michel Mollat, op. cit., p. 190. In this author's
opinion, the Basques used the Azores route.
357 Selma Huxley, "Los vascos y las pesquerías
transatlánticas (1517-1713)," p. 58. According to
Lope Martínez de Isasti, the part of Terranova
known as Bacallaos was 446 leagues from the Basque
country, while according to pilots of the period, it
was 600 leagues away. (Lope Martínez de Isasti, op.
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cit., pp. 153-154). A survey conducted in San
Sebastián in 1555 even said that it was over 1,000
leagues away! Translated in David B. Quinn, éd.,
New American World. A Documentary History of North
America to 1612, Vol. IV, NewfoundlandfromFishery
to Colony. Northwest Passage Searches (New York:
Amo Press, 1979), p. 95.
358 The problem was compounded by the fact that
magnetic declination could vary depending on
where compasses were made. Jacques Heers,
Christophe Colomb (Paris: Hachette, 1981), p. 310.
359 "Oh! comme Dieu montre sa toute puissance en
confiant aux jugements obtus et aux mains
grossières des pilotes l'art subtil et important de
naviguer!" Cesáreo Fernandez Duro, op. cit., Vol. 2,
p. 198.
360 Mariano Ciriquiain Gaiztarro, Los Vascos en la pesca
de la ballena, p. 230.
361 It is estimated that the average speed of 16thcentury ships was three to four knots per hour.
Patrice Pomey, "Comment naviguait-on dans la
Méditerrannée romaine?," L'Histoire, No. 36 (JulyAug. 1981), p. 101. According to Michel Mollar, it
was five to six knots. Michel Mollat, op. cit., p. 154.
362 Eugenio de Salazar gives a short, but ironic
description of life aboard 16th-century ships.
Transcribed in José Maria Lopez Pinero, op. cit.,
pp. 238ff.
363 Michael Lewis, L'invincible Armada (Paris: Payot,
1962), pp. 176-177. For further information on
shipboard living conditions, cf. also Gilles Proulx,
op. cit.
364 Michel Mollat, op. cit., p. 147.
365 Michel Mollat, loc. cit. It was Amerindians,
apparently, who taught mariners to use hammocks.
Maxime Dégros, op. cit., No. 44 (1943), p. 95.
366 Maxime Dégros, loc. cit.
367 F.E. Dyer, "The Elizabethan Sailorman," The
Mariner's Mirror, Vol. 10, No. 2 (1924), pp. 133-145.

374 AGDG, Ejecutivos Elorza, leg. 345, fol. 37v. In the
1560s, a barrica of whale oil was worth roughly six
ducats.
375 AGDG, Civiles Elorza, leg. 445, n.fol.
376 "...que es uso y costumbre que los que toman en la
dicha Tierranoba chalupas ajenas despues que sean
servido délias y hecha su costera, las han de dexar
en la dicha Tierranoba en tierra firme e si se pierden
andando y traiéndose en el servicio de la dicha
pesca e caca de ballenas o por fortuna o de otra
manera, son perdidas y se pierden para el dueño
cuyas son y fueron y no para el que las tomo por
razón del dicho alquiler que por ellas se paga..."
AGDG, Civiles Elorza, leg. 445, n.fol.
377 AGDG, Civiles Elorza, leg. 65, fol. 22v and AHPG,
III, 1785, fol. 49v. Selma Barkham discovered a
document dating from 1549 which said that marks
had been made on boats left in Blanc-Sablon so that
their owners could be identified. AHPG, 1,2575 (10),
fol. 25v. Transcribed in Selma Huxley, "Los vascos y
las pesquerías transatlánticas (1517-1713)," p. 72.
378 ARCh, Pleitos civiles, Rodriguez fenecidos, 54, caja
312-1, fols. 39v-42r.
379 "...y estando ambas partes en el dicho puerto,
conforme a lo que otras vezes se a usado entre el
dicho Sebastián de Arezteguieta e mi, como
capitanes armadores, hizimos e formamos
compañía por nos y en nombre de nuestra gente en
esta manera que conforme a la gente que cada nao
tenia repartiessemos lo que a cada nao benia de las
dichas ballenas que cada uno o todos juntos
matassemos y conforme a este concierto, ambas
partes y su gente procuramos de matar ballenas y
asi matamos entre todos trenta y quatro ballenas..."
AGDG, Civiles Mandiola, leg. 369, fol. 17r.
380 AGDG, Civiles Mandiola, leg. 424.
381 "...ay costumbre usada y guardada entre capitanes
armadores que arman y hazen compañía en la dicha
Tierranova que el repartimiento e quenta de las
ballenas que matan no se haga ni se haze por
barricas sino por ballenas e pedaços délias, sin
derretir para que ansi repartidos, cada uno derrita e
aga lo que le parece de su parte..." AGDG, Civiles
Mandiola, leg. 369, fol. 46v.

368 The April 1575 register of the Junta Particular de
Guipúzcoa notes that the outfitter of a number of
ships headed for Terranova had filled their casks
382 "...Joanes de Galarraga e Domingo de
with wood chips rather than foodstuffs, leading to
01osçoaga...tenian horden e concierto entre si de
the loss of crewmen and vessels. Mariano Ciriquiain
partir las ballenas que a cada uno les cupiese a
Gaiztarro, Los Vascos en la pesca de la ballena, p. 229.
medidas...e asi fue llebada la dicha ballena muerta a
bordo de la dicha nao del dicho Domingo de
369 Michael Lewis, op. cit., pp. 176-177. According to an
01osçoaga...y la dicha ballena quedo, como dicho
old English proverb: "God sends meat and the devil
tiene, a bordo de la nao del dicho Domingo de
sends cooks." Michel Mollat, loc. cit.
Olosçoaga a donde fue cortado y tomado la meytad
para la dicha su nao y la otra mitad dieron al dicho
370 Jean de Léry, op. cit., p. 53.
Joanes de Galarraga..." AGDG, Civiles Mandiola,
leg. 424, fols. 34v-35r.
371 AHPG, III, 1790, fol. 8v.
372 AGDG, Civiles Elorza, leg. 445, n.fol.
373 See n. 351.
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383 James Travis Jenkins, A History of the Whale Fisheries:
From the Basque Fisheries of the Tenth Century to the
Hunting of the Firmer Whale at the Present Date
(London: H.F. and G. Witherby, 1921), p. 127.
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384 This practice was confirmed by Champlain, who
wrote: "... les Basques mettent leurs vaisseaux en un
port de seureté, ou proche de là où ils iugent y auoir
quantité de ballaines, & équipent plusieurs
chalouppes garnies de bons hommes..." C.H.
Laverdière, éd., Oeuvres de Champlain (Montréal:
Éditions du Jour, 1973), Vol. 1, p. 374.
385 During a storm in 1565, the crew of the Santo
Crucifixo de Burgos had to cut the lines that held the
ship fast to shore. This demonstrates that the vessel
was moored permanently in the harbour. AGDG,
Civiles Elorza, leg. 213, n.fol.
386 James Travis Jenkins, loc. cit. A document stating
that the vessels of Joanes de Galarraga and
Domingo de Oloscoaga were anchored one next to
the other (una cabe) in the harbour of Canada
Pequeña (Saint-Augustin) in 1589 confirms that this
method was used in Labrador. AGDG, Civiles
Mandiola, leg. 424, fol. 34v.
387 Michael M. Barkham, Aspects of Life aboard Spanish
Basque Ships during tlie 16th Century, with Special
Reference to Terranova Whaling Voyages, p. 19. One
document says that in 1564 Francisco de Jaureguieta
and Beltran Unçeta had a conversation near a
shelter used for rendering down whale blubber in
the port of Soñbrero: "Beltran
Unçeta...respondiendo a la primera pregunta
añadida dixo que Francisco de Jaureguieta...el
segundo día del mes de agosto proximo pasado, en
la dicha Tierranoba y en el dicho puerto de
Soñbrero, junto a la cabana que tenian fecha para el
derretir de las baílelas que matasen, le dixo a este
testigo..." AGDG, Civiles Elorza, leg. 65, fol. 24v.
388 ARCh, Pleitos civiles, Masas fenecidos, 260-261, caja
1045-1, n.fol.
389 A. Arrinda, op. cit., p. 80.
390 Iñaki Zumalde, "Tras las huellas de los balleneros
vascos en Terranova," Deia (24 Feb.; 23, 30 Mar.,
1980), p. 6. This article is based on information
derived in part from an interview with Selma
Barkham.
391 "Yten, asentaron que los dichos armadores y el
dicho capitán en su nombre sean obligados de llebar
y lleben a la dicha Terranoba la cantitad que fuere
menester de tejas e otros adreços necesarios para el
reparo de las cabanas de manera que para ello ni
otro servicio ninguno el dicho capitán ny su gente
no ayan de tomar velas ningunas de la dicha nao..."
AHPG, II, 2990, fol. 40r.

(Chateau Bay, Labrador, Canada) (Victoria-Gasteiz:
Servicio Central de Publicación del Gobierno Vasco,
1992), pp. 121-124.
395 James Travis Jenkins, op. cit., p. 85.
396 Michael M. Barkham, Aspects of Life aboard Spanish
Basque Sliips during the 16th Century, -with Special
Reference to Terranova Whaling Voyages, p. 21.
397 James A. Tuck, "Excavations at Red Bay, Labrador 1982," in Archaeology in Newfoundland and Labrador
1982, eds. J.S. Thomson and C. Thomson, Annual
Report No. 3 (1983), pp. 97 and 99-100; James A.
Tuck, "1984 Excavations at Red Bay, Labrador,"
pp. 226-229; James A. Tuck, "Excavations at Red
Bay, Labrador 1985," pp. 150-151 and 155-156. Some
of the structures uncovered at Chateau Bay may
have served as dwellings (Agustín Azkarate, José
Antonio Hernández and Julio Nunez, op. cit.,
pp. 128-129).
398 "...y haviendo cenado la propria noche en la dicha
nao...dormieron un rato dentro de la dicha nao..."
ARCh, Pleitos civiles, Rodriguez fenecidos, 54, caja
312-1, fols. 20r-20v.
399 AHPG, III, 1808, fol. 44s. Transcribed and translated
in Selma Barkham, "Documentary Evidence for
16th Century Basque Whaling Ships in the Strait of
Belle Isle," pp. 83-84.
400 A 1564 document stipulates that the captain of a
ship mentioned therein could not prohibit, on pain
of a fine, carpenters from going ashore to look for
wood, planking and even masts for the vessel.
AHPG, 111(1790), fol. 9r.
401 For information on cask assembly techniques, cf.
Lester A. Ross, Sixteenth-Century Spanish Basque
Coopering Technology: A Report on the Staved
Containers Found in 1978-79 on the Wreck of the
Whaling Galleon San Juan, Sunk in Red Bay, Labrador
AD 1565, Manuscript Report Series No. 408
(Ottawa: Parks Canada, 1980), p. 225.
402 "A la segunda pregunta dijo que sabe...que se ha
thenido costumbre...en la costa desta probincia de
guipuzcoa...que para hazer el viaje de la pesca de
las ballenas de tierranueba...suelen partir las naos
para mediado junio...y las que mas tarde parten se
ha thenido que ban...tardo asi por la gran
distancia...y...las dias que son menester para hazer
las casas e leña e otras cosas necesarias a la pesca de
las ballenas." ARCh, Pleitos civiles, Ceballos
Escalera fenecidos, 229, fol. 23r.

392 James A. Tuck and Robert Grenier, op. cit., p. 183.

403 The archaeological excavations at Red Bay did not
provide conclusive evidence of the presence of look393 The many tools found inside this structure suggest
outs like those used in the Basque country a few
centuries earlier. Nevertheless, they did uncover
that it was a workshop.
structural debris at the bottom of a hill, which,
according to the archaeologists who worked at the
394 James A. Tuck, "Archaeology in Southern Labrador
site, could have fallen from the top of the hill and
-1980," in Archaeology in Newfoundland and Labrador
originally belonged to a whale look-out (atalaya) or
1980, eds. J.S. Thomson and B. Ransom, Annual
a navigation beacon. James A. Tuck, "Excavations at
Report No. 1 (1981), p. 73. Other tryworks have
Red Bay, Labrador -1982," in Archaeology in
been excavated at Chateau Bay by a team of Basque
Newfoundland and Labrador 1982, eds. J.S. Thomson
archaeologists. See Agustín Azkarate, José Antonio
and C. Thomson, Annual Report No. 3 (1983), p. 100
Hernández and Julio Núñez, Balleneros Vascos del
and "Excavations at Red Bay, Labrador 1985," in
siglo XVI. Estudio arqueológico y contexto histórico
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405

406
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408

Archaeology in Newfoundland and Labrador 1985, eds. 415 ARCh, Pleitos civiles, Rodriguez fenecidos, 54, caja
J.S. Thomson and C. Thomson, Annual Report No. 6
312-1, fols. 2v-3r.
(1986), p. 156.
416 René Bélanger, op. cit., p. 114.
"...allant à la borde d'un costé & d'autre." C.H.
417 René Bélanger, op. cit., p. 78. For more information
Laverdière, éd., op. cit., Vol. 1, p. 375. This method
on contacts between Basques and Native peoples,
certainly implies that a large number of whales
cf. also Laurier Turgeon, "Pêcheurs basques et
frequented Labrador at the time.
Indiens des côtes du Saint-Laurent au XVIe siècle:
perspectives de recherches," Etudes canadiennes,
ARCh, Pleitos civiles, Rodriguez fenecidos, 54, caja
No. 13 (1982), pp. 9-14 and "Pêcheurs basques du
312-1, fols. 2r-2v.
Labourd dans le golfe et l'estuaire du Saint-Laurent
au XVIe siècle," in L'aventure maritime, du golfe de
It should be noted, however, that Champlain also
Gascogne à Terre-Neuve (Paris: Éditions du CTHS,
said that if whalers did not spot any whales from
1995), pp. 213-234; Selma Barkham, "A note on the
their boats, they returned to shore and climbed the
Strait of Belle Isle during the period of Basque
highest hill they could find to get a better view of
contact with Indians and Inuit," Etudes limit Studies,
the sea. "...ils vont à terre et se mettent sur un
Vol. 4, Nos. 1-2 (1980), pp. 51-58 and Selma Huxley,
promontoire, le plus haut qu'ils trouvent pour
"Los Balleneros Vascos y su influencia sobre el
découvrir de plus loing..." C.H. Laverdière, éd., loc.
medio ambiente en Labrador, 1530-1700," in
cit.
America y los Vascos. Presencia vasca en América (San
Sebastián: Departamento de Cultura, Gobierno
Maxime Dégros, op. cit., No. 43 (1943), p. 54.
Vasco and Imagen y Comunicación XXI, 1991),
pp. 147-149.
"...Juan Lopez enbio a este testigo y otros cinco
hombres marineros de la dicha nao a matar ballena
418 Laurier Turgeon, Peches basques en Atlantique Nord:
con una chalupa...; Martín de Xeres...a la tercera
XVlf'-XVllf siècle; étude d'économie maritime, p. 62.
pregunta dixo que...aviendo ydo este testigo
juntamente con otros sus compañeros con quatro
419 "...y por los hombres salvages que allá habitan
chalupas y en cada una délias seys hombres a pesca
como bárbaros sin casas y sin vestidos de paño, sino
de ballenas..." ARCh, Pleitos civiles, Rodriguez
con solos pellejos de venados, y son de dos géneros;
fenecidos, 54, caja 312-1, fols. 5v, lOlr. "...y abiendo
unos se llaman esquimaos, y que son inhumanos,
muerto asta quatro o cinco ballenas, las chalupas y
porque suelen dar asalto a los nuestros con sus
gente deste confesante y de las otras dos naos junto
arcos y flechas...y matar y comerlos. Otros se llaman
al dicho Puerto Bretón yendo un día por las dichas
montañeses o canaleses, que conversan con los
ballenas para las traer a bordo de las dichas tres
nuestros y dan aviso, cuanto sienten que vienen los
naos que estaban en el dicho Puerto Bretón..." Ibid.,
otros malos." Lope Martínez de Isasti, op. cit.,
fols. 14r-15r.
p. 154.

409 The following description has been taken from an
early 19th-century document on file at the Bayonne
municipal archives and from Antonio Sañez
Reguart's late 18th-century text. Both texts describe
offshore whaling operations and are transcribed in
René Bélanger, op. cit., pp. 121-136.
410 Maxime Dégros, op. cit., No. 43 (1943), p. 56.
411 "...plus de huit ou neuf lieues & va aussi vite
comme un cheval!" C.H. Laverdière, éd., op. cit.,
Vol. 1, p. 376.
412 We do not know if whale lines were attached to
boats in the 16th century. The study of the chalupas
found at Red Bay did not reveal evidence of a
loggerhead, a large bitt normally associated with
this technique.
413 On the basis, no doubt, of an account written by
John Monck at Spitsbergen in 1620, certain authors
believe that whaleboats towed their catches to
ships, which then brought the carcasses to shore, a
method that would imply that whaling vessels were
actively involved in the hunt itself. This was not the
case, however, in 16th-century Labrador, where
whales were found in large numbers close to shore.
A. Arrinda, op. cit., p. 147.
414 ARCh, Pleitos civiles, Rodriguez fenecidos, 54, caja
312-1, fols. 120r-121v; 125r-125v.
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420 James A. Tuck and Robert Grenier, op. cit., p. 186.
421 James A. Tuck, "Fieldwork at Red Bay, Labrador,"
in Archaeology in Newfoundland and Labrador 1981,
eds. J.S. Thomson and C. Thomson, Annual Report
No. 2 (1982), p. 57. See Section 6.2.
422 Antonio Sañez Reguart, op. cit. His drawings have
been reproduced by other authors who discuss
whaling, including Mariano Ciriquiain Gaiztarro,
Los Vascos en la pesca de la ballena, and Rafael
Gonzalez Echegaray, Balleneros Cántabros
(Santander: Institución cultural de Cantábrica,
1978).
423 Awnsham Churchill and John Churchill, ed.,op. cit.
424 Martin W. Conway, No Man's Land: A History of
Spitsbergen from Its Discovery in 1596 to the Beginning
of the Scientific Explorations of the Country
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1906),
p. 85.
425 Michael M. Barkham, Aspects of Life aboard Spanish
Basque Ships during the 16th Century, -with Special
Reference to Terrauova Whaling Voyages, p. 22.
426 "...y mandava el capitán a los chicotadores que
estavan en la cámara y tanvien a los toneleros...a
ayudar en el dicho cabestante mayor para el dicho
effeto de rodear las dichas ballenas con la fuerça del
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dicho ynstrumento..." AGDG, Civiles Lecuona, leg.
9, expediente 219, fols. 147r-147v.
427 AGDG, Civiles Lecuona, leg. 9, expediente 219,
fol. 147v. Cf. also AGDG, Civiles Mandiola, leg. 369,
fol. 40v.
428 "...porque la ballena ultima que le cupo por suerte
al dicho Domingo de Olosçoaga se corto e partió a
bordo de la nao del dicho Joanes de Galarraga, esta
ultima...llebo a bordo de la nao del dicho Domingo
de Olosçoaga..." AGDG, Civiles Mandiola, leg. 424,
fol. 46v.
429 "...Simon de Azcoytia...dixo que la dicha ballena
havia hallado al bordo de la nabe del dicho Nicolas
de la Torre que la tenya en las ondas empeçada a
partir y hazerla perdaços para la derretir..." ARCh,
Pleitos civiles, Rodriguez fenecidos, 54, caja 312-1,
fol. 26v.
430 "...las guindaresas y toda otra manera de cordaje y
sogas y otros aparejos que fueren menester para
traer las vallenas al vorde de la nao y volver
aquellas..." AHPG, II, 2990, fol. 40v.
431 Stephen L. Cumbaa, "A Zooarchaeological
Perspective on Basque Whaling at Red Bay,
Labrador, Volume II: the 1981 Field Season," in The
Red Bay Project: Interim Report, 1981 Volume II, ed.
Willis Stevens, Microfiche Report Series No. 256
(Ottawa: Parks Canada, 1982.), p. 3.
432 This theory seems to be confirmed by the large
number of whale bones discovered on Tracey Beach
in Red Bay harbour in 1981. This beach is located
opposite the ovens used to render down the blubber
and may therefore have served as a dump for
stripped whale carcasses. Ibid., p. 5. See Section 6.2.
433 "...le llebo la mar muchas barricas de grassa que
tenia en la plancha y algunos pedaços de ballenas
porque despues sobrevino mal temporal y por
causa dello, la mar le llebo las dichas barricas e
pedaços de ballena..." AGDG, Civiles Mandiola,
leg. 369, fol. 46r.
434 AGDG, Civiles Lecuona, leg. 9, expediente 203,
fol. 38v; ibid., expediente 219, fols. 48v-49r.
According to one witness, the loss could amount to
four or five barricas of oil per whale. Ibid., fol. 57r.
435 Mariano Ciriquiain Gaiztarro, Los Vascos en la pesca
de la ballena, p. 246 and Maxime Dégros, op. cit.,
No. 44 (1943), p. 97.
436 Antonio Sañez Reguart, op. cit., pp. 389ff.
437 A document listing the material put aboard an
English whaleship in 1575 (see n. 261) makes
numerous references to tools for turning whales
over during flensing operations. It would be
surprising, to say the least, if the Basques were not
familiar with such devices.
438 Selma Barkham, "Documentary Evidence for 16th
Century Basque Whaling Ships in the Strait of Belle
Isle," p. 85.
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439 The following description was taken from Antonio
Sañez Reguart, op. cit., pp. 391 ff.
440 William Scoresby, op. cit., pp. 32-33.
441 At Red Bay, Memorial University archaeologists
found the remains of half-barrels that served this
function near the ovens. James A. Tuck,
"Archaeology in Southern Labrador -1980," in
Archaeology in Newfoundland and Labrador 1980, eds.
J.S. Thomson and B. Ransom, Annual Report No. 1
(1981), p. 73.
442 At Spitsbergen, an unseaworthy but still watertight
boat was sometimes used instead of a tub. James A.
Tuck and Robert Grenier, op. cit., p. 186.
443 Antonio Sañez Reguart, op. cit., p. 394.
444 See Chapter 8.
445 "...las quales dichas cinco [r/mjlupas truxeron al
dicho puerto la dicha ballena con la qual se
ocuparon la traída asta medio día y traído al dicho
puerto, desollaron y cortaron [la] dicha ballena y
después la chicotearon y derritieron en calderas y
enbajsnroii] en barricas sacado de las calderas donde
se derito y cargaron las dichas bar[rio?s]...en lo qual
save este testigo se occuparon ansi en la traída como
en el chicoteaJuVi] y deretir de la dicha vallena dos
días y medio poco mas o menos quarenta [y] quatro
personas poco mas o menos que havia en la dicha
nao del dicho Nicolas aunque la gente de la mar en
los dichos dos días yba a la pesca de ballenas y de
noche, quando bolvian a la nao, travajavan y en esse
medio descajujsavan los que de día travaxavan en
chicotear y deretir la dicha vallena y enbasar en
barricas..." ARCh, Pleitos civiles, Rodriguez
fenecidos, 54, caja 312-1, fols. 125r-125v.
446 AGDG, Ejecutivos Mandiola, leg. 287, n.fol.; ARCh,
Pleitos civiles, Rodriguez fenecidos, 54, caja 312-1,
fols. 14r-15r.
447 AGDG, Civiles Mandiola, leg. 424, fol. 13r .
448 ARCh, Pleitos civiles, Wals fenecidos, 31, caja 160-1,
fol. 30r.
449 Martin W. Conway, Early Dutch and English Voyages
to Spitsbergen in Seventeenth Century, Hakluyt
Society Works 2nd series, No. 11 (London: Hakluyt
Society, 1902), p. 70.
450 See Section 19.3.
451 Lester A. Ross, op. cit., p. 201.
452 "Testigo el dicho Antonio de Castañaga...dixo que
sabe y es verdad que...armaron las personas en ella
declaradas para la provincia de Terranoba a pesca
de ballenas en la nao del capitán Esteban d'Ezquiriz
nombrada Nuestra Señora del ¡uncal...a donde abian
ynbernado aquel año por tener poca carga y el
seguiente año abiendo buelto con sabamiento al
puerto de Pasajes..." AGDG, Civiles Lecuona, leg. 9,
expediente 219, fols. 53r-53v.
453 "El dicho Ynigo de Ybartola...dixo que...el año
hultimo pasado de mili e quinyentos y sesenta y
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seis...los dicho Martín Lopez de Ysasi e Jhoan Perez
de Arrióla harmaron el dicho galeón nombrado la
Conçeçion para la Terranoba a la pesca de
ballenas...e asi fueron a la Terranoba donde en el
puerto llamado Xateo se pusieron a hacer su pesca y
hanciendola por el mes de nobiembre hultimo
pasado, tenyendo abundancia de ballenas muertas
al borno de el dicho galeón, les sobrebino un
ymbierno tal y tan grande de helada que se alio
quajo toda la mar del dicho puerto y de su comarca
de tal manera que no se podian aprobechar de cosa
alguna para hacer su pesca y se bieron en gran
trabaxo e bista la nesçesidad en que se bieron para
conserbar sus bidas e el dicho galeón e mercaderías
que en el benyan que a hacerse otra cosa corrían
gran peligro dexando en el dicho puerto una
hancora y dos clabes e un orinque de ancora con
que el dicho galeón estaba amarrado e dos chalupas
con sus remos e mas dos cientas barricas bacías
llebantadas e arqueadas y beynte y tres botas e
muchos terzeroles e barricas dexando todo helio,
salieron de el dicho puerto...e mas dexaron dos
hestachas e un arpeo atadas a ballenas..." ARCh,
Pleitos civiles, Masas fenecidos, 260-261, caja 1045-1,
n.fol.
454 Archivo del Consulado de Burgos, leg. 26, fol. 129v.
Transcribed in Selma Huxley, "Los vascos y las
pesquerías transatlánticas (1517-1713)," p. 121.
455 Mariano Ciriquiain Gaiztarro, Los Voseos en la pesca
de la ballena, p. 184. "...y en la dicha Tierranoba este
testigo le bio estar en el puerto de Buytus haziendo
barricas, como oficial tonelero que es, el qual no se
espera de proximo por aberles tomado los yelos de
manera que no pueden bénir..." AGDG, Ejecutivos
Elorza, leg. 114, fol. 6v.
456 René Bélanger believes, on the basis of Champlain's
writings, that the whalers left in early September.
René Bélanger, op. cit., p. 31. In a charter pertaining
to land granted by James I to Sir Francis Bacon in
1610, it was clearly specified that the Basques
usually stayed in Terranova until December. D.W.
Prowse, A History of Newfoundland from the English
Colonial and Foreign Records, with Numerous
Illustrations and Maps (London: Eyre and
Spottiswoode, 1896), p. 95.
457 Two documents give different values for this
commission. AHPG, II, 3312, fol. 285v and ARCh,
Pleitos civiles, Rodriguez fenecidos, 54, caja 312-1,
fol. 121r.
458 "...pudiera el dicho Juan Lopez de Reçu, si le
entregara la dicha ballena, dexarla en la dicha
Terranoba derritida y puesta en barricas para el año
seguiente, como en semejantes biajes suele
acontecer..." ARCh, Pleitos civiles, Rodriguez
fenecidos, 54, caja 312-1, fols. 30v-31r.
459 According to Martín de Ybarçala's testimony, it is
also possible that chalupas were towed back to the
Basque country by ship, "...dixo que...acabada la
pesca, se perdió la dicha chalupa nueba trayendola
el dicho Bastida de tras de la nao quando dende
Tierranueba partió para Hespaña con la nao..." This
is plausible since chalupas were worth less than the
casks they would have displaced on board. AGDG,
Civiles Elorza, leg. 445, n.fol.
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460 "Testigo el dicho Nicolas de Echaniz...save e tiene
noticia de las dos chalupas que en la probinçia de
Tierranueba el año de mili e quinientos y setenta e
ocho dexo el dicho Joseffe de Echaniz litigante, la
una en el puerto de Labeta y la otra en el puerto de
Gradin que son en Tierranueba como es el uso e
costumbre..." AGDG, Civiles Elorza, leg. 445, n.fol.
Lorenço de Mutio also left a chalupa in Butres (Red
Bay) in 1564. AGDG, Civiles Elorza, leg. 65, fol. 14r.
461 "...dixo que save y es cossa notoria que...el dicho
capitán Juan Lopez de Reçu pudiera muy bien
dexarla en la dicha probinçia de Tierranoba para el
año seguiente como se acostunbra hazer en
semejantes biajes para poder aprobecharse el otro
año seguiente y este testigo, hagora puede haver
treinta y cinco años...fue a la pesca de ballenas a la
dicha Tierranoba donde en el dicho dexaron media
ballena por no poder cortarla para derritirla por
causa de mal tiempo y tormenta que hazia para
aprobechar el año seguiente délia y haviendo ydo el
año seguiente a la dicha Tierranoba y en otro navio
con otro capitán, hallo este testigo a la dicha media
ballena estava en la parte donde la habían
dexado..." ARCh, Pleitos civiles, Rodriguez
fenecidos, 54, caja 312-1, fols. 26v-27v.
462 AGDG, Civiles Mandiola, leg. 369, fols. 71v-72r.
463 AHPG, III, 2712 (2), fol. 20. Transcribed in Selma
Huxley, "Los vascos y las pesquerías transatlánticas
(1517-1713)," p. 116.
464 A. Arrinda, op. cit., p. 159.
465 ARCh, Pleitos civiles, Masas fenecidos, 260-261, caja
1045-1, n.fol.
466 Denis Diderot et Jean Le Rond d'Alembert,
Encyclopédie, ou, Dictionnaire raisonné des sciences, des
arts et des métiers (Paris : Briasson, 1751), s.v.
"Baleine."
467 Mariano Ciriquiain Gaiztarro, Los Vascos en la pesca
de la ballena, p. 230.
468 "La pêche à la baleine est la plus noble et la plus
lucrative de toutes les pêches...quand on en
rencontre." Maxime Dégros, op. cit., No. 44 (1943),
p. 99.
469 Although it is always somewhat risky to transpose
prices from one period to another, it is interesting to
try to estimate how much a barrica of whale oil
would be worth today. To that end, we have based
our calculations on the price of a barrica of oil in the
1560s, i.e. six ducats (it would reach eight ducats
after 1570), and the wages of a ship's carpenter
during the same period, i.e. 35 ducats (AHPG, I,
2580 [4], fol. lOv). By using a conservative ratio of
1:5 for these two items and taking as a reference
point the annual salary of a modern-day carpenter,
i.e. $25,000, we have estimated that a barrica of
whale oil would be worth $5,000 today. A cargo of
1,000 barricas of oil would thus now be worth the
tidy sum of $5,000,000.
470 In 1596, Captain Domingo de Aizarna had 4,500
baleen plates loaded onto the Catalina. According to
various witnesses, this cargo was worth at least as
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much as the 250 barricas of whale oil that the ship
could have taken on instead. AGDG, Civiles
Lecuona, leg. 9, expediente 219, fol. Ir.
471 Based on a compilation of information derived from
various agreements, the cost of building a nao of 300
toneladas could easily exceed 2,000 ducats, as could
that of outfitting such a vessel (see n.225). The
Catalina de San Vicente, a ship of 322 toneladas, sold
for 2,000 ducats in 1581 (AGDG, Ejecutivos Elorza,
leg. 235, fol. 3v); the wood for building a vessel with
a 29-codo keel cost 735 ducats in 1589 (AHPG, II,
3317, fol. 38r); and the 500-tonelada Trinidad is
reported to have cost 5,000 ducats in 1570 (ARCh,
Wals fenecidos, 31, caja 160-1, fol. 125r). Around
1570, the cost of building a ship was 11 to 12 ducats
per tonelada. Ibid., fol. 124r.
472 "...y a cada uno dellos les promete e da por su
trabajo una parte de la ganancia que en el tal biaje se
ganare..." Transcribed and translated in Michael M.
Barkham, Aspects of Life aboard Spanish Basque Ships
during the 16th Century, with Special Reference to
Terranova Whaling Voyages, pp. 14, 33.
473 "...nunca jamas a visto de que se aya echo
satisfacion a los marineros de su travaxo y soldadas
para via de jornal...en la dicha provincia de
Terranova..." AGDG, Civiles Lecuona, leg. 9,
expediente 219, fols. 134v-135v. However, a 1570
document seems to prove the contrary. AGDG,
Civiles Elorza, leg. 173, fol. 36r. Nevertheless, hiring
seamen to work for fixed wages seems to have been
very uncommon.
474 Mariano Ciriquiain Gaiztarro, Los Voseos en la pesca
de la ballena, pp. 258ff. "El dicho Martín de
01arria...a la quinta pregunta dixo...que save que de
la pesca de ballenas que truxo, como es usso y
costumbre en la navegación de la dicha Terranova, la
quarta parte de la pesca que se haze y barricas de
grassa que traen de buelta pertenece al dueño del
tal navio que trae las dichas barricas y la tercia parte
a la gente que navegaba las tales naos." ARCh,
Pleitos civiles, Rodriguez fenecidos, 54, caja 312-1,
fol. 124v. Cf. also AGDG, Ejecutivos Elorza, leg. 235,
fol. 119r; AHPG, I, 2577, fol. Ir; AHPG, III, 1785,
fols. 48r-50v; ARCh, Pleitos civiles, Masas fenecidos,
260-261, caja 1045-1, n.fol.; ARCh, Pleitos civiles,
Perez Alonso fenecidos, 455-1, fol. 17v; Selma
Huxley, "Vascos en Terranova. Dos cartas de
afletamientos de naves en San Sebastián en 1564,"
Boletín de Estudios Históricos sobre San Sebastián,
Vol. 12 (1978), p. 200.
475 Two charter parties, one dating from 1573 and the
other 1584, state very clearly that outfitters were
required to pay the wages of oficiales, while
shipowners had to pay their bonuses. ARCh, Pleitos
civiles, La Puerta fenecidos, leg. 271-1, fol. Ir;
AHPG, II, 3312, fol. 285r.
476 Mariano Ciriquiain Gaiztarro, Los Voseos en la pesca
de la ballena, pp. 258ff.
477 "Cargo que se aze al dicho capitán Sebastián de La
Bastida. Primeramente, ago cargo al dicho capitán
Sebastián de La Bastida de veynte y dos barricas de
grasa y tres quintales de barrica que abian de aber
los herederos del dicho Joan Perez de Larrea en neto
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y por razón de la quarta parte de la dicha nao de
quatrocientos y sesenta y ocho barricas de grasa que
salieron llenas, pagadas todas aberias, en el puerto
de Pasajes y de ellas, les cabían al dicho capitán
Bastida y Joan Perez de Larrea ciento e diez e siete
barricas de las quales se baxan veynte y seis barricas
y dos quintos de barrica que cupieron a pagar a la
dicha nao, de lo que se obligaron a pagar a Martín
de Yriarte y consortes armadores para ayudar a la
armazón y por los bentajes de los oficiales de la
dicha nao que son a cargo de los dichos capitán
Bastida y Juan Perez de Larrea, como son el maestre
y contramaestre, carpintero y galafate...las quales
barricas hubieron de aber conforme a la carga que
traxo la dicha nao, es a saver, el dicho Martín de
Yriarte y consortes y las tres soldadas que, como
dicho es, el dicho Bastida y Juan Perez de Larrea se
obligaron a le dar para ayuda a la armazón, siete
barricas y un quinto de barrica y por otros tres
soldadas que hubo de aber el maestre que fue el
dicho Joan Perez de Larrea, otras siete barricas y un
quinto de barrica y el contramaestre por dos
soldadas y media que se le daban de bentaia, seis
barricas y al carpintero por una soldada y media
tres barricas y tres quinto de barrica y al galafate
por un soldada dos barricas y dos quintos en que
montan...las dichas veynte y seis barricas y dos
quintos de barrica por manera que descontadas de
las ciento e diez e siete barricas, quedaron en neto
para los dichos Bastida y Juan Perez de Larrea,
nobenta barricas y tres quintos de barrica y destos
caben al dicho Juan Perez de Larrea, por la quarta
parte que tenia en la nao, las dichas veynte y dos
barricas y tres quintos de barrica." AGDG,
Ejecutivos Elorza, leg. 235, fols. 132r-132v.
478 "...Francisco de Elorriaga sea tenido y obligado de
dar y pagar a los dichos armadores treinta y dos
barricas de grasa de las que la nao truxiere
reinchidas quando la nao bolbiere del dicho biaje
para en pago de la quarta parte que la dicha su nao
es obligado a contribuir en la dicha armazón..."
AHPG, III, 1790, fol. 9r. Cf. also AHPG, II, 1913, fol.
79v.
479 AHPG, I, 2579 (5), fols. 8v-9r.
480 Henry Harrisse, Découverte et évolution
cartographique de Terre-Neuve (Paris: Welter, 1900),
p. LIX. See Section 2.1, n. 67.
481 Selma Huxley, "Vascos en Terranova: dos cartas de
afletamiento de naves en San Sebastián en 1564,"
p. 193.
482 "...la terçia parte de ganancia pertenesçiente a la
gente este dicho presente viaje, de todo aquello que
Dios diere, asi en trobadura o presas de henemigos
como de otra qualquier manera como en la
pesquería que hizieren, cada sendos mareajes
segund y de la manera que cupiere a cada uno
dellos en las dichas ganancias, haziendo repartición
de todo lo que Dios diere segund costumbre..."
AHPG, I, 2577, fol. 1 v. As will be seen below, the
range of items to which crewmen were entitled does
not seem to have included baleen. Moreover,
according to the document quoted here, if the
captain had to hire additional personnel, their
wages could not be deducted from the third of
proceeds that was to be allocated to the crew, and
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he would thus have to cover these expenses himself.
Ibid.
483 "...les dará a cada uno dellos la dicha su parte...en
barricas de grasa o el precio dellos llanamente en
dinero..." AHPG, I, 2578 (13), fols. 15v-16v.
484 Michael M. Barkham, Aspects of Life aboard Spanish
Basque Sliips during the 16tli Century, with Special
Reference to Terranova Whaling Voyages, p. 18.
485 "Testigo el dicho Cristóbal de Uillabeat...a la otava
pregunta dixo que este testigo ha ydo por arponero
por tres vezes en la nao de Francisco d'Elorriaga a
Terranoba a la pesquería de las vallenas y la
primera vez con una chalupa que este testigo thenia
conprada y echo el dicho biaje, el capitán que fue en
la dicha nao le dio tres mareajes o soldadas por su
arponero y por la chalupa y persona y en la
segunda vez fue sin chalupa por arponero porque
thenia su chalupa en Tierranoba que la dexo en el
primer biaje y por respeto del dicho Francisco
d'Elorriaga, porque con el tenia su concierto, el
dicho capitán le dio por su persona y por arponero
y por la chalupa, otros tres mareajes o soldadas y la
tercera vez ansi vien a respeto del dicho Francisco,
el dicho capitán le dio por su persona y chalupa y
arponaje que thenia en la dicha Tierranoba dos
soldadas enteras por el arponaje y persona, por la
chalupa otro mareaje menos una barrica..." AGDG,
Civiles Elorza, leg. 65, fol. 15v.
486 AHPG, III, 1785, fol. 48v.
487 According to a 1565 document, a full share was
worth 4.5 barricas of oil at the time. AGDG, Civiles
Elorza, leg. 65, fol. 9v. During a trial held in 1571, it
was said to be worth four barricas. ARCh, Pleitos
civiles, Perez Alonso fenecidos, 455-1, fol. 12r. A
1564 document also mentions wages ranging from
51 to 57 ducats for coopers and their apprentices.
AHPG, I, 2579 (2), fol. 9v.
488 Selma Huxley and Michael M. Barkham, "Los
Arrióla de Urazandi: Iniciativa empresarial
marítima en Vizcaya y Guipúzcoa (c. 1540 c. 1630)," p. 357.
489 Under shipping articles dating from 1564, a sum of
26 ducats was advanced for ordinary seamen
serving on whaleships. AHPG, 1, 2579 (2), fol. 18r.
490 With ten ducats, a whaleman could buy 575 lbs. of
dried cod, 250 L of whale oil, 5 barricas of cider, or
300 lbs. of bacon. These figures were derived from a
compilation from several inventories of notarial acts
on file at Library and Archives Canada and at Parks
Canada.
491 René Bélanger, op. cit., p. 32.
492 AGDG, Civiles Lecuona, leg. 9, expediente 203,
fol. lOr.
493 "Testigo el dicho Juan de Araño...a la quinta
pregunta dijo que de treynta e cinco años a hesta
parte que este testigo a navegado en la dicha
provincia de Terranoba ansi a pesca de ballenas
como de bacallao, nunca a bisto ni oydo se aya dado
parte ninguna a los marineros que nabegan a los
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tales viaxes a la dicha provincia a pesca de vallenas
de las barbas de ballenas sino es tan solamente de
las varricas de grasa que se traen sino hes que en
particular algún arponero o oficial sacan por
condición de que les ayan de dar alguna parte de las
dichas barbas...ni tanpoco heste testigo dio parte
ninguna de las dichas varbas de vallena a su
mahestre e contramahestre y carpintero y
lonbardero a quienes este testigo les dio sus
ventajas tan solamente de las barricas de grasa y no
de las dichas varbas de ballena por no aber tal
costumbre..." AGDG, Civiles Lecuona, leg. 9,
expediente 219, fols. 71r-72v. It should be noted,
however, that the judge in this case ordered the
outfitter to pay the complainant his share of the
value of the baleen, i.e. 50,000 maravedís. Ibid.,
fol. 155r.
494 "Testigo el dicho maestre Joan de Arizcun
çiruxano.-.a la sesta pregunta dixo que save
que...quando este testigo navegara la dicha
provincia de Terranoba a pesca de las dichas grasas
de ballenas se preciaban y estimaban y se açia mui
poco caudal de las barbas de manera que las
dexaban en la dicha Terranoba porque no balian
cada una délias quando mucho a quartillo y a
medio real cada una y porque fuera de mas
ocupación y costa que probedlo el traer las por
raçon del poco presçio que tenian y del poco
probedlo que délias se podia sacar pero que de
cinco años a esta parte (c.1593) se precian y estiman
en mucha cantidad las dichas barbas de ballenas
porque los estranxeros las buscan y procuran con
mucho cuidado de manera que a oydo decir que se
an hendido est año pasado a diez y a once reales
cada pieça una con otra y que por esta raçon y por el
mucho presçio que tienen...a visto este testigo que
las personas que ban y navegan a la dicha provincia
de Terranoba traen della las dichas barbas de
ballena en mucha cantidad como açienda y
mercaduría que tiene el pesçio y balor que nunca ha
tenido..." AGDG, Civiles Lecuona, leg. 9,
expediente 219, fol. 57v. According to another
testimony, the foreigners at issue in this lawsuit
were from France. Ibid., fol. 50r.
495 "El dicho Miguel de Ylumbe...dixo que...a visto que
sea husado y acostumbrado que cada y quando que
un armador de nao...aze obligación de pagar veynte
o treinta o cinquenta barricas de grasa benyendo la
tal nao del biaje con carga entera de mili o mili y
tantas barricas...y si no traxiere las dichas barricas y
carga entera...el dicho capitán no a sido ny es
obligado a pagar mas de al respeto de lo que
truxiere menos la dicha nao y...queda libre sin ser
obligado a mas ni a pagar por la resta de las dichas
barricas el dinero ni otra cosa alguna..." ARCh,
Pleitos civiles, Taboada fenecidos, 53-3, fols. 47r-48r.
496 "...conbino y concerto con los dichos ax[mado]res de
que le hubiesen de dar y pagar, por las soldadas de
su persona y de [un] hijo suyo, treinta barricas de
grasa en caso que la dicha nao biniese con la [carga]
entera y en caso que no traxiese la dicha carga
entera, le pagasen las dichas soldadas al respeto de
las dichas treynta barricas por la rata carga que
traxejsí'i;] y siendo la dicha nao de porte de
setecientos y ochenta barricas, truxo tan s[o/«]mente
en el dicho biaje quatroçientas y sesenta barricas y
media de grasa...y dellos pertenecían...al dicho Joan
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Perez de [Lajrrea por sus soldadas y del dicho su
hijo, dezisiete barricas y dos tercias de bajrnca]..."
AGDG, Ejecutivos Elorza, leg. 235, fol. Ir.

497 "...e porque el dicho galeón no traxo la pesca
entera...e rebatido lo que de menos de la dicha su
carga abia traydo el dicho galeón en diez barricas de
grasa..." AHPG, I, 2580 (2), fol. 3r.

498 "...si en el dicho biaje se ganare mucho ganan los
dichos oficiales y marineros mucho y si ganaren
poco y no truxieren la carga como conbiene se les da
poco." Transcribed in Michael M. Barkham, Aspects
of Life aboard Spanish Basque Sliips during ttie lotit
Century, with Special Reference to Terranova Whaling
Voyages, pp. 14, 33.

499 AGDG, Civiles Elorza, leg. 173, fol. 36r.

500 Laurier Turgeon notes that, as of 1575, whaling
proceeds were increasingly divided into four
shares, two of which were allocated to crew
members, one to shipowners and the other to
outfitters. Laurier Turgeon, "Pour redécouvrir notre
16e siècle: les pêches à Terre-Neuve d'après les
archives notariales de Bordeaux," p. 541.

e

501 Laurier Turgeon, "Pour redécouvrir notre 16 siècle:
les pêches à Terre-Neuve d'après les archives
notariales de Bordeaux," p. 541.

502 Laurier Turgeon, Pêches basques en Atlantique Nord:
XVii''-XVHie siècle; étude d'économie maritime, p. 332.

503 Laurier Turgeon, "Pour redécouvrir notre 16e siècle:
les pêches à Terre-Neuve d'après les archives
notariales de Bordeaux," p. 541.

504 Laurier Turgeon, "Les pêches françaises à
terreneufve d'après les archives notariales de
Bordeaux: 1555-1614," p. 21.

505 "...leur rôle dans le développement des économies
atlantiques et dans la protohistoire du Canada
demeure mal connu." Laurier Turgeon, "Pour
redécouvrir notre 16e siècle: les pêches à TerreNeuve d'après les archives notariales de Bordeaux,"
p. 523.

506 For a study of Basque whale oil and cod commerce,
see Michael M. Barkham, "French Basque 'New
Found Land' Entrepreneurs and the Import of
Codfish and Whale Oil to Northern Spain, c. 1580 to
c. 1620: The Case of Adam de Chiban, Burgess of
Saint-Jean-de-Luz and 'Sieur de St. Julien',"
Newfoundland Studies, Vol. 10, No. 1 (Spring 1994),
pp. 1-43.
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507 AHPG, I, 2580 (3), fol. 55v.

508 In the 17th century, 500 large casks of oil met the
needs of the province of Labourd. Maxime Dégros,
op. cit., No. 44 (1943), p. 103.

509 The Maria, for example, made a whaling voyage to
Terranova in 1560 and stopped on its homeward
passage in Flanders and Zeeland. AHPG, III, (1785),
fol. 48r.

510 Interview given by Selma Barkham to Iñaki
Zumalde, op. cit. (February 24,1980), p. 4.

511 Selma Barkham, "Burgos insurance for Basque
ships: maritime policies from Spain, 1547-1592,"
p. 98. According to a 1565 insurance document, a
barrica of oil intended for export was worth about
eight ducats. Manuel Basas Fernandez, op. cit.,
p. 63.

512 ADG, Notaire Brigot, 3E2418, fol. 76.

513 "De toutes les pêches qui se font dans l'Océan &
dans la Méditerranée, la plus difficile sans contredit
& la plus périlleuse est la pêche des baleines." Denis
Diderot et Jean Le Rond d'Alembert, Encyclopédie,
ou, Dictionnaire raisonné des sciences, des arts et des
métiers (Paris : Briasson, 1751), s.v. "Baleine."

514 David B. Quinn, éd., op. cit., p. 84.

515 Jacques Heers, Christophe Colomb, p. 59.

516 Laurier Turgeon, Pêches basques en Atlantique Nord:
XVlF-XVIIf siècle; étude d'économie maritime, p. 257.

517 Edouard Ducéré, "Recherches historiques sur les
corsaires de Saint-Jean-de-Luz," in La Tradition au
Pays Basque (1899; reprint, Donostia: Elkar, 1982),
p. 218. Latin peoples used to say, "Praise the sea,
but keep on land," while the Russians advised,
"Praise the sea, while sitting on the stove." In the
colloquy, or dialogue, Naufragium (The Shipwreck),
one of Erasmus's characters exclaimed, "What fools
they are who entrust themselves to the sea!" Even
the Dutch, a decidedly seafaring people, had an old
maxim that went "Better to be on a barren heath in
an old cart than at sea in a new ship." Jean
Delumeau, La peur en Occident (XlY-XVlW siècles)
(Paris: Fayard, 1978), p. 31.

518 A. Thomazi, Histoire de la pêclie des âges de pierre à nos
jours (Paris: Payot, 1947), p. 363.
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3 THE "FIRST D I G " : UNDERWATER
ARCHAEOLOGY I N RED BAY

3.1 Introduction to the "First Dig"
Robert Grenier

The term "first dig" is used here to refer to
the fieldwork performed underwater, as
well as in the field conservation laboratory
and at the drafting stations on the barge and
on shore. Usually simply called the dig or
excavation, the initial phase of an archaeological project has been purposely emphasized here in order to contrast it with what I
call the "second dig," conducted in the laboratory and the office, where the archaeologists figuratively "excavate" the raw data
recorded in the field.
This emphasis on fieldwork, methodology,
and technology herein may face criticism
from some readers who feel that such a
report is not the place for highlighting techniques and procedures. Nevertheless,
underwater archaeology is still struggling to
escape from the term "nascent discipline"
cast on it more than three decades ago,519
and will outgrow this term only if appropriate technology and methodology are combined to ensure rigor, accuracy, and
efficiency in the retrieval of submerged data.
To this end, this report underscores the practices adopted and developed at Red Bay.
Furthermore, since the archaeological site
constitutes a non-renewable resource, there
are no second chances at complete excavaTHE UNDERWATER ARCHAEOLOGY OF RED BAY

tion. In this sense, the first dig is much more
critical for the success of a project than the
second dig, since subsequent analyses of the
recorded data can be re-examined and modified as many times as necessary.

The subarctic diving conditions in Red Bay
offered a unique situation in which to demonstrate that the highest standard of archaeological recording can be maintained under
even the most difficult circumstances. To
meet the challenge, it was established that
technology would not become an end in
itself, and that high-tech solutions could
never replace the capacity of trained archaeologists to observe, think, and record the
site. Any solution that could, with a reasonable investment of time and money, help the
diving archaeologists do better archaeology
more efficiently or for a longer period of
time, both during each dive and between
dives, was considered. Before being
adopted, new technologies were tested and
had to demonstrate an improvement over
traditional methods; in previous decades,
many high-tech breakthroughs and miracle
solutions had proved useless, troublesome,
or detrimental to the very process of data
retrieval they were intended to improve.
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The mottoes "Does it work?" and "Is it
worthwhile?" were constantly kept in mind.
If there is a crucial aspect to emphasize
about the first dig, it is the recording procedure. A meticulous process, based on the
well-tested
Parks
Canada
recording
manual 520 and a relatively simple, straightforward approach to the handling of the
data, was faithfully and consistently applied
throughout the six years of the project. The
Parks Canada field recording procedures
were designed to ensure that, long after
fieldwork ceased, any researcher at any
time, regardless of whether or not they had
been in Red Bay, could retrieve and effectively interpret the raw data in the field
notes and related recording systems.
Internal consistency was another tenet of the
fieldwork. This ensured that all field notes
contained the same types of information
organized in the same way throughout the
duration of the project, that drawings contained the same basic data, and that all excavation plans and timber drawings could be
interpreted and compared to one another
with ease due to clarity and consistency of
scale and presentation. The system ensured
that if the entire archaeological staff disappeared after the dig, an entirely new
research staff could have produced this
report.

The recording system was flexible enough to
allow modification of the research design
when needed. A major transition occurred
following the introduction of an innovative
hot water diving system that allowed the
crew to more than triple their diving time
and greatly improve the accuracy of their
recording. After the second excavation season in 1981, it was clear that the project
objectives could be expanded beyond the
initial plans to excavate the cargo hold and
map the exposed hull structure. The dismantling of the hull structure could now be
anticipated. The raising, recording, and
reburial of the ship's timbers, as well as
excavation below the structure not only
became possible, but were considered essential for the recovery of the rich and well-preserved archaeological materials that lay
beneath the collapsed hull.
For all of the above reasons, the Parks Canada team feels strongly that the quality and
validity of the second dig is directly linked
to the comprehensiveness and accuracy of
the first dig. Therefore, we could not do justice to this project without explaining the
excavation procedures in detail. Anything
else might mislead the reader or, worse, suggest to young archaeologists that the impressive results of the second dig were somehow
possible without a massive investment of
time, resources, and skill in the course of the
first dig.

NOTES
519 UNESCO, Underwater Archaeology: A Nascent
Discipline (Paris: UNESCO, 1972).
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520 Canada. Department of Indian and Northern
Affairs, Parks Canada Archaeology Manual, Volume 1:
Excavation Records System (Ottawa: Parks Canada,
1977).
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3.2

Provenience Control
Peter J. A. Waddell

The importance of a practical and accurate
provenience system to provide contextual
control for a large and complex underwater
archaeological excavation cannot be overstated. At Red Bay, a standard grid system
was adopted following general guidelines in
the Parks Canada Archaeology Manual.521 Specific modifications to datum line installation
and support systems were necessary for
diver safety and practicality.
Spatial control was achieved using operations and sub-operations and fixed datum
points on the articulated portions of the hull.
As defined by the grid system, operations
consisted of 2-m wide trenches running laterally, or east-west, across the site while suboperations were trenches running longitudinally, or north-south (Fig. 3.2.1). Excavation
was primarily done following stratigraphie
layers. Archaeological lot designations were
assigned for specifically-defined arbitrary
and stratigraphie units. The provenience
number was derived from the standard
Parks Canada underwater site designation the letter M - preceded by the assigned shipwreck site number. For example, 24M was

the site designation for the main Red Bay
shipwreck.522 The subsequent part of the
number refers to the appropriate operation
and sub-operation by grid number and letter, for example 24M10M represents the
excavation unit at the intersection of operation 10 and sub-operation M, also commonly referred to as sub-operation 10M.
Next, a sequential number designated the
particular stratigraphie lot (usually an excavated level or layer, but sometimes a cluster
of artifacts) beginning with the uppermost
level or layer. For example, lot 24M10M1
was the uppermost layer excavated in suboperation 10M. Individual artifacts within a
given lot were also numbered sequentially,
for example 24M10M1-1, 24M10M1-2,
24M10M1-3, and so on.
Vertical site control was established using
fixed datum points. Datum points consisted
of numbered plastic reference tags attached
to the intact hull structure. The depth below
mean sea level was recorded for each
datum. Depth measurements were obtained
using a surveyor's tape with a flat-bottomed
buoy attached to the zero end of the tape.

Figure 3.2.1: Position
of the grid system in
relation to Saddle
Island. (Drawing: C.
Piper, D. Kappler,
Parks Canada; 24M-83101-9a).
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Figure 3.2.2: Illustration showing set-up of
datum line. (Watercolour: C. Piper, Parks
Canada; 24M-98-1112a).

The measuring end of the tape was held at
the point to be measured. The tape was
pulled taut until the buoy began displacing
water and considerable resistance was felt.
All readings were corrected to a common
standard to compensate for tidal changes in
sea level. In this manner, satisfactory, repeatable depths were obtained that proved to be
accurate to within 2 cm over a depth of 10 m.
The plastic tags were positioned within the
overall site plan by trilateration to the main

datum line that established horizontal control. Reference tags numbered 1 through 50
were reserved for wreck datum points, to
distinguish them from the timber tags, numbered 51 and higher, used to identify individual timbers.
Once the general orientation of the wreck
was determined, the physical site grid was
established by first installing a level, graduated datum line along the central longitudi-

Figure 3.2.3: Typical
set-up of grid used to
define operations and
sub-operations.
(Photo: D. Page, Parks
Canada; 24M-1418M).
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nal axis of the wreck, using specially
designed datum supports (Fig. 3.2.2). These
supports incorporated a pulley and float
system that allowed the datum line to move
if snagged. The tension on the line through
the float enabled the line to return to its original alignment after the snag was cleared.
This system eliminated the potentially hazardous situation of installing a rigid line that
could be bumped by an unaware diver or
caught up in a wandering airlift.
Because the sea-bed was not level, the
datum line could only be run over a limited
portion of the site before becoming too high
for accurate recording of wreck features.
Thus, while the south or stern end of the
datum line was set up just above the seabed,
the north or bow end, which was 13 m away,
was about 2 m above the seabed. Accurate
use of a plumb bob became a problem above
this 2 m elevation. When the excavation
expanded beyond these points, two additional datum lines were used as extensions
north and south of the main datum line. The

north datum continued horizontally while
the south datum was angled upward to
accommodate the rise in slope toward the
shoreline. The same horizontal provenience
system was continued and the correct location for grid installation was calculated and
marked on the south datum line to ensure
continuity. Following the installation of the
datum lines, rigid grids could be set in
beneath the line at any desired location.
The basic grid frame consisted of 2 inchsquare aluminium tubing forming a 2 m by
4 m unit, divided in the centre to form two
2 m by 2 m sub-operations or excavation
units (Fig. 3.2.3). These units were heavily
anchored on the sea floor using adjustable
iron legs and lead weights. The grid, which
became the primary reference for provenience control, was checked daily for levelness and accurate positioning in relation to
the datum line and reference tags. Heavy
lead ballasting of the grids, typically 120 kg
per 2 m by 2 m grid unit, meant that readjustment was seldom required.

NOTES
522 In 1978 the provenience number 6M5B was
521 Canada, Department of Indian and Northern
assigned to the Red Bay wreck. This was changed to
Affairs. Parks Canada Archaeology Manual, Volume Í:
24M in 1979 and the site datum line was realigned.
Excavation Records System (Ottawa: Pares Canada,
The Chateau Bay wreck was assigned the
1977).
provenience number 6M6A in 1978.

3.3

Chronology of Investigations of the 24M Site
R. James Ringer

Throughout its entire duration, the Red Bay
project significantly evolved in order to
respond to the numerous developments
encountered through the processes of investigation. Following the project's initial steps,
the site's considerable significance quickly
became evident. As the excavation proTHE UNDERWATER ARCHAEOLOGY OF RED BAY

gressed, the importance of the archaeological remains gradually became apparent,
their extent and complexity surpassing even
the wildest expectations. Archaeological
work triggered one discovery after another,
cumulating in a total of three large ships, at
least six small craft and a possible wharf, all
1-101

Figure 3.3.1: Plan of
site 24M following
preliminary investigations in 1978. (Drawing: P. Waddell, S.
Epps, Parks Canada;
6M5-78-101-lb).
Scale 1:200

associated with the 16th-century Basque
activities (see Fig. 1.3.5). Excavation and
research strategies evolved continuously,
adapting to the discoveries and responding
to the new tasks at hand. This section summarizes the chronology of the various investigations from the initial discovery to the
final reburial of the 24M site.

consisted of light brown silt with the occasional boulder protruding through the bottom, particularly near shore. Sparse kelp
cover was attached to the rocks and to the
exposed timbers. The longitudinal axis of
the vessel was oriented roughly north to
south, with the stern located nearest to
shore. The stern rested in approximately 7 m
of water, while the bow was situated at a
depth of about 12 m.

DISCOVERY A N D A S S E S S M E N T :

1978-1980
1978: Discovery
When the Red Bay vessel (24M) was discovered in 1978, there were few visible indications of a wreck. The most prominent
evidence was the upper tips of the stern
crutches on the port side that protruded
slightly above the harbour bottom. Other
indications included a knee, the capstan barrel, the upper stem, a section of the port
bow, a large deck beam, and an anchor. Most
of these features, however, were not recognized for what they were until after test
excavations and analysis.
The vessel lay on a moderately sloping seabed approximately 30 m north of Saddle
Island in Red Bay harbour. The sea floor
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Limited test excavation during the first season revealed a mass of cask remains as well
as ballast stones and wooden billets lying on
top of the hull structure (Fig. 3.3.1). Exposed
remains consisted primarily of well-preserved futtocks with attached hull planking,
indicating the presence of substantial articulated hull structure.
The wooden hoops used to bind the casks
suggested remains of some antiquity. In
addition, the capstan did not conform to
known styles from the 17th through the 19th
centuries. A wrought iron verso, or swivel
gun, found near the bow exhibited characteristics
of
16th-century
fabrication.
Although the anchor found 15 m to the east
of the stern could not be conclusively associated with the vessel, it also had a distinctly
16th-century form. Other artifacts recovered
during test excavations included coarse

THE "FIRST D I G "

Figure 3.3.2: Plan of
site 24M following the
1979 season. (Drawing: P. Waddell, Parks
Canada; 24M-79-1018).
Scale 1:200

earthenware vessel fragments, wooden pulley sheaves, and large quantities of red roof
tile fragments thought to be from Basque
structures on Saddle Island. Archaeological
evidence recovered during the test excavations coupled with the historical documentation strongly suggested that the newly
discovered wreck dated to the 16th century
and that it was associated with the Basque
whaling industry. These findings set the
stage for a feasibility study the following
year.

By this time, the outer limits of the articulated hull at the bow and stern and on both
sides of the ship were roughly defined. The
extensive and well-preserved remains of the
vessel and the collection of artifacts, including cask remains containing oily deposits,
left no doubt that this was a 16th-century
vessel used by whalers. These findings justified a request for funding of a multi-year
project to start in 1980.

EXCAVATION:

1980-1985

1979: Feasibility Study
The first year of intensive test excavations in
1979 was intended to gain a clear understanding of the wreck site, including its
extent, state of preservation, and, if possible,
age and origin in order to justify and plan
future work. Accordingly, two trenches were
excavated across the midship area of the
vessel (Fig. 3.3.2). It soon became apparent
that these trenches were positioned fore and
aft of the main mast step. Other work undertaken in 1979 included the excavation and
recovery of the anchor, limited excavation in
the bow and stern, and some work off the
starboard bow.

THE UNDERWATER ARCHAEOLOGY OF RED BAY

1980: Defining the Extent of the
Site
During the season following the feasibility
study, the objective was to precisely define
the extent of the articulated hull structure
within the site. Accordingly, cross trenches
in Operations 12 and 18 were extended
beyond the articulated hull structure (Fig.
3.3.3). Additionally, a longitudinal trench
linking these two cross trenches was completed along the starboard side. To determine the longitudinal limits of the site, long
trenches were excavated from the bow forward and from the stern towards shore.
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These were termed respectively the North
Trench and Shore Trench excavations.

1981: Excavation of the Midship
Section and the Cargo Hold
The major objective of the 1981 field season
was the complete excavation of the midship
section in the area between Operations 12
and 18 (Fig. 3.3.4). This required the removal
of a major portion of the cask deposit as well
as the pump assembly. The excavation
exposed the articulated hull structure from
the port to starboard sides, including the
main mast step. Further work was also conducted in the Shore Trench to link the wreck
stratigraphy to the debris field deposited
from the land-based activities.

1982: Excavation and
Dismantlement in the Stern Area
In 1982, the major objective was to complete
the excavation of the stern. Besides a substantial area around the stern, peripheral to
the articulated structure of the vessel, both
the port and starboard stern areas along
with the intervening cask deposit were also
excavated (Fig. 3.3.5). Excavation beyond
the integral structure on the starboard side
indicated that more structural elements, and
possibly artifacts, lay beneath the hull
planking. Finds included the rudder and the
extensive remains of a boat, possibly a
whaleboat. Based on these findings, the
decision was made to begin the dismantlement of the starboard side of the vessel and
to continue the excavation underneath. A
limited assemblage from the starboard stern,
consisting of second and third futtocks and
underlying hull planking, was removed and
followed by excavation. The transom assembly was also disassembled and brought to
the surface for recording.

1983: Excavation of the Bow Area,
Expansion of Dismantlement,
Recovery of Stern Timbers
The focus of the 1983 field season was the
excavation of the bow area. This included
the bulk of the remaining cask deposit, the
hull structure below and around the casks,
and a substantial area outside the articulated
bow structure (Fig. 3.3.6). Also, structural
THE UNDERWATER ARCHAEOLOGY OF RED BAY

disassembly became a formal part of the
excavation plan, with excavations planned
below the hull. Most of the stern, along with
a substantial portion of the starboard side,
was removed followed by further excavation (Fig. 3.3.6). Two exploratory trenches
were excavated a short distance to the east
and west of the Shore Trench.

1984: Systematic Dismantlement,
Excavation Beneath the Hull
In 1984, the excavation centred on the bow
and midship areas of the wreck and archaeologists began the systematic dismantlement of the entire shipwreck structure.
Other work consisted of removing the final
portions of the cask deposit from the port
bow and removing remaining ballast stones
from the port midship area. A substantial
amount of excavation was also completed
around the periphery of the bow. By far, the
major part of the work focussed on the disassembly of the remaining hull structure
from midship to the bow (Fig. 3.3.7) and
excavation beneath the hull. The 1984 season
represented the last major year of excavation. Besides the articulated hull structure,
many individual timbers were found below
and outside the hull of the vessel throughout the excavation. These were also scrupulously recorded (Figs. 3.3.8, 3.3.9).

1985: Systematic Reburial of
Timbers, Closing of the Site
The entire 1985 field season was devoted to
the systematic reburial of all the ship timbers recovered during excavation and disassembly.

A D D I T I O N A L SURVEY
In addition to the excavation work accomplished on the main wreck site (24M), a comprehensive survey of the harbour was
undertaken to search for other vestiges of
Basque whaling. 523 Beginning in 1980 and
conducted annually through 1985, the harbour survey revealed numerous concentrations of whale bone and other refuse from
the oven complexes. In addition, these
searches uncovered the wrecks of two additional 16th-century whaling ships (27M and
29M),524 and a smaller 16th-century sailing
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vessel provisionally identified at that time as
a pinaza (28M).525 Limited exploratory excavations were carried out on the two larger
shipwreck sites: wreck 27M was found in
1983 and assessed in 1984 and 1985, while
wreck 29M was discovered in 1984 and
investigated in 1985. The "pinaza", located in

1980, was assessed, completely excavated,
and recovered in 1983 and 1984. A possible
wharf structure consisting of a stone and
timber crib located east of the main wreck
site (24M) on the shoreline of Saddle Island
was excavated during the 1981 and 1982
field seasons.

NOTES
523 See Section 6.2. Another large vessel was found in
the summer of 2004 during a monitoring visit of the
various reburial sites in Red Bay. In 2005 the site
(72M) was surveyed and test excavations were
conducted in the mast step and stern areas. Results
of this recent research will be published separately.
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524 See Sections 6.3 and 6.4.

525 Recent analysis has allowed us to identify this
vessel as a batel. These results will be published
separately.
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4 METHODOLOGY AND
TECHNOLOGY I N SUBARCTIC
M A R I N E ARCHAEOLOGY

4.1

Diving and Surface Support
Peter ]. A. Waddell

The logistical challenges in conducting a
major underwater archaeological project in
Red Bay proved to be considerable. If this
small remote fishing community proved to
be more accessible than other neighbouring
harbours, Chateau Bay for example, it nonetheless provided logistical
difficulties
regarding transportation and supply of
equipment. However, the greatest chal-

lenges facing the archaeological excavation
were to come from the near-freezing waters.
The following section discusses the surface
support set-up and the management of the
diving in subarctic conditions that proved to
be indispensable in establishing an adequate
environment in which underwater archaeologists could perform their tasks.

Figure 4.1.1: Support
vessel Cross Point
moored over the site,
off Saddle Island.
(Photos: D. Page,
Parks Canada; 24M1520M).

THE UNDERWATER ARCHAEOLOGY OF RED BAY
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SURFACE SUPPORT

DIVING OPERATIONS

In undertaking a major underwater archaeological excavation, such as that at Red Bay,
careful consideration must be given to onsite surface support. The better the diving
support vessels, the more efficiently the
work can be conducted. Fortunately, sea
conditions at Red Bay permitted the use of
the Parks Canada vessel Cross Point (Figs.
4.1.1, 4.1.2) as the main support barge, while
four to six small boats were used for transport, towed searches, and other site duties.

During the major excavation years at Red
Bay, diving began in June and continued
through November. Up to nine divers were
tethered to the surface at a time with hot
water lines, with as many as five additional
free-swimming divers in the water. In total,
more than 14,000 diving hours were conducted at the site over eight seasons.

The Cross Point was a 21 m by 8 m, 225-ton
converted dredge dumping barge. It was not
self-propelled, which proved a major advantage because a regular ship's crew was not
required and no space was devoted to propulsion machinery. It had been converted in
1971 to provide support facilities consisting
of a 13-ton hydraulic deck crane with a 20-m
extension; two 50 kwh, diesel-electric generators for electrical power; a 625 cfm low
pressure compressor for airlifts and a recompression chamber; a high pressure compressor and air banks for breathing air; a
recompression chamber; and two hot water
diving systems.

The Underwater Archaeology Service of
Parks Canada has always kept a team dive
log that records individual dive times,
depths, work assignments, dive dress, and
other information. During the Red Bay
project these statistics were tabulated annually and again at the completion of the
project (see Tabs. 4.1.1, 4.1.2). This proved a
valuable asset for planning the various
phases of the project. It was also essential for
determining the cost and efficiency of
employing various techniques such as stereophotogrammetry in place of conventional hand recording: was there a real time
saving? Underwater time is at a greater premium than surface time because of the time

Time Keeping

The two-storey deck house and the hold
provided heated space for diving equipment
lockers, change rooms, a workshop, and
space for drafting and various types of
recording. Disassembly and surface recording of the timbers required that much of the
deck space be devoted to timber storage
tanks. With deck drafting extensions, timbers up to 14 m in length were recorded on
the barge without the necessity of transfer to
shore drafting facilities.
During the seven years of excavation, the
barge support and mooring system ensured
that there was no loss of diving time despite
occasional winds in excess of 100 k m / h . The
stability and protection of the barge ensured
that diving was uninterrupted, safe, and
productive. The 24M ship and six small craft
were completely excavated, disassembled,
raised to the surface, and drawn during the
project. Following excavation and disassembly, the ship was reburied systematically in
layers with over 300 tons of sand. The work
could not have been completed in the time
allocated without the efficiency gained by
stationing the barge and its facilities continuously over the site.
1-114
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Figure 4.1.2: Artistic
representation of diving operations at Red
Bay. (Watercolour: C.
Piper, Parks Canada;
24M-98-111-2).

and depth limits, as well as equipment and
support requirements. This makes the often
neglected tabulation and analysis of diving
statistics crucial to the efficiency and success
of underwater archaeological projects.
Total dive time on the Red Bay project
exceeded 14,100 hours (Tab. 4.1.1), with
nearly 7,000 individual dives logged. In
terms of diving logistics, this remains the
largest underwater archaeological project
undertaken in North America.
The diving statistics by activity (Tab. 4.1.1)
reveal some interesting facts discussed in
further detail in the appropriate report sections. It is worth noting that the majority of
the underwater time, fully 44 per cent (6,300
hours), was spent excavating. The next most
time intensive activity was recording, which
included structural recording and mapping,
tracing, elevations, note taking, timber tagging, stratigraphie recording, and related
activities. This activity consumed 3,200
hours or 23 per cent of the total dive time.
Interestingly, planimetric mapping of individual structural areas, the main input to the
overall site plan, consumed 1,100 hours, or
just 8 per cent of dive time. Collectively,
excavation and recording accounted for
two-thirds of the total dive time. Technical
services were the next most time consuming
activity, accounting for 9 per cent or 1,300
hours. This included the set-up of grids,
datum lines, and airlifts; routing air and hot
water lines; temporarily reburying timbers;

1979

1980

1981

1982

and sandbagging. The remaining diving
hours, 24 per cent of the total, are divided
into nine different categories, each comprising from 1 per cent to 6 per cent of the total
dive time (Tab. 4.1.1).

Diving Conditions
The Red Bay project was the first major
archaeological excavation undertaken in
subarctic waters. The diving season usually
started in early June and continued through
late October or early November. Over seven
full diving seasons between 1979 and 1985,
no distinguishable water temperature patterns were observed. Water temperatures
ranged from just below 0°C up to 7°C, with
an average bottom temperature of 3°C.
Water temperature fluctuated during the
season with no apparent correlation to air
temperature.
The primary dive site, 24M, is tucked behind
Saddle Island and is protected from direct
exposure to the open Strait of Belle Isle, providing excellent diving conditions. Visibility was normally in the 10 m range. Very
occasionally, storms created temporary visibility of less than a metre. Ice was more
prevalent early in the season. Shore or slob
ice was thin and usually open enough to
permit diving. Icebergs, although common
in the area, were not generally present on
the site during the excavation periods. Some
seabed ice scouring around the main excava-

1983

1984

1985

Total

% of Time

Excavation 24M

721:10

726:25

985:25

1,200:35

1,194:40

1,434:15

6,262:30

43.9

Recording 24M

420:40

325:20

477:50

624:35

696:00

621:30

39:55

3,205:50

22.5

Technical services

124:10

162:50

137:10

136:25

215:45

497:25

16:15

1,290:00

9.0

Photo/film/video

58:50

38:45

70:50

83:15

356:30

161:35

31:15

801:00

5.6

Timber handling

18:00

22:50

61:30

281:35

334:20

776:25

5.4

196:35

449:20

3.1

365:15

2.6

304:10

2.1

58:10

Timber & artifact reburial

252:45

Ship disassembly

200:00

165:15

Excavation 27M-29M

42:00

60:25

201:45

77:55

40:40

33:40

Orientation/safety/training

12:50

23:40

45:00

47:45

260:30

Recording 28M
Conservation (moulding, etc.)

8:00

Harbour survey

10:00

39:10

20:00

281:30

2.0

260:30

1.8

24:00

49:45

18:50

16:20

166:05

1.2

5:40

8:30

20:35

31:55

86:40

0.6

Total number of dives

752

752

826

1029

1469

1649

517

6994

Total hours

1363:40

1329:50

1755:25

2180:25

3155:20

3562:35

902:00

14249:15

Table 4.1.1: Annual Red Bay diving hours, arranged by activity.
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1979

1980

1981

1982

1983

1984

1985

Total

Total number of divers

11

12

13.5»

14.5

21.5

16.5

13

102

Total number of dives

752

752

826

1029

1469

1649

517

6994

Total diving hours

1355:55

1338:05

1755:40

2185:40

3043:00

3549:10

897:55

14125:25*»

Average time per dive

1:48

1:47

2:08

2:07

2:04

2:09

1:44

2:01

Total number of dives

610

467

298

336

545

634

387

3277

Total diving hours

1027:55

727:55

409

532:25

864:55

1170:20

641:00

5373:35

Average time per dive

1:41

1:32

1:22

1:35

1:35

1:51

1:39

1:38

Total number of dives

142

285

528

690

924

1015

130

3714

Total diving hours

328

610

1348:35

1654:15

2178:05

2378:50

256:55

8754:50

Average time per dive

2:19

2:08

2:33

2:24

2:21

2:21

1:59

2:21

Dry Suit Dives

Hot Water Suit Dives

Table 4.1.2: Annual Red Bay diving statistics.
* Fractions of divers refer to those that were not present for the entire season.
** Rounding of hours accounts for the < 1 % difference in total dive time of tables 4.1.1 and 4.1.2.

tion site was noted but, again, this rarely
occurred during diving seasons. Diving was
never undertaken in the vicinity of icebergs.
Most of the diving took place at a depth
range of 8 m to 13 m, with an average depth
of 9 m. This was ideal, as almost unlimited
daily bottom time was possible without any
decompression requiretnents. Typically,
each excavator spent between four and five
hours per day underwater, split between
morning and afternoon shifts. The only time
restrictions were that diving had to be done
within no-decompression limits. Precautionary decompression stops were made following repetitive dives with longer bottom
times on the deepest portions of the site.

Diving Procedures
Procedures employed for diving were similar to those on most large-scale diving operations. The primary standards followed
were Environment Canada's Directive For
Diving Safety,526 while a secondary reference
was the Occupational Safety Code For Diving
Operations527 produced by the Canadian
Standards Association. In addition, site-specific regulations were developed and
updated yearly at Red Bay to accommodate
the unique needs and conditions of the diving operations. These regulations were
extensively reviewed during the pre-season
archaeology safety and diving orientation
sessions and throughout the season as dis-
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cussed at daily briefings. The orientation
sessions also included checkout dives with a
specific list of drills that all divers were
required to perform at the beginning of each
field season before being certified to work
on the site. These checkout procedures could
take from less than an hour for divers experienced with the equipment up to several
hours per day over a one-week period for
novices. Many of the student divers had little previous experience with dry suit diving
or full-face masks but nevertheless adapted
well to the systems. Newly-certified divers
were paired with senior staff for their initial
work assignments. This initial pairing
served as both a safety feature and a means
to provide direct guidance in the archaeological work. The number of diving archaeologists in the water at one time varied from
one to fourteen, with seven to nine divers
considered typical (Fig. 4.1.3). A standby
diver and dive supervisor were jointly
responsible for maintaining a log of bottom
times, assignments, and work locations for
all divers, as well as monitoring the hot
water system, the diver communication system, and other equipment.
Because of the isolation of the Labrador
coast, an evacuation procedure was developed and a recompression chamber was
maintained on deck. Fog in the area can
keep aircraft grounded for days at a time.
Consequently, emergency evacuation in the
event of a severe diving accident could not
be assured. The double-lock recompression
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chamber provided the only viable alternative. Weekly simulations of diving emergencies provided the full time diving staff with
regular practise during the season. Technical
staff ensured the daily operation of the
chamber, oxygen banks, and high and low
pressure air supplies.

Diving Equipment and Dress
Standard diving gear consisted of a double
set of scuba cylinders attached to a full face
mask regulator. Some surface-supplied air
and helmet diving was undertaken for specific technical assignments, but standard
scuba gear best met the general needs of the
archaeological diving.
The subarctic water temperatures at Red Bay
meant that the diving suits were the single
most critical piece of underwater equipment. Suits used on the project included dry
suits or hot water suits. The choice of suit
depended on the tasks to be undertaken and
the number of people involved in a dive.
Dry suits were worn for jobs that involved
considerable physical effort and thereby
generated increased body heat; that required
increased manoeuvrability about site (for
example, video recording, filming); or that
were undertaken off-site, such as surveying,
and thus could not be linked to a hot water
system. Of the 14,100 hours spent underwater, 5,400 hours or 38 per cent of the total

dive time was logged in dry suits (Tab.
4.1.2). Regular 7-mm neoprene suits were
standard. Several types of thin wall, noncompressible rubber and synthetic dry suits
were extensively tested on the site, but were
found to be simply too cold for the stationary archaeological recording and excavation
tasks undertaken. Undergarments consisted
of various combinations of Thinsulate,
down, cotton, and wool. Other synthetic
materials proved unsatisfactory. Thinsulate
and wool were the most effective materials,
due in part to the their greater ability to
retain heat when wet; neoprene dry suits
with hundreds of working hours invariably
suffer from varying degrees of leakage. Solid
fuel pocket heaters, small chemical pack
heaters, battery operated electric socks, and
other devices were tested at Red Bay with
limited success.
The major problems in the underwater work
were the lack of work efficiency and ultimate safety hazard created by extended
periods of diving in cold water. This was
first evident during the reconnaissance survey that located and investigated the site in
1978. During the approximately 200 diving
hours that fall, the diving archaeologists
noticed problem in recording and transcribing data during stationary periods in cold
water. Confusion in data recording, problems with the recollection of data, and
inconsistencies in field notes were evident.
Additionally, dexterity and the ability to

Figure 4.1.3: Underwater archaeologists
at work on the site.
(Courtesy: © Bill
Curtsinger).
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hold tools and other objects decreased with
time in the water. During and following
extended dives, many divers complained of
tingling and numbness in their hands and
feet, and the swelling of the divers' hands
was common in the evenings.

four divers. To prevent possible burns if the
system suddenly ran too hot, a thin neoprene suit was worn next to the skin. In the
event of system shutdown of more than a
few minutes, the divers surfaced to the dive
platform to prevent rapid heat loss.

Archaeological recording and excavation
requires minimal physical exertion and
hence heat production remains low, a major
problem in cold water. With extended bottom time, a loss of physical and intellectual
capacities becomes evident and the divers
become a safety hazard, not only to themselves, but also to others. The dedication and
motivation of the diving staff extended their
bottom times, but it was readily evident that
the quantity and quality of the work performed was not comparable to the results
achievable in warmer waters. This decrease
in capacities while working in cold water
has been well documented by many
researchers.528 As a result, an attempt was
made to increase work efficiency by reducing diver heat loss.

The acquisition of the first hot water system
was a matter of some concern, as project
staff had no previous experience with these
systems. Their use in an archaeological context in subarctic waters broke new ground.
The system proved highly satisfactory and
exceeded expectations for extending bottom
times. The effect on work efficiency and
morale was remarkable, given that this was
the first application of hot water diving in
marine archaeology, and had been widely
viewed as experimental.
Over the seven seasons at Red Bay, 8,800
diving hours were logged on the hot water
system, compared to 5,400 hours in dry suits

Following the initial survey in 1978, a hot
water diving system was acquired for the
first excavation season in 1979. Different fuel
systems are available for these systems, but
they share an essential simplicity: a submersible water pump sends sea water to an
oil-fired heating chamber on the surface,
where it passes through coils and is heated.
The hot water is then pressurized with a
pump and regulated with a thermostat,
before being pumped through 40 m of
hydraulic hose to the divers. Divers wore
standard hot water suits, which are essentially loose-fitting wetsuits (Fig. 4.1.4). The
diver has a valve to control the flow of hot
water where the hose enters the suit. Hot
water entering the suit is channelled
through a series of perforated tubes attached
to the inside of the suit to insure water flow
over the entire body. The hot water then
leaks out of the suit in this open-circuit system. This of course is a simplified description of a hot water system. System
maintenance and repair were ongoing processes.
It was soon learned that the regulation of the
heat of the system was not an exact procedure, particularly given the high number of
archaeologists using the systems at the same
time. The unit was intended to support two
divers, but was regularly pushed to support
1-118
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Figure 4.1.4: Hot water
suit with flow control
valve and attached
"umbilical cord" used
to connect the diver to
the system. (Photo: D.
Page, Parks Canada,
24M-2255T).

(Tab. 4.1.2). Hot water diving represents 62
per cent of the total Red Bay dive time. Average time per dive was increased from 98
minutes to 141 minutes, an increase of 44 per
cent. This figure is conservative, in that tasks
scheduled for dry suit diving were those
that involved greater physical activity and
hence produced more heat. The cold water
remained the primary limit on the length of
dry suit dives, while hot water dives, which
otherwise could have continued indefinitely,
were terminated upon the completion of a
particular work assignment. However, the
increase in diver safety and the quality of
archaeological recording when using the hot
water system was far more important than

the increased bottom time. It was immediately evident that far more detailed and
accurate work could be carried out for
longer periods. Results were so satisfactory
that a second system, this one with a four
diver capacity, sometimes pushed to five,
was acquired, enabling up to nine divers to
be supported on the hot water systems
simultaneously. This is the largest number of
simultaneously supported hot water divers
on any project worldwide, whether scientific, commercial, military or otherwise.
Although many factors were critical to the
success of the Red Bay excavations, perhaps
none was more important on a daily basis
than the hot water dive support systems.

NOTES
526 Canada. Environment Canada, Directive for Diving
Safety (Ottawa: n.p., 1981).
527 Canadian Standards Association, Occupational Safety
Code for Diving Operations, CSA Z275.2 (Rexdale,
Ont.: Canadian Standards Association, 1982).

4.2

528 G. H. Egstrom, Underwater Work Performance and
Work Tolerance: Final Report, U.C.L.A.-ENG-7427 (Los
Angeles: University of California, 1974); R. A.
Strauss, éd., Diving Medicine (New York: Crime &
Stratton, 1976), pp. 184-187.

Mapping and Recording Techniques
Peter ]. A. Waddell

Conventional archaeological mapping techniques were used almost exclusively for
mapping and drawing the 24M site and its
features, and for daily documentation of the
excavation process. This involved drawing
features and excavation units at 1:10 scale
using conventional grids, slates, waterproof
drafting paper, metric tapes, plumb bobs,
and rulers. This simple system was
employed for a number of reasons, including site logistics. With as many as fourteen
archaeologists diving at once, each recovering hundreds of individual artifacts daily, it
was not feasible to record the site any other
way. By providing immediate visual control
THE UNDERWATER ARCHAEOLOGY OF RED BAY

of the excavation, simple mapping techniques allowed individual excavators and
their supervisors to determine immediately
what was being excavated and where.
Errors could be readily detected and corrected. There was no dependence on computerized data entry and mapping before
proceeding. Each excavator understood
clearly the context of their excavation unit
because they were directly involved in the
description and drawing of sub-operation
unit features in their daily notes. High-tech
recording methods, whether computerized
or photogrammetric, are excellent tools, but
were not considered appropriate, given their
1-119

level of development at the time of the
project and the circumstances of daily excavation and mapping at Red Bay.

NOTE TAKING
Any recording system used on an excavation will only provide satisfactory results if
the basic system of mapping and note taking
is applied with internal consistency and
unfailing regularity. As noted in Section 3.2,
field recording followed established Parks
Canada procedures, occasionally modified
to meet the requirements of working underwater. All underwater work, from grid
installation to the excavation of casks and
the reburial of ship timbers, was recorded
directly by the underwater archaeologists
involved. Underwater archaeology differs
from land excavation, where continuous
supervision and double-checking of measurements are possible. Underwater note
taking and mapping were supplemented
with surface notes regarding ongoing work
recorded immediately after every dive, a
practice that proved essential to the success
of the project. Every diving archaeologist
was required to write regular field notes.
This was assumed to be quite normal until
several people who were new to underwater
archaeology, but had extensive land experience, expressed surprise and delight that
they were required to write notes twice
daily. Field notes were labelled and crossreferenced with a sequential number, date,
provenience, excavator, and artifact, photo,
and drawing numbers (Fig. 4.2.1). Carbon
copies were collected daily to provide a catalogued site record that could be reviewed
regularly by supervisors and other team
members. Current information was therefore available to all of the staff, greatly
encouraging discussions of finds, patterns,
and procedures. Organization of the field
notes and drawings was the basic link that
facilitated the "second dig".

bined each season's excavation with the
plan from the previous year, until a final site
plan was produced (Fig. 4.2.2).529
The creation of the site map started with
individual archaeologists planimetrically
plotting all the structural features in a 2 m
by 2 m sub-operation unit following excavation (Figs. 4.2.3, 4.2.4). Elevations were also
recorded throughout the excavation of each
unit and, when appropriate, an elevation
drawing was prepared. Some of the structural features of the ship were recorded on
these sub-operation excavation drawings.
However, to ensure efficiency and consistency, the final structural drawings were
normally prepared by three or four key individuals who, in addition to other site duties,
formed the core mapping team for the structural remains. One person was assigned the
primary responsibility for assembling the
final site plan. A second person assisted by
confirming that the data and depiction were
accurate.
In the structural sub-operation drawings,
details were recorded down to the type of
wedges used to seal the treenails. Recording
of each sub-operation took from 10 to 30
hours of diving, depending on the structural
complexity. This resulted in a total dive time
for the entire site plan of about 1,100 hours,
or slightly less than 8 per cent of the total
dive time at Red Bay.

STRUCTURAL MAPPING

An overall site plan prepared after the completion of all hull excavation would have
increased efficiency. However, this was not
an option because the opportunity for continued excavation could not be guaranteed
from season to season and, therefore, structural recording was completed as excavation
proceeded. There were other important considerations in recording the hull each year.
First, continual recording permitted ongoing
analysis and modification of the overall
research design. Second, information was
recorded prior to possible damage by ice
and boats. Third, the ongoing ship dismantlement program left no alternative.

The site structural plan was the single most
complex component of the mapping program. This basic map was crucial for naval
architectural studies, structural modelling,
artifact distribution analysis, and reconstruction of site formation processes. A site
map was completed each year that corn-

Each sub-operation map included the location of at least two reference tags. These tags
were previously mapped into an overall reference tag trilateration map by the core
mapping team. These points provided a
cross-check for placement of the sub-operation drawing on the overall site plan. The
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Figure 4.2.1 (Facing
Page): Example of field
notes by R. James
Ringer, 1983. Note the
standardized format and
the cross-referencing of
information.
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Figure 4.2.2: Development of site plans by
selected years. (Drawing: P. Waddell, Parks
Canada; 24M-2000101-3).
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Figure 4.2.3 (Right):
Grids and hand mapping slates set up over
the remains of the
small boat identified as
a clinlupa. (Photo: P.
Waddell, Parks Canada; 24M-4344W).
Figure 4.2.4 (Far Right):
Typical sub-operation
mapping set-up.
(Courtesy: © Bill Curtsinger).

individual sub-operation drawings were
done underwater at 1:10 scale using gridded
drafting film, a slate, and standard drafting
pencils. A technique for using the grids as
scaled drafting machines or platform guides
evolved over the course of the underwater
recording (see Fig. 4.2.4). On the surface, the
same underwater mapper traced the underwater drawings to provide a permanent
record (Fig. 4.2.5). The drawings were then
reduced photographically to 1:25 scale for
assemblage into a mosaic that was ultimately inked onto the final structural plan.
Full-scale underwater tracing was another
tool for recording hull structure. This was
normally done on large, flat, articulated surfaces such as planking runs, as discussed in
the disassembly procedures in Section 4.3.
With modification, tracings were also made
of more three-dimensional timbers, such as
the keelson and sternpost assembly. Tracing
also took place on structures exposed by test
excavations on the other two 16th-century
ships at Red Bay (27M and 29M).
Full-scale tracing involved laying out strips
of drafting film 120 cm wide by up to 6 m in
length over the structure. The film was stapled into position using non-corrosive
Monel staples, and coloured grease pencils
were used to trace the timbers. Colours were
standardized for various features such as
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fastenings, tool marks, surface features, usewear marks, and structural damage. Individual tracings were keyed to one another
underwater to produce connected tracing
mosaics up to 40 square metres in area (Fig.
4.2.6). These tracings were removed from
the hull and brought to the surface, where
the grease pencil marks were retraced with
permanent ink markers. To avoid misinterpretations, the same underwater tracer was
charged with the permanent surface retracing.
Following the field season, the tracings were
reduced to 1:10 scale on a photocopier, and
sometimes to 1:25 scale for convenience of
handling and for research catalogue purposes (Fig. 4.2.7). There were technical limitations to tracing in terms of irregular
surfaces with significant three-dimensional
relief. Nonetheless, this technique, refined at
Red Bay, became one of the quickest and
most reliable methods of recording hull
details. In many instances, tracing was used
as a fast, reliable supplement to other
recording methods. Underwater tracing was
also used during the disassembly process to
provide a duplicate record and to record features that only became accessible after a particular disassembly step. Reconstruction of
the ship could not have been completed as
thoroughly without the tracings. A striking
illustration is the tracing of the inner face of
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Figure 4.2.5: Example
of a sub-operation
drawing (8M). (Drawing: Manuel Izaguirre,
Parks Canada; 82-82Dl).
Not to Scale
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Figure 4.2.6: Underwater tracings were
keyed together to provide a continuous hull
record of large sections of the hull.
(Photo: P. Waddell,
Parks Canada; 24M1456M).

the exterior hull planking. Due to time and
space limitations, only a selected portion of
these planks could be recorded on the surface. The overall fastening pattern for the
hull planking was therefore only available
from these underwater tracings.

and were not caused by intrusive metal
objects.
As the hull was excavated over the next
three seasons, no substantial iron artifacts

OTHER SITE MAPPING
Other types of site maps were produced at
Red Bay. Two of the more notable were done
prior to extensive excavation: the site contour map and the magnetic anomaly map.
The contour map was created by recording
depths with a simple buoy and tape system,
with depths corrected to a common datum
to account for changing tides. Depths were
taken every 2 m in both the X and Y axes,
resulting in a site contour map measuring
26 m by 30 m and covering the extant structure (Fig. 4.2.8). This map was essential for
background site analysis, as well as showing
the ship in relation to the surrounding
topography.

Figure 4.2.7: Typical
example of a hull tracing reduced to 1:10
scale. (Drawing: P.
Waddell, Parks Canada; 24M-81-60-D7).

The magnetic anomaly map was created
prior to excavation in 1980 to aid the excavation strategy and to identify off-site areas
meriting investigation. An Elsec magnetic
pulse-type metal detector was used (Fig.
4.2.9).530 A total of 25 anomalies were
recorded, 4 on the starboard side and 21 to
port (Fig. 4.2.10). All anomalies were considered bona fide because they were repeatable
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Figure 4.2.9: Denis
Page conducting metal
detector survey.
(Photo: P. Waddell,
Parks Canada; 24M732 W).

were encountered. All iron ships fittings
were graphitised, with virtually no metallic
iron content, explaining the lack of magnetic
anomalies on the hull itself. Comparison of
excavation findings with metal detector
results was inconclusive, although there
may be a correlation between the predominance of port side anomalies and metal artifact finds. Metal detector surveys are less
valuable on sites with poor iron preservation. However, such surveys are relatively
quick and have sufficient potential benefit to

be considered as a standard pre-excavation
procedure.

Underwater Timber Recording
Timber recording involved underwater tagging and recording of over 3,000 timbers
and timber fragments with individually
numbered tags. The type of tags used went
through an evolutionary pattern, beginning
in 1979 with die-stamped aluminum sheets
and stamped brass discs. These were aban-

Figure 4.2.10: Site map
of magnetic anomalies. The dark border
indicates the survey
limits. (Drawing: P.
Waddell, Parks Canada; 24M-80-101-8a).
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doned due to electrolytic action between the
attaching nails and the tag, despite the use
of identical materials. The solution was the
use of foil-stamped polyethylene tags sold
as cattle identification tags. Used with copper nails, these had the long-term durability
required.

essential due to the fragile nature of an excavation or its interdependence with excavation in an adjacent sub-operation. On this
large excavation, some task specialization
was essential to obtaining consistent results
in mapping, timber recording, excavation,
and photography.

As excavators uncovered timbers, they
attached sequentially numbered mylar excavation tags identical to those used for
organic artifacts such as staves. Each series
of tags was also marked with the sub-operation number. As excavation proceeded, it
became clear whether the timber merited a
timber tag. This was based on whether it
was an identifiable timber or timber fragment; whether it ran through, and hence
was already tagged in, another sub-operation; and, whether it was definitely structural and not a wooden artifact. The core
mapping team installed all required timber
tags. This facilitated consistency in recording and allowed the excavators to work
without interruption, which was often

The mapping team began by tagging any
loose timbers initially noted on the seabed
or any newly exposed timber uncovered by
natural causes or by excavation. All tags
were orientated with the top of the number
facing north. This ensured consistency in
assembling photographic records and aided
in diver orientation, as well as later structural analysis of the timbers using the drawings and records. It was surprising, both in
timber handling and structural analysis,
how often the position and orientation of the
timber tag were critical to interpretation.
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After applying the timber tag, a record of
any excavation tags that applied to the same
timber was made. In situ photographs were
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Figure 4.2.11: Site plan
for 1979, with recovered timbers darkened. (Drawings: M.
Audy, P. Waddell,
Parks Canada; 24M-79101-2,24M-79-101-3).
Scale 1:150

taken as required to aid in later analysis of
the timber function or to identify any movement that occurred on the bottom. Provenience and dimensions of the timbers were
then recorded. The exact location of each
timber was recorded by trilateration with
reference tags.

drawings. The timber catalogue for Red Bay
comprises 50 volumes, each containing several hundred photographs and drawings.
This timber tagging and recording process
was essential in permitting reconstruction of
the ship both on paper and in model form.

Integral structure was left in situ until the
formal hull disassembly process was initiated. Loose timbers were recovered as excavation proceeded, both on and off the hull.
This data was used to complete a recovered
timber plan for each major excavation year
(Fig. 4.2.11). The recovered timber plans for
each year were drawn at the same scale as
the site plan and transferred to acetate overlays (Fig. 4.2.12). Instead of trilaterating timber locations, the recorder could verify the
excavator's drawings if available and if they
included the timber to be recovered. These
were then referenced for inclusion in the
recovered timber plan.

PHOTOGRAPHY, F I L M A N D
VIDEO RECORDING

Basic structural data were recorded in field
notes and in a record called the recovered
timber tag log (Fig. 4.2.13). This log recorded
each timber's tag number, excavation tag
number, provenience, dimensions, field note
references, surface drawing number, date,
field photograph number, description, and
remarks. The timber tag log summarized
data for each timber and was used to create
the more detailed timber catalogue, which
incorporated the surface photographs and

On any archaeological excavation, field time
is at a premium and must be used efficiently.
This is especially true in underwater archaeology where time is further limited by extensive surface support requirements and
physiological factors of diving. As a result,
any relatively quick recording technique is
valuable. Underwater visibility at Red Bay
permitted extensive use of photography as a
recording tool in addition to its use in surface timber recording. Approximately 53,000
individual photographs were taken at the
24M site with 22,900 (or 45 per cent) catalogued.531 Six per cent (830 hours) of the
total dive time was spent in still photography, shooting film footage, and video
recording. Most of this time was devoted to
35-mm still photography as well as some 70mm format images. For consistency, almost
all of the photography was done by two or
three staff members. Denis Page had almost
full-time photography responsibilities and
deserves much of the credit for the exhaustive, consistent, and organized photographic

Figure 4.2.12: Scattered timber plan.
(Drawing: M.-A. Bernier, C. Piper, and D.
Kappler, Parks Canada; 24M-2000-101-2).
Scale 1:250
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SUMMARY OF TAGGED STRUCTURAL TIMBERS
TIMBER
TAG.

EXCAV.
TAG

1194
1195

PROVES IENCE

200
32

200

1196

20Q

1197

20Q

1198

20P

1199

20Q

1200

20S

1201

10P

1202

6H

REFERENCE(S)
DIMENSIONS
(APR. CM)
8 3 - 7 6 - 0 7 8 3 - 6 0 - 2 ,30
83-85-06,16
220x19x16
83-76-67 8 3 - 6 6 - 2 ,36
83-85-07,16
244x17x14
83-76-07
83-85-07
83-76-07
83-85-06,16
83-76-07
83-60-29
365x24x16
83-76-07
83-85-06
67x20x3

DRAWING NO.
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83-88-D81
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Frame
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1207
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16P

1209
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'28
1 0 , 16

50x12.5x4

5

83-83-D25

29x25x4

83-83-0170

25x34x5.5

83-87-D92

26x16x3.5

83-83-D17

24x31x3.5

83-83-D12

B3tfl

58x13x5

83-87-D67

14L

83-76-09

42x21x6

83-83-D6

14L

83-76-09.10

46x21x6.5

83-83-D5

200.
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£&?
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-SHtut
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So""

3 3 - S39.W
9 N , 13T
«3Sot'"

40x14x3

83-83-D20

180-200

78x13x11

R3-R3-r>79

2 ON

83-76-10

19x14x2.5

83-83-D7

treenail

/

Fraq.

Hull

Plank

Timbers
Knee,

Fraq.

extends

into

2 5 cm b e l o w
piece with

L.

180

T.T.756
shaped
Found

free

floating

Plank
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Frame

Spacer

Between T.T.
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Spacer/Stopper
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417
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floating

ass. T.T.

Wedqe

83-SPY w

83-76-10
83-76-10
«2-85-06.16

record produced. Photomosaics and stereophotogrammetry were used for largescale photographic recording. For photomosaics, high-speed colour negative stock consistently produced the most detail, although
black-and-white was also effective in low
light. Photomosaics were useful for providing a quick permanent record of structure
over a large area or a pattern changed by
excavation, for example, in documenting

« 3 - 5 5 SCO

pin

SDacer

&3-SO'<"
1201

Iron

1274

Free

floating

Free

floating

Oji-SO^Socal
Shaped

Plank

¡)3-Sol,£o2"J
500W

Small

Plank

P r o b a b l y moved
Free floating
O r i e n t a t i o n mean-iholes*

several hundred in situ cask staves. They
were also effective in providing a supplementary record for identifying timber numbers,
documenting
disassembly,
and
recording an artifact or feature that
extended through several sub-operations.
Both plan and elevation photomosaics were
commonly recorded (Figs. 4.2.14, 4.2.15,
4.2.16). Unfortunately, photomosaics do not
normally permit direct accurate measure-

Figure 4.2.13: Typical
page from the recovered timber tag log.
(Compiled: M. And)',
Denis Page, P. Waddell, Parks Canada).

Figure 4.2.14: Photomosaic showing hull
fracture at lower stem.
(Photo: P. Waddell,
Parks Canada; 24M572N).
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merits, so some stereophotogrammetry was
undertaken.
Stereophotogrammetry was tested on the
24M site as a structural recording tool. A single operation across the exposed hull was
covered, consisting of an area 2 m by 8 m
that had been previously hand mapped. The
hope was that this method would result in a
significant saving in underwater recording
time. Pairs of stereophotographs mechanically projected with a stereoplotter permitted three-dimensional tracing of features in
both plan and elevation. Experimentation
resulted in the selection of a 35-mm format,
as this is more accurate than a 70-mm format. The mechanical set-up and degree of
exposure overlap is shown in Figure 4.2.17.
Photomicrographic 16-AS A film proved
most suitable, using one to ten second exposures. The results were as accurate as for
hand plotting (Figs. 4.2.18, 4.2.19); both produced less than 0.05 per cent error over a
7 m distance.

Figure 4.2.15: Typical,
simple photomosaics
were used extensively
at Red Bay and for
ensuing archaeological
research. This photomosaic shows floors,
ceiling, and first futtocks. (Photo: P. Waddell, Parks Canada;
24M-573N).

Although a useful tool, under the conditions
at Red Bay, stereophotogrammetry did not
provide a savings in bottom time over hand
recording. Set-up time and interference with
ongoing work were two drawbacks in using
this technique. At the time stereophotogrammetry was undertaken, two crosstrenches were in progress. Stereophotography set-up interfered with work in the
trench being recorded, and airlifting or other
work that reduced water clarity could not be
conducted in the other major trench. This
was not efficient given the large excavation
crew. It was essential that structural recording proceed concurrently with excavation
since sufficient funding for further work
was never certain. If structural recording
could have been done at the completion of
excavation, stereophotogrammetry would
have been more useful. Importantly, hand
recording also provided the archaeologists a
chance to study and learn about the in situ
structure directly, an ideal situation that
could not be duplicated with a stereoplotter.
Furthermore, details such as treenail wedges
were not visible in the stereophotographs. 532
In addition to still photography, ten catalogued hours of 16-mm film were shot (Fig.
4.2.20), as well as 32 hours of video. Much of
the still film recording and virtually all of
the cinematography required artificial lighting, typically banks of lights using surfaceTHE UNDERWATER ARCHAEOLOGY OF RED BAY
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Figure 4.2.16: Photomosaic showing crosssection of casks and
dunnage. (Photo: P.
Waddell, Parks Canada; 24M-571N).

Figure 4.2.17: Camera
configuration for stereophogrammetry.
(Drawing: D. Kappler,
Parks Canada; 24M2006-111-3).

Figure 4.2.18: Photomosaic of photogrammetric images used to
generate Figure 4.2.19.
(Photo: P. Waddell,
Parks Canada; 24M9163W).

Figure 4.2.19: Photogrammetricallyderived plan. (Drawing: Heritage Conservation Services
Directorate, Public
Works and Government Services Canada, 7U-2005-111-3).
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Figure 4.2.20 (Above):
Underwater filming
using a 16-mm camera. (Photo: D. Page,
Parks Canada; 24M2959T).

Figure 4.2.21: Banks of
lights were used frequently for both cinematography and still
photography. (Photo:
D. Page, Parks Canada; 24M-3050T).
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supplied power (Fig. 4.2.21). An hour-long
documentary, titled The Basque Whalers of
Labrador, was produced using the 16-mm
underwater footage. Video was done with a
black-and-white tube camera and proved
satisfactory for basic excavation records.

Unfortunately, the results did not reflect the
rapid technological gains in underwater
videography of the late 1980s. Certainly, currently available video technology might
have simplified the recording process at Red
Bay.

NOTES
529 See Section 3.3.
530 R. James Ringer et al., "Marine Archaeological
Research at Red Bay, Labrador," in The Red Bay
Project: Interim Report, 1978-80: Volume 1, ed. Willis
Stevens, (Ottawa: Environment Canada, 1981),
Microfiche Report Series No. 255, pp. 6-7.
531 In addition to the photography by Parks Canada, in
1984 thousands of surface and underwater

4.3

photographs were taken by National Geographic
photographer Bill Curtsinger.
532 Readers seeking more technical detail on
photogrammetric recording at Red Bay should
consult John Bell, "Underwater
Stereophotogrammetric Recording: A Pilot Project Red Bay, Labrador," in Bulletin of the Association for
Preservation Technology, Vol. 28, Nos. 1-2 (1986),
pp. 112-114.

Disassembly of Hull Structure
Peter J. A. Waddell

During the fieldwork at Red Bay, a number
of vessels were disassembled, including the
whaling vessel presumed to be the San Juan
(24M) and four associated small craft. In
addition, another vessel identified at that
time as a pinaza (28M) was disassembled at a
nearby location in the harbour. Because the
same basic practices were used in all cases,
only the disassembly of the 24M wreck is
described below. The structural disassembly
of the ship took place over six seasons from
1979 through 1984, with the bulk of this
work occurring in the later years of the
project (Fig. 4.3.1). In 1984, about 60 per cent
of the articulated hull was dismantled.

RATIONALE
There were no plans to take the ship apart
when excavations began at Red Bay in 1979.
No compelling requirement for disassembly
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was foreseen when research designs were
formulated following the 1978 survey. The
decision to dismantle the wreck was made
only after considerable deliberation.

In 1982, the transom and several external
hull planks were removed from the stern to
facilitate excavation. Further disassembly
was required in 1983 to free the rudder and
the collapsed whaleboat pinned beneath the
stern (Fig. 4.3.2). The advantages of disassembly slowly became evident as the disassembled timbers were examined on the
surface. In addition, the discovery of important finds below the hull, including rigging
components, a binnacle, and navigational
instruments, further indicated the need for
continuing disassembly and excavation. The
process also permitted complete stratigraphic analysis, leading to important
insights regarding site formation processes.
METHODOLOGY AND TECHNOLOGY

Figure 4.3.1: Site plan
showing structural
disassembly by year.
(Drawing: P. Waddell,
Parks Canada; 24M84-101-3a).
Scale 1:250

Muckelroy has argued that excavation must
be carried on below the hull in order for an
excavation to be considered complete, arguing that an investigation of ship structure
carried out only on the seabed can be misleading and inadequate. 533 Nevertheless,
although Parks Canada and other researchers have completed wreck disassembly and
subsequent analysis,534 it is not appropriate
as a universal practice. Long term conservation considerations and ethical questions
raised by disassembly are extremely important. Would leaving the wreck intact allow

the cultural resource to provide more information or public value? Are there other
known shipwrecks of this period and type?
Are disassembly and long-term storage and
conservation more cost-effective than in situ
recording? The circumstances of each shipwreck are unique and what is appropriate
for one site may not be applicable to other
sites.
Two other 16th-century whaling vessels
were discovered during ongoing harbour
surveys. Because these wrecks would

Figure 4.3.2: Site plan
showing locations of
four small boats found
on the 24M site. Small
boat # 1 was pinned
beneath the hull of the
vessel. (Drawing: D.
Kappler, Parks Canada; 24M-85-101-4a).
Scale 1:250
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rior hull maintenance, and mechanical damage, all of which aid in reconstructing the
history of a ship and the wrecking process.
Having all faces of the timbers available is
also important for the modelling of individual pieces. This aids in the three-dimensional reconstruction of the ship, since the
fastening patterns on all faces of the timbers
are revealed. Clearly, the researcher studying timbers on the surface has an advantage
over the same researcher operating underwater.

Figure 4.3.3: Construction marks, tool
marks, and assembly
details were revealed
on the keel and other
timbers. (Photo: R.
Chan, Parks Canada;
24M-1822M).

The excavations at Red Bay revealed many
things about shipwreck study, emphasizing
that there is no substitute for direct seabed
observation of a shipwreck to gain an overall understanding of the structure. Nonetheless, questions about the construction of the
ship and the technology used were most
completely answered by reversing the building process through disassembly.
remain intact for future researchers, the
decision to continue with overall disassembly of the 24M wreck was made. 535 The
extent to which the study of the hull itself
would be enhanced by disassembly was not
initially recognized. Typically, tool marks,
construction marks, and fastening patterns,
as well as detailed dimensions and crosssections are not visible or might be only partially accessible on an intact structure. On
the 24M site the most striking example of
this was provided by the keel. The removal
of floors and hull planks revealed a Tshaped cross-section amidships and a distinctive, carved V-shape in the bow and
stern (Figs. 4.3.3,4.3.4). The underside of the
forward end also exhibited the initial rise
toward the stem of the vessel. This was only
one of thousands of examples of information
that would have remained hidden if the ship
had not been dismantled.
Disassembly further permits examination of
exterior or hidden faces of structural components, revealing use-wear, extent of marine
growth and borer activity, a record of exte-

DlSASSEMBLY
Prior to disassembling a particular area of
the wreck, all integral hull recording was
completed. Photographs, video, plan drawings, elevations, and detailed notes were
prepared during excavation. The final structural plan drawings, photomosaics and fullscale tracings were done as the last step
before disassembly. Photomosaics and fullscale tracings were used at three major
stages of the disassembly: prior to recovery
of the ceiling planking; prior to recovery of
the floor timbers and futtocks; and prior to
recovery of the external planking and keel.
Given the various recording methods used,
full-scale underwater tracings were considered most important for recording the inner
faces of the external planks after removal of
the futtocks. This ensured a record of the
external planking pattern and provided
information on fastenings, damage, and luting on all planks. Thus a minimal record
was available for those planks not selected
for surface drafting. Limited areas of ceiling

Figure 4.3.4: The
unique morphology of
the keel was revealed
through disassembly.
(Drawing: C. Piper,
Parks Canada; 24M84-103-7).
Scale 1:100
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Figure 4.3.5: View aft
from the bow. Starboard futtocks and
some exterior planking have been recovered at left, while port
side remains intact.
(Photo: D. Page, Parks
Canada; 24M-1502M).

planking, selected integral futtocks, and
other structural features were also traced.

The ceiling planks varied in length from less
than 1 m to more than 11 m. These planks
were easy to disassemble and this is
Most disassembled timbers appear on the reflected in the dive time, requiring just 15
disassembly plan (Fig. 4.3.1). Approximately underwater hours to complete. Working
800 articulated hull timbers were taken from the outboard planks toward the keelapart. These include: 44 ceiling planks; 210 son permitted unobstructed access to the
hull planks; 230 futtocks; 50 floors and underside of the planks between the futcrutches; 150 escoperadas; and 100 miscella- tocks. A padded bottle jack could easily be
neous timbers (including wales, waterways, fitted into these spaces. The ceiling planks
wedges, knees, etc.).
lifted readily off the floors and futtocks,
with the treenails remaining firmly imbedThe general procedure was to disassemble ded in the frames.
from the periphery toward the midline of
the ship. This was done in the stern first, fol- Removal of futtocks and floors was the most
lowed by the bow (Fig. 4.3.5), and then time-consuming and complex of the disasamidships. The ideal order of disassembly sembly procedures. Frame components
was: inner hull timbers, including water- were progressively more securely attached
ways, beam shelves and stringers; followed moving from the level of the third futtocks
by third futtocks; second futtocks; ceiling; towards the floors. This was a result of the
keelson; first futtocks and floors; external greater stresses affecting the upper areas as
hull planking; and, finally, the keel. In undo- the ship settled, as well as the inherently
ing the original shipwright's work, consid- greater strength of the lower hull. The most
erable difficulty was expected in removing firmly attached first futtocks required up to
the various hull fasteners. However, all the an hour for two divers to free. More than 200
iron spikes and drift bolts were completely underwater hours were needed to separate
eroded. Only the treenails and structural the floors and first futtocks from the hull
scarfs and notches preserved the integrity of planking. This separation was technically
the hull. Some treenails were subject to challenging as the treenails were solid, and
shearing stresses at the time of the ship- damage to the timbers was a real danger. A
wreck and were loose or easily removable. system was devised using modified hydrauMost of the central hull treenails, however, lic jacks, wedges, pruning saws, and shears
were solidly attached.
(Figs. 4.3.6, 4.3.7). The system was effective
in separating timbers and virtually eliminated damage to the timbers.
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Figure 4.3.6: Modified
hydraulic jacks were
used to separate futtocks and floors from
exterior planks.
(Drawing: D. Kappler,
Parks Canada; 24M85-109-1).

External hull planks were the last group of
timbers recovered. Since they were no
longer attached to the floors and futtocks, no
fastenings remained to hinder this process.
The hull planks varied in length from less
than 1 m up to 10 m, with most in the longer
range. Longer planks were self-supporting
and easily handled underwater by two persons. At the surface, these planks were not

self-supporting and were raised on racks
made from padded aluminum ladders.
Two of the largest individual timbers recovered were the keelson and keel. The six iron
drift bolts and the clenched iron spikes that
pinned the keelson were completely corroded. The only fastenings holding the keelson were four treenails along its 10 m length.
Nevertheless, considerable
disassembly

Figure 4.3.7: Modified
hydraulic jack, with
wedge to begin futtock-plank seam separation, and pruning
saw cutting treenail in
foreground. (Photo: P.
Waddell, Parks Canada; 24M-1487M).
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Figure 4.3.8: Raising
the 15-metre long keel
using a two-way
spreader. (Photo: R.
Chan, Parks Canada;
24M-9060W).

resistance was anticipated due to the tightly
fitted notches locking the keelson onto the
floors. In practice, no mechanical force was
required. Two people prying by hand separated the treenail joints and lifted the keelson off the floors. The length and integrity of
the keelson contributed to its flexibility and
allowed it to bend upwards, off a few floors
at a time, ultimately permitting separation
along its entire length. Although this timber
was tightly attached to the inset floors in
order to resist shearing forces, the corrosion
of the drift bolts left it with little resistance
to vertical separation.

handling, retrieval, and inventory. Temporary storage areas were set up on the seabed
either well off the main site or in previously
excavated areas. Some timbers were temporarily stored in baths on the surface (see Section 4.4) but the total number and volume of
the timbers required that most of storage
was underwater. In addition, it was necessary to store all timbers in the sea between
seasons.

The surface recording team required continuous access to all timbers, meaning that timbers were stored in a single layer with a total
area of over 800 m2, divided into smaller
The keel was fastened only to the floors, rectangular patches around the main site.
while hull planks were attached to both Each area was initially covered with polyfloors and futtocks. After removal of the ethylene film to provide a clear delineation
framing, there were no impediments to lift- between recovered timbers and unexcavated
ing the hull planking or the keel. Because of strata below. In previously excavated areas,
its delicate carved shape, its 15-m length, this prevented loss of smaller timbers into
and the fact that it was beech (Fagus sp.), the accumulating silt. Many of the individual
keel was lifted with a two-way spreader areas were dedicated to timbers according to
(Fig. 4.3.8). Waterlogged beech is remark- structural type, ship area, priority for surably soft in comparison with the standard face recording, or any other category suitwhite oak (Queráis sp.) of which other disas- able for the changing needs of the surface
sembled hull timbers were made.
recording program. Each of the areas had an
alphabetical designation and the locations of
the timbers were schematically mapped,
with daily updates. This was essential to
TIMBER STORAGE
ensuring that any particular timber, in a
One of the biggest logistical challenges was pool of several thousand, could be recovthe management of thousands of individual ered. For rapid accessibility, the timbers
timbers. Large-scale disassembly or recov- were stored with their tags facing up and
ery of timbers requires a method of storage, clearly readable. Between seasons, most of
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the larger timbers that had not been drawn
were reburied with silt and sandbags in previously excavated pits. Timbers that were

left on the seabed were covered with silt and
sandbags to protect them from marine borers and ice scouring.

NOTES
533 Keith Muckelroy, Maritime Archaeology (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1978), p. 46.
534 George F. Bass and Frederick H. van Doorninck, Jr.,
Yassi Ada, Volume 1: A Seventh-Century Byzantine
Shipwreck (College Station, Tex.: Texas A&M
University Press, 1982); Jeremy N. Green, "The VOC
ship Batavia Wrecked in 1629 on the Houtman
Abrolhos, Western Australia," in The International
journal of Nautical Archaeology and Underwater
Exploration, Vol. 4, No. 1 (Feb. 1975), pp. 43-63; Colin

4.4

J. M. Martin, "The Dartmouth, a British Frigate
Wrecked off Mull, 1690. 5. The Ship," in The
International journal of Nautical Archaeology and
Underwater Exploration, Vol. 7, No. 1 (Feb. 1978),
pp. 29-58.

535 Peter J. A. Waddell, "The Disassembly of a 16th
century Galleon," in The International journal of
Nautical Archaeology and Underwater Exploration,
Vol. 15, No. 2 (May 1986), pp. 137-148.

Surface Recording of Hull Timbers
Albert E. Wilson

The surface recording of hull timbers at Red
Bay began in 1979 with the drawing and
photography of a few loose timbers
removed from the 24M site during exploratory excavations. As the project progressed
over the next three seasons, the strategy of
total disassembly and surface recording of
the ship and boat timbers was developed.
Although not all of the excavated timbers
were drawn, by the time the ship timbers
were reburied in 1985, a representative
selection of timbers from the ship, and virtually all of the timbers of the six small associated vessels, had been recorded.
The intent was to capture sufficient archaeological data in drawings and photographs to
permit reconstruction of each timber to
scale, either graphically or as a three-dimensional model, including all significant
aspects of dimension, shape, tool marks, and
fastening locations, types, and sizes. An
additional goal was to record evidence of
use-wear and site formation processes.
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LABOUR AND RESOURCES
This component of the project required a significant commitment of labour and
resources in the field and in the conservation
laboratory, as shown in Table 4.4.1.
These figures do not include: disassembly,
raising, and transportation of the timbers to
and from the recording stations; construction of holding tanks and support benches;
construction of drafting facilities on the
barge; maintenance of pumps for washing
and wetting timbers; additional labour for
handling large pieces such as the keel and
keelson; a large amount of time spent cataloguing and photocopying the drawings in
Ottawa; and time spent by archaeologists
reviewing drawings and photographs to
reduce errors and omissions. Note that the
"control" category includes supervision of
illustrators and photographers; assistance in
setting up timbers for drawing and photography; assistance with timber cleaning and
METHODOLOGY AND TECHNOLOGY

Timber Drawing

1979

1980

1981

1982

1983

1984

1985

Total

Timbers drawn, field

75

95

118

187

429

463

235

1602

Timbers drawn, Ottawa

0

0

81

45

71

0

0

197

Total timbers drawn

75

95

199

232

500

463

235

1799

Person-months illustration, field

2.0

5.0

3.5

4.5

10.6

18.4

8.0

52.0

Person-months illustration, Ottawa

0

0

1.5

1.5

3.7

0

0

6.7

Person-months photography, field

negligible

2.0

2.0

2.5

3.0

4.0

2.0

15.5

Person-months control, field

negligible

1.0

1.5

1.5

4.5

7.6

4.0

20.1

Total person-months

2.0

8.0

8.5

10.0

21.8

30.0

14.0

94.3

Recording Type

Table 4.4.1: Timber recording statistics summary, 1979-1985.
wetting; assistance in making drawings
(e.g., identifying features to be recorded, recommending views, setting baselines, measuring offsets); checking drawings for
completeness and accuracy; maintenance of
storage tank logs, timber status tags, drawing lists, and a key map for timbers drawn
and photographed between 1983 and 1985.

to keep timbers wet while being
recorded and to clean and fill storage
tanks;
•

Tanks for temporary timber storage.
These were plywood boxes reinforced
with two-by-fours and lined with
swimming pool liner. The largest of
these was about 12 m by 3 m by 0.6 m
deep, built in the Penney Island fish
plant; the largest tank on the barge was
1.3 m by 4.0 m by 0.8 m deep;

•

Benches to support timbers during
drafting, photography, and examination. These consisted of broad-topped
sawhorses constructed of two-by-fours
and plywood, about 0.4 m by 0.6 m by
0.6 m high, covered with 1 cm neoprene

FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT
Drawing and photography were done on
the open barge deck or in the field laboratory on Penney Island. During the 1979 season, a small shelter was built on the barge to
permit drafting of smaller timbers under
cover from wind and rain. To relieve congestion, a deck extension was installed on the
bow of the barge Cross Point in 1980, with a
shelter to accommodate a drafting table (Fig.
4.4.1). The deck extension was painted a
neutral grey to serve as a photographic
backdrop. During the 1983 season, the timber recording operation was extended to an
abandoned fish processing station on Penney Island (Fig. 4.4.2). This provided a covered floor space large enough
to
accommodate the largest timbers, with the
exception of the keel and keelson. The latter
were recorded on the barge, where the crane
could be used to move them. Removable
racks for carrying timbers to Penney Island
were installed on a project boat, as well as a
crude cargo boom at the dock for handling
heavy timbers (Fig. 4.4.3).

Figure 4.4.1: Barge
deck extension and
shelter used for surface timber recording.
(Photo: D. Page, Parks
Canada; 24M-2154T).

In addition to conventional drafting and
photography equipment, the following were
required:
•

Pressurized saltwater supplies using
electric pumps with hoses and nozzles
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Figure 4.4.2: Interior
view of the abandoned
fish processing plant
used for surface timber recording. (Photo:
S. Laurie-Bourque,
Parks Canada; 24M2239T).

sheet. Twenty to thirty of these were
built, and often all were in use;
•

Drafting boards. Numerous small
hand-held boards and two full-size
drafting tables were used. In addition,
two plane tables served as portable
drafting boards;

•

Fibreglass-reinforced 25-m cloth tapes
with 0.5 cm divisions, removed from
the case;

•

Folding wooden carpenters' scales with
plated metal swivel (not folding) joints,
marked in millimetres. These lock into
a straight line and, after exposure to
salt water, may not unlock easily. Broken sections were used as angle gauges;

•

Angle gauges. Pieces of carpenters'
scales were used, or an improved version was built in various sizes, with
arms up to 40 cm long, from pairs of
wooden slats joined at one end with a
brass screw, wing nut, and washers.

PROCESS CONTROL
A number of protocols were used to manage
the drawings and photographs of the tim1-142

bers. Together with the records maintained
by the archaeologists, these created a considerable measure of redundancy. This redundancy made information more quickly
available at various locations, and provided
a cross-check on the accuracy of the records.
Timber tags were uniquely numbered labels,
fastened permanently to timbers prior to to
their dismantelment, if need be, and their
retrieval, that served as the primary identifier of the timber. The grid coordinates and
archaeological provenience were recorded
for the location of each tag on the in situ timbers.
Status forms were waterproof forms, fastened to the timbers with Monel staples,
with fields for tag number, provenience,
drawing number, and photograph references. They provided a convenient means to
track the contents of storage tanks, locate
individual timbers, and identify timbers that
could be returned to the site.
A tank log was kept with each storage tank,
consisting of a waterproof list of all the timber tag numbers assigned to the site, with
provenience, status, drawing number, photograph reference, and an indication
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whether the timber and its records had been
reviewed by an archaeologist.
Drawing lists recorded the unique number
assigned to each drawing. The fields were
site, year, illustrator field number, and
sequential drawing number. To provide the
drawing catalogue data, and to avoid duplication, each illustrator maintained a list of
drawing numbers, which were appended to
the relevant timber tag numbers.
Photograph catalogue forms were standard
excavation forms with fields for site number,
year, roll number, film type, exposure number, provenience, subject (including timber
tag number), date, and photographer.
Figure 4.4.3: Cargo
boom used to handle
timbers at the dock on
the Penney Island.
(Photo: D. Page, Parks
Canada; 24M-3650T).

Updated annually, the timber drawing list
was a list of all the timber tag numbers used
on the site, with columns for provenience
and drawing numbers. It also included an
indication if the timber had been discarded

as not worthy of drawing, and if the drawing had been a tracing. It was a useful crossreference to the drawing catalogue in
Ottawa, which filed drawings by drawing
number, not by timber tag number.
By the end of the 1982 season, excavation of
the hold of the ship was complete. A key
map, consisting of a copy of the site excavation plan for that year, marked with timber
tag numbers, was maintained on Penney
Island, with disassembled and recorded timbers highlighted. This aided in planning the
surface recording of timbers for the remaining areas of the vessel.
Apart from their utility in the field, these
devices were important in the creation of an
exhaustive catalogue that included, for all
the raised timbers, copies of the drawings,
photographs, field note references and photocopies. These records were vital in the construction of models of the ship and of one of
the whaleboats.

DRAWING METHODOLOGY
For the purposes of discussion, the drawn
timbers can be divided into two classes:
structural timbers (including floors, futtocks, waterways, deck beams, and knees)
and planking (including hull, ceiling, deck,
transom, and hatch covers). Scale drawing
methodology varied between these classes,
as did the preference for tracing versus scale
drawing.

Scale Drawing of Timbers
Scale drawing of timbers followed orthogonal principles. Drawings were made using
hard pencil on polyester drawing film, with
a mylar core and a millimetric grid. Precut
sheets measuring 8.5 by 11 inches or 8.5 by
14 inches were used for compatibility with
photocopiers. Longer timbers were drawn in
sections keyed together with a common
baseline. For each timber, a convenient reference plane and baseline were selected. The
reference plane was preferably a relatively
flat surface of the timber. If no such surface
was present, the surface on which the timber
was supported, typically the barge deck or
the benches, was used as the reference
plane. The use of polyester drawing film
and pencils, together with paper towels and
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Figure 4.4.4: Scale
drawing of a knee.
(Drawing: M. Izaguirre, Parks Canada;
24M-82-82-D106).
Scale 1:20

rain suits, made it feasible to work in most
weather conditions. Scale drawing is more
efficient with two persons: one to measure
offsets, and one to plot and join the points.
The baseline consisted of one edge of a tape
or scale, fastened to the timber with pins
and weights. This baseline corresponded to
a grid line on the drawing sheet. In some
cases, such as large knees, a secondary baseline perpendicular to the first was used. Offsets were measured perpendicularly from
the baseline and parallel to the reference
plane, or perpendicularly from the reference
plane, supplemented with as many gauged
angles as needed transferred to the drawing.
These points were marked on the drawing
to construct the views and sections required
to reproduce the dimensions, shape, fastenings, and other details of the timber. Fastening directions and depths were shown with
through or truncated lines; dimensions were
noted in millimetres beside the fastening

locations. Figures 4.4.4 and 4.4.5 are examples of such scale drawings.
The views and sections selected for drawing
any specific timber were somewhat subjective. The principal of mutually orthogonal
views was not always followed. For example, sections of futtocks were normally measured perpendicular to the tangent of the
curve at the location selected, and perpendicular to the reference plane. However, if a
transom knee, for example, had an angle
well in excess of 90°, the view of that arm on
the drawing plan view was rotated using a
compass on the drawing and an auxiliary
tape on the timber for ease of measurement
and precision (Fig. 4.4.6).

Scale Drawings of Planks
In general, the primary view of an exterior
hull plank was of the inboard surface, as this

Figure 4.4.5: Scale
drawing of a first futtock fragment. (Drawing: S. LaurieBourque, Parks Canada; 24M-83-83-D151).
Scale 1:40
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Figure 4.4.6: Scale
drawing of a knee
with rotation of view.
(Drawing: A. E. Wilson, Parks Canada;
24M-82-05-D6).
Scale 1:20

was most important in reconstructing the
vessel. Exterior surfaces were generally in
poor condition and often covered with pitch;
these faces were generally recorded only
with photographs. Likewise, for ceiling
planks, the inboard or upper surface was
considered primary, since it contained most
of the fastening information. Fastening
information was recorded as for structural
timbers.

the horizontal reference plane and transferred to the drawing to record twisting,
dishing, bevels, and fastening angles (Fig.
4.4.7). Curvature and twisting were residual
and consequently high precision was not
particularly useful in reconstruction of the
vessel.

The primary view of each plank was drawn
developed or "flattened," with any longitudinal curvature or twisting removed. The
baseline was normally a tape, pinned or
weighted flush with the surface (and so normally following the convex curvature), and
in a plane perpendicular to the cross-section
of the plank chosen as the horizontal reference. The length of the curvature of the baseline might be simply noted on the drawing,
while more complex curves were drawn in
profile using depths measured from a string
line. Sufficient cross-sections were drawn
using angles gauged by eye with respect to

Tracing of timbers and planks was first
attempted in 1981. After some experimentation, 3-mm acetate film and fine-point
Sharpie permanent markers were found to
be the best materials. The views and sections
required in a tracing were identical to those
used in a scale drawing, and were arranged
similarly for ease of interpretation. In general, line widths were proportional to those
of a scale drawing, and notes on fastening
dimensions and other details were not
required. All traced views were developed.
For a plank, this was no different from scale
drawing. Sections to record residual curva-

Tracings

Figure 4.4.7: Developed scale drawing of
a twisted and dished
plank. (Drawing: C.
Piper, Parks Canada;
24M-83-88-D19).
Scale 1:20
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ture, as well as thickness, bevels, and fastening angles, were drawn full scale. These
sections refered to a common baseline representing the string line used in a scale drawing.
For a timber, the primary view was a flat
surface and was clearly identified. If there
was no flat surface, the tracing became difficult to interpret. Additional views were
keyed to the primary view by fiducial
marks, set with drawing pins into the edge
of the piece, and marked on the tracing.
These marks were used to join adjacent
views.
The cross sections required were determined
as for a scale drawing. The sections and their
locations on the primary view were drawn
at full scale using angle gauges, depth measurements of fastenings, and scaled dimensions transferred to the drawing. There were
a number of minor tricks used in tracing. For
example, where a timber edge was bevelled,
the view was more useful if the film was
raised with one hand and the position of the
lower edge of the bevel was projected by
eye. Figures 4.4.8 and 4.4.9 are examples of
traced drawings that illustrate these methods.
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Comparison of Scale Drawings
and Tracings
The primary advantage of tracings was the
saving in field time, which averaged at least
50 per cent. A secondary advantage was the
reduction of significant errors in dimension,
shape, or detail, but this should, with adequate controls, be a minor consideration.
Arguably, the tracing method also required
less knowledge of technical drawing methods. Nevertheless, illustrators already competent in orthogonal drawing produced
more useful tracings, since they understood
the potential problems of interpretation.
Less experienced illustrators needed closer
supervision.
However, there were some significant disadvantages to the tracing method, which
related primarily to the end use of the data.
In this case, the goal was to model the timbers at a scale of 1:10 and to reconstruct the
ship experimentally. The disadvantages
included the following:

Handling
The tracings were large, flimsy drawings,
and tears during production and handling

METHODOLOGY AND TECHNOLOGY

Figure 4.4.8: Scale
reduction of a tracing
of a first futtock fragment. (Drawing: S.
Laurie-Bourque, Parks
Canada; 24M-83-83D106).
Scale 1:10

Figure 4.4.9: Scale
reduction of a tracing
of a small plank.
(Drawing: S. LaurieBourque, Parks Canada; 24M-83-83-D95).
Scale 1:10

were frequent, requiring the use of large
quantities of 3M Magic Tape for repairs.
From a practical point of view, they could
only be stored rolled and labelled with
masking tape. It was essential that the tracings were dry before rolling, or the ink
would transfer to the reverse surface. The
volume of material transported to Ottawa
was large and fragile, requiring considerable
care. There was a practical limit to the size of
tracing that could be managed; any timber
greater than about 4 m in length was normally drawn to scale, since a full scale tracing was awkward to handle, and was
probably somewhat distorted due to twisting and stretching of the film.

Feasibility
While it is theoretically possible to reconstruct any timber from a combination of
tracings of developed views of its surfaces
and measured cross-sections, there are practical limitations. If the timber has no flat surface to serve as a reference plane, the process
is seriously complicated, and if the timber is
of complex shape, the method is full of
opportunities for error. The prime example
is the keel of the ship, with eight surfaces
and two edges. Joining developed views of
the keel, even with multiple cross-sections,
was an impractical and error-prone process.
The tracing method should be reserved for
planks and simple timbers of modest dimension.

Reduction Costs
All the drawings used for modelling were
reduced photographically to 1:10 scale. At
the time, the best option to ensure precise,
undistorted reductions was to use largescale 1:20 negatives
photographically
enlarged to 1:10. This was done commercially at significant cost. Occasionally, the
laboratory could not handle the larger tracings with a single negative and it was necessary to join the prints into a single image.
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Modelling
Primary analysis of the architecture of the
vesssel was done through modelling and
experimental reassembly of the timbers.
With few exceptions, planks were modelled
flat, with dishing carved later and twisting
and curvature created by steaming. Therefore, using a reduction of a tracing of a plank
was virtually equivalent to using a scale
drawing. For structural timbers, the primary
plane view of a scale drawing, together with
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an adjacent view, provided the minimum
dimensions for a block of wood that could
be cut to profile and shaped based on the
cross-sections. Details were added by direct
application of the drawing views or, if the
bevels were significant, by measuring their
position.

in place, or scale bars were placed beside the
timber. Normally, all faces of a structural
timber, and both faces and edges of planks,
were photographed. Close-ups were made
of features such as anomalous fastenings,
tool marks, use-wear marks, biological damage, and repairs made during construction.

Surprisingly, provided the timber had a flat
face for reference and was of relatively simple shape, the use of a tracing had only a single, relatively minor disadvantage: the
dimensions of the above-mentioned block
were not immediately available, but had to
be determined from the cross-sections.
Details such as fastenings were added as for
a model based on a scale drawing, except
that in the case of faces that were significantly beveled to the reference plane, the
tracing, being a developed view, actually
had the advantage of being directly applicable to the model blank.

The quantity of timber photography was
enormous. An estimated 10,000 colour negatives were created, ranging from as many as
a hundred images for major, complex pieces
to two or three for small pieces such as the
repetitious escopetadas between the futtocks.
The time required for cataloguing and
archiving these records in Ottawa is not
included in Table 4.4.1.

PHOTOGRAPHY
The principle followed was redundancy, justified by the fact that the costs of photography were negligible compared with the cost
of field time and the impracticality of
retrieving the ship timbers at a later time to
improve the records. The standard format
used 35-mm SLR cameras using 200 or 400
ASA colour film, with a selection of slides
for presentations. Grey-painted plywood
sheets served as backdrops; the barge deck
extension was also painted grey. Initially,
only ambient outdoor light was used, but
inside the Penney Island laboratory, electronic flash units were essential.
In general, views were selected to maximize
the narrowest dimension of the timber. The
normal procedure was to take overlapping,
orthogonal views at a set range from the
timber for the construction of photomosaics.
The baseline used for scale drawing was left
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SUMMARY
Table 4.4.1 shows that nearly six personyears were spent recording the timbers of
the ship and the small boats from site 24M
using technical drawings and photographs.
This does not include a small amount of
photography done in Ottawa. Table 4.4.1
also does not include the time expended for
various support tasks, nor the considerable
resources for cataloguing, archiving, handling, and photocopying the records in
Ottawa.
The intensive technical recording of the timbers was essential to the excavation strategy.
Without the timber recording program, the
archaeological excavation would not have
been justified, since there was no intention
of retaining the timbers at the surface due to
the prohibitive costs of conservation and
storage. The records, which formed the basis
for model reconstructions of the Red Bay
vessels, were consistently of the highest
quality and utility, with virtually no errors
or omissions. This achievement attests to the
dedication and competence of all involved.
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5 TECHNICAL INNOVATIONS

5.1

Timber Reburial
Peter ]. A. Waddell

The structural disassembly of the 24M
wreck was completed over six excavation
seasons from 1979 to 1984. By 1985, the
wreck was completely disassembled and
more than 3,000 ship timbers had been
raised, recorded, and placed in temporary

underwater storage areas. The major field
task in 1985 was the permanent reburial of
the entire assemblage of timbers. Systematic
reburial of such a large number of timbers
had never before been attempted. The Parks
Canada conservation staff designed a cost-

Figure 5.1.1: Design of
the timber reburial
mound. (Drawing: N.
Hart, Parks Canada;
24M-85-109-4).
THE UNDERWATER ARCHAEOLOGY OF RED BAY
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Figure 5.1.2 (Far Left):
Archaeologist fitting
timbers into the upper
layer of the reburial
mound. (Photo: P.
Waddell, Parks Canada; 24M-2605M).
Figure 5.1.3 (Left):
Releasing sand over
the reburial mound.
(Photo: D. Page, Parks
Canada; 24M-2583M).

effective reburial plan to create a sealed
anaerobic environment for long-term timber
storage.536 The reburial environment was
designed to duplicate the pre-excavation
conditions of the timbers in terms of light,
temperature, and oxygen levels. This section
summarizes the reburial process.537
The total volume of timber was estimated to
determine the space required for reburial,
resulting in calculated dimensions measuring 14 m by 16 m in area and slightly over 1
m in height. This permitted the placement of
timbers in three distinct layers with 20 cm of
sand above each layer. The profile of the
reburial area was kept low to minimize iceberg contact, which is unavoidable in the
area. The depression created by the shipwreck excavation was chosen as the location
for the reburial mound, thereby reducing its
overall profile and avoiding disturbances to
the surrounding seabed.
To retain the timbers and sand, a dike was
built using approximately 1,200 sandbags
containing 36 metric tonnes of sand (Fig.
5.1.1). The walls were built in stages to permit support from timbers and sand on the
inside and from rock fill on the outside.
Readily available materials, such as rocks,
sand, and salt bags, were employed to create
a stable tapered wall and mound. The sandbags were discarded plastic bags used to
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ship salt to a local fish plant for processing
cod. Sand was also obtained locally. The
tapered rock wall was constructed of ballast
stones that had been excavated, raised,
weighed, studied, sampled, and designated
for return to the site (see Section 19.2). The
exterior rock wall was essential for deflecting and minimizing disturbance by scouring
icebergs. It also helped to support and seal
the sandbag wall, which was particularly
important because local sea urchins will eat
exposed plastic.
The wreck area slopes slightly downward
from southwest to northeast. The deeper
portion of the excavated area on the northern side was used for the largest timbers,
including the keel and the keelson. Smaller
timbers were buried in three distinct layers.
The first layer was placed within the dike on
sterile seabed exposed during excavation.
Timbers were nested to maximize the total
wood volume in each layer (Fig. 5.1.2). Upon
completion of each layer, the location of each
timber was mapped. Sand was placed over
the layer using a specially-designed dump
bucket that carried approximately two metric tonnes of sand (Fig. 5.1.3). Gaps between
timbers were filled with sand, and then an
additional 20 cm of sand was used to cover
the entire layer. The upper two timber layers
were built in a similar fashion, producing an
overall height of approximately one metre.
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Figure 5.1.4: Inspection of the reburial
tarp at Ottawa headquarters. (Photo: R.
Chan, Parks Canada;
24M-3825T).

Ninety-six metric tonnes of sand were
poured over the first timber layer, followed
by 93 metric tonnes for the second layer, and
126 metric tonnes for the upper layer, totalling 315 metric tonnes.
To prevent erosion of sand and minimize
gas transfer, the mound was covered with a
36 mil tarp made of Hypalon , a synthetic
elastomer rubber with a reinforcing weave.
To simplify handling, the tarp was made in
two pieces that were laced together underwater (Figs. 5.1.1, 5.1.4). The dimensions
permitted coverage for 1 m beyond the walls
of the reburial mound on each side. Sixty
concrete-filled tires, totalling nine metric
tonnes, were dispersed over the surface of
the cover to hold the tarp in place (Fig.
5.1.1).

the reburial site, approximating the depths
of the three timber layers. The samples were
strung on ropes that can be pulled from the
pit without disturbing the other timbers
(Fig. 5.1.1). One set of wood samples was
pulled from the mound in 1992. Comparison
with burrial samples is ongoing to assess
wood deterioration. Preliminary visual
inspection indicates that the reburied sections look as good as or better than their frozen counterparts.

Primary reburial monitoring is done
through water sampling tubes installed in
the mound. Water samples are drawn from
deep within the reburial mound without
contaminating the reburial environment
(Fig. 5.1.1). Multiple samples are taken and
contrasted with ambient seawater. Following reburial in 1985, testing was done in
At the time, the reburial of the Red Bay tim- 1986, 1988, 1992 and subsequent years at
bers represented the largest undertaking of approximately five-year intervals. Table
its kind. To determine the effectiveness of 5.1.1 indicates that the samples are clearly
the method, a testing procedure was estab- anaerobic. Within one year of reburial, the
lished incorporating water and wood sam- oxygen level was approximately 1 mg/litre
pling. Escoperadas were small spacers used and this value has remained constant
between frames on 16th-century Spanish through later tests. Water from immediately
vessels. Once fully recorded, these small above the mound was consistently in the 9
timbers were ideal samples for testing the to 10 mg/litre range, indicating that while
reburial procedure. Several escoperadas were the ambient seawater is saturated with oxysliced into two halves. Half of each escopera- gen, the water within the mound is largely
das was placed in the reburial mound while anaerobic. Chemical analyses further indithe second half was frozen and stored as a cate that the reburial mound is a reducing
long-term control. The wood samples were environment (Tab. 5.1.1).538
placed at three different depths throughout
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Analytical
Method

Uncertainty
(+/-)

Dissolved Oxygen (mg/L O)

08102

Iron (total) m g / L Fe

Species

19 86
Sea Mfound

19 88
Sea IVfound

19 92
Sea Mfound

0.75

10.2

1.5

10.0

1.7

N/A

N/A

26304

0.06

0.09

9.9

0.34

5.51

<0.05

2.89

Nitrate m g / L N

07105

0.004

<0.002

0.008

<0.004

<0.004

<0.004

<0.004

Nitrite m g / L N

07205

0.003

<0.002

0.008

<0.001

<0.001

<0.001

0.002

Ammonia m g / L N

07562

0.002

<0.01

1.1

<0.01

0.67

<0.002

1.41

Kjeldahl nitrogen m g / L N

07021

0.05

0.13

1.6

0.01

0.69

0.13

2.26

Orthophosphate m g / L P 0 4

15256

0.002

0.013

0.076

<0.01

<0.01

<0.02

0.14

Total Phosphorus m g / L PO4

15421

0.03

0.034

0.31

<0.01

0.12

0.04

0.57

Silicate (reactive) m g / L Si

14102

0.02

0.1

0.75

<0.05

0.60

<0.05

0.58

pH

10301

0.10

7.83

7.09

7.68

6.34

7.94

7.04

Table 5.1.1: Chemical analysis of water taken above and inside the mound.
In 1992, one edge of the tarp was pulled
back to permit the recovery of samples for
dendrochronology, and fresh oak samples
were placed on the site. The samples were
strung on a rope in a similar manner to that
used for the escoperadas samples. With the
fresh oak samples, however, the uppermost
block was left uncovered above the reburial
mound as a control.
Visual inspection of the overall mound
integrity has been favourable. The tapered
rock wall backfill has been contacted by ice
at several points, leaving a minor impression in the rocks but with no apparent disturbance to the sandbag walls. At least one
iceberg has contacted the top of the mound,
but it hit the most prominent part, the concrete tires. The load weight was evidently
distributed, as the tire was depressed
slightly into the tarp and the upper layer of

539

sand. There were about a dozen small tears
in the tarp from ice contact. This contact
must have been slight as there is no evidence of gouging or shifting in the upper
sand layer. The convex shape of the mound
is clearly helpful in protecting the buried
timbers.
It is the collective responsibility of archaeologists to ensure that cultural resources are
preserved despite the impacts of survey,
excavation, and recording. The challenge is
to do this responsibly, at reasonable cost,
and in a manner that can be monitored for
effectiveness. The reburial of the Red Bay
ship timbers will provide data for those concerned with long-term preservation of cultural resources on underwater sites. Ideally,
these procedures will be monitored and
improved by Parks Canada and others over
time.

NOTES
536 Lome D. Murdock and John Stewart,
"Recommendations for Reburial of Ship's Timbers."
Manuscript on file, Ontario Service Centre, Parks
Canada, Ottawa, 1985.
537 Further information can be found in the most recent
paper on this subject: J. Stewart, L. D. Murdock and
P. J. A. Waddell, "Reburial of the Red Bay Wreck as
a Form of Preservation and Protection of the
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Historic Resource," in Materials Issues in Art and
Archaeology IV, Materials Research Society
Symposium Proceedings, Vol. 352, ed. P. B.
Vandiver et al. (Pittsburgh: Materials Research
Society, 1995), pp. 791-805. See also Peter J.A.
Waddell, "The disassembly of a 16th century
galleon," in The International journal of Nautical
Archaeology, Vol. 15, No. 2 (May 1986), pp. 137-148.
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538 John Stewart, "Status Report on the Red Bay
Reburial Mound." Manuscript on file, Ontario
Service Centre, Parks Canada, Ottawa, 1993.
539 All numbered references refer to Naquadat
parameters, the standard techniques of water
analysis used in Canada. See Environment Canada,

5.2

NAQUADAT: Dictionary of Parameter Codes (Ottawa:
Queen's Printer, 1983). With the exception of
dissolved oxygen, all tests were carried out by the
Water Analysis Laboratories in Mount Pearl,
Newfoundland. The notation "N/A" indicates a
reading not available due to instrumental
malfunction.

Artifact Recording a n d Recovery
Willis Stevens

UNDERWATER MOULDING
Underwater moulding techniques were
developed in Red Bay under the direction of
the Historic Resource Conservation Branch
of Parks Canada. 540 Because it was initially
intended that the hull structure would
remain in situ, three-dimensional moulding
techniques were developed to accurately
record fastenings and tool marks on selected
timbers. Laboratory experiments with
two-component polysulphide rubber led to
successful application of the technique. In
1982, further experimentation led to
cross-hull moulding of an area of the ceiling
planking measuring approximately 1 m by
3 m (Fig. 5.2.1).541 A full-scale foam-core
fibreglass cast of the floor of the hull just aft
of the main mast was produced. Polysulphide rubber was also used to consolidate
fragile artifacts for block-lifting. This technique allowed artifacts to be raised without
disturbing the surrounding matrix, permitting excavation under controlled laboratory
conditions.

ARTIFACT RECOVERY
TECHNIQUES 542
Excavating and recovering artifacts without
damage is a major challenge in marine
archaeology. While available conservation
literature focuses on packing, storing, transporting, conserving, and displaying artifacts, little has been published about the
excavation stage, when conservation commences. This section describes recovery
techniques developed at Red Bay, in the
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hope that they are of interest to other professionals.
During excavation, mechanical damage or
complete loss of material may occur. Damage is generally caused by improper excavation and handling techniques; lack of proper
equipment; limited funding for conservation
supplies and procedures; and inadequate
time allowed for the excavation. However,
other less obvious factors can affect recovery.
Archaeologists are often working blind
when they excavate and remove artifacts.
For example, underlying artifacts that are
not immediately visible can be damaged
when removing artifacts above them. In
addition, it may not be possible to expose an
entire artifact prior to removal because of its
fragility, complexity, shape, and size, or
because of intrusions. Thorough knowledge
of expected artifact types at a particular site
is essential during excavation and recovery,
as unfamiliar artifacts pose special handling
problems. Finally, artifacts are often handled
a number of times before they reach the field
laboratory. Therefore, proper packaging or
encapsulation to support and stabilize the
artifact during excavation and transportation is of primary importance.
Archaeological conservation is concerned
not only with the physical preservation of
the artifact, but also with the preservation of
evidence of its origin, construction, material,
and any other information that can be
gained by the examination of the peripheral
substrate. With this in mind, some objects
should be lifted with the immediately sur1-153

Figure 5.2.1: Parks
Canada conservators
moulding a section of
the intact ceiling
planking underwater.
(Photo: D. Page, Parks
Canada; 24M-1411T).

rounding substrate intact, as it may contain
components or fragments of artifacts.
The following are techniques suitable for the
recovery of artifacts on marine excavations.

Robust Artifacts
Strong, stable artifacts were usually lifted to
the surface in modified polyethylene food
containers. Larger artifacts such as whale
bone, barrel staves, and small timbers were
lifted in large, high-density polyethylene
containers, such as plastic barrels, garbage
pails, and buckets. Based on the experience
at Red Bay, the following container modifications are recommended:
•

•

•

Drill 1 cm holes on the sides and bottom of the container to permit drainage
of water at the surface. For large containers, 3 cm diameter holes may be
needed.
Attach the lid to the container with
polypropylene rope. Rope handles can
also be attached if needed.
Place open cell bedding foam inside the
container for cushioning.
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•

Attach a lead weight to the exterior of
the container to provide negative buoyancy.

•

Mark the container with bright tape or
paint to increase visibility underwater.

Large Heavy Objects
The packaging and lifting of artifacts such
anchors, cannons, and structural timbers
presented special problems. Recommended
procedures include:
•

Carry out some first-aid underwater.
For example, the artifact can be
wrapped in cotton towelling or fabric
and secured with rope or 10 cm-wide
fiberglass screen.

•

Wrap the object in polyethylene sheeting or tubing and secure with rope or
fibreglass screen.

•

Attach nylon lifting slings and bedding
foam.

•

If an object will be shipped immediately upon retrieval, one option is to
place it in a prefabricated crate and
encapsulate it with expanding polyurethane foam.

TECHNICAL INNOVATIONS

•

Other synthetic packing materials can
be used, such as polystyrene foam,
bubble wrap, microfoam, or bedding
foam, as well as natural materials such
as sphagnum moss, seaweed, or sawdust.

Large and Small Fragile Pieces of
Cordage

•

Secure the two pieces of Coroplast
together with gauze bandage.

Block-lifting
The following three block-lifting techniques
were developed for the recovery of fragile
artifacts.
Backfilling

The following technique was used in the
recovery of sections of rope and cordage:
•

Remove extraneous material from the
area immediately around the rope.

•

Using plastic pipe that has been sliced
in half lengthwise, cut a section that is
slightly longer than the object and cap
it at each end.

•

Position the pipe parallel to the rope
and tilt it slightly forward on the edge
facing the artifact. Gently roll the rope
into the plastic trough.

•

For further cushioning, cover the rope
with silt or a strip of open-cell bedding
foam, held in position by wrapping
gauze around the length of the pipe.

•

On the surface, temporarily insert the
pipe into 6-mm polytubing and
heat-seal at each end.

This technique was for relatively stable artifacts requiring minimal support:
•

Excavate around the object to determine its parameters, creating a pedestal.

•

Place a four-sided container (without a
top or bottom) vertically over the pedestal and press it into the sediment
around the bottom of the pedestal.

•

Backfill the container with sediment up
to the rim.

•

Secure the lid and provide bottom support using a stainless steel fork and a
sheet of stainless steel. This method
was used because a fork can be easily
pushed into the underlying sediment
with a gentle wiggling motion. The fork
penetrates most types of sediment and
debris without disturbing the artifact or
overlying sediments. With the fork in
place, lift it slightly and slip a sheet of
stainless steel along the bottom of the
fork. Support the stainless steel sheet
and remove the fork before lifting the
object to the surface.

Flat Fragile Artifacts
The following approach was successfully
applied for lifting flat fragile artifacts such
as textiles and straw matting that could not
be safely retrieved by other methods:
•

•

•

Cut two equal size sheets of Coroplast
slightly larger than the artifact. Drill
holes measuring 0.5 cm in the bottom
sheet from the inside to avoid burrs
and to provide drainage at the surface.
Place the bottom sheet beside the
object. Raise the artifact along one edge
and gently float it onto the sheet.
Position the top sheet of Coroplast over
the artifact to create a sandwich.
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Technique

Plaster of Paris

Technique

This technique was used for very fragile
artifacts where additional support was
required:
•

Backfill with enough sediment to cover
the artifact, then place a sheet of aluminum foil over the sediment to prevent
liquid plaster from contacting the artifact.

•

Prepare a plaster mixture on the surface
using 85 per cent dental plaster and 15
per cent gauging plaster. Prepare the
mixture by adding water to the dry
plaster mixture. This allows more con1-155

trol over the consistency, which should
be much thicker (almost butter-like)
than can be achieved with standard
mixing techniques.
•

Place the mixed plaster in prefabricated
tubes made from heavy polyethylene.
The volume of plaster required will
determine the size of the tubes.

•

Cut the polytubing open underwater
and squeeze the plaster over the foil.
Spread the plaster by hand or with a
trowel to the edge of the container. Care
must be taken not to apply too much
pressure to avoid damaging the artifact. Light hand fanning helps disperse
any plaster in suspension over the site.

•

After the plaster has hardened, install a
lid on the underside of the container as
described above.

•

Carefully turn the block over while
supporting the centre of the top and
bottom of the container.

•

Secure the stainless steel sheet with
polypropylene rope or fibreglass
screening.

Polyethylene

Glycol (PEG)

Technique

This technique was used when plaster of
Paris or backfilling would place too much

weight on the artifact. High molecular
weight polyethylene glycol (PEG 3350) was
substituted for plaster of Paris, requiring
specialized equipment:
•

Pour molten PEG into a modified stainless steel pressurized-water-type fire
extinguisher. The exterior of the extinguisher and the hose should be insulated with 1-cm thick neoprene.

•

Attach lead weights to the extinguisher
with vinyl tape for negative buoyancy.

•

Inject the molten PEG on top of the foil
up to the lip of the container.

•

Immediately place a lid on the container to prevent the PEG from diluting
in the surrounding seawater and from
being disturbed while hardening. Setting time for PEG is dependent on
water temperature. In water between
-2°C and +8°C, two hours were
required for the PEG to set.

These techniques for artifact recovery were
developed for the Red Bay project. Each site
poses different problems that must be dealt
with on an individual basis. It is only
through experimentation that safe and simple recovery techniques can be developed.

NOTES

540 See Lome D. Murdock and Tom W. Daley,
"Polysulphide Rubber and Its Application for
Recording Archaeological Ship Features in a Marine
Environment," The International journal of Nautical
Archaeology and Underwater Exploration, Vol. 10,
No. 4 (Nov. 1981), pp. 337-342; L. D. Murdock, C.
Newton, and T. W. Daley, "Underwater Molding
Techniques on Waterlogged Ships Timbers
541
Employing Various Products Including Liquid
Polysulphide Rubber," in Proceedings of the ¡COM
Waterlogged Wood Working Group Conference. Ottawa,
1981, ed. David W. Grattan (Ottawa: ICOM
Waterlogged Wood Working Group, 1982), pp. 3940; and Lome D. Murdock and Tom W. Daley,
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"Progress Report on the Use of FMC Polysulphide
Rubber Compounds for Recording Archaeological
Ships' Features in a Marine Environment," The
International journal of Nautical Archaeology and
Underwater Exploration, Vol. 11, No. 4 (Nov. 1982),
pp. 349-353.
Lome D. Murdock and Tom W. Daley,
"Underwater Molding of a Cross-section of the San
Juan Hull: Red Bay, Labrador, Canada," in ICOM
Committee for Conservation, 7th Triennial Meeting,
Copenhagen, 10-14 September 1984, Preprint, Volume 1,
ed. Diana de Froment (Paris: International Council
of Museums, 1984), pp. 87.7.1-84.7.5.
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542 For a full description of these techniques, see
Victoria Jenssen, "Procedures for Marine Site Field
Conservation: Red Bay." Manuscript on file,

5.3

Ontario Service Centre, Parks Canada, Ottawa,
1983.

Dendrochronological Sampling
Peter J. A. Waddell

In order to undertake a dendrochronological
study of the timbers at Red Bay, timber core
samples were required. 543 Core samples
were taken from the three 16th-century
whaler wrecks in Red Bay harbour (24M,
27M and 29M). Although it was occasionally
possible to take samples with a conventional
hand increment borer, many problems were
encountered: the method was slow; boring
bits seized and sometime broke in the hard
white oak (Quercus spp.); surface detail and
ring count were lost in starting up the increment borer; and the small diameter samples
(6 mm) were fragile and often cracked. It
was evident that the hand increment borer
used, while suitable for taking samples on
standing softwoods, was ineffective for
cured white oak (Quercus spp.). More recent
information suggests that a Rurico hand
borer may have been suitable for the job.544
This tool takes a large-diameter core up to
70 cm long and has been used successfully
on standing and cured hardwoods, although

there is no information on its use underwater.
To solve these problems, Parks Canada staff
designed a core-drilling program that
allowed cores to be collected underwater in
a way that left the outermost surfaces intact,
but continued to the centre of the timber.
The system had to be practical and portable
and had to take a relatively small diameter
core to maintain timber integrity. The system that evolved consisted of a pneumatic
drill connected to surface-supplied air (Fig.
5.3.1), or, if greater mobility was required, to
scuba cylinders. It used a custom designed
core-drill that resembled a plug-cutter, consisting of a steel tube measuring 54 cm in
length, with a third of the tube wall
removed to allow extraction of the 13-mm
diameter sample. Shorter core-drills were
also fabricated for smaller timbers (Fig.
5.3.2). A single cutting flute with three cutting edges was used in order to leave clean

Figure 5.3.1: Collection
of dendrochronology
core samples on site
24M (Photo: D. Page,
Parks Canada; 24M1569M).
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A major problem encountered in core-drilling was expelling chips that the cutting edge
produced along the length of the drill. After
experiments with compressed air proved
ineffective, a system was developed to
deliver a stream of water through the tube
wall of the drill to an orifice behind the cutting face. This was accomplished with a
small air-powered fluid pump that pumped
seawater at high pressure through a fixed
slip collar around the base of the core-drill,
where it entered the base of the drill wall,
and was channelled to the cutting face. The
water also cooled and lubricated the drill bit
when used at the surface.

Figure 5.3.2: Drill with
short coring bit,
extracting rod, and
core sample. (Photo:
D. Page, Parks Canada; 24M-1560M).

After drilling, the cores were cut from the
bottom of the hole. A long T-handled shaft
with a cutting edge half the diameter of the
core was inserted down the side of the core.
This was a stainless steel rod that was bent,
ground, and sharpened for this purpose
(Figs. 5.3.2, 5.3.3). When the bottom of the
hole was reached, the handle was turned to
cut the core free.
faces on the inside of the hole, the outside of
the core, and the bottom of the hole. The cutting and relief angles were optimised to the
direction of cut and the nature of the waterlogged wood.
In taking samples, as many rings as possible
were captured while also trying to ensure
that any preserved cambium was included
in the sample. Tree rings are not symmetrical
and ship timbers were cut in a variety of
fashions that could put the centre of the tree
at any point on the timber's cross-section.
Core-drilling often had to be done at an
angle that was not perpendicular to a timber's surface. This angle of the core-drill to
the timber's surface meant that a non-moving, stabilizing guide was required to keep
the bit from slipping along the face of the
timber. Such movement and uncontrolled
penetration resulted in a damaged surface
and spoiled the first portion of the cut and
the tree rings. A stabilizing guide was made
from a plastic-lined pipe coupling to which
three anchoring prongs were welded (Fig.
5.3.3). The guide was driven into the timber
at an appropriate angle and the bit was
inserted and started. Once a few centimetres
were penetrated, the guide was removed.
The guides greatly facilitated starting of the
cores.
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Before the underwater sampling program
was completed, it was decided that the
entire 24M shipwreck would be disassembled for surface recording, thus eliminating
the need for continued underwater coring
on this site. On the other two sites, some
loose timbers were raised for dendrochrono-

Figure 5.3.3: Coring
bits, alignment guides,
extracting rod, and
core sample. (Photo: R.
Chan, Parks Canada;
57M-357T).
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logical sampling while articulated timbers
such as the keel were sampled in situ. The
same techniques were applied to surface
timber coring (Fig. 5.3.2). The technique
developed permitted the collection of hundreds of cores both underwater and on the
surface. On the surface, with a sharp bit, it
was sometimes possible to obtain 40-cmlong samples in a few minutes, depending
on wood density, sand, iron, and other
impurities in the wood. Maintaining bit
sharpness was critical. This sometimes
entailed changing bits in the middle of a
core, but half a dozen cores could often be
taken without changing bits. For dendrochronological analysis, the wood cores can
be in several pieces as long as their order is
maintained. Nevertheless, it is simpler to
have as few breaks as possible. With this
technique, continuous cores in the 40 cm
range were not uncommon, but two- or
three-piece 40 cm cores were the norm.
Although it was originally intended
underwater use, the system was also
cessful for taking core samples at the
face. Taking samples at the surface
several advantages:

NOTES

for
sucsurhad

•

Determining the tree ring pattern and
the best angle for boring was easier on
raised timbers where all surfaces were
accessible.

•

Applying weight to the drill to aid penetration was simplified.

•

Logistical requirements were greatly
reduced and complications, such as air
to the drill being cut off, could be handled expediently.

•

Dulling of bits due to sediment and
debris was minimized.

Although it is preferable to collect samples
at the surface, samples will have to be taken
in situ on many submerged sites. The coring
methods developed at Red Bay initially
focussed on underwater sampling, but
shifted to surface sampling. These methods
represent significant progress in the development of dendrochronological sampling
techniques for shipwrecks.

vù"

543 This study was greatly aided by Parks Canada
conservators Lome D. Murdock and Michael
Harrington, who developed tools and methodology,
and by Tom Oertling, who conducted hand tool
sampling.
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544 Frederic Guibal, Institut Méditerranéen d'Écologie
et de Paléoécologie, Marseille, personal
communication, 1995.
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6 THE I N SITU ARCHAEOLOGICAL
REMAINS

6.1

The In Situ Remains of the 24M Site
R. James Ringer

This section presents an overview of the
stratigraphy, features, structures, and artifacts encountered during the excavation of
the 24M site. Additional details on these topics are presented in other sections of this
report.

EXCAVATION WITHIN THE
INTACT HULL STRUCTURE
Because the design and construction of the
Red Bay vessel were of primary research
interest, much of the excavation work centred on uncovering the surviving hull structure. To accomplish this, the mass of cask
material covering the intact hull remains
was removed.

Stratigraphy
The stratigraphie deposits over the hull
ranged from negligible for exposed timbers
to a maximum of 97 cm in the deepest part
of the midship area. The maximum depth of
deposits in the bow and the stern were
52 cm and 50 cm respectively. The stratigraphic sequence was reasonably straightforward and comprised up to four distinct
THE UNDERWATER ARCHAEOLOGY OF RED BAY

layers. The uppermost stratum consisted of
a surface covering of light brown sand
between 2 cm and 8 cm thick. In some areas,
particularly along the port and starboard
edges, this was the only layer covering the
timbers and cask material. Beneath this stratum was a layer of dark grey sand, 2 cm to
24 cm thick, containing abundant live clams
as well as numerous pebbles and cobbles.
Cultural material, primarily cask parts,
appeared with greater regularity in this stratum. The next layer, which contained the
preponderance of cultural material, was a
dark brown compact organic deposit varying in thickness between 10 cm and 65 cm.
This stratum consisted of organic components, principally sphagnum moss, small
twigs, and leaves, within a silt matrix.
Generally speaking, the organic stratum
formed the lowest component of the stratigraphic sequence within the intact hull
structure. However, in one localized area on
the port bow, the organic layer was underlain by compact dark brown silt containing a
large amount of crushed barnacle shell. This
stratum also contained cultural material and
had a maximum thickness of 16 cm. The
crushed shell layer was only present below
the hull and was likely formed from barna1-161

cíes that became attached to the ship both
before and after sinking. The location of the
organic layer containing shell was in an area
where the port bow had broken away from
the starboard side. The deposit was likely
forced into the interior of the vessel as the
structure collapsed.

Cargo and Ballast
Thousands of individual cask parts resting
on top of the hull structure were removed as
part of a formidable recording operation.
Early in the excavation, it became evident
that complete or nearly complete cask
assemblages could be distinguished and
excavated as units. This led to the discovery
of the way the cargo of whale oil casks were
stowed in the hold.
The casks were stowed in at least three tier's
in the bottom of the hold. The bottom tier
was placed directly onto the ceiling planking and futtocks in transverse rows across
the hull, with the longitudinal axes of the
casks running parallel to the keel. The second tier was similarly aligned, although the
positions of the casks were offset so that the
widest part of the upper cask filled the hollow formed by the juncture between the four
casks below it. In this manner, the casks
formed an interlocking network resistant to
shifting. The placement of the third tier mirrored that of the first layer. While this pattern is representative of the general
alignment of the casks within the hold, the
arrangement was disrupted around the
pump well. Two casks were placed aft of the
pump well on either side of and perpendicular to the keelson, with a smaller cask placed
on the keelson between the two transverse
casks. A third transverse cask was positioned forward of the pump well on the port
side of the keelson, while the remaining
casks surrounding the pump well followed
the general pattern.
Another component of the cask deposit
comprised a variety of wooden items used
to support, protect, and stabilize the cargo.
Most of these items were made from local
softwood, including short unpeeled logs or
billets, wedges, and chocks. Pieces of
squared hardwood and old cask parts were
also used to secure the cargo. These items
were distributed throughout the cask
deposit and apparently functioned to pre1-162

vent rolling, to separate adjacent casks, to fill
spaces, and to protect the casks from hard
edges of the hull structure. At the stern, aft
of the cask deposit, lay a large deposit of
stowage-related articles consisting primarily
of billets. The concentration appeared to
have been placed in the crooks of the floors
at the stern and may represent items left
over from the cargo lading process, perhaps
collected for use as firewood.
The final component of the cargo lading system was the ballast. Rather than a simple
bed of stones upon which the cargo rested,
the ballast was integral to the lading system.
Ballast stones, primarily limestone, were
found throughout the central hull area. One
of the functions of the ballast, other than
assisting in the trim of the vessel, was to
provide support for the casks. Stones were
packed on either side of the casks to support
them and to prevent shifting. During excavation, these beds were visible as lines of
ballast running longitudinally along the bottom of the hold (Fig. 6.1.1). This method of
support was also used to a lesser degree in
the second tier of casks and possibly in the
third tier. Ballast stones were also used to fill
open spaces between casks or were placed
between the futtocks in areas not covered by
ceiling, thus forming a relatively level and
continuous surface across the hold up to the
bottom of the second futtocks.

Rigging Elements
Rigging elements comprised another important group of artifacts found within the
hold. Nearly all of the rigging items came
from the upper levels of the cask deposit
and likely fell there as the ship deteriorated.
These included three badly eroded pulley
sheaves, a bull's eye, one complete and two
fragmentary heart blocks, and two complete
shoulder blocks.

Artifacts
The most numerous artifacts from the excavation of the intact hull area were the thousands of cask parts from the cargo deposit.
Other ubiquitous artifact types included red
roofing tile fragments and coopering debris
that likely originated from the shore station
on Saddle Island. Slightly less common artifacts included rope fragments, leather fragTHE IN SITU ARCHAEOLOGICAL REMAINS

Figure 6.1.1: Distribution of ballast stones
above the intact hull
structure. (Drawing: J.
Ringer, D. Kappler,
Parks Canada; 24M84-101-1).
Scale 1:150
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Figure 6.1.2: Possible
hatch cover lying
above the remains of
the lower deck in the
starboard midship
area. (Photo: P. Waddell, Parks Canada;
24M-1348W).

merits, and ceramic sherds. Chapters 7 to 12
provide detailed discussions of these artifacts.
The ceramic assemblage consisted primarily
of coarse earthenware fragments of hollowware vessels. In some instances, complete or
nearly complete vessels were reconstructed
from the sherds, including two nearly complete storage jars from the starboard midship area and a finely decorated majolica
porringer from the stern cask deposit.
An important collection of small wooden
artifacts, or treen, was also found. Food service items included two wooden dishes and
two bowls. More enigmatic were three small
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wooden boxes and a small spatula-shaped
object of unknown function. Most of this
material came from the starboard midship
area beyond the cask deposit. Other wooden
artifacts included a small number of tool
handles and a bever cask that were found in
the bow.
Several cask-related items were collected
during the excavation of the intact hull area.
An interesting object recovered from the
stern cask deposit appeared to be a tool used
to lever wooden hoops onto a cask. A common item in the cooper's tool kit, its use is
well-documented in 16th-century illustrations. Nearby finds included an unused
wooden cask hoop and a sheet of cork with
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Figure 6.1.3: Drawing
of a hatch cover.
(Drawing: S. LaurieBourque, Parks Canada; 24M-81-103-7).
Scale 1:20

Figure 6.1.4: Lower
portion of the pump
tube with two sections
of the pump spear protruding from the bore.
(Photo: P. Waddell,
Parks Canada; 24M447M).

a hole the size of the small plugs found on
most of the casks. From the bow cask
deposit came larger pieces of cork likely
used for the production of bungs and a
small wooden vent-hole plug with metal
banding. Although vent-hole plugs were
common, this metal-banded example was
unique. These artifacts may have been
related to cooperage activities at the shore
station, but their location within the cask
deposit suggested the possibility of some
cask maintenance activity on board the vessel.
Identifiable leather objects consisted solely
of partial and complete shoes. A large collection was recovered, all from the starboard
side above the lower deck level. Interestingly, a number of shoes were found resting
on small spacers (escoperadas) that were
inserted between the futtocks above the
lower deck to prevent water and debris from
falling into the bilge. These planks made a
convenient shelf for storing personal items.
Similar spacers, also holding personal possessions, were found on the Tudor warship
Mary Rose (1545).545
Other miscellaneous artifacts included several pieces of straw or grass matting, a
fibrous bundle bound with seizing, pewter
fragments, a lead shot, and a copper-alloy
stopcock key in the form of a fleur-de-lys.

per and skull elements, along with cod
bones. A nearly complete whale mandible
was recovered near the capstan. The whale
bones were almost certainly deposited on
the site as a result of the flensing operations
carried out near the shore of the whaling station. Many of the fish bones may have been
intrusive, as the Basques were engaged in a
cod fishery concomitant with their whaling
activities. However, some of the fish bones
appeared to be the remains of foodstuffs
from the vessel. In one context from the starboard midship area, cod bones were associated with fragments of organic matting,
likely the remains of a basket. These bones
were intermixed with those of a large black
rat which, along with specimens from the
Emanuel Point shipwreck,546 provide one of
the earliest confirmed dates for the arrival of
Old World rats in North America. Another
intriguing find was a bone from a great auk
that bore butchering marks. The great auk, a
large flightless bird formerly found along
the coasts of Scotland, the Faeroe Islands,
Iceland, and Newfoundland, was hunted to
extinction by the middle of the 19th century.

Botanical Remains
The fragments of two nutshells, identified as
acorn and walnut, were recovered from the
cask deposit on the port side of the vessel. It
is assumed that these were food items.

Faunal Remains
Structural Material
Faunal remains were rare within the intact
structure of the vessel. Identified material
included a few whale bones, principally flip-
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Structural elements were sparse above the
intact hull and the pieces that were recov-
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Figure 6.1.5: Lower
portion of the pump
well, facing the bow.
(Photo: M. Audy,
Parks Canada; 24M1700W).

ered were generally fragmentary. This was
likely the result of the significant starboard
list of the vessel. On the starboard side, the
outward collapse of the upper hull caused
much of the structure to be deposited under
and outside the hull. On the port side, the
upper hull may have collapsed inward, suc-
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cumbing to natural degradation as a result
of its greater exposure. However, several
important individual timbers and composite
structures were discovered. Individual elements included knees, futtock fragments,
and partial deck beams, including one with
a well-preserved hook scarf at one end. The
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Figure 6.1.6: Locations
of pump components.
(Drawing: P. Waddell,
F. Ventresca, Parks
Canada; 24M-84-1012).
Scale 1:200

capstan barrel lay on the starboard stern
side; the upper end rested above the edge of
the intact structure, while the lower spindle
jutted into the peripheral area. The exposed
part of the capstan barrel was somewhat
eroded but the buried portion was well-preserved. The two halves of the lower bearing
block or step for the capstan were also
found. One portion of the step was recovered from the upper level of the stern cask
deposit. The other half was found on the
starboard stern side a short distance away
on the sea floor. Badly eroded, it was not
identified until it was compared to its betterpreserved counterpart.
Items of composite construction included
two pallet-like objects recovered from the
starboard midship area immediately above
the surviving structure of the lower deck
(Fig. 6.1.2). These objects were composed of
three small, squared framing timbers, overlaid with both softwood and hardwood
planks and fastened with iron nails (Fig.
6.1.3). Roughly square in plan, they were
interpreted as hatch covers. The ends of the
framing pieces may have fit into corresponding notches on a set of parallel carlings. Analysis of the structure suggests that
they belong to the upper deck. The central
plank of each cover bore a different number
of incised chevrons that were probably used
to distinguish the position and orientation of
the hatch.

Among the most revealing discoveries during the central hull excavation were the
pump and pump well. Early in the excavation, a portion of the pump tube was found
protruding from the cask deposit, with two
cylindrical shafts projecting from the bore
(Fig. 6.1.4). Upon excavation, this section of
tube was recognized as the heel or lower
portion of the pump tube. The 2.39 m-long
section was constructed from a single piece
of beech. Two broken portions of the pump
spear or rod were found inside the tube,
with the plunger still attached at one end.
The plunger consisted of 21 leather disks of
varying diameters that were placed on the
spear in a bullet shape to facilitate its downward thrust in the tube bore and the passage
of water around and above the disks. The
base of the tube was located next to the
pump sump, a circular hole cut into the port
side of the keelson aft of the mast step. A
foot valve and flapper were excavated from
the sump. The valve, made of birch, formed
a stepped cylinder that slid into the bore at
the base of the pump tube. When attached to
the foot valve, the leather flapper only
allowed water to enter the valve.
In addition to the pump tube assembly,
remains of the pump well were also uncovered (Fig. 6.1.5). Over 44 individual timbers
and timber fragments were recorded and
recovered in the pump well area. These were
interspersed among cask parts and ballast
stones. The majority of these pieces consisted of softwood planks with a thickness of

Figure 6.1.7: Lower
hull structure after the
removal of the cask
and ballast deposits.
(Photo: D. Page, Parks
Canada; 24M-1775T).
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2.5 cm. The pump well collapsed to the starboard side, mirroring the list and collapse of
the hull. The well was of crude plank-onframe construction. Measuring 97 cm
square, the framing consisted of four
squared vertical corner posts to which the
planking was nailed.
Another section of pump tube was recovered from the outside edge of the starboard
midship structure (Fig. 6.1.6). This severely
crushed and eroded piece was found just
beneath the sea floor and was oriented
roughly parallel to the longitudinal axis of
the vessel. The piece was positioned just
above the lower deck level and appeared to
be from the upper portion of the pump tube.
A portion of a leather foot valve flapper was
also recovered from the deposits above the
frames of the intact hull, approximately 3 m
aft of the crushed pump tube (Fig. 6.1.6).

INTACT H U L L STRUCTURE
Once the casks, ballast, and other materials
were removed, the intact hull structure was
revealed (Figs. 6.1.7, 6.1.8). The hull rested
on a slope, producing an angle of 10°
towards the stern. This angle flattened
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slightly to 7° in the bow. A more severe
angle existed on the transverse axis, where a
list of 20° to starboard was recorded.
The hull lay flattened on the bottom with
portions of both the starboard and port sides
remaining intact. However, the starboard list
protected more of this side from exposure.
The starboard side was preserved up to the
top of the second futtocks, while the port
side survived only to the first futtocks. On
both sides, the hull planking remained
attached to the futtocks. Along the longitudinal axis, the hull was substantially intact
from bow to stern.
The central portion of the hull was the best
preserved, with the keelson and adjacent
ceiling mostly intact. The keelson, a single
piece of wood nearly 10 m in length, was the
defining feature of this area of the vessel.
Tapering significantly at either end, its central portion formed an expanded mast step
with a mortise for the heel of the mainmast.
The mast step was reinforced by four chocks
on each side that extended from the outside
faces of the step to the foot wales beyond the
limber boards. A hole was cut into the aft
port side of the mast step to accommodate
the sump of the bilge pump.
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Figure 6.1.8: Plan of
the intact hull structure. (Drawing: P.
Waddell and drafting
team, Parks Canada;
24M-84-101-7).
Scale 1:200

Figure 6.1.9: Upper
face of the keel showing the integrated garboards carved along
each side of the timber.
(Photo: R. Chan, Parks
Canada; 24M-1822M).

The ceiling consisted of five heavy oak
planks on each side of the keelson, including
the removable limber boards. The starboard
ceiling was essentially complete while that
on the port side was fragmentary (see Fig.
6.1.8). Although only extending approximately 1.5 m beyond the keelson, the ceiling
was continuous from the bow to the stern.
The outside ceiling planks terminated just
beyond the outboard ends of the floors.
These outside planks were distinct from the
other ceiling planks because they were
notched along their outboard edges. The
notches accommodated short spacers that
ran from the ceiling planks, between the first
futtocks, to the hull planking. These pieces
helped to prevent debris from falling into
the bilge.
On the starboard side, remnants of the lower
deck were preserved in situ at the point
where the first futtocks overlapped the second futtocks. Actual deck beams did not
survive but evidence of other elements
remained. A fragmentary portion of the
clamp was identifiable. This was a heavy
longitudinal timber with dovetail mortises
for the ends of the deck beams. Fastened
immediately above the clamp was another
longitudinal timber with a slightly L-shaped
cross-section identified as a waterway. A
large plank with notches cut into its upper
edge, called an albaola, ran along the hull
above the waterway and, in most cases,
above the tips of the first futtocks. Similar to
the notched planks along the outboard
edges of the ceiling, these notches accepted
short spacers, called escopemdas, that fit
between the second futtocks. Heavily coated
with pitch, the notched plank undoubtedly
helped to keep water and debris from passing between the futtocks and protected the
end grain on the tops of the first futtocks. A
stringer was fastened to the futtocks 30 cm
above the albaola. The upper arm of a standing knee was fastened to one of the second
futtocks and notched to lock over the
stringer. This was the only attached example
of a series of large knees that supported the
lower deck beams.
Another revealing part of the hull was the
well-preserved lower stern area. The
crutches, or Y-shaped stern floors, were mortised into a large stern knee that sat in the
juncture of the keel and the sternpost.
Because the stern floors fell to starboard
they were generally well-preserved with the
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exception of the port tips, which protruded
above the seabed. The heel of the vessel,
with a skeg to help protect the rudder, was
formed from a separate L-shaped timber
scarfed to the after end of the keel and the
lower end of the sternpost. The heel of the
vessel lay at an angle of approximately 45°
to starboard.
The transom assembly also lay nearby.
While most of the transom pieces fell to starboard, the lowest portion of the transom fell
to port. The orientation of this section, based
on the angle of the sternpost, was approximately 45° from the centre line of the intact
hull. The bottom end of the transom assembly lay almost adjacent to the heel, with the
lower end of the sternpost attached to the
transom section lying almost directly below
the break on the sternpost segment that was
still attached to the heel. The assembly consisted of five transoms, including a lower Vshaped beam, notched in the centre to fit
over the inner face of the sternpost. The
stern planking had been fastened to the
transoms in an inverted chevron pattern and
fixed in rabbets on the outer face of the
upper sternpost.
The rudder fell to starboard, where it lay
nearly horizontal and partially beneath the
transom and the starboard hull planking.
The top of the rudder was broken near the
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point where the tiller would have attached,
leaving a section 5.75 m long. The lower
after end of the rudder was badly crushed.
The rudder was fashioned from a single
piece of wood and was somewhat wedgeshaped in cross section, being narrower on
the edge closest to the sternpost.
Upon disassembly, the keel proved to be an
interesting and important structural timber.
Rather than a simple squared timber, the
keel was intricately fashioned with carved
garboards on each side (Fig. 6.1.9). It curved
upward at the forward end to meet the
curve of the stem. The keel displayed damage from wrecking and post-depositional
deterioration. Near the forward end there
was evidence of grinding and erosion on the
bottom of the keel, while at the stern the
carved garboard on the starboard side was
severely cracked. The keel was dramatically
twisted to starboard between a point near
midship and the stern. This explained the
sharper angle of the heel at the stern of the
vessel compared with the central hull area
and demonstrated the extreme forces working on the vessel during and after the sinking.
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The intact remains of the bow, although Figure 6.1.10: Stratistructurally less complex than the stern, graphic profile
through the stern
were nevertheless equally revealing. The quarter area. (Drawfloors in the bow were Y- and V-shaped, ing: W. Stevens, D.
with the latter type sitting directly on the Kappler, Parks Canstem. The stem was a large, gently curving ada; 24M-84-102-5).
timber scarfed to the forward end of the Scale 1:50
keel. The upper end of the surviving stem Key:
segment terminated in a vertical flat scarf, 1) light brown sand;
indicating that another section of the stem 2) dark grey sand;
was once attached at this point. Rabbets fol- 3) dark brown organic
lowed the curve of the stem on both sides to stratum containing
some barnacle shell;
accommodate the hooding ends of the 4) dark brown organic
planks, which were shaped to fit the curve stratum;
of the stem and whose inner faces were bev- 5) barnacle shell layer;
6) black organic straelled to fit into the rabbets.

EXCAVATION BELOW AND
OUTSIDE OF THE INTACT H U L L
STRUCTURE
Exploratory excavations beyond the intact
hull structure on the starboard side indicated that more structural elements, and
possibly artifacts, lay beneath the hull
planking. As a result, disassembly of the
starboard hull was initiated in 1982 to per-
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tum;
7) black organic stratum with some barnacle shell;
8) light grey silty sand;
9) light grey sand;
10) large boulders and
smaller rock in a
matrix of finely
crushed shell.

Figure 6.1.11: Stratigraphie profile at the
stern of the vessel.
(Drawing: W. Stevens, R.
Hellier, Parks Canada;
24M-83-102-4).
Scale 1:50
Key:
1) light brown sand;
2) dark grey sand;
3) dark brown organic
stratum containing some
wood chips and barnacle shell;
4) dark brown organic
stratum;
5) dark brown organic
stratum with barnacle
shell;
6) barnacle shell;
7) dark brown organic
stratum with higher concentration of barnacle
shell;
8) wood chips;
9) peat;
10) dark brown organic
stratum mixed with peat;
11) finely crushed shell;
12) light grey silty sand;
13) large boulders and
smaller rock in a matrix
of finely crushed shell.

mit excavation beneath the structure. The
richness of the deposits was revealed immediately upon the removal of the hull planking. Subsequent excavation resulted in the
recovery of an abundance of important
structural elements and artifacts. Over the
next three years, the entire hull structure
was dismantled, raised, and recorded, and
over 1,300 scattered timbers were recovered
and documented.

lapsed, it fell outwards from the centre line
of the ship as a unit, compressing the underlying sediment. Below this layer was a large
concentration of barnacle shell [5] that was
60 cm thick in some places near the keel (Fig.
6.1.10). The stratigraphy suggested that the
barnacles fell from the ship while the hull
still sat proud of the sea floor listing to starboard. With the ship in this position, the barnacles tended to accumulate near the keel on
the port side.

Stratigraphy

The barnacle shell stratum lay directly
above the harbour sand [9] with no evidence
of an intervening interface. Such stratigraphic formation could only have occurred
if the barnacles were deposited shortly after
the ship sank, thereby preventing any
buildup of other deposits directly on the sea
floor. It seems likely that some of the barnacles were attached to the hull before sinking.
Farther from the keel, although still below
the hull, the barnacles were mixed with an
organic stratum. The mixing indicated that
while there was an early deposition, barnacles continued to fall and probably grow for
some time after the ship sank.

The stratigraphie sequence below the hull,
although not particularly complex, demonstrated significant variability and required
detailed description. The sequence provided
important evidence regarding the wrecking
and subsequent collapse of the vessel, particularly in the stern.
In the port stern area, a compact, 10-cm thick
organic layer containing some shell fragments [3] lay directly beneath the hull
planking (Fig. 6.1.10)547. This layer represented an accumulation of water-borne
organic sediments under the hull prior to
collapse. When the port side of the hull col-
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Figure 6.1.12: Stratigraphie profile through the midship area. (Drawing: W.
Stevens, C. Piper, Parks Canada; 24M-84-102-7).
Scale 1:50
Key:
1) light brown sand;
2) dark grey sand;
3) dark brown organic stratum;
4) dark brown organic stratum containing some peat and barnacle shell;
5) barnacle shell;
6) black/brown organic layer;
7) dark brown organic stratum with a higher concentration of barnacle shell;
8) peat;
9) light grey silty sand;
10) boulders and smaller rocks in a matrix of finely crushed shell;
11) charcoal and ash.
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Only one species of barnacle was identified,
Balan us crenatus Bruguière. This is a subtidal
arctic boreal species found in the northern
hemisphere and capable of growing at any
depth from the high tide mark down to 6 m
below sea level. The oldest barnacles studied were two years old, lending support to
speculation that barnacles continued to
grow on the ship following the wrecking.
Furthermore, it was observed that barnacles
were most dense at the stern. This may be
because the bow settled slightly beyond the
optimal depth range for this particular species. Thus, while stratigraphie evidence
points to the likelihood that many of these
barnacles were attached to the hull before
the vessel wrecked, there was undoubtedly
some barnacle growth after the ship sank.
Stratigraphie analysis also revealed interesting observations regarding the movement of
the ship as it grounded. The natural harbour
bottom in the area consisted of approximately 25 cm of light grey sand overlying a
stratum of large boulders mixed with
smaller rocks in a matrix of finely crushed
shell. The rock formation was firmly packed
and extremely difficult to penetrate. Both of
these layers were considered to predate the
Basque presence at Red Bay. Nevertheless,
artifacts were at times found within the sand
layer, primarily due to the loose nature of
this deposit, which facilitated intrusion. The
sand layer gradually decreased in thickness
toward the keel, ending short of the keel at
the edge of a slight depression in the underlying rock layer (Fig. 6.1.11). The sand layer
resumed immediately on the other side of
the depression, ending at a second depression a metre away that marked the final resting place of the keel (Fig. 6.1.11). The
stratigraphy in the port stern area suggested
that the ship drifted ashore stern-first from
west to east, pushing through the sand until
grounding on the compact rock layer. The
initial contact with the rocks in the first
depression appeared to have been made by
the skeg and rudder. This cracked the skeg
and possibly the keel, as well as crushing the
bottom of the rudder. The survival of the
sand layer beyond the first depression indicated that the ship may have bounced and
passed above the sand before permanently
grounding and forming the second depression.
In the starboard stern and midship areas, the
stratigraphie sequence below the hull conTHE UNDERWATER ARCHAEOLOGY OF RED BAY

sisted of the sand layer [9] overlaid by the
barnacle stratum [5] and an organic layer
found [6] directly beneath the hull planking
(Figs. 6.1.10, 6.1.12). These were the same
types of deposits that made up the port side
stratigraphy. However, the manner in which
the ship grounded and the fact that it listed
to starboard resulted in a distinct stratigraphic record beneath the starboard hull.
As the ship ran aground, the keel plowed
through the soft harbour bottom, building
up a large bank of sand beneath the starboard side. Subsequently, the sand acted as a
buffer between the hull and the underlying
rocks. The accumulation of sand also prevented any major buildup of organic materials beneath the hull. Consequently, the
organic layer [6] had an average thickness of
5 cm and only accumulated outboard of the
turn of the bilge (Fig. 6.1.12).
The principal stratum below the starboard
hull was a layer of crushed barnacle shell. It
was less concentrated than on the port side
due to the greater protection provided by
the hull. The shell layer sat directly above
the grey sand. As on the port side, there was
no organic interface between these strata,
reinforcing the assumption that the barnacles were deposited shortly after the sinking.
The maximum thickness of the shell stratum
was 30 cm near the turn of the bilge. Beyond
this point the deposit thinned, disappearing
entirely at the edge of the intact structure.
The stratigraphy of the port midship area
below the hull was similar in most respects
to the port stern stratigraphy, consisting of a
25-cm thick organic layer [4], followed by
20 cm of crushed shell [5] overlying the grey
sand [9] (Fig. 6.1.12). The stratigraphie profile revealed the initial point of contact with
the bottom by the keel amidships. After
examining the sand stratum, it was evident
that the sand ended at the point of a shallow
depression in the sub-bottom rock layer.
This depression was likely caused by the initial grounding of the keel, which eventually
came to rest several metres away. The
depression later became filled with waterborne debris.
Amidships, the keel rested on a small lens of
barnacle shell that sat above an organic layer
containing other shells. While the stern was
firmly embedded among the rocks of the
original harbour bottom, the midship and
the bow must have been slightly elevated,
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Figure 6.1.13: Possible
sliding door. (Photo:
D. Page, Parks Canada; 24M-3567W).

allowing materials to accumulate below the
keel.
Although the same strata were present
below the port bow as in other areas, the
sequence proved to be extremely variable.
Along the area closest to the keel and stem,
the stratigraphy was simple, consisting of
7 cm to 12 cm of crushed shell overlying the
sterile grey sand. In some areas, a 7-cm thick
organic layer overlay 7 cm of crushed shell,
followed by the grey sand. In other areas
this was reversed, with 8 cm of crushed shell
on top of 7 cm of the organic stratum. Below
the hull planking, there was a 3-cm thick
band of the organic layer, followed by 2 cm
to 5 cm of crushed shell, overlying a 3-cm to
6-cm thick organic layer, followed by grey
sand. The reasons for this variability are
unclear.
The stratigraphie sequence below the starboard bow was fairly consistent, although
some variations were noted. The main component was a 7-cm to 38-cm thick stratum of
crushed shell overlying the grey sand layer.
In most of this area, the shell layer began
immediately below the hull planking. However, near the keel a thin dark brown organic
stratum overlay the crushed shell. As discussed above, this relates to the elevation of
the bow above the sea floor.

Detached Timbers
Except in the port stern, the removal of the
hull planking revealed a mass of detached
structural timbers. These deposits were
more extensive on the starboard side due to
the list of the vessel. The majority of timbers
fell from the upper portions of the ship and
were subsequently covered by the outward
collapse of the lower hull. The timbers were
most prevalent beneath the edges of the
structure, with the number decreasing dramatically towards the keel. Common elements included futtocks, planks, wales,
postarios, knees, and deck beams. These
pieces provided important information concerning the original structure of the ship. For
example, much of the softwood planking
was believed to be from the upperworks of
the ship. Fastening holes on some of the
planks indicated how this portion of the hull
was constructed. Some of the recovered
deck beams were from the narrower upper
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decks and helped in reconstructing these
areas of the vessel.
The capstan partner was recovered in pieces,
one piece beneath the starboard side and
another below the port side. The well-preserved port piece was found upside down
and partially beneath the stern hull planking, only 5 cm above the grey sand. Despite
its seemingly early stratigraphie deposition,
this piece was actually deposited quite late
in the overall collapse sequence. The starboard piece was found beneath the starboard stern hull planking, also upside down
and directly opposite the port piece but at a
slightly higher stratigraphie level. The starboard partner piece was broken in two. A
third mending fragment was recovered
some distance away in the starboard midship area. The partner was a massive timber
that supported the capstan where the shaft
passed through the deck and had notches
cut into its lower side to lock it over the deck
beams. Its top sides exhibited a circular
groove to accept the barrel. The location of
the partner, along with discovery of the capstan barrel and the lower step, helped to
determine the original location of this
important mechanism in the ship.
Other items found beneath the starboard
side were a complete port cover for one of
the transom ports and a plank-on-frame
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Figure 6.1.14: Shroud,
heart block and ratline
assemblage found
below the port midship hull. (Drawing: C.
Marchand, C. Piper,
Parks Canada; 24M-93103-14).

structure that may be a sliding door from the
interior of the vessel (Fig. 6.1.13). A long
grooved timber or dale that conducted
water from the top of the pump to the sides
of the ship was also discovered below the
starboard hull, running from near the stern
to midship. Although badly eroded and distorted, this piece was crucial for determining the width of the upper deck amidships.
A lodging knee found adjacent to the aft end
of the dale indicated how the timber was
fastened inside the hull. Another find from
beneath the starboard bow was a large Ushaped timber that formed part of a massive
hawse hole assembly.

Figure 6.1.15: A single
block and cable found
beneath the lower
stem timber. (Photo: D.
Page, Parks Canada;
24M-1583M).

starboard plank was found directly opposite
below the starboard stern. A large stern
transom knee was also recovered in the
organic stratum beneath the port stern.
Other elements of the transom discovered
beneath the hull included two counter

Elements of the transom also rested below
the hull near the stern. The lintel for the tiller
port lay trapped between the hull planking
and the rudder near the centre line of the
vessel. During construction of the research
model, mortises in this timber were found to
accommodate three of the counter frames.
Square holes carved at each end of the timber provided entry points for mooring
cables. Also recovered were two hull planks
with cut-outs at their inboard ends that
together formed part of the lower edge of
the rectangular tiller port. The port plank
came from below the port stern near the heel
in the lower levels of the shell deposits. The
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frames, one from port and the other from
starboard.
Some of the most important discoveries
beneath the vessel were elements of the fore
and main channel assemblies. The channels
were thick curved planks fastened horizontally to the outside of the vessel that played
an integral role in the standing rigging by
spreading the shrouds for optimal support
of the masts. The starboard main channel
was found below the outer edge of the starboard hull in the middle of the deposits
underlying the hull. It appeared to have
fallen immediately below its original position on the hull. Although well-preserved,
its forward end was broken. The port main
channel was badly damaged, with only two
large pieces remaining. One of these pieces
lay trapped beneath the port stern quarter
near the base of the underlying sediments,
while the other was found amidships at the
bottom of the deposits beside the keel.
The starboard fore channel lay beneath the
starboard bow in the middle of the cultural
deposit. This timber also appears to have
fallen directly below its location on the hull.
This channel was complete and in generally
good condition. The port fore channel was
more displaced, lying partially beneath the

forward edge of the starboard hull planking.
It passed beneath the lower stem piece and
only the tip of one end lay below the port
bow. Situated towards the bottom of the cultural deposits, this channel was also in good
condition, although the forward end was
broken. Fortuitously, many related postarios
and knees were found partially attached to
the starboard fore channel, indicating how
the channel assembly was mounted to the
vessel. This discovery facilitated the reconstruction of similar pieces found throughout
the site.

Rigging Elements
Among rigging elements were artifacts
related to the channel assemblies mentioned
above. Most significant were a series of
matched pairs of heart blocks found in association with the channels, one of each pair
designed for a rope strop and the other for a
metal strap. On this vessel, heart blocks
were used instead of deadeyes to adjust tension on the shrouds. Most of these blocks
were uncovered between the mainmast step
and the stern, suggesting an association
with the main channels. The heart blocks
were fairly evenly distributed between the
starboard and port sides. Although a few of

Figure 6.1.16: Compass and possible log
chip uncovered
beneath the starboard
stern hull. The possible log chip is at the
lower left. (Photo: P.
Waddell, Parks Canada; 24M-5721W).
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The heart blocks found in the port midship
region were associated with well-preserved
cordage. This assemblage came from the
lowest level of the cultural deposit. In some
cases, the lower portions of the shrouds
were attached to the heart blocks and a
number of ratlines were evident, representing a considerable portion of the shroud system (Fig. 6.1.14). Below the starboard bow,
concreted remnants of the chains were
found attached to the hearts. Although completely corroded, dimensional data were
recovered from the concretions. The shroud
system of the vessel is now well understood.

Figure 6.1.17: Sandglass frame and a portion of the binnacle,
found beneath the
starboard stern hull.
(Photo: D. Page, Parks
Canada; 24M-1201M).

the blocks were fragmentary, most were in a
good state of preservation. The evidence
suggests that a total of seven shrouds were
attached to each side of the mainmast. At the
bow, only the lower metal-banded hearts
were recovered, three from below the hull
near the outer edge of the starboard side and
three from below the hull along the forward
edge of the port side planking.

Single blocks and long tackle blocks were
recovered below the hull structure in nearly
equal proportions. Two single blocks were
found just beyond the upper tip of the rudder. A single block was associated with the
heart block assemblage for the starboard
main channel, and another was found at the
bottom of the cultural deposits on the starboard side of the lower stem piece (Fig.
6.1.15). Most of the long tackle blocks were
associated with the channels. Two were discovered with the starboard main channel,
and lone blocks were found with the port
main and starboard fore channels. These
suggested that rigging elements other than
heart blocks were attached to the channel
assemblies. Another long tackle block came
from the edge of the stern port quarter just
below the hull planking.

Figure 6.1.18: Image of
a ship at anchor
inscribed on the interior face of a softwood
plank from the stern.
(Photo: D. Page, Parks
Canada; 24M-1296M).
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Fragments of three sheaved timbers, one
large and two smaller, were found beneath
the starboard stern quarter. One of the
smaller timbers was discovered at the bottom of the cultural layer, while the other two
were found near the middle of the cultural
deposits. The starboard stern quarter also
protected several complete and partial parrel trucks recovered at the base of the cultural sequence. A large wooden toggle was
encountered near one of the metal-banded
hearts from the starboard fore channel and
may be related to the channel assembly.
From beneath the lower part of the stem
came a section of woven rope matting that
may be a piece of a chafing mat used to protect part of the rigging or the deck.
Rope fragments, likely the remains of both
the running and standing rigging, were
plentiful below the hull. These included a
number of relatively long sections of thick,
cable-laid rope that passed beneath the bow
(Fig. 6.1.15). Although several sections were
uncovered, these may have originally
formed one rope. Found on top of and in the
grey sand layer, they were evidently deposited soon after the ship wrecked and may
represent a mooring cable. The rope may
also represent a salvage attempt undertaken
shortly after the vessel sank.

Artifacts
The wealth of artifacts encountered below
the hull furnished some of the most intriguing and informative data from the site.
Although artifacts were found in all areas
below the hull, the most intense concentrations were found in the starboard stern
quarter. Common items included red roofing tile fragments, cask parts, and coopering
debris.
An extraordinary find from below the starboard stern near the bottom of the crushed
shell stratum was an assemblage of navigational instruments. While not representative
of the state of the art in the 16th century,
they would have formed a major part of a
kit for a pilot on a merchant vessel. The
assemblage included a sea compass
mounted in brass gimbals and originally
encased in a wooden box with a lid (Fig.
6.1.16). Remnants of most of the instrument
were recovered, with the exception of the
compass card. The partial remains of a sand1-178

glass were found in the same context (Fig.
6.1.17). Although the glass bulbs were missing, two circular wooden bases and five connecting spindles were recovered, allowing a
reconstruction. A small wooden reel
unearthed nearby may have been used with
a log line. A small associated wooden artifact has been tentatively interpreted as a log
chip for the log line (see Fig. 6.1.16). From
the same context came the remains of a
small wooden binnacle that may have originally held the instruments (see Fig. 6.1.17).
Of simple plank-on-frame construction, the
binnacle was once securely fastened to a flat
surface, likely a deck, that also served as its
base.
Another intriguing find was a remarkably
detailed etching of a ship at anchor inscribed
on the interior of a stern softwood plank
(Fig. 6.1.18). Located slightly forward of the
binnacle, it lay near the base of the crushed
shell layer. Although one end was badly
eroded, the rest of the plank was well-preserved. Complete with structural perspective, masts, rigging, anchor lines, and a boat
moored to the stern, this image offers a rare
glimpse of a 16th-century ship as seen
through the eyes of someone who had actually stood on board.
Other artifacts from beneath the hull
included numerous glazed and unglazed
coarse earthenware sherds and a number of
pewter fragments. Organic material was
well-preserved and abundant, including a
large number of leather fragments and complete shoes. Several wooden tool handles
were also recovered, including one that may
be a harpoon shaft. The metal ends of the
handles were so badly corroded that their
function could not be determined with certainty. Other wooden artifacts consisted of a
complete bowl, a bowl fragment, a possible
gaming disc, and a number of small unidentified objects. The organic collection also
comprised two woven textile fragments and
a fibrous bundle bound with twine, possibly
part of a broom or brush.
Lead shot and a small lead bead added to
the sparse ordinance assemblage. Another
interesting metal artifact was a die-struck
coin-like object, found beneath the starboard
stern, identified as a jeton. Jetons, small
metal counters, were used with counting
boards to perform arithmetic calculations.
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Faunal Remains
Faunal remains, although present beneath
the hull, were not as abundant as in other
areas of the site. These remains were concentrated primarily on the port side. The most
common types consisted of whale and cod
bones. Among the whale bones, caudal vertebrae and flipper elements predominated,
although numerous other unidentifiable
fragments were also recovered. Other
remains included a seal bone and two oyster
shells. Under the port bow, fish bone was
discovered in association with parts of a
quintal cask. If the fish were originally stored
in the cask, this represented the only example from the site of a cask used for food storage. However, given the number of fish
bones found under other parts of the port
bow, the association may have been entirely
fortuitous.

Botanical Remains
Botanical remains were limited to a number
of walnut shells recovered beneath the starboard stern hull. These were almost certainly food refuse.

The Chalupa
A nearly complete boat was found pinned
beneath the rudder and the collapsed starboard stern (Fig. 6.1.19). Resting on the sterile grey sand, the remains were firmly
encased in the lowest level of the crushed
shell stratum. The boat was about 8 m in
length with a beam of 2 m. Wood species
identification indicated that oak was the primary wood type with limited use of beech
and ash. All fastenings were iron nails. The
boat was built with a two-piece keel with a
central scarf. The stem and sternpost were
scarfed to the ends of the keel and both were
rabbeted to accept the ends of the planking.
The boat was carvel-built with the exception
of the top two planks, which were lapstraked. It was framed with floors and futtocks averaging 5 cm square (Fig. 6.1.20).
The floors each had a single limber hole centred over the keel. Risers were fastened to
the futtocks and were notched to accommodate the ends of the thwarts. A total of seven
thwart positions were recorded. A mast step
was recovered amidships, indicating the use
of a sail. A second smaller mast step was
THE UNDERWATER ARCHAEOLOGY OF RED BAY

later identified, suggesting a two-masted
rig. The gunwales, although poorly preserved, revealed single thole pin holes for
rowing.
Because of its completeness and location
directly beneath the starboard stern, the boat
is believed to have sunk at the same time as
the larger vessel. The boat has been identified as a chalupa, a type of vessel the Basques
used to chase and harpoon whales. This was
the most complete of four boats uncovered
at the 24M site.

PERIPHERAL AREAS
During early excavations beyond the intact
hull structure, it became apparent that the
peripheral areas of the site held an abundance of structural, artifactual, and faunal
remains. A decision was made early in the
field project to recover as much information
from these areas as possible. Due to the dispersion of structure and artifacts, the areas
uncovered aft of the stern and forward of
the bow were substantially larger than those
along the sides. In the stern, excavation
encompassed an area extending from 5 m to
7 m beyond the intact structure, while in the
bow an area 4 m forward of the hull was
uncovered. Along the starboard and port
sides, excavation rarely extended 1.5 m
beyond the surviving structure. Exceptions
included the North Trench, which extended
12 m forward of the bow, and isolated excavations off the port and starboard sides.

Stratigraphy
The stratigraphie deposits from the peripheral areas were similar to those above the
intact hull. The greatest variation was seen
in the thickness of the individual layers and
in the total depth of the deposits. The Shore
Trench excavated between the stern of the
wreck and Saddle Island was not considered
part of the peripheral area as excavation in
this area revealed a complex stratigraphie
sequence related to the onshore whaling station and not to the shipwreck. A description
and analysis of the Shore Trench deposits
can be found in Section 6.2.
At the stern, the stratigraphie sequence outside the main structure consisted of a layer
of recently deposited sand overburden
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Figure 6.1.19: Horizontal positions of
small boats found on
the 24M site. (Drawing: P. Waddell and
drafting team, Parks
Canada; 24M-85-1014A).
Scale 1:150
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Figure 6.1.20: Portion
of a small boat discovered beneath the starboard stern of the ship.
(Photo: R. Grenier,
Parks Canada; 24M4232 W).

15 cm to 50 cm thick, underlain by an
organic stratum 30 cm to 50 cm thick, followed by a layer of sterile grey sand. The
organic layer, which contained the bulk of
the cultural material, accumulated as a
result of slumping along the shore of nearby
Saddle Island and represents a secondary
deposition. The crushed shell stratum prevalent below the hull extended approximately 1 m beyond the ends of the stern hull
planks. The maximum thickness of this layer
beyond the intact hull structure was 20 cm.
The stratigraphy of the peripheral area on
the port side was similar. The uppermost
deposit was a thin surface layer of brown silt
measuring 5 cm to 10 cm thick. Directly
below this was a 10 cm to 15 cm layer of
compact sand and small stones. This deposit
was underlain by a thick organic stratum
measuring between 20 cm and 80 cm that
was thickest near the ship structure. Beneath
this stratum was a deposit of sterile grey
sand.
The starboard peripheral area demonstrated a similar sequence, except that the
strata were generally thinner and attained a
maximum depth of only 70 cm. Near the
intact structure, a thin layer of crushed shell
was observed above the sterile grey sand.
The stratigraphy in the peripheral bow area
resembled that of other sections of the site.
The area was overlain with a 2-cm to 3-cm
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thick layer of brown sand. Below this was a
7-cm to 20-cm thick grey sand stratum containing abundant clamshells and small
stones. Under this was an organic layer
varying in thickness from 7 cm to 25 cm. In
some areas, this loose organic stratum consisted of twigs, leaves, wood chips, and sphagnum moss in a brown sand matrix. In
other areas the deposit was compact, with a
dark brown silt matrix. Below the organic
stratum lay coarse grey sand that was generally devoid of cultural material. Unlike the
strata above, below, and around the hull
structure, which were relatively uniform,
the deposits in the bow peripheral area
undulated, with this pattern becoming more
noticeable at a distance from the intact hull.
This may have resulted from wave and current action.

Structural Remains
A large number of structural timbers and
fragments, including important diagnostic
elements, were encountered beyond the
stern of the intact wreck structure. Deck
beams were common around the stern of the
wreck. They provided important structural
information concerning the shape and internal configuration of the ship. These included
a deck beam over 5 m in length found abaft
the starboard stern in the organic stratum
containing the main cultural deposit. This
compound timber consisted of one long
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complete beam fastened to a second beam
that was composed of two shorter pieces
joined by a hook scarf; one of the scarfed
pieces was detached at the time of discovery.
From the length of this double timber and
the angles on the ends it was determined
that the beam came from the lower deck
near the stern. Another deck beam, more
than 1 m shorter than the compound timber
just described, had a central mortise on its
upper face and several notches along the
after edge. Uncovered in the organic layer
near the starboard stern, the beam was broken in two pieces. The configuration of this
piece suggested that it was from a deck
fairly high up in the stern. In fact, this deck
beam served as the mast step for the mizzen-mast, while the notches accommodated
a series of longitudinal ledges.
In addition to the deck beams, the peripheral stern area also revealed structural timbers from the transom assembly, including
the two fashion pieces that defined the outline of the transom. One was found near the
heel of the vessel while the other came from
further aft, off the starboard stern. Both were
situated in the organic layer below the level
of the transom assembly. Two more large
transom knees were found in this area; these
originally secured the transom timbers to
the sides of the hull. One of these was associated with the transom assembly timbers,
while the other rested between the upper
end of the rudder and the fashion piece off
the starboard stern (see Fig. 6.1.8). Other
important pieces of the transom construction consisted of three counter timbers
recovered near the transom assembly. One
was found under the transom, another from
above the chalupa timbers, and the third further aft.
In contrast, the port side peripheral area
revealed few scattered timbers of major significance. The majority of recovered timbers
consisted of broken futtocks and planks.
Other pieces included a few postarios along
with fragmented wales and a section of a
waterway. A major discovery was a 7.3 mlong section of an oak mast lying partially
beside the stern port corner of the intact
structure and extending aft into the peripheral area (see Fig. 6.1.8). Lying partially in
the sand overburden and partially in the
organic layer, this piece was at approximately the same level as the stern port hull
planking. It was slightly oval in cross-sec1-182

tion with a diameter that tapered from 39 cm
to 29 cm. Both ends of the mast were cut
through with an axe, suggesting possible
salvage attempts following the sinking.
A relatively small section of intact hull measuring 6 m by 2 m lay off the port bow (see
Fig. 6.1.8). It consisted of a series of five hull
planks and 12 overlapping futtock fragments. The frame timbers likely represent
the juncture of the second and third futtocks,
indicating that the section came from high in
the port bow.
As on the port side, the starboard side
revealed few significant timbers. Again, futtocks and planking predominated, along
with wales, postarios, and a fragment of a
waterway.
The bow peripheral area, on the other hand,
provided many important structural pieces.
Running forward from the bow structure,
starting near the upper end of the lower
stem piece, was a large cylindical timber,
4.5 m in length and 30 cm in diameter (see
Fig. 6.1.8). Near the intact bow this piece
rested in the crushed shell layer, but beyond
this it sat primarily in the organic stratum.
This timber was generally well-preserved.
The distal end was broken but the end nearest the intact bow was squared and bevelled,
and bore a large fastening hole. The shape
and position of this timber led to its identification as the lower end of the bowsprit.
A particularly important piece was the
upper portion of the stem, found lying
across the forward end of the bowsprit (see
Fig. 6.1.8). The uppermost face of the timber
was exposed, while the buried portion
extended into the organic layer. Although
badly abraded and in poorer condition than
the lower stem piece, identification was possible based on the overall dimensions, the
curvature of the piece, and traces of the rabbet. The upper stem mended with a fragmentary timber bearing a scarf uncovered
between the upper end of the lower stem
and the proximal end of the bowsprit. The
scarf of this fragmentary timber fit the scarf
on the lower stem piece. Together, these
pieces represented almost the entire stem.
This was critical for reconstruction modelling as it defined the shape of the bow and
provided an attachment point for the bow
planking.
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Another important discovery, found approximately 6 m off the starboard bow, was a
massive timber bearing two mortises in one
face. Similar to the upper stem, the upper
portion of this timber lay exposed above the
seabed and was badly abraded. This timber
came from the main deck level near the bow.
The mortises accommodated the lower ends
of the riding bitts.
Near the edge of the intact structure at the
starboard bow was a heavy, short deck beam
(see Fig. 6.1.8). This well-preserved piece
was completely buried in the organic layer.
Also located close to the bow but belonging
to the lower deck level, this piece bore a
large mortise on its upper face to accept the
heel of the foremast.
The bow peripheral area produced numerous other structural pieces. Many of these
pieces consisted of broken hull planking,
futtock fragments and other pieces from the
upperworks of the ship. Identifiable and
diagnostic pieces included wales, deck
beams, knees, and a possible belaying pin
rail. Several pieces were associated with the
beakhead, including the main beakhead timber and a simple decorative end piece (see
Fig. 6.1.8). Two heavy carved timbers with
large semicircular notches were found a
short distance to either side of the middle of
the bowsprit near the bottom of the cultural
deposit (see Fig. 6.1.8). Both pieces have
been identified as parts of the hawse hole
assemblies and are similar to the one uncovered below the starboard bow. A peculiar
timber over 2 m in length with a thick
sheave set into one end was unearthed just
beyond the starboard hull structure near the
foremast step. This piece sat at the same
level as the hull planking. Its location, along
with shipbuilding studies and modelling,
identified this as a cathead for handling a
bow anchor.

Rigging Elements
Rigging elements were not particularly
abundant around the periphery of the
wreck, although unusual items were
encountered. The most common artifacts
were rope fragments, followed by sheaves
and block shell fragments. Six complete single blocks were recovered, including three
from the bow. A total of six heart blocks and
one heart fragment were recovered, all but
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one found at the bow. Two of these were
much larger than the others and were found
together near the bowsprit. One was scored
for a rope strop while the other had been
banded in metal. Clearly a matched pair,
they may have been part of the rigging for
the forestay.
A two-sheaved long tackle block was a
revealing discovery from the starboard bow
area. The block was recovered from the
organic stratum, not far from the forward
end of a massive mortised deck beam.
Inscribed construction lines were clearly visible on the outer surface of one of the cheeks.
A circular mark indicated the position of one
of the sheaves, while two parallel lines
below outlined the piece of wood separating
the two sheaves. These lines have improved
understanding of how 16th-century Spanish
blocks were manufactured.

Artifacts
Artifacts were plentiful around the periphery, with the largest concentrations at the
stern and the bow. The most common items
were roofing tile fragments and cask parts.
Less abundant, but frequent, were coarse
earthenware vessel fragments and pieces of
leather.
Coarse earthenware fragments were most
numerous near the stern, where rim fragments, strap handles, and base and body
sherds were recovered. A number of vessels
were partially reconstructed, illustrating
vessel types used at the site. Most of the
ceramic fragments were unglazed, although
green and brown glazes were detected on
some pieces. A few pieces of majolica have
been identified. Some of the fragments from
the stern were found at such a distance from
the wreck as to suggest discard from the
shore station. However, much of the material was uncovered close to the wreck, indicating their association with the vessel.
Other artifacts from the peripheral area
included leather shoes, shoe parts, and
leather sheets and strips. Stitching holes in
some of the sheets suggested they were
parts of garments.
Also recovered from the stern were a number of interesting wooden artefacts, most
notably two finely turned wooden bowls.
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One was found 5 m from the wreck and may
not be associated with the ship, while the
other was found near the broken upper end
of the rudder. Other recovered wooden artifacts included two tool handles with associated concretions. One appeared to be an axe
handle fragment and the other was a harpoon handle or a similar instrument. Both
were found near the stern and, in both cases,
the concretions were in such poor condition
that only partial recovery was possible. The
possible axe handle was oval in cross-section and likely represented the blade end of
the tool. The end of the harpoon handle
tapered to a point that fit into a socket on the
metal tip. The shaft ran beneath the rudder
and the starboard side of the vessel. The harpoon may have been associated with the
chalupa, which was also pinned beneath the
starboard hull. Two other crude wooden
tool handles were also excavated.

object, slightly hollowed on one side. The
object apparently functioned as a scoop,
although its specific use is uncertain. The
finding of a small bever cask off the starboard bow is intriguing. It contained a white
greasy substance tentatively identified as
whale oil that resembled whale oil residues
found in the larger casks. The bever cask
may have held small quantities of whale oil
for shipboard lighting.
The only positively identified weapon from
the site was an incomplete wrought iron
breech-loading verso, or swivel gun. The
verso was found on top of the foremast step
off the starboard bow (see Fig. 6.1.8). It consisted of the complete barrel, a portion of the
sleeve, and a breechblock. Unfortunately,
the rear of the sleeve and the entire tiller
were missing along with any metal wedges
that may have been used to secure the block
in place for firing. The breechblock con-

Coopering articles were a common component of the artifact assemblage in the peripheral area. An unusual artifact in this
category was a pipa stave found on top of the
rudder. A pipa had double the capacity of the
more common barrica. This was only the second such stave recovered from the site; the
other was found slightly forward of the
mainmast.
Woven organic matting, most likely remnants of basketry, was recovered in all
peripheral areas. A thick, tightly woven mat
of organic fibre was recovered off the starboard stern. Although its use is unknown, it
may have served as bedding or as padding
for delicate cargo.
Due to the electrochemical effects of seawater, identifiable metal artifacts were
extremely rare. Therefore, the discovery of a
handle and lid assembly from a pewter tankard was significant. This piece was found
near the rudder and hints at a higher standard of living for at least one person on
board.
Interesting artifacts were also uncovered in
the bow periphery. A notable find was the
remains of a wooden spool or reel. Although
incomplete, it appeared to be a larger version of the log reel discovered with the other
navigational instruments. Based on its location in the bow, this reel may have held the
line for a sounding lead. Another interesting
find was a small, wooden paddle-shaped
1-184
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Figure 6.1.21: Remains
of small boat found aft
of the upper end of the
rudder. (Photo: P.
Waddell, Parks Canada; 24M-2658W).

tained a powder charge held in position by a
wooden plug at the forward end. The barrel
was loaded with a wrought iron ball held in
place with a piece of rope wadding. Storing
such weapons loaded was apparently typical practice at this time.
Other unusual artifacts from the bow area
included lead shot and a fragment of a
grindstone wheel. Although the grindstone
may postdate the shipwreck, it bears a striking resemblance to grindstone fragments
recovered in a Basque deposit on Saddle
Island.
A feature just outside the starboard stern
structure suggested a shipboard hearth. The
remains were characterized by a concentration of fire-cracked rock, unmodified rock,
charred wood, small mineralized iron
objects, and a dark grey ash-like layer. The

concentrated nature of the assemblage suggests that these materials did not simply
spill over the side, as the lighter wood and
ash would have been dispersed. Rather, it
appears that these materials were enclosed
within some sort of large container. Some of
the iron objects resembled rivets and, along
with several recovered nails, may have been
used to hold such a container together. Further, the concentration was located below
the thick barnacle shell layer, on top of the
harbour sand, indicating deposition early in
the collapse sequence. Artifacts and faunal
material found within the concentration
included a small glass fragment, several
burnt nail or spike heads, a charred fish
bone, and another unidentified bone. A
complete walnut and another charred bone
were also found overlying the deposit. This
small but important assemblage suggests a
cooking area somewhere in the stern.

Figure 6.1.22: Structural remains of a
small boat found off
the port bow of the
wreck. (Drawing: W.
Stevens, C. Piper,
Parks Canada; 24M84-102-8).
Scale 1:50
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Faunal Remains

Botanical Remains

Complete and fragmentary whale bones
were abundant around the periphery of the
wreck. The bones were deposited as a result
of butchering activities in the harbour. The
predominance of flipper bones and caudal
vertebrae lends credence to the hypothesis
that the Basque whalers removed the tails
and flippers near shore as an initial step in
the flensing operation. Although elements
were generally found singly, a number of
partially intact flippers and one complete
flipper, including the humerus, carpáis, and
phalanges, were recovered. Less abundant
whale remains included skull parts, including rostrum fragments and complete and
fragmentary mandibles. Only a few examples of ribs were recovered. As in other areas
of the site, cod bones made up a significant
proportion of the faunal collection.

The botanical collection from the peripheral
area was small, consisting of a few nutshells,
predominantly walnut.

In addition to the whale and cod bones,
other faunal remains included a variety of
waterfowl, including eider duck, herring
gull, and white-winged scoter. The rest of
the faunal collection comprised pig, harp
seal, and polar bear. Much of this material
was found off the stern of the vessel in the
organic stratum, and seems to represent discard activity from the shore station rather
than shipboard use. The faunal remains may
represent animals used as food, indicating
that the Basques had access to variety in
their diet.

Small Boats
The remains of three boats were found in the
periphery of the wreck site. The first of these
was uncovered immediately aft of the upper
end of the rudder (Fig. 6.1.19). Resting
entirely within the organic layer, its longitudinal orientation was the same as that of the
main shipwreck. The boat had a dense layer
of roofing tile fragments lying between its
frames. These fragments were much larger
than those found elsewhere on the site, suggesting intentional placement in the boat
rather than accidental deposition. As the
pieces did not mend to form complete tiles,
they probably do not represent a cargo of
roofing tiles but rather discarded fragments.
The remains of the boat measured 3.8 m
long by 1.5 m wide. While incomplete, the
boat retained portions of the keel, floors,
planks, and futtocks, representing approximately half its original length (Fig. 6.1.21).
The structural pieces were fastened with
treenails, with minimal use of iron fastenings. Limber holes were cut into the floors
above the keel. The recovered portion of the
keel consisted of two pieces joined by a ver-

Figure 6.1.23: Portion
of the ballast dump
found in the area
peripheral to the bow.
(Photo: D. Page, Parks
Canada; 24M-452M).
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All of the structural pieces recovered were
oak. The remains included most of the keel,
the stem, a foremast step, a foremast partner,
numerous frames, a possible thwart, pieces
of the gunwales, and hull planking.
Although incomplete, enough structural
information was collected to identify this
craft as a chalupa.
During the detailed analysis of the scattered
timbers, evidence of yet another small boat
from the periphery came to light. Found at
the port stern of the integral hull, the stratigraphic indications revealed it had been
deposited after the collapse of the port stern
side because it lay above the collapsed transom section. Similarly to the previous small
boat, this vessel was also incomplete and
badly broken up. Identifiable pieces, mostly
of oak, included planks, floors, futtocks, a
section of the keel and a fragment of the
lower stem. Comparative structural data
indicated this vessel was yet another chalupa.
Figure 6.1.24: Anchor
discovered off the starboard side of the vessel. (Drawing: C. Piper,
Parks Canada; 24M80B6-lc).
Scale 1:50

tical flat scarf, originally held by nails. Evidence of caulking was found between the
plank edges, and the outer surfaces of the
planks were covered with a coating, likely
pine tar resin. When considering the construction details of this vessel, the overall
impression is that of a more robustly-built
craft than a chalupa.
Evidence, such as the fact that one end of the
keel had been chopped through, suggested
the possibility of secondary deposition of
this boat. A plank found near the keel had a
definite saw cut at one end. This area of the
boat seemingly suffered alterations that
would have made it unseaworthy. The possibility that the vessel was abandoned on
shore, used as a repository for broken roofing tiles, and then slumped into its eventual
position must be considered. Two artifacts,
an osier ring and a thole pin, were found
nearby and may be associated with the boat.
The remains of another small boat were
found off the port bow. Situated approximately 2 m outside the intact hull and just
slightly forward of midship, the structural
elements from this boat were found near the
base of the cultural deposits (Fig. 6.1.19).
Unlike the boat trapped beneath the starboard side, this craft had virtually no protection and structural damage was extensive
(Fig. 6.1.22). It was obvious that this boat
had received some sort of crushing blow.
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Ballast D u m p
In 1980, a dense concentration of limestone
was encountered at the north end of the
North Trench, approximately 12 m from the
bow of the wreck (Fig. 6.1.23). Due to the
lack of natural sources of limestone in the
Red Bay area and the similarity with the ballast stone found in the vessel, it was
assumed that this concentration was also
ballast stone. Subsequent excavations in the
bow peripheral area identified other limestone concentrations off the starboard bow;
it was apparent that these formed a single
continuous deposit of stone. The distance of
the stones from the hull and the lack of intervening concentrations of stone seemed to
preclude them from being ballast from the
24M wreck and this deposit was therefore
interpreted as a ballast dump. When lading
heavy cargoes of whale oil, the Basques
likely off-loaded surplus ballast. If this interpretation is correct, it indicates that ships
were brought very close to shore.

The Anchor
An anchor, believed to be of 16th-century
origin, was discovered 15 m east of the stern
of the wreck site and about 20 m from Saddle Island. Partially buried in silt and broken
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at mid-shank, the anchor was roughly oriented in a northeast to southwest direction
with the crown pointing northeast. This
wrought iron anchor was essentially complete except for the wooden stock (Fig.
6.1.24). Exposed portions of the anchor,
including the shank and west fluke and arm,
were eroded and encrusted.
The anchor exhibited morphological features common to other known 16th-century
Spanish anchors, including a disproportionately long shank compared to the short arms
and small flukes; a leaf-shaped finial at the
upper end to hold the anchor ring; and stock
keys positioned parallel to the flukes and
arms. Clearly, the anchor was of 16th-century Spanish origin and was linked to
Basque whaling in Red Bay. However, due
to its distance from the hull, associating the

anchor directly with the wreck was impossible.

Unidentified Vessel Remains
During the excavation of the Shore Trench
between the stern of the vessel and Saddle
Island, timbers and timber fragments were
uncovered from the stratigraphie layer
above the organic stratum associated with
Basque activity.548 Recovered structural elements included two complete floor timbers
and one floor fragment, two incomplete futtocks, and three small plank fragments.
Although the vessel is of post-16th century
construction, more precise dating was not
possible. The vessel may date to the 19th
century.

NOTES
545 Margaret Rule, The Mary Rose: The Excavation and
Raising of Henry VIU's Flagsliip (London: Conway
Maritime Press, 1982), p. 120.

Report ([Tallahassee]: Bureau of Archaeological
Research, Division of Historical Resources, Florida
Department of State, 1999), pp. 78-84.

545 John R. Bratten, "Olive Pits, Rat Bones, and Leather
547 The numbers in [ ] mentioned in this section
Shoe Soles: A Preliminary Report on the Organic
correspond to the numbers indicating stratigraphie
Remains from the Emanuel Point Shipwreck,
layers in the figures.
Pensacola, Florida," in Underwater Archaeology
Proceedings from the Society for Historical Archaeology
Conference: Washington, D.C., 1995, ed. Paul Forsythe 548 For a complete description, see Christopher Amer,
Johnston (Tucson: Society for Historical
"An Unidentified Vessel," in The Red Bay Project:
Archaeology, 1995), p. 52; R. C. Smith, J. Spirek, J.
Interim Report, 1984, Volume 5, ed. Willis Stevens,
Bratten, and D. Scott-Ireton, The Emanuel Point Ship:
Microfiche Report Series No. 465 (Ottawa: Parks
Archaeological Investigations, 1992-1995, Preliminary
Canada, 1984), pp. 145-174.
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6.2

Marine Archaeology and Zooarchaeology of the lothCentury Whaling Harbour of Red Bay
Willis Stevens and Stephen L. Cumbaa

As part of the overall investigation of
Basque whaling in Labrador, and of the
16th-century whaling station at Red Bay in
particular, a visual survey of the harbour
bottom was initiated in 1978. The survey,
combined with shore-based surveys and
excavations by archaeologists from Memorial University of Newfoundland, was
intended to allow a better understanding of
the broader context of the 24M wreck site,
through other underwater traces of the
Basque whaling enterprises. Two exploratory excavations, the Shore Trench and the
Wharf Trench, also played an integral role in
meeting the survey objectives.
A major focus of the harbour survey was
identification of the whale species hunted by
the Basques and the determination of processing techniques, including carcass disposal patterns, through the recovery and
examination of skeletal remains. Due to
their mass and absorptive capacity, recovered whale bones were first cleaned and
desalinated in fresh water. After slow drying, they were laid out by element or by
stratigraphie unit, measured, identified by
reference to known comparative skeletal
material or publications, and examined in
greater detail for cut marks, pathologies,
and other cultural and biological information. The identification and description of all
bones recovered were recorded on preprinted, 5 in. by 8 in. cards developed for
zooarchaeological data recording by the
Zooarchaeological Identification Centre,
National Museum of Natural Sciences,
Ottawa (now the Canadian Museum of
Nature).

HARBOUR SURVEY
Red Bay is a naturally protected harbour
with a large, round, inner area of moderate
depth and another area, larger and located
inland, called the Basin (Fig. 6.2.1). Separated from the Strait of Belle Isle by Saddle
Island, the main entrance to the harbour is a
26-m deep channel located on its western
end. A secondary, small craft channel, with a
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water depth of less than two metres, is
located on the eastern end. Total surface area
of the harbour is 1.33 km . The underwater
survey was carried out over a six-year
period in conjunction with the 24M excavation project. The scope of the survey
included towed visual searches, free-swimming visual searches and test excavations in
areas having surface concentrations of
Basque material culture.
The total area of the harbour bottom was not
completely surveyed due to time and depth
constraints. It was assumed that a search
would quickly reach a point of diminishing
return as the refuse from a primarily shorebased activity diminished with increasing
depth and distance from the shoreline.
Therefore, the area around Penney Island
and the perimeters of the Basin and main
harbour were the primary target areas identified for visual survey (Fig. 6.2.1). Tracey
Beach and two small coves, Steamer Cove
and Kelpy Cove, outside the eastern end of
the harbour, were also visually searched,
based on the presence of whale bones along
their respective shorelines.
After a number of trials and modifications to
equipment, it was determined that the
towed search was the most efficient and
effective means to survey large areas in a relatively short time period. The technique
involved towing two divers at a constant
speed between two predetermined landmarks. Each diver held onto a weighted tow
bar attached to the boat by a thirty-metre
tow line. The tow lines were held apart at
the transom of the boat by a modified outrigger system. The divers maintained visual
contact with each other and did not descend
below nine metres. This depth allowed for
unlimited dive times, while excellent visibility permitted a combined diver field of
vision of approximately 25 m. All survey
runs were timed by a member of the surface
crew and by the divers. The approximate
locations of faunal and material culture
remains were calculated by noting their corresponding elapsed time into the run. These
locations were later plotted onto a harbour
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Figure 6.2.1: Harbour
survey map showing
areas surveyed, whale
bone concentrations
(shaded black) and
shipwreck sites.
(Drawing: D. Kappler,
Parks Canada; 24M2006-101-3b).

map. Where further identification or examination was warranted, the localities were
revisited and detailed notes and drawings
made.

with a coarse sand bottom. Conversely, the
eastern channel drops abruptly off to depths
averaging 14 m. The differences in bottom
topography were very likely reflected in the
survey results for this area.

Penney Island

The principal concentration of bone was off
the northwest shore of Penney Island, 2025 m offshore from a Basque tryworks site,
at a depth of approximately three metres. At
least two whale skulls were found here, one
with fused cervical vertebrae, plus the next
seven thoracic vertebrae in articulated position (Fig. 6.2.2). The fused cervical unit is
typical of the Balaenidae, the right whale

The first area surveyed, using a free-swimming technique, was in the vicinity of Penney Island. This small island separates the
Basin and the main harbour, forming two
narrow access channels (Fig. 6.2.1). The
western channel, locally called "the tickle",
is extremely shallow (less than one metre)
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Figure 6.2.2: North
Atlantic right whale
skeleton with labeled
elements. (Drawing:
D. Kappler, Parks Canada; 24M-96-lll-3a).

family. A few rib and other vertebral elements were also found in the vicinity. Most
of the bones were partially buried in the
sandy bottom. Although no tool marks were
noted on the bones, this concentration may
represent two or more flensed carcasses cast
adrift from the "cutting-in" process near the
Penney Island ovens.
Scattered whale bone fragments, mostly
from ribs, were located along the Penney
Island shore of the shallow western channel.
These bones appeared to represent debris
washed in from storms, as the metre-deep
tickle has probably always been too shallow
for large whale carcasses to have drifted in,
or to have been purposely towed in for
either disposal or as a short cut to the oven
complex on Penney Island.

A surprising discovery in the western channel was a rather large boat, believed to be
Basque, located in mid-channel. This boat
was originally identified as a pinaza, a boat
larger than the chalupa. The timbers were
raised, recorded and conserved, with subsequent analysis revealing that the remains in
fact represent two different boats: a batel and
an unidentified small craft.
Two other concentrations of whale bone in
the vicinity of Penney Island were located
off the southwest shore, one 20 m or so
southeast of the site of the batel, and the
other further to the southwest in deeper
water about ten metres offshore. The concentration closest to the batel consisted of a
skull, some ribs, and other badly broken and
abraded unidentified whale bone fragments.
The other concentration consisted of ribs
and parts of two skulls. One of the skull

Figure 6.2.3: Semiarticulated whale skeleton presumably from
a butchered and disposed of carcass.
(Drawing: W. Stevens,
Parks Canada; 24M902X47).
Scale 1:40
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fragments, nearly four metres in length, was
the characteristic, highly-arched maxilla of a
balaenid whale (Fig. 6.2.2), one of very few
recovered during the surveys and excavations in and around Red Bay harbour. Just to
the south of the central area of this concentration were at least two more skulls and
one ulna, one of the few limb elements
recovered from areas not adjacent to the
Basque ovens on the northeastern shore of
Saddle Island. Both of these concentrations
along the southwestern shore of Penney
Island could represent anterior parts of the
carcasses of these large whales which were
left to drift and eventually grounded after
being processed along Saddle Island or elsewhere.

Basin
The Basin refers to that part of Red Bay harbour located furthest inland. It is round in
shape and has a maximum water depth
approaching 30 m (Fig. 6.2.1). Because of the
depth, the area surveyed was restricted to
the Basin's perimeter and included only
those areas where the water depth did not
exceed nine metres.
Towed searches began at Penney Island and
continued on a series of straight line courses,
plotted against fixed landmarks, around the
perimeter of the Basin (Fig. 6.2.1). The water
depth was relatively shallow throughout
most of the search area, averaging less than
three metres. In some areas the shoreline
dropped off abruptly to the twenty-metre
level. Throughout the Basin survey no
Basque material culture was observed, and
with the exception of one notable concentration, whale bones were rare and scattered in
the deep basin to the north of Penney Island.

buried in sediment. Many of the bones were
worn by the action of tidal flow and sand, or
possibly ice. Present were the skull, lower
jaws, cervical, thoracic and lumbar vertebrae, the scapulae, ribs, and the first few
caudal vertebrae (Fig. 6.2.2). Completely
missing were all elements of both right and
left flippers and all of the posterior caudal
vertebrae. One bone, a chevron, which
attaches to the underside of the vertebral
column and bridges the cartilaginous space
between the caudal vertebrae, was deeply
cut. Nearly 20 per cent of chevron bones
recovered from excavations in Red Bay harbour have cut marks, presumably received
as the whale's tail was removed during the
flensing operation. It appears likely that the
carcass of this whale, with flippers and tail
removed and flensed of its blubber, drifted
away from a processing area, gradually lost
buoyancy, and sank to the bottom.

Main Harbour
The lack of faunal and material culture evidences of the Basque whalers within the
Basin clearly indicates a preference for other
harbour areas, notably the main harbour
(Fig. 6.2.1). In addition to bottom topography, a more likely reason for locating the
processing stations within the main harbour
was its proximity to the whaling grounds,
an important consideration for a labour
intensive fishery in a non-motorized era.

The perimeter of the main harbour was visually surveyed, along with several tracts
across its central area. Free-swimming and
towed searches along the north shore of Saddle Island revealed isolated finds of whale
bones, including five "ear" bones (auditory
bullae). In addition, scattered surface debris
of badly eroded oak timbers with treenail
The concentration, off the east shore of the fastenings were noted due east of the 24M
basin at a depth of about seven metres, con- wreck site. The timbers were embedded in a
sisted of 204 bones from one whale, a young heavily silted bottom and appeared to repreadult (large, but osteologically immature) sent debris from the wreck. The lack of conbowhead (Balaena mysticetus), a member of centrations of whale bones and items of
the right whale family. As the find of more
material culture (i.e. roofing tiles), particuthan a few articulated elements of one indilarly in light of the known onshore strucvidual was unique, the entire carcass was
tures, can possibly be attributed to the
mapped (Fig. 6.2.3), and the bones removed
heavily silted offshore conditions. In fact,
for more detailed study.
test trenching within this area (the Shore
and Wharf Trenches), revealed an abunThe remains of this whale were found in a dance of faunal remains and Basque related
semi-articulated state with most of the bones material below the harbour silts.
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By far the most prolific area for visible evidence of the Basque presence was along the
mainland shore opposite Saddle Island.
Four major concentrations, consisting of
whale bone and roofing tiles, were all
located in less than four metres of water
(Fig. 6.2.1). These remains represented
deposits from onshore activity in the form of
building construction and whale processing.
Subsequent excavation carried out on the
adjacent shore by Memorial University
crews uncovered extensive evidence of
Basque occupation and whale processing
activity along the entire shoreline.549
Free-swimming, visual inspection and test
excavations conducted at one of the concentrations, surprisingly uncovered the remains
of a second 16th-century shipwreck (27M)
(Fig. 6.2.1). Selected areas of the wreck,
which included the bow, mast step/pump
well and stern, were partially excavated for
comparative analysis with the 24M wreck
site (see Section 6.3).
A second test excavation (5 m by 1 m), carried out at another of the concentrations,
revealed a virtual graveyard of whale bones.
The primary elements were identified as
large skulls and rib fragments. The remains
were so closely and solidly packed that a
larger and considerably more ambitious
excavation was required. Notes were taken
but the bones were left in place and the exca-

vation backfilled. Such concentrations, particularly complete skulls, which are all but
absent along the Saddle Island shore, are
thought to be significant in the insight they
provide to whale carcass dismemberment
and disposal patterns by the Basques.
It was also along the mainland shoreline that
a third 16th-century shipwreck (29M) was
identified during a Parks Canada impact
assessment survey prior to the construction
of a sewage outfall pipeline. The installation
of this line was part of a much larger project
to install water and sewage facilities in the
town of Red Bay. The engineering design
called for the pipe to be buried in a trench
75 cm wide by 1 m deep. The pipe would
extend some 180 m out from the shoreline
before emptying effluent directly into the
harbour. Due to the shallowness of the proposed location only 20 m of the line would
actually be underwater during low tide. It
was decided to concentrate on this twentymetre section by excavating test pits in
search of any cultural materials that might
be affected.
To begin testing, a datum was installed
along the course of the pipeline and test pits
measuring 2 m by 1.5 m were excavated.
Maximum water depth near the end of the
line was three metres. With the exception of
a few whale bones, no other items were
found indicative of the Basque period. Addi-

Figure 6.2.4: Map of
the 24M site grid as of
1983 showing locations of shore and
wharf trenches.
(Drawing: C. Piper,
Parks Canada; 24M83-101-9).
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tional testing was then carried out beyond
the end of the pipe as this area was open to
direct impact from raw sewage. During this
testing sequence the bow section of a third
16th-century vessel (29M) was partially
uncovered less than 100 m from the second
wreck (27M). Further visual inspection and
some hand fanning uncovered the mast step
and ceiling planking. As was the case with
the second wreck, limited excavation was
carried out for comparative analysis with
the other wreck sites (see Section 6.4).
The discovery of a major wreck site, in close
proximity to the proposed location of a sewage outfall pipe resulted in a recommendation to change the pipe line routing.
Additional testing, west of the original
route, did not uncover any further concentrations of material culture and the pipe line
was subsequently installed along the recommended route.

Other Areas Surveyed
The three remaining areas surveyed were
Steamer Cove, Kelpy Cove and Tracey Beach
(Fig. 6.2.1). All had onshore deposits of
whale bone, although Tracey Beach had by
far the largest accumulations. The areas offshore from these deposits were examined to
help better understand carcass disposal patterns. While no faunal remains were found
in either of the coves, Tracey Beach has long
been known as a place that carvers, particularly from the mission across the Strait of
Belle Isle in St. Anthony, Newfoundland,
would travel to collect whale bone. It was
also probably the location described in a
1705 account by the Sieur de Courtemanche,
a French sealer. He remarked at the sight of
huge quantities of whale bones on the beach,
including at least 90 large skulls in one
place, and guessed that two to three thousand whales must have been killed.550 It
appears to have been an area where carcasses and other drifting debris would accumulate, or to have been used deliberately as
a disposal area for carcasses, as today several skulls and some rib elements can still be
found on the surface. In 1980 Tracey Beach
was surveyed for whale bones on the surface. In addition, the sod was stripped from
a 4-m-by-15-m test trench, resulting in the
discovery of large accumulations of bone
well back of the present high tide line.551
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However, there was no evidence of Basque
occupation or processing facilities.
Due to the abundance of bone on and below
the land surface, an offshore survey of
approximately 180 m along the beach was
carried out to a distance of 125 m from the
shoreline. Surprisingly, neither faunal
remains nor any material culture were
observed. A small test pit, 1 m by 2 m, excavated to a depth of 50 cm below seabed also
failed to uncover any evidence of a Basque
presence.

Shore Trench
Archaeological Data
A fourteen-metre-by-two-meter exploratory
excavation, referred to as the Shore Trench,
was carried out in the area between the
wreck site (24M) and Saddle Island (Fig.
6.2.4). The objective was to gain an understanding of the relationship between the
wreck and the onshore whale processing station. Particular emphasis was placed on
recording and interpreting the stratigraphie
record and the establishment of a relative
sequence of events, encompassing both the
shipwreck event and shore based activities.552
To reconstruct the stratigraphie sequence of
events, it was necessary to examine the
physical sequence of strata, as well as the
nature and relationship of the interface
between strata. It was also important to correlate the stratigraphie record with the artifacts and faunal remains associated with
specific events. Thus, two main classes of
data were examined: stratigraphie data
(strata and the interfaces between strata)
and plan data (artifacts and faunal remains).
This approach focuses on explanation
through an examination of the formation
processes (events) responsible for the total
archaeological record, leading to the interpretation of the archaeological context in
terms of the deposition history.
The stratification was interpreted through
the study of well defined layers of natural
and cultural deposition (Fig. 6.2.5). Most of
these deposits related to specific events that
occurred as a direct result of the Basque
occupation and use of Saddle Island. For
purposes of interpretation, the stratigraphie
sequence was divided into three primary
THE IN SITU ARCHAEOLOGICAL REMAINS

Figure 6.2.5: Stratigraphie profile drawing of the west face of the Shore Trench. (Drawing:
W. Stevens, S. Laurie-Bourque, Parks Canada; 24M-81-102-2).
Scale 1:50
Key:
1) sandy silt; 2) rock and organic silt; 3) fragmented shell; 4) peat; 5) peat, wood chips, fish bone, shell
and silt; 6) wood chips; 7) sandy silt, 8) fish bone; 9) whale bone; 10) rock and fragmented shell.
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stages of development: pre-Basque, Basque
and post-Basque occupation. The first stage
was represented by the natural accumulations of rock, fragmented shell and harbour
silts deposited by natural processes in the
form of wave action, erosion and siltation.
These deposits represented the natural state
of this specific harbour area prior to the
arrival of the Basques.
The natural accumulations were subsequently overlain by a build-up of organic
materials deposited as a result of onshore
activity during the Basque occupation. This
second stage of stratigraphie development
was first identified through a large deposit
of woodchips and organic peat. Similar
woodchips, identified as the by-product
from a log-squaring operation, were discovered during the excavation of the adjacent
land site.553 The peat, also found at the land
site, was related to the clearing of the site
prior to building construction.

occupation event was the return to the uninhibited natural formation processes, resulting in the accumulation of harbour silts and
shell, and other debris, once more returning
the appearance of the harbour floor to its
natural, non-influenced state.
Other events, representing Basque activity
on Saddle Island, were evidenced through
the deposition of artifacts and faunal
remains. Primary among these was the discard of fish bone and whale bone during the
individual processing operations. Another
was the discard of cooperage debris during
the assembly and repair of barrels. Refuse
from this activity was in the form of small
bits and pieces of cooperage waste, i.e. stave
ends, pegs and bungs. Finally, there were the
remains of a small boat, identified as a chalupa, and the remains of the shipwreck, both
integral parts in the application of Basque
whaling technology.
Zooarchaeological

The third stage of stratigraphie development
(post-Basque) was represented by several
events, the foremost of which was a rock
slide from Saddle Island. It was interesting
to note that the type of rock (fieldstone) was
not consistent with the solid, natural granite
out-cropping which forms most of the
island. Indeed, the results of land excavations on the adjacent shoreline identified the
existence of a Basque structure, possibly a
cooperage related structure, partially built of
fieldstone.554 The possibility exists that the
rock found in the Shore Trench may be collapse from that structure. The final post-
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Data

While whaling was undoubtedly the major
occupational stimulus, cod-fishing was also
being actively pursued. The primary deposit
of zooarchaeological interest was a layer
0.2 m in thickness (See Fig. 6.2.5) of thousands of fish bones enveloping a number of
whale skeletal elements, capped and underlain by layers of woodchips linked to Basque
construction on the shore of Saddle Island.
More than 99 per cent of several tens of
thousands of the fish bones comprising the
layer have been identified as codfish (Cadus
morhua) (Figs. 6.2.6, 6.2.7). Virtually all are
THE IN SITU ARCHAEOLOGICAL REMAINS

Figure 6.2.6: Cod skeleton. (Drawing: D.
Kappler, Parks Canada; 24M-97-lll-la).

bones of the head and anterior vertebrae,
mostly from cod which would have
weighed between 4.5 and 9 kg, although
some individuals would have been much
larger. An analysis of the element distribution and cut marks on the bones clearly indicated that these remains were from a cod
salting and drying operation; not from salt
cod per se, but the debris left over when salt
cod have been prepared. It was also clear
that the production of salt cod has not
changed very much from the 16th century to
the present. Two 17th-century accounts
detail the process in such a way that we can
imagine how the fish bone layer accumulated at Red Bay, presumably from wooden
stages jutting out into the harbour (our
emphasis in bold and comments in parentheses):

Figure 6.2.7: Traditional salt cod. (Photo
labelled by: D. Kappler, Parks Canada;
24M-2001-111-1).

The throater, having received the
cod, "...cuts the throat and then
opens the belly clear to the anus,
which is exactly that part by which
it voids. Then he passes his knife

very near the gills to separate a
bone which is between the ears
[pectoral fins] and the head [the
bone is the cleithrum], and all in one
operation thrusts the Cod to his
neighbour, the header. The latter
tears out the entrails from the belly,
and at the same moment he throws
into two baskets which he has in
front of him, into one the livers and
into the other the roe, which is the
eggs of the Cod. Then, all in a
moment, he inverts the Cod belly
down upon the table, takes the head
in his two hands, reverts it upon the
back of the Cod and breaks its neck.
He takes the head in one hand,
throws it into a hole which is at his
feet, through which it falls into the
sea, and with the other hand pushes
the Cod to the splitter".555
With his knife, the splitter "...strips
the flesh from the greater part of the
backbone on the side of the ear [pectoral fin] which he holds in his
hand, beginning with the ear and
running clear to the tail; and at the
same time he gives a blow of his
knife upon the backbone, and cuts it
in the position of the anus. Then he
passes his knife underneath the
backbone going towards the ears,
cuts all those little bones which
serve as ribs for the fish..."556
"...and with a back stroke cuts off
the bone, which falls through a
hole into the sea".557
Virtually the same process could be
observed a few hundred years later almost
any day during the years of our excavations
on any of several fishing stages around Red
Bay harbour. Dives under some of these
stages confirmed accumulations of cod bone
identical to the Saddle Island Shore Trench
layer, except for the adhering tissue and
smaller average size of the bones in the
modern refuse. Bones representing refuse
from the preparation of cod for salting and
drying include the entire cranium including
the opercular series (which covers the gills)
and the attached branchiostegal and hyoid
series, plus the thoracic vertebrae, sometimes referred to as the anterior abdominal
vertebrae. Cuts can be expected on the
basioccipital a n d / o r atlas or axis vertebrae,
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neural and haemal spines on the abdominal
vertebrae, rib fragments, possibly one or
both sides of the basipterygium (pelvic fin
support) which is sometimes removed with
the refuse, and on (or through) one of the
posterior abdominal or anterior caudal vertebrae (Figs. 6.2.6, 6.2.7). The caudal vertebrae, cleithra, and all fin spines and
supports remain with the cod, the finished
product.
The whale bones completely enclosed in the
layer of cod bones demonstrate the contemporaneity of whaling and cod-fishing, but
this fact does not necessarily indicate that
the two activities were carried out by the
same people at the same time. Although
there is nothing to prove it as a Basque structure, one stone-cobbled area, tentatively
identified as a fish flake (fish drying area)
was found on Penney Island, and Memorial
University crews identified a number of
semicircular stone and gravel platforms
about two metres in diameter on Saddle
Island, presumably used by the Basques for
stacking the dried, salted cod.558 Cod-fishing
is, or was, so easy in the Strait that both
casual and commercial fishing could have
taken place. The quantities of fish represented by the Shore Trench layer, however,
clearly indicate a commercial operation.
The whale bones recovered, primarily limb
elements and caudal vertebrae, seem to indicate removal of flippers and tail near the
shore of Saddle Island. A total of 763 whale
bones were recovered from excavation units
relating to the Shore Trench. Of these, nearly
41 per cent (311 bones) were from the flippers (humerus, radius, ulna, carpáis, metacarpals and phalanges), and 15 per cent (116
bones) were from the tail (caudal vertebrae
and chevrons) (Fig. 6.2.2). The high percentage of bones was not the most significant
factor in our interpretation. At least three
series of caudal vertebrae in articulated
position, and several sets of at least partly
articulated flippers gave incontrovertible
evidence of their deposition on the harbour
bottom as anatomical units (Figs. 6.2.8,
6.2.9). In other words, several entire or
largely complete flippers and at least three
caudal flukes with their supporting vertebrae ended up close together on the harbour
bottom near the shore of Saddle Island, presumably as refuse from flensing activity. The
predominance of flipper and tail elements
and absence of other carcass elements indi1-198

cates selective butchering and/or carcass
flensing and discard techniques.
The Shore Trench excavation proved to be
extremely valuable, both in linking land and
ship-based activities and in uncovering new
evidence of whale flensing and cod-fishing
and processing activity. Most of the events
recorded in the Shore Trench archaeological
record such as building construction, coopering, cod-splitting, and whale processing
originated on Saddle Island. These and
other events are representative of the types
of activities that were being carried out at
the Red Bay whaling station in the 16th century.

Figure 6.2.8: Whale
caudal vertebrae in
situ. (Photo: D. Page,
Parks Canada; 24M432M).

Figure 6.2.9: Articulated whale flipper
bones in situ. (Photo:
D. Page, Parks Canada; 24M-2818W).
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The crib remains were located approximately five metres out from the shore line in
less than one metre of water. The framework
consisted of two softwood logs, with diameters of 18 cm and 13 cm, aligned parallel
1.4 m apart and joined by means of a
smaller, overlapping cross- member (Fig.
6.2.10). The cross-member was set into
notches carved into the upper face of both
logs and fastened with hardwood treenails.
The floor of the crib was made from five
evenly spaced smaller logs that overlapped
the cross-member and that were positioned
parallel to the outer framing logs. There was
no evidence of fastenings. The flooring logs
were simply held in place by a large number
of rocks, that acted as ballast to anchor the
entire structure firmly in place.

Figure 6.2.10: Crib
structural plan.
(Drawing: D. Kappler,
Parks Canada; 24M88-102-1).
Scale 1:20

Wharf Trench
Archaeological

Data

Land excavations directed by Dr. James A.
Tuck of Memorial University of Newfoundland revealed a major Basque oven complex
(tryworks) on the north shore of Saddle
Island not far from the 24M wreck site.559
The ovens were located very near the
water's edge. During periods of low tide, in
front of the ovens, it was possible to observe
the remains of what appeared to be a stone
pavé surface and a wooden crib-like structure. A crib in this context was defined as a
framework of logs secured underwater by a
bed of rocks.
The Wharf Trench was an excavation project
designed to investigate the crib structure as
the possible remains of a Basque "cuttingin" stage or wharf. The excavation plan consisted of two distinct operations: recording
of the crib remains and the excavation of an
exploratory trench to test the area around
the crib.
Crib

Recording

Recording of the crib was planned with the
objective of establishing its functional and
historical context. The excavation strategy
was centred around the recording of construction details with no plans for removal.
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Construction details included a mortise cut
into the upper face of both framing logs. The
mortises were cut out by using an auger to
locate the corners followed by chiselling to
form the rectangular shape. Most importantly, and which all but confirms a Basque
origin, was that both mortises contained
wedges made from the reused ends of barrel
staves. The wedges were apparently used to
firmly secure the tenon of a vertical post.
Exploratory

Trench

An eight-metre-by-two-metre exploratory
trench was excavated adjacent to the crib in
an effort to locate whale bones and artifacts
that might help determine the relationship
of the crib to the Basque occupation on Saddle Island.
The stratigraphy of the trench followed a
pattern similar to that of the Shore Trench,
consisting of three primary deposits: overburden, cultural deposits and non-cultural
deposits. The overburden was characterized
by a surface cover of silt and sand, mixed
with small fist-sized rocks. This was in contrast to the large boulders found in the Shore
Trench overburden, and probably reflects
the adjacent onshore land use associated
with a tryworks and whaling processing site
verses the cooperage related site of the Shore
Trench.
The cultural deposits were made up of a
mixture of debris discarded as by-products
from the various shore activities, i.e. roofing
tile sherds, cooperage debris, woodchips,
peat moss and several leather fragments.
Whale bones, primarily from flippers, were
1-199

recovered in relatively large numbers, as
were fish bones, although nothing near the
quantity recovered in the Shore Trench. The
mixing of these materials was similar to the
Shore Trench, although in the latter instance
the mixing occurred only as the excavation
moved further away from the source of the
discard. In the Wharf Trench, there does not
appear to have been the necessary quantity
of discard to create individual concentrations of specific materials.
While a definite interpretation on the function of this structure cannot be made, its
close proximity to the tryworks, its construction technique, and the associated whale
bones and cultural debris strongly suggested a Basque origin.
Zooarchaeological

Data

The whale bones recovered from the wharf
trench were highly suggestive of refuse from
a cutting-in or flensing activity. Of the 95
cetacean bones, 75 (79 per cent) represented
flipper or tail elements. An additional seven
bones represented a loon, a domestic cow,
and one or more seals, probably a mixture of
refuse from both food and economic activity.
Also encountered was a fish bone layer similar to that of the Shore Trench, which must
also represent debris from processing cod
for salting and drying. Whether the layer is
continuous from the Shore Trench to the
Wharf Trench, or represents a separate focus

of activity, was not ascertained. Only a small
sample of the cod bones from this layer was
kept, but cranial elements and anterior vertebrae predominated. The fish bone was
somewhat more eroded than that of the
Shore Trench. Otoliths, the "ear stones"
which assist the fish in orientation and
depth regulation, were common, having
broken out of the enclosing otic capsules of
the skull.
The fact that virtually all flipper and tail elements have been found within a few metres
of the shore, near areas with ovens, may be
significant. These elements, many of them
showing cuts and chop marks, were lying in
place in anatomical (articulated) position,
and appear to have been used as chopping
blocks for mincing blubber (see Section 19.2
for more detail). Documentary sources are
unclear and at times contradictory regarding
whale processing, especially regarding
which, if any, operations other than rendering were done on shore. Flensing and baleen
removal are two operations which may have
occasionally been done on shore, and which
might have benefited from a crib structure
near ovens such as was found in the area of
the Wharf Trench. At the very least, a relatively smooth, gradually sloping incline
would have been useful for loading or
unloading either raw (large blubber chunks
or sections of baleen plates) or finished
products (filled barrels).

NOTES

549 See for example James A. Tuck, "Archaeology in
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6.3

T h e In Situ R e m a i n s of the 27M Site
R. James Ringer

Following the excavation and disassembly
of the structure of the 24M site in 1984, limited excavations were carried out in 1985 on
two other large shipwreck sites within the
harbour at Red Bay. The first of these wreck
sites (27M) was discovered in 1983 during
the investigation of a concentration of ballast stone and wood located as a result of the
survey of the harbour bottom. At the time, a
section of integral framing was uncovered
with futtocks and filler planks (escoperadas)
similar to those found on the 24M site. The
wreckage was situated close to shore in
approximately 4 m of water on the west side
of the harbour directly across from Saddle
Island (Fig. 6.3.1). This site represents what
is believed to be another 16th-century whaling vessel.

OBJECTIVES
Test excavations were carried out on the
27M wreck site to recover comparative 16thcentury architectural details. The testing
strategy involved investigations into the
stern, midship and bow areas. In the stern
and amidships, two 2-m-by-2-m grid units
were excavated, while the bow excavation
was limited to a l-m-by-2-m grid unit. The
results of those test excavations are presented below.

STRATIGRAPHY
The stratigraphy found on this site resembles that from the 24M site. At the stern, in
areas of intact structure, the sequence consisted of a grey sand and pebble overburden, varying between 5 cm and 10 cm thick,
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followed by a brown organic silt of between
10 cm to 15 cm in thickness. In most cases
the upper parts of the futtocks lay in the
grey sand while the organic stratum was
found in the spaces between the futtocks. In
areas beyond the integral structure, where it
was possible to get below the hull planking,
the organic layer reached a maximum thickness of 23 cm. Beneath the organic layer was
a dark brown silt containing abundant barnacle shell fragments and varying in thickness between 8 cm and 24 cm. Underneath
the crushed shell layer was a culturally sterile fine grey sand (Fig. 6.3.2).
In the midship area the grey sand overburden varied between 10 cm and 15 cm in
thickness. This was followed by 38 cm to
56 cm of organic deposit that continued
down to the solid hull structure. Most of the
organic stratum contained tightly packed
ballast stone. These ballast stones rose to
51 cm above the ceiling planking on the port
side, 34 cm above the ceiling planking on the
starboard side, and 28 cm above the keelson.
The sequence and thickness of strata in the
bow was similar to that found at the stern of
the site.

STERN AREA
When test excavations began in the stern,
one of the first artifacts recovered was the
nearly complete ring from a mariner's astrolabe. The ring lay in the space between two
stern futtocks (Fig. 6.3.3). Made of heavy,
open-work cast brass, the ring was approximately 20 cm in diameter and appeared to
have been partially burnt. Further excava1-201

Figure 6.3.1: Plan of
Red Bay harbour
showing the location
of the shipwreck sites
27M and 29M. (Drawing: D. Kappler, Parks
Canada; 24M-2006101-4A).

tion in the same area produced additional
fragments of the ring, a shackle for the top
from which the instrument could be suspended, and a small pointed fragment that
may be a tip from the alidade (Fig. 6.3.4). On
the astrolabe ring, no date, degree makings,
or other identifiable marks were visible.560
Other artifacts from the stern excavation
included a heart block fragment, part of a
small pulley sheave, rope fragments, a piece
of leather, a number of small calibre iron
cannonballs, and several ceramic sherds.
Found in abundance were small melted lead
fragments, charred organic pieces (possibly
burnt whale blubber), and burnt wood fragments. These items suggest that the ship
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may have burnt. The finding of the astrolabe, an object of undoubted value, supports
a rapid abandonment of the vessel such as
might be expected from a fire. The faunal
collection comprised a few whale bone fragments.
The stern structure of this vessel exhibited
almost identical construction details to those
on the 24M vessel. Both have the L-shaped
heel piece that were scarfed to the sternpost
and keel. The scarf joints appear identical to
those on the 24M vessel. Both scarf joints
were reinforced by an overlapping sternpost
knee that lodged inside the keel and sternpost. The arrangement of crutches and first
futtocks was similar to the 24M site
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Figure 6.3.2 (Facing
Page): Crushed barnacle shell stratum and
sterile grey sand layer
below a hull plank.
Scale divisions are
5 cm. (Photo: D. Page,
Parks Canada, 27M100M).
Figure 6.3.3 (Facing
Page): Astrolabe in situ
(27M8N1-7). (Photo:
D. Page, Parks Canada; 27M-92W).

(Fig. 6.3.5). In the case of the 27M ship, the
crutches had two projections or tenons on
either side of the base of their pedestals that
fit into corresponding notches on each side
of the sternpost knee. The 24M crutches had
only one such projection. The floor timbers
from both ships contained only a single limber hole. Also, unlike on the 24M site, one of
the crutches possessed a rectangular notch
between the arms of the timber to accept the
aft end of the keelson.
The aft ends of the stern hull planking were
rabbeted into the sternpost and heel assembly. As well, the garboard plank was rabbeted into the heel and keel. Only a small
portion of the keel was uncovered but it
appeared to be a simple rectangular timber
and unlike the carved keel of the 24M vessel.
The heel to the keel scarf was fastened, at
least partially, with iron spikes or pins, and
two fastening holes visible on the port side
had a triangular countersink for the head of
the spike. These triangular countersinks
were common on the 24M ship and may be
peculiar to the Basque shipbuilding tradition.

M I D S H I P AREA
Excavations in the midship area were
designed to retrieve important comparative
information concerning the mast step and
pump well construction. During the excavation of this area, artifacts proved to be rich,
particularly from inside the pump well.
Recovered items consisted of ceramic fragments, the remains of a basket, a wooden
peg, a portion of a leather shoe, and a wood
or bone knife handle. Food related material
included a quantity of fish bone, likely cod,
and numerous walnut shells. The uncovering of melted lead pieces and a number of
burnt wood fragments reinforced the
hypothesis of burning.
Also recovered was a floral sample identified as butcher's broom (Ruscus aculeatus).
Native to the Mediterranean and northwest
Europe, it can be used medicinally as a diaphoretic (inducing perspiration), deobstuent
(opening pores), and an aperient (laxative).
Whether this plant was being used for
medicinal purposes aboard this ship or for
some other purpose is not known. Butcher's
broom had a pungent odour and it was used
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Figure 6.3.4: Components of the astrolabe
(27M8N1-8). (Drawing: C. Piper, Parks
Canada; 27M8N1-1).
Scale 1:1 and 1:2
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Figure 6.3.5: Stern
structure on the starboard side showing
the arrangement of
the crutches and first
futtocks. (Photo: P.
Waddell, Parks Canada; 27M-109W).

to repel vermin. A whisk broom made of the
same plant was found in the Shore Trench.561
The mainmast step on this ship, similarly to
that of the 24M vessel, was formed by a widening and thickening in the keelson. The
mast step had a length of 170 cm and a maximum width of 37 cm. This compares to the
24M mast step, which was 150 cm by 41 cm.
Although longer than the 24M mast step, it
was braced by only three mast step buttresses on either side of the step as opposed
to four on 24M. These buttresses took the
form of truncated wedges that sat on top of
floor timbers, resting between and abutting
the mast step and footwale (Fig. 6.3.6). The
spaces between these supporting pieces
were covered with short planks on both
ships.
Unlike the 24M vessel which had only one,
this ship possessed two sumps, one on
either side of the mast step (Fig. 6.3.7). In
both ships the sumps were located at the aft
end of the mast step. In both cases, semicircular cuts were made into the mast step to
accommodate the pump tubes, except that
the workmanship on the 27M vessel was far
more meticulous. Clean square cuts were
made into the limber boards forming the
sump openings.

Figure 6.3.6: The 27M
site mast step (scale
divisions: 5 cm).
(Photo: P. Waddell,
Parks Canada; 27M27M).

Whereas the pump well of the 24M vessel
was lightly and crudely constructed, this
ship demonstrated a heavier and painstakFigure 6.3.7: Pump
sumps of the 27M site.
(Photo: P. Waddell,
Parks Canada; 27M38M).

Figure 6.3.8 {Right):
Aft pump well plank
cut to fit snugly over
the keelson and ceiling. (Photo: P. Waddell, Parks Canada;
27M-41M).
Figure 6.3.9 (Far
Right): Rudder from
the 27M site. (Photo:
D. Page, Parks Canada; 27M-92M).
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ing building technique. The vertical framing
timbers in the four corners were mortised
into the ceiling planking. Thick (6 cm) hardwood planks encased the well. The lower
athwartship planks were neatly cut to fit
snugly over the ceiling planking and keelson (Fig. 6.3.8). No such trimming existed on
the 24M pump well planking. There were
also dimensional differences. Based on the
position of the corner post mortises, the
planking lengths by side were 77 cm on the
starboard side, 85 cm on the port side,
131 cm, on the forward side and 135 cm on
the aft side. This compares to the 24M site
average plank lengths of 91 cm on the starboard side, 90.5 cm on the port side, 81 cm
on the forward side, and 95 cm on the aft
side. A difference of 14 cm in the forward
and aft planking meant the pump well of the
24M vessel was not entirely rectangular but
tapered in on the forward end. The significantly longer athwartship planks on this site
were obviously necessary to accommodate
the two pump tubes. Because of the two
pump tubes, the pump well was symmetrically placed with respect to the keelson. This
contrasts with the 24M pump well which,
because of the single tube, was offset
slightly to the port side.

Bow Area
Excavations in the bow area were much
more limited than in the stern and midship
areas, and were basically undertaken to
locate the forward end of the keelson and
the stem. Artifact returns were meagre, consisting of a few ceramic sherds, a billet, and
a metal fragment. Only a small portion of
the stem was unearthed, but enough to
determine that the hull planking had been
rabbeted into the timber.
The forward end of the keelson was uncovered, revealing a total length of 13.15 m. This
compares to a keelson length of 9.95 m on
the 24M site. Although the 27M keelson is
substantially longer, it is uncertain whether
these timbers can be used as a comparative
gauge of overall size.

Additional Excavation Work
A limited amount of additional excavation
work was conducted around the midship
area and the stern. Work around midships
1-206

was designed to uncover the fore-and-aft
fastening details between the floor timbers
and first futtocks. It was impossible to determine if dovetailed mortise assemblies were
used to fasten the floor timbers and first futtocks as noted on some of the 24M frames.
Evidence of these assemblages was concealed by the ceiling planking. However,
seventeen frames were found fastened
together by spikes through the ends of the
floor timbers into the adjacent first futtocks.
A similar arrangement was also discovered
on 24M. In the nine forward-most frames the
spikes were inserted towards the bow while
the aftermost frames were fastened towards
the stern. These frames likely represent a
series of pre-shaped and pre-assembled
frames similar to those found on the 24M
vessel. Only fourteen such frames were
uncovered on the 24M site as opposed to the
seventeen found here, although this may not
be indicative of a larger vessel.
The ceiling planking, like that on the 24M
vessel, extended only a short distance on
either side of the keelson. A similar system
of filler planks (escoperadas), running from
the edge of the ceiling down between the
futtocks, was also present.
In the stern, the remains of the rudder were
uncovered to record the salient measurements (Fig. 6.3.9). The remaining length was
3.99 m. A substantial portion of the upper
end was missing. The maximum thickness,
taken at the lower aft end, was 26 cm. This
compares to a maximum thickness of 18 cm
on the 24M rudder although the width of
both rudders at the base was virtually the
same. Morphologically, both appeared similar. In the case of the 27M vessel, the upper
fragmented end of the rudder was noticeably burnt and charred, explaining the
absence of the higher portion. This makes it
possible to say, with some confidence, that
the ship burned prior to sinking.
Other excavation work carried out on the
site included the collection of a representative sample of the ballast stone for petrological analysis. A cursory field examination of
the ballast indicated a composition similar
to that on the 24M site, that is, predominantly angular limestones with lesser
amounts of granitic and other rocks. The
way they were used, however, appears different. On the 24M vessel, the ballast was
arranged in rows on the bottom of the ship
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between which the ground tier casks were
laid. On this vessel, the ballast appears to
have formed an even layer of stones over the
bottom of the vessel. These stones reached a
maximum recorded thickness of 51 cm.
There existed no evidence of any type of
cargo. It may well be that this ship burnt
shortly after its arrival in Red Bay before the
stowage of cargo and rearrangement of ballast could begin.
In summation, it is certain that this vessel
represents another example of a 16th-century Basque whaling ship. The similarity in
construction to the 24M site and the recovered artifacts point to this. As well, from
comparative scantling information, both

vessels seemed to have been of approximately the same size. It also appears certain
that this ship burnt in the harbour, perhaps
before it could begin in earnest the whale
fishery. From a comparative point of view,
the similarity in construction between this
vessel and the other shipwrecks in Red Bay
helped to delineate building techniques and
design indicative of a 16th-century Spanish
Basque shipbuilding tradition. Furthermore,
the differences among the ships illustrate the
variability to be found in ship construction
practices as well as idiosyncratic behaviour
in building techniques. Both these factors,
the similarities and differences, are leading
to a better understanding of the evolution of
16th-century western European ship design.

NOTES
560 See Section 19.1.

6.4

561 See Section 11.3.

The In Situ Remains of the 29M Site
Willis Stevens and Peter J.A. Waddell

The discovery of a third Basque whaler in
Red Bay harbour was fortuitously brought
about through a series of test excavations
undertaken to assess the impact from the
proposed construction of a sewage outfall
pipeline (see Fig. 6.2.1). These excavations
uncovered a large intact section of exterior
hull planking. A visual search of the immediate area identified additional structural
elements. By hand fanning, it was possible
to locate the keelson and the mast step.
These parts of the ship, although covered
with only a thin layer of silt, were extremely
well preserved. Although faced with limited
resources in time and money, the objectives
THE UNDERWATER ARCHAEOLOGY OF RED BAY

were to do the least intrusive intervention
on the site to find comparative data. Test
excavations were carried out in the stern
and midship areas for the purpose of collecting comparative information.
The wreck was found lying on its starboard
side in less than 3 m of water. Constructed
primarily of oak, its overall dimensions
measured approximately 24 m by 8 m. It
was situated at the entrance to a shallow
inlet that incorporated a small, fresh water
stream. This exposure to fresh water may
have been a contributing factor to the
wreck's excellent preservation.
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STERN AREA
Excavations in the stern area uncovered a
well preserved section of lower hull (Fig.
6.4.1). It was made up of the lower portion
of the sternpost, an L-shaped heel timber, Yshaped crutches and a series of five strakes
firmly attached to the heel and sternpost
assembly. The heel timber incorporated a
skeg along the horizontal arm to protect the
lower part of the rudder. The length of the
horizontal arm could not be determined,
due to limited excavation, however, the
upper arm rose 58 cm from the baseline of
the keel. At this point it was scarfed to the
bottom of the sternpost with a vertical scarf
secured by three iron nails. The same timber
on the 24M vessel had a vertical arm length
of 95 m and was scarfed to the sternpost
with a horizontal scarf secured by four iron
nails.
The incomplete, lower portion of sternpost
measured 2.46 m in length from the base1-208

line ot the keel. Its sided dimension was
20 cm. Both the sternpost and heel timber
were rabbeted to accept the bevelled ends of
the stern planking. The angle formed by the
two rabbets was 66°, compared to an angle
of 69° on the 24M vessel. The planks were
fastened with spikes, set into a circular
recess, and treenails. The extent of the fastenings indicated that the planks were
attached to the sternpost at least to a point
2.46 m above the rabbet line of the keel. This
measurement represents a minimum tuck
height. In comparison, the tuck height on
the 24M vessel was 1.72 m.
A general observation on the orientation of
the stern section was that it was not on a
consistent level with the keelson. In fact,
there was a distinct angling upwards
towards the bow. This may indicate that the
stern has separated from the rest of the hull.
This possibility was further reinforced when
a second test pit was excavated at the aft end
of the keelson. At this point no structural
THE IN SITU ARCHAEOLOGICAL REMAINS

Figure 6.4.1: Lower
stern area of the 29M
site showing detail of
the heel-sternpost
scarf. (Drawing: D.
Kappler, Parks Canada; 29M-87-103-1).
Scale 1:20

Figure 6.4.2: Oblique
view of the 29M site
mast step and pump
well area. (Drawing:
C. Piper, Parks Canada; 29M-87-103-3).

remains (i.e. floor timbers or futtocks) were
found overlying the keel, suggesting extensive modification to that part of the vessel.

M I D S H I P AREA
Excavation in the midship area uncovered
the mast step, pump well, a small section of
ceiling planking and the ends of 16 floor
timbers from the pre-assembled frames. The
keelson timber measured 12.31 m in length
with its greatest breadth at the mast step.
The extension of the keelson forward of the
mast step measured 7.81 m, while the aft
extension measured only 2.35 m. However,
the aft end exhibited a horizontal scarf with
no fasteners that may be an indication of an
extension.
The mast step, formed by a widening and
thickening of the keelson, had a maximum
length of 215 cm and a maximum width of
38 cm (Fig. 6.4.2). A rectilinear mortise,
made to receive the tenon at the bottom of
the mast, measured 19 cm in width, 17 cm in
depth and 70 cm in length. The bottom of
the mortise had a drain hole for water. The
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att part of the mortise had been fitted with a
block of wood which effectively reduced the
overall length of the mortise by 15 cm. A
wedge shaped, wooden chock was found in
the forward part of the mortise and probably served as a point of adjustment. The step
was supported on each side by five mast
step buttresses and four boards. The buttresses were truncated wedges, positioned
on top of the floor timbers and abutting the
mast step and the foot wales on either side.
The spaces between the buttresses were fitted with covering boards that sat in rabbets
cut along the top edges of the buttresses. It
was apparent that a considerable amount of
time and effort had been put into the construction of the surrounding support elements to create a smooth finished surface.

The most striking difference between the
29M mast step and the other Red Bay examples was its size. The gross dimensions of
the mast step were 215 cm long by 198 cm
athwartships. These dimensions represent
approximately a 30 per cent increase in
length and over a 60 per cent increase in
width over the mast steps of the other two
sites (24M and 27M). The surface area of the
1-209

29M step is more than double that of either
of the other two mast steps (Tab. 6.4.1 ). All
three site keelsons expand or swell to form
the mast step. On the 24M and 27M sites this
means a few centimetres change in dimension while on the 29M site the keelson swells
from 25 cm just aft of the mast step to 38 cm
on the mast step in the sided dimension.
Another similarity with the other sites was
the fastening methodology and general construction using oak buttresses (Quercus sp.)
and softwood covering boards. An exception to this was the use of hardwood, likely
oak, for the 27M wreck covering boards.
The pump well was located immediately aft
of the mast step. No corner posts were
found and only one plank was recovered,
measuring 112 cm long and 6 cm thick. The
plank was finished on both ends and represents the width of the well. Other features
included two sump holes adjacent to, and
just aft of, the aftermost mast step buttresses, the same sump location as noted on
sites 24M and 27M (Fig. 6.4.3; Tab. 6.4.2). The

sump openings, which had been cut through
the limber boards, were circular with diameters of 21 cm. The forward floor timbers in
both sumps had approximately 5 cm cut
from their sides to accommodate the fitting
of the pump tube between floor timbers. The
keel at this point did not incorporate the garboards as was found on the more traditional
24M keel.
Two specific features were noted in the 29M
sumps. First, a single board was fitted
between floor timbers on top of the exterior
hull planking. The board measured 95 cm by
20 cm by 6 cm and was tightly wedged
between the floor timbers in the base of the
sumps. This board crossed over the keel and
was in contact with the external planking.
Interestingly, the floor timber immediately
forward of the board has been modified to
accommodate it. Three possible reasons for
such a board come to mind: 1) to have the
pump bases or foot valves slightly off the
ship's bottom and thus act as a crude filtering mechanism; 2) this board could have dis-

Mast Step

24M

27M

29M

Length

160 cm

165 cm

215 cm

Width

122 cm

120 cm

198 cm

Depth (keelson at mast step)

32 cm

30 cm

33 cm

Keelson cross section at mast step
(sided by moulded)

41 cm x 32 cm

37 cm x 30 cm

38 cm x 33 cm

Average depth of floor timber rebates

7 cm

7 cm (limited sample)

2 cm (limited sample)

Keelson length

9.97 m

13.09 m

12.31 m

Centre of mast step mortise to aft
end of keelson
Centre of mast step mortise to aft
end of keelson as percentage of
keelson length

5.00 m

6.44 m

5.61 m

5.00 m / 9.97 m = 50 %

6.44 m / 13.09 m = 49 %

5.61 m / 12.31 m = 46 %

Mast step length as percentage of

160 cm / 997 cm =16 %

165 cm / 1,309 cm =13 %

215 cm / 1,231 cm =17 %

cut into the keelson at the mast step

keelson length
cm = 19,520 cm 2

165 cm x 120 cm= 19,800 cm 2

215 cm x 198 cm = 42,570 cm 2

Mast step area (length by width)

160 c m x 122

Number of buttresses (per side)
Number of covering boards (per side)

4
3

3
2

5
4

Buttresses, average dimensions

41 cm x 19 cm x 23 cm

43 cm x 22 cm x 17 cm

81 cm x 27 cm x 18 cm

Buttresses: distal end let into ...

1st ceiling plank

1st ceiling plank

2nd ceiling plank

Covering boards, average dimension
Note: 27M tapered in width
Mast step shows pronounced expansion
of keelson?

50 cm x 20 cm x 3 cm

44 cm x 28 cm x N / A

82 cm x 27 cm x 2 cm

No

No

Yes

(length by width by depth)

Table 6.4.1: Comparison of mast step features of sites 24M, 27M and 29M.
Mast step is defined as the mast supporting area of enlarged, modified or reinforced keelson and including the buttresses and covering boards.
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Pump Well

24M

27M

29M

Base dimensions

85 cm x 93 cm

81 cm x 133 cm

N/A

Wood used in well construction

Softwoods

Softwood and hardwood

N/A

Number of sumps

1

Sump opening dimensions (at limber board)

29 cm x 20 cm

27 cm x 20 cm

21 cm (dia.)

Floor timbers modified in sump?

Yes

No

Yes

Sump location in well

Center

Against forward well wall

N/A

Limber board removable within well?

No

Yes

N/A

2

2

Mortises on ceiling for corner posts?

No

Yes

N/A

Separate foot valve for pump?

Yes

N/A

N/A

Pump(s) located just aft of mainmast?

Yes

Yes

Yes

Table 6.4.2: Comparison of pump well features of sites 24M, 27M and 29M.

tributed the weight of the pumps onto the
keel rather than stress the garboard strakes;
and 3) to eliminate direct suction on the garboard-keel seam. The second specific feature
was the presence of a small wooden disk
15.5 to 16.5 cm in diameter by 2.5 cm thick
found in one of the sumps. The disk was
pierced by four spike holes distributed
evenly around the face of the disk and about
2 cm in from the edge. Unfortunately, the
disk was not in its original location when
found and could not be linked to any specific point in the immediate area.

heads of the spikes. As the ceiling planking
was not removed, it was impossible to determine if dovetail mortises were also used to
secure the floor timbers to the futtocks.
Four softwood billets were recovered from
around the mast step area. The billets were
either half or quarter round, found in pairs,
aligned parallel, and separated by the
approximate width of a cask. No cask material or ballast stones were found on the 29M
site. Similar billets found on the 24M site
were recorded as dunnage. A dendrochro-

Only a small section of ceiling was uncovered to one side of the keelson. The assembly consisted of a single course of limber
boards, a course of planking, a footwale,
another course of planking, a bilge clamp
and splintered remains of a sill (albaola). The
distance from the centre line of the keelson
to the exposed wrung head of the master
floor timber was 191.5 cm. This distance represents the half-breath of the master floor
timber that was situated dead centre in the
middle of the mast step mortise. The halfbreath of the master floor timber on the 24M
vessel was 163 cm.

Figure 6.4.3: Mast step
and sump features on
the 29M site. (Photo:
D. Page, Parks Canada; 29M-45M).

The sided dimensions of the floor timbers
varied from 16 cm to 19 cm. This measure
was taken at the ends of the floor timbers,
being the only area exposed. The moulded
dimension at the mast step was 20 cm. The
ends of the floor timbers did not have tabs
as on the 24M ship, although all were spiked
to the futtocks, with eight in each direction
(bow and stern). Countersinks, two of which
were triangular, were used to recess the
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nological study of local wood sources along
with the archaeological samples recovered
at Red Bay have established a difference of
13 years between samples found on the 24M
site and those found on the 29M site (see
Appendix V).

29M. The absence of artifacts, including
casks, may be indicative of an extensive salvage operation by the Basques. It is not
inconceivable that the ship, which grounded
in relatively shallow water, was completely
salvaged of any useable materials, including
timbers, and then abandoned.

A very limited number of artifacts, including faunal remains, were collected from

6.5

The In Situ Remains of the 28M Site
R. James Ringer and Ryan Harris

In 1980, during an instalment of the harbour
survey, a small wreck was found in the narrow stretch of water between the mainland
and the west side of Penney Island (see Fig.
1.3.5). Lying in approximately 3 m of water
and only briefly examined at the time of its
discovery, the vessel appeared to be of some
antiquity Further test excavations in 1983
revealed that it was likely contemporary
with the Basque presence at Red Bay and
prompted the complete excavation of the
site during the 1984 excavation campaign
(Fig. 6.5.1). Following excavation, the timbers were raised to the surface for detailed

drawing then transported to Ottawa for
complete conservation treatment.
Although the wreck's timbers had remained
semi-articulated, initially they were difficult
to interpret. Subsequent excavation revealed
that the vessel actually lay upside down and
that its keel was missing (Fig. 6.5.2). The hull
measured approximately 9.5 m in length by
2.3 m in breadth and appeared larger and
more heavily built than a chalupa. The recovery of both a curved stem and sternpost confirmed the vessel was double ended. The
hull was carvel planked except for the sheerstrake which was clinkered. Heavy thwarts

Figure 6.5.1: View of
28M site at the beginning of excavation.
Note the shallow
depth of the water
(Photo: P. Waddell,
Parks Canada; 28M42M).
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Figure 6.5.2: Preliminary site plan of the
28M vessel. Note
that some timbers
are not shown in
this plan. (Drawing: C. Piper, Parks
Canada; 28M-85101-1).
Scale 1:50
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united both sides of the vessel. Fastenings
consisted principally of iron nails with treenails used for subsequent repairs and modifications. The discovery of both a foremast
step and a mainmast partner (or thwart)
indicated that at the time of its loss the vessel was equipped with two masts. Evidence
along the gunwales suggested however that
oars were used as well.
A curious feature of this particular vessel
was the number of different wood species
that were used in its construction. No less
than eight species have been identified. The
hull was predominantly framed with oak
(Queráis spp.) and planked with elm (Ulmus
spp.). Also recovered were hull components
of fir (Abies spp.), Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris), spruce (Picea spp.) and examples from
pomacious fruit trees (Pomoideae spp.).

6.6

The use of local wood species (spruce and
fir) was a surprise. Indeed, available evidence suggests that the vessel was not originally built for sailing and that it underwent
a major refurbishing with indigenous materials while in Labrador. This included extensive repairs to the bow, replacement of the
gunwales, and the addition of the rigging
elements, the latter of which were made
exclusively from indigenous wood species.
Interestingly, reworked barrica staves were
incorporated into the ceiling planking. At
first this vessel was thought to be a pinaza
but recent research has identified the craft as
a batel (ship's longboat). A complete description and analysis of this vessel will be presented in a forthcoming publication.

The Parks Canada Red Bay Project: A Photo Essay
Jonathan Moore, Marc-André Bernier and Robert Grenier

Tens of thousands of photographs were
taken at Red Bay between 1978-1985, and
many thousands more over the ensuing 25
years or so. Of course, only a limited number could be presented within the confines
of individual chapters and sections by their
respective authors. This supplementary
colour section rounds out the description of
underwater archaeology as practiced at Red
Bay and provides a springboard into the
chapters that follow. It provides a wideangle, thematic panorama of the project and
the resulting archaeological picture of
Basque whaling found on the harbour bottom. In addition, it presents a small number
of photographs of the Memorial University
of Newfoundland terrestrial excavations at
Red Bay. The assembled photographs are
drawn from the collections of Parks Canada,
the
Canadian Conservation
Institute,
Stephen Cumbaa of the Canadian Museum
of Nature and National Geographic photographer Bill Curtsinger.
As in the rest of this report, filtering of the
selections has occurred, resulting in a distinct bias towards underwater photographs
1-214

exhibiting excellent visibility. Of course,
these conditions were not always present on
the Red Bay sites. The same can be said for
most surface photographs that generally do
not depict inclement weather; indeed, relatively little photography was undertaken
during periods of thick fog, heavy rain or
snow, and gales.

This representative sample has been broadly
organized to follow the chronological
sequence of the "First Dig", principally the
excavation of the 24M site. It describes the
setting and working milieu at Red Bay, both
above and below the water's surface. It provides additional examples of the range of
technical and professional activities undertaken by both individuals and groups in a
maritime context and captures the synchronization required to meet both daily and
long-term archaeological objectives. It
shows features, structures, and artifacts
throughout the archaeological and first-aid
conservation steps, as well as photographs
of artifacts and a fully-rigged ship model
crafted during the "Second Dig".
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Figure 6.6.1: Red Bay
harbour facing south,
May 25,1982. The
Strait of Belle Isle is
covered with pack ice
and Parks Canada's
surface support barge
Cross Point is in its
winter lay up quarters
at the head of the
Basin (foreground).
(Photo: Bruce Bennett,
Parks Canada; 24M1101T).

Figure 6.6.2: Red Bay
harbour and Saddle
Island (facing south)
with the town of Red
Bay in the background, June 22, 1985.
The island of Newfoundland is visible on
the horizon across the
Strait of Belle Isle, still
choked with pack ice.
(Photo: D. Page, Parks
Canada; 24M-560N).
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Figure 6.6.3: The Cross
Point in its winter
quarters at the head of
the Basin, 1980.
(Photo: Bruce Bennett,
Parks Canada).

Figure 6.6.4: The Cross
Pomf over the 24M
site, facing north with
the town of Red Bay in
the background. Part
of the land site excavated by Memorial
University of Newfoundland archaeologists is at the lower
right. (Photo: P. Waddell, Parks Canada;
24M-168T).
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Figure 6.6.5: Crew
accommodation trailers on the shore of the
Basin showing the surrounding area, August
1979. (Photo: M. Audy,
Parks Canada; 24M140T).

Figure 6.6.6: The field
laboratory May 1982.
(Photo: B. Bennett,
Parks Canada; 24M1090T).
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Figure 6.6.7: The Cross
Point showing (from
left to right): drafting
enclosure; tank filling
station; companionway to engine room
and diving locker
room; hyperbaric
chamber (in background); crane; hot
water suit heating system; and galley and
office space. Note the
diving platform in the
foreground attached
to the side of the hull.
(Photo: D. Page, Parks
Canada; 24M-3485T).

Figure 6.6.8 (Left):
Aerial view of the
Cross Point over the
24M site, September
1985, during reburial
operations. The sand
in the scow alongside
the Cross Point is being
deposited on the 24M
site reburial mound.
(Photo: D. Page, Parks
Canada; 24M-3910T)
Figure 6.6.9 (Facing
Page): General view of
the 24M site with grids
in position. (Courtesy:
© B. Curtsinger).
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Figure 6.6.10: General
view of the 24M site
during excavation.
Tracing film is being
readied to unroll over
Operation 18. (Photo:
P. Waddell, Parks Canada; 24M-1387W).

Figure 6.6.11: General
view of the 24M site
from the port bow.
(Photo: D. Page, Parks
Canada; 24M-1500M).
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Figure 6.6.12: View of
Operation 18 with
numerous barrica
staves in situ (at right).
(Photo: D. Page, Parks
Canada; 24M-296T).

Figure 6.6.13: Profile
of a trench wall containing collapsed barricas lying atop the
ceiling. (Photo: R. Grenier, Parks Canada;
24M-400T).
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Figure 6.6.14: Profile
of a trench wall containing collapsed barricas. (Photo: G. Purdy,
Parks Canada; 24M585 W).

Figure 6.6.15: Suboperation 12M following completion of its
excavation, with
numerous collapsed
barrica components
projecting from the
adjacent sub-operations. (Photo: D. Page,
Parks Canada; 24M143M).
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Figure 6.6.16: The
pump tube and
plunger shaft in situ.
(Photo: P. Waddell,
Parks Canada; 24M1852W).

Figure 6.6.17: Interior
of a collapsed but
articulated barrica.
(Photo: P. Waddell,
Parks Canada; 24M1620W).
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Figure 6.6.18: Barrica
hoops between rows
of ballast stones after
removal of the staves.
The mainmast step is
at the left. (Photo:
Parks Canada; 24M2510W).

Figure 6.6.19 (Left):
Rows of ballast stones
exposed following the
removal of barricas.
(Photo: R.J. Ringer,
Parks Canada; 24M1175M).
Figure 6.6.20 (Facing
Page): Excavation of
the sand glass and a
lateral wall of the binnacle. (Photo: D. Page,
Parks Canada; 24M1840T).
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Figure 6.6.21: Archaeologist recording a
vertical elevation with
a level. (Photo: D.
Page, Parks Canada;
24M-720T).

Figure 6.6.22 {Left):
Archaeologist attaching
timber tags. (Courtesy:
© B. Curtsinger).
Figure 6.6.23 {Facing
Page): An archaeologist raises to the surface a tool handle
from either a harpoon, lance or flensing knife. (Courtesy:
© B. Curtsinger).
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Figure 6.6.24: Archaeologists photograph
the excavated hull of
the 24M vessel, illuminated by a bank of
overhead lights. Note
the mainmast step in
the lower right. This
photograph faces the
stern. (Courtesy: © B.
Curtsinger).

Figure 6.6.25 (Left):
Archaeologist conducting macro-photography. (Photo:
P. Waddell, Parks Canada; 24M-1335T).
Figure 6.6.26 (Facing
Page): Plank (TT 2145)
incised with the graffito of a whaler at
anchor with a boat tied
to its stern. (Photo: D.
Page, Parks Canada;
24M-2022T).
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Figure 6.6.27 (Far Left):
Recovery of a long
tackle block. (Courtesy:
© B. Curtsinger).
Figure 6.6.28 (Left):
Filming in the bow
area, facing aft. (Photo:
D. Page, Parks Canada; 24M-1337M).

Figure 6.6.29: View of
the ceiling of the 24M
ship's central hull,
after excavation, facing the bow. (Photo: D.
Page, Parks Canada;
24M-1773T).
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Figure 6.6.30: Archaeologist wearing a hot
water suit in the excavated hull after the
removal of the ceiling
planking. (Photo:
D. Page, Parks Canada; 24M-3144T).

Figure 6.6.31: The
mainmast step chocks,
still in situ, following
the removal of the
keelson (lying at the
right). (Photo: P. Waddell, Parks Canada;
24M-4367W).
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Figure 6.6.32: Removal
of the keelson and ceiling components.
(Photo: P. Waddell,
Parks Canada; 24M1394M).

Figure 6.6.33 (Left):
Central floor timbers
of the 24M vessel
including the master
floor timber (second
from the top) with
mainmast step chocks,
partially reassembled
on the surface. (Photo:
R. Chan, Parks Canada; 24M-7553W).
Figure 6.6.34 (Facing
Page): Hydraulic jack
and saw being used to
dismantle frame timbers. (Photo: D. Page,
Parks Canada; 24M3193T).
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Figure 6.6.35: An
archaeologist lifts a
floor timber during
disassembly of the
hull. (Photo: Parks
Canada; 24M-3180T).

Figure 6.6.36: View
along the limber passage during the disassembly of the floors.
Note the carved upper
surface of the keel
with its incorporated
garboards. (Photo: D.
Page, Parks Canada;
24M-3055T).
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Figure 6.6.37: Interior
view of hull planking
after the partial
removal of frames.
Note the lightercoloured pitch residue
that traces the outlines of removed
frames. (Photo: D.
Page, Parks Canada;
24M-4123W).

Figure 6.6.38: Cleaning
of the partially assembled master frame on
the deck of the Cross
Point. Note that the
floor timber is dovetailed to its two starboard futtocks. (Photo:
D. Page, Parks Canada; 24M-7842W).
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Figure 6.6.39: Raising
of the heel timber.
(Courtesy:
© B. Curtsinger).

Figure 6.6.40: Recording and drafting of the
keelson on the deck of
the Cross Pomf. (Photo:
Parks Canada; 24M2205T).
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Figure 6.6.41: Raising
of the keel. The keel's
central section with its
incorporated garboards are clearly
shown. (Photo:
R. Grenier, Parks Canada; 24M-3724T).

Figure 6.6.42: Recording and drafting of the
keel on the deck of the
Cross Point. (Photo:
D. Page, Parks Canada; 24M-2542M).
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Figure 6.6.43: Recording and drafting of the
keel. (Photo: D. Page,
Parks Canada; 24M8075 W).

Figure 6.6.44 (Left):
Transport of timbers
from the Cross Point to
the field laboratory on
Penney Island. (Photo:
D. Page, Parks Canada; 24M-3376T).
Figure 6.6.45 (Facing
Page): Recovery of the
ship's compass, partially obscured by a
plank. (Courtesy:
© B. Curtsinger).
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Figure 6.6.46: Excavation of the compass in
the field laboratory.
(Photo: D. Page, Parks
Canada; 24M-2299T).

Figure 6.6.47: Conservation treatment of the
compass at the Parks
Canada laboratories in
Ottawa. (Photo: G.
Vandervlugt, Parks
Canada).
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Figure 6.6.48 (Right):
Whalebone fragments
on Tracey Beach
exposed following the
removal of the sod
layer. (Courtesy: S.
Cumbaa).
Figure 6.6.49 (Far
Right): Whale rib in
situ in the Shore
Trench. (Photo:
D. Page, Parks Canada; 24M-1974T).

Figure 6.6.50: Whalebones in situ in the
Shore Trench. (Photo:
Parks Canada; 24M3124T).
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Figure 6.6.51 (Left):
Whale flipper bones,
partially reassembled
by zooarchaeologist
Stephen Cumbaa in
the Penney Island
field laboratory.
(Photo : G. Gusset,
Parks Canada; 24M2270T).
Figure 6.6.52 (Below):
Whale phalanx showing butchering marks.
The bone is 11 cm long
and is reproduced
here at 1.5 times its
original size. (Photo:
G. Vandervlugt, Parks
Canada; RA3967T).

Figure 6.6.53 (Facing
Page): Land excavations on Saddle Island.
Note the wreck of the
Bernier on the right and
the Crass Point over the
24M site in the background. (Courtesy: S.
Cumbaa).
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Figure 6.6.54: Land
excavations on Saddle
Island, facing the town
of Red Bay, with the
Cross Point over the
24M site. (Photo: R.
Chan, Parks Canada;
24M-380T).

Figure 6.6.55: Harpoon
head found by the
Memorial University
archaeological team
during land excavations on Saddle Island.
(Courtesy: Canadian
Conservation Institute).
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Figure 6.6.56: Wool
shirt excavated from a
Basque grave by the
Memorial University
archaeological team
during land excavations on Saddle Island.
(Courtesy: Canadian
Conservation Institute).

Figure 6.6.57 (Far
Right): Recording of
whalebones found
during underwater
excavations at the 24M
site. (Photo: D. Page,
Parks Canada; 24M2223M).
Figure 6.6.58 (Left): An
archaeologist recording the position of
structural timbers in
the reburial mound.
(Photo: D. Page, Parks
Canada; 24M-2136M).
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Figure 6.6.59: Manuel
Izaguirre and Robert
Grenier prepare to
dive on the 24M site.
(Photo: Parks Canada;
24M-2157T).

Figure 6.6.60: Archaeologists on the surface
during an inspection
of an iceberg fragment grounded near
the 24M site, June
1982. Icebergs pose a
constant threat to
Basque wrecks in Red
Bay harbour, hence the
extensive use of wreck
reburial techniques by
Parks Canada. (Photo:
D. Page, Parks Canada; 24M-1106T).
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Figure 6.6.61: An
archaeologist inspects
the base of the
grounded iceberg fragment shown in Figure
6.6.60. (Photo: P. Waddell, Parks Canada;
24M-1083T).

Figure 6.6.62: Willis
Stevens (left), Denis
Page (middle) and
Peter Waddell (right)
rest on the grounded
iceberg following their
inspection dive.
(Photo: C. Amer, Parks
Canada; 24M-3917T).
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Figure 6.6.63: Assemblage of coarse earthenware flat-bottomed
cooking pots from the
land and underwater
excavations at Red
Bay. (Photo: R. Chan,
Parks Canada;
RA6340T).

Figure 6.6.64: Astrolabe recovered from
the 27M site. (Photo:
G. Vandervlugt, Parks
Canada; M132-2).
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Figure 6.6.65: The 1:20
scale model of the 24M
vessel. The port side of
the model was generally left unplanked to
reveal internal structures. The modeled
timbers on this side
were colour coded to
differentiate between
those that survived
archaeologically (dark
brown) and those that
were extrapolated
from archaeological
evidence (light
brown). The model
was made in 2000 by
Fred Werthman, and is
now on display at the
Red Bay National Historic Site of Canada
Visitor Interpretation
Centre.
(Photo: G. Vandervlugt, Parks Canada).

Figure 6.6.66: Starboard side showing
the fully reconstructed hull and rigging details. (Photo: G.
Vandervlugt, Parks
Canada).
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Figure 6.6.67 (Facing
Page): Plunging view
of the model as seen
from the starboard
bow. (Photo: G.
Vandervlugt, Parks
Canada).
Figure 6.6.68 (Right):
Plunging view of the
model as seen from
the starboard quarter.
(Photo: G. Vandervlugt, Parks Canada).
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Figure 6.6.69: Underside of the beakhead.
Note the single
boomkin that iconographie evidence suggests was
characteristic of the
period. (Photo:
G. Vandervlugt,
Parks Canada).
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Figure 6.6.70:
Oblique view of the
starboard bow.
(Photo: G. Vandervlugt, Parks Canada).
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Figure 6.6.71: Stern
view. (Photo: G.
Vandervlugt, Parks
Canada).
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REVERSE
Final structural plan of the 24M site.
(Drawing: P. Waddell and drafting team,
Parks Canada; 24M-84-101-7).
Scale 1:50

Bathymétrie plan showing
the locations of the various
stratigraphie profiles recorded
on the 24M site.
See Section 6.1 in this
volume for details.
(Drawing: D. Kappler,
Parks Canada; 24M-2000-101-la).
Scale 1:150

Stratigraphie profile through
the midship area.
(Drawing: W. Stevens, C. Piper,
Parks Canada; 24M-84-102-7).
Scale 1:50

Stratigraphie profile through
the stern quarter.
(Drawing: W. Stevens, D. KappleT,
Parks Canada; 24M-84-102-5).
Scale 1:50

Stratigraphie profile at the stern.
(Drawing: W. Stevens, R. Hellier,
Parks Canada; 24M-83-102-4).
Scale 1:50

Stratigraphie profile showing
the west face of the Shore Trench.
(Drawing: VV. Stevens,
S. Laurie-Bourque,
Parks Canada; 24M-81-102-2).
Scale 1:50
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In
1978
Parks
Canada
underwater
archaeologists discovered the wreck of a
16th-century Basque whaling vessel in Red
Bay, Labrador, believed to be the San Juan
(1565).
This discovery led to the most
comprehensive
underwater
archaeology
research project ever undertaken in Canada.
The shipwreck was completely excavated
over eight field seasons, resulting in the
accumulation of 14,000 diving hours in frigid
water averaging 0°C. The structural remains
of close to 3,000 timbers were recorded in
detail through a process that helped set new
standards in the field of underwater
archaeology. This five-volume publication
(actually five English and five French
volumes) is the culmination of over 25 years
of research by associates and members of
Parks Canada's Underwater Archaeology
Service. It describes not only the underwater
archaeology as practiced at Red Bay but also
16th-century ship construction, whaling and
material culture studies.

Robert Grenier, director of the project, was born
in Trois-Rivières, Québec, in 1937. Following the
completion of an MA in Classics at Laval
University, he started his archaeological field
training with Parks Canada at the Fortress of
Louisbourg in 1963. That year, he learned to dive
and embarked on an underwater archaeology
career. In 1968, he completed his underwater
field training on the Kyrenia Wreck Project, in
Cyprus. He joined the nascent underwater
archaeology team of Parks Canada in 1969 as
assistant-chief and became its chief in 1979. In
September 1978, he led a small team to Red Bay,
Labrador to find the wreck of the San Juan (1565)
and directed the Red Bay underwater fieldwork
there until its completion in 1985. He then assembled a research team and directed the
ensuing research and publication program. Grenier 's passion and unwavering approach to
the protection and rigorous management of submerged cultural resources throughout his
career have brought respect and recognition from his peers. In addition to several national
and international awards, he was made an Officer of the Order of Canada in 2004 for his
pioneering work in developing underwater archaeology in Canada and abroad. As
president of the International Scientific Committee on Underwater Cultural Heritage of
ICOMOS/UNESCO, Robert Grenier played a significant role in deliberations held by
UNESCO in Paris to develop the 2001 Convention on the Protection of the Underwater
Cultural Heritage.
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